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Editorial

Sustainability in Geotechnics through the Use of
Environmentally Friendly Materials

Castorina S. Vieira

CONSTRUCT, Faculty of Engineering, University of Porto, R. Dr. Roberto Frias, 4200-465 Porto, Portugal;
cvieira@fe.up.pt

Keywords: sustainability in geotechnical engineering; environmentally friendly materials; low
carbon materials; recycled materials; bioengineering techniques; geosynthetics; sustainable ground
improvement; sustainable ground remediation; geopolymers

1. Introduction

The reduction in the exploitation of non-renewable natural resources is nowadays
widely recognized as a pressing need for a more sustainable society. Moreover, the increase
in waste valorization and reuse of waste materials are undoubtedly important steps forward
for environmental sustainability. Geotechnical design being part of typical civil engineering
projects can play a major role in the sustainability of the built environment. Thus, a
Special Issue was proposed focused on the use of environmentally friendly materials in
geotechnical solutions, highlighting the relevance of geotechnics to reduce our carbon
footprint. Their main purpose to collect and publish original research papers pointing out
the use of sustainable materials in geotechnics has been achieved, through the great interest
of the research community and a high number of submissions. This editorial summarizes
the papers published during the 2020–2021 biennium, highlighting their main conclusions.

2. Overview of the Special Issue

One of the biggest challenges facing civil engineers is the design and construction of
sustainable structures and infrastructures. Geotechnical engineering, as a branch of civil
engineering, can significantly contribute to sustainable development in the construction
industry, implementing environmentally friendly and cost-effective solutions. The Special
Issue “Sustainability in Geotechnics through the Use of Environmentally Friendly Materials”
aims to highlight the ability of geotechnical engineering to contribute to a more sustainable
society, through the use of materials and techniques with a smaller environmental footprint.
The huge potential of this contribution is clear in the diversity of topics covered by the
twenty-three papers published in this issue.

Several papers proposed sustainable ground improvement techniques [1–7] and soil
reinforcement with alternative materials such as recycled polypropylene fibers [8], recycled
tire-derived aggregates [9], recycled polyethylene terephthalate strips [10] or polypropylene
waste strips [11].

The use of recycled materials replacing the soils or natural quarry materials in geotech-
nical works was presented by various researchers [12–16]. Sustainable solutions using
geosynthetics to prevent soil contamination [17,18], to treat the sludge generated in dif-
ferent industries and avoid ground contamination [19] and to reinforce alternative filling
materials [12,16,20] are also discussed in the Special Issue.

Low-carbon solutions for the stabilization of contaminated soils [21,22] and bioengi-
neering techniques to prevent soil erosion [23] are put forward as relevant contributions to
the planet’s sustainability.

The relevance and topicality of the theme raised the attention and interest of re-
searchers from different countries around the world. Ninety-one researchers from sixteen

Sustainability 2022, 14, 1155. https://doi.org/10.3390/su14031155 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability
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different countries contributed to this Special Issue (Figures 1 and 2). Based on the first au-
thor’s institution, the greatest number of papers came from Brazil (seven papers), followed
by India with three contributions. Australia, China, Portugal and Thailand contributed
two papers each and Germany, Korea, Pakistan, Turkey and USA contributed one paper
(Figure 1).

Twelve papers arose from collaborations among researchers from different countries.
Figure 2 presents the countries of origin of the ninety-one authors (excluding authors with
more than one contribution). In addition to the eleven countries identified in Figure 1, there
are also contributions from Canada, Ireland, Japan, Saudi Arabia and Vietnam. As with the
number of contributions, the greatest number of authors come from Brazil, followed by
China (Figure 2).

The following section summarizes the different contributions with emphasis on the
most relevant findings, following the order of their publication.

Figure 1. Number of contributions per country (based on first author affiliation).

2
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Figure 2. Number of authors from different countries (excluding authors with more than one contri-
bution).

3. Highlights of the Contributions

A laboratory study on a low-carbon cementitious material known as limestone-
calcined clay cement (LC3) for the potential stabilization/solidification of zinc (Zn) and
lead (Pb) contaminated soils is presented by Reddy et al. [21]. The authors found that the
addition of the LC3 binder at 8% can improve the compressive strength up to three times
compared to untreated Zn- and Pb-contaminated soils. After a 14-day curing period, the
pH transformation of acidic to alkaline nature allowed the adsorption of heavy metals in
forming various insoluble metal hydroxides. This work shows that limestone-calcined clay
cement is a green and sustainable remediation of Zn- and Pb-contaminated soils and the
treated soil can be used as a safe and environmentally friendly construction material.

Vieira et al. [16] discuss the pullout behaviour of geogrids embedded in recycled
construction and demolition materials, with emphasis on the effects of the specimen’s
size and pullout displacement rates. The results have shown that the pullout resistance
of the geogrids increases with the specimen size and imposed displacement rate. The
pullout interaction coefficient, one of the essential parameters in the design of geosynthetic-
reinforced structures, exceeded the values typically assumed in the absence of test data
(0.5–0.7), which allows us to conclude that the usual practices for conventional backfill
materials (soils) are still applicable. The results of this study support the feasibility of using
fine-grain recycled construction and demolition materials in the construction of geogrid-
reinforced embankments, with obvious benefits in terms of environmental protection and
sustainability [16].

The durability of a deposited marine clay treated with cement, copper slag, and
hydrated lime was studied in a laboratory by Hanafi et al. [1]. Alternative ground improve-
ment techniques, such as the one presented in this paper, reduce cement usage, and in
addition, using waste material, such as copper slag, enables safe disposal of those materials.
The authors claim that all proposed mixes resulted in the reduction of embodied energy
and CO2 emission.

Ma et al. [2] study the feasibility of using soda residue to produce an alternative
material for geotechnical engineering applications. The preparation method of this material
in the field is proposed and the mechanical properties for different mixing proportions
with fly ash, sand and rubble are investigated. The authors concluded that the subgrade
bearing capacity and deformation modulus of this alternative material are higher than
those currently recorded with clays and sands.

3
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The addition of lime and/or gypsum to enhance the geotechnical properties of two
different types of fly ashes and a multi-criteria decision-making approach to assist practicing
engineers in selecting the appropriate mixture for specific civil engineering applications
are presented by Moghal et al. [3].

Moghal et al. [22] evaluate the efficacy of enzymatically induced calcite precipitation
in the retention of heavy metal in soils. Soils contaminated with cadmium (Cd), nickel (Ni),
and lead (Pb) were treated with three types of enzyme solutions. Based on their results, the
authors claim that the enzyme-induced calcite precipitation can be an effective alternative
in the remediation of soils contaminated with heavy metal ions.

Vianna et al. [23] explore different types of bioengineering techniques as environmen-
tally friendly systems to prevent superficial erosion processes in soil slopes. The efficiency
of these techniques was evaluated through high-quality images taken from periodical visits
conducted over several months, processed with a computer code. The authors concluded
that most of the solutions revealed a deficiency in vegetation establishment and were
sensitive to climatological conditions, which has been conditioned by the low fertility and
medium acidity of the soil.

Concerning the sustainable treatment of sludge produced in different industries,
Aparicio-Ardila et al. [19] present a laboratory study and a statistical analysis on geotextile
tube technology used for dewatering of sludge generated at a water treatment plant. The
viability of using nonwoven geotextile, a material with better filtration characteristics than
the commonly used woven geotextiles, was also studied by [19]. The authors propose to
recirculate inside the geotextile tube the effluent collected at the beginning of the dewatering
process so that it can be filtered more efficiently and therefore improve its quality. Under
the same test conditions, the dewatering performance was better in the bags produced
with nonwoven geotextile when compared to those manufactured with woven geotextiles
(commonly used).

Lavoie et al. [18] evaluate the performance of two high-density polyethylene (HDPE)
geomembranes used, for several years, in a sewage treatment aeration pond and in a
municipal landfill leachate pond. The experimental study shows that these geomembranes
perform adequately for environmental protection.

Almeida et al. [20] deal with the mechanical damage under repeated loading induced
by incinerator bottom ash on three nonwoven geotextiles. The authors concluded that the
damage provoked by the incinerator bottom ash on the short-term mechanical behaviour of
the geotextiles tends to be lower than the damage induced by the natural aggregates used
in their study, which represents good prospects for the use of these alternative materials in
contact with geotextiles.

The mechanical properties of compacted lateritic soils reinforced with polypropylene
(PP) waste strips cut from recycled plastic packing are discussed by Marçal et al. [11].
Among the many findings of their study, it is worth mentioning that the use of PP waste
strips as reinforcements of lateritic soils led to an increase of the unified compressive
strength and contributed to the change in soil failure from a brittle to a ductile mode.

Silveira et al. [10] evaluate the effect of recycled polyethylene terephthalate (PET)
strips on the mechanical properties of cement-treated lateritic sandy soil. Based on their
experimental study the authors concluded the inclusion of recycled PET strips in cement-
treated soil can provide a sustainable alternative material with higher strength and ductility.

Safdar et al. [4] report the results of monotonic triaxial drained compression tests
performed on sand-cement-fiber mixtures and propose various equations to evaluate the
shear modulus and mobilized stress curves at small-strain levels. Their study aims to
study the viability of utilizing tsunami waste as ground improvement materials to build
sustainable geotechnical infrastructures. The authors claim this research related to increase
in stiffness parameters due to the combined effect of cement and fiber additives might
be useful for the practicing engineers in the construction of economical and sustainable
geotechnical infrastructures.

4
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Using a framework that incorporates resource consumption, environmental and socio-
economic concerns, Samuel et al. [5] evaluate the sustainability benefits of a metakaolin-
based geopolymer treatment for an expansive soil, when compared with a lime treatment
method. Their study shows that the proposed geopolymer, primarily due to metakaolin
source material, is a more sustainable alternative to the conventional lime treatment for
soil stabilization. In short, the geopolymers can be viable additives or co-additives for the
chemical stabilization of problematic expansive soils.

Park [17] evaluates experimental and numerically the permeability characteristics of a
geotextile–polynorbornene liner at different oil pollutant contact times and pressure heads.
This study confirms the impermeability of the geotextile–polynorbornene liner against oil
pollutants and its potential as a solution to prevent pollutant diffusion.

Deng et al. [6] analyze the energy consumption and carbon emissions of Microbial
Induced Carbonate Precipitation (MICP), used to strengthen soils and other materials,
through the Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) method. The authors found that the current MICP
application process consumes less non-renewable resources but has a greater environmental
impact. The major environmental impact of MICP techniques is the production of smoke
and ash, with other secondary impacts such as global warming, photochemical ozone
creation, acidification and eutrophication [6].

A large database of soil/tire-derived aggregates (TDA) compaction tests assembled
from the literature was used by Soltani et al. [9] to model the compaction characteristics
(optimum moisture content and maximum dry unit weight) of fine-grained soils blended
with sand-sized recycled TDA. According to the authors, the proposed empirical mod-
els offer a practical procedure towards predicting the compaction characteristics of the
soil–TDA blends and can be used for preliminary design assessments and soil–TDA opti-
mization studies.

Udomchai et al. [15] evaluate the interface shear strength between reclaimed asphalt
pavement (RAP) and kenaf geogrids (produced with natural kenaf fibers), and assess their
viability as environmentally friendly base course materials. A generalized equation was
proposed for predicting the interface shear strength, which can be used in the analysis and
design of related geotechnical projects including pavement projects, mechanically stabi-
lized earth (MSE) wall design, embankment reinforcement construction and foundation
design [15].

Lin et al. [14] analyze the feasibility of utilizing recycled aluminum salt slag (RASS)
as a sustainable geomaterial through a comprehensive laboratory test program, focused
on geotechnical and environmental engineering tests. Their study has shown that RASS
has geotechnical characteristics suitable for their usage as pavement subbase material in
road construction and does not pose any environmental and health issues. However, the
authors point out that the quality of this aluminum industrial by-product is dependent on
the machinery used and manufacturing techniques.

Sukmak et al. [7] examine the feasibility of using garnet residues (GR) as a replace-
ment material in soft clay (SC) prior to cement stabilization, combined with tire-derived
aggregates (TDA), to produce an alternative subgrade material. The authors found that
GR replacement reduces the specific surface and particle contacts of the SC-GR blends.
High amounts of GR led to the reduction in the unconfined compressive strength due to
its high water absorption, resulting in insufficient water for cement hydration. Due to the
low adhesion property of TDA, unconfined compressive strength and stiffness of cement-
stabilized SC-GR reduce with the increase in TDA content. The cement–TDA-stabilized
SC–GR at SC:GR of 90:10, cement content of 2% and TDA content of 2% is suggested by [7]
as a sustainable subgrade material.

Schwerdt et al. [13] investigate the feasibility of using alternative materials, such
as blast furnace slag (BFS), electric furnace slag (EFS), track ballast (TB), and recycled
concrete (RC) as filling material in the construction of geogrid-reinforced structures. The
laboratory characterization of the materials and a pilot application are presented. From
the geotechnical point of view, these alternative materials revealed similar or even better

5
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behaviour than natural materials such as gravel. The results of the chemical tests show that
only electric furnace slag and track ballast are qualified to be used without restrictions.

The effect of recycled polypropylene (PP) fibers on the shear strength–dilation be-
haviour of compacted lateritic soils is discussed by Silveira et al. [8]. The authors found
that the PP fibers improved the shear strength behaviour of both lateritic soils studied and
the shear stress–dilatancy behaviour is affected by the inclusions in the soil mix.

Palmeira et al. [12] present a review on the use of wastes, such as wasted tires, con-
struction and demolition wastes and plastic bottles, as alternative construction materials in
geotechnical and geoenvironmental works, giving particular emphasis to their combination
with geosynthetics. The authors point out that, despite the benefits to the environment
in reusing wastes in geotechnical engineering, it is important to have in mind that some
of these wastes will degrade over time or can contain substances that may cause ground
contamination. A careful evaluation of such aspects must be carried out before using wastes
as construction materials in geotechnical and geoenvironmental works. In this context
and when required, geosynthetics such as geomembranes and geocomposite clay liners, if
properly specified, can provide efficient barriers for such contaminants [12].

4. Final Remarks

The principle of sustainable development was defined in the report “Our Common
Future”, also known as the “Brundtland Report”, published in 1987 by the United Nations
Brundtland Commission, as the “development that meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” [24]. Such a clear,
seemingly simple and logical definition of sustainability should be part of everyone’s prin-
ciples and of the different sectors of activity. Due to the huge impact that the construction
sector has on the environment, both regarding the consumption of natural resources and
energy, and the large volumes of waste produced, this industry has been called upon to
change its practices. It is therefore fundamental that researchers and engineers are increas-
ingly encouraged to find solutions that meet sustainable development goals. This Special
Issue was intended to bring together different contributions for greater sustainability in
geotechnical engineering.

This Special Issue includes several contributions but there is still plenty of room for
new contributions on sustainability in geotechnics. For this reason, the issue has been
turned into a topical collection and new contributions will continue to be accepted.

Funding: This work was partly prepared within the scope of the research project PTDC/ECI-
EGC/30452/2017-POCI-01-0145-FEDER-030452-funded by FEDER funds through COMPETE2020-
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DAC) through FCT/MCTES.
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Abstract: Marine clay deposits are commonly found worldwide. Considering the cost of dumping
and related environmental concerns, an alternative solution involving the reuse of soils that have poor
conditions is crucial. In this research, the authors examined the strength, microstructure, and wet–dry
resistance of triple-binder composites of marine-deposited clays and compiled a corresponding
database. In order to evaluate the wetting–drying resistance of the laboratory-produced samples,
the accumulated mass loss (ALM) was calculated. The use of slag alone as a binder, at any percentage,
increased the ALM up to 2%. However, the use of lime as the third binder seemed to accelerate
the chemical reactions associated with the hydration of clay and cementitious material and to
enhance the chemical stability, i.e., specimens that included both lime and slag experienced the same
ALM as specimens treated with cement only. Scanning electron microscopy analysis confirmed the
durability improvements of these clays. The proposed unconfined compressive strength–porosity and
accumulated mass loss relationship yielded practical approximation for the fine- and coarse-grained
soils blended with up to three binders until 60 days of curing. The laboratory-produced mixes
showed reduction of embodied energy and embodied carbon dioxide (eCO2) emissions for the
proposed models.

Keywords: cement; lime; copper slag; strength; durability; microstructure; eCO2; embodied energy

1. Introduction

Marine clay deposits are found worldwide, especially in coastal regions. This research investigated
the marine clays disseminated along the Mediterranean and northern coasts of Cyprus Island. Marine
clays generate substantial construction problems, mainly due to their low strength and sensitivity against
drying/wetting cycles. Rapid development of construction on those formations is comprised mostly
of digging and dumping of soil. Environmental pollution created from digging and transportation
affects mankind and the ecosystem. Additionally, the huge quantity of excavated soil affects the
overall cost of shipping and controlling. Thus, companies try to manage the problems, allowing
for environmentally friendly solutions. Considering the structural integrity, utilization, or reuse of
untreated marine deposited clay for sub-base construction on highways poses engineering problems.
The widely adopted solution is to dispose of the excavated soil into the nearest site or landfill. However,
allowing for transportation between the quarrying plant and the excavation area can lead to a large
amount of CO2 emission and increased overall cost. The problems associated with those activities
can be minimized via performance optimization of excavated soils, which might reduce the cost and
negative effects on the environment. Every project requires different solutions for the management
of excavated soil. Previous studies suggested alternative managing strategies for excavated soils,
including using them on-site, reusing excavated materials, pre-treating before use in construction,
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storing them for future consideration, and using them as landfill cover applications [1,2]. Furthermore,
Magnusson et al. [3] reported that reusing excavated soil could save as much as 14 kg of carbon dioxide
per ton. Additionally, Capobianco et al. [4] stated that the treatment of such soils is more beneficial
than digging and dumping.

This study proposes the reuse of copper slag, which is extensively available at the Cyprus Mining
Cooperation (CMC) site in the Lefke Region of Cyprus, as a cement replacement. The available slag is
left over from the copper mining operations that ended in 1974 and is available in bulk form, having
been haphazardly dumped around the Lefke Region. The serious concerns regarding the use of those
materials involve heavy metal contamination and their leaching properties. Nevertheless, Alter [5]
reported that the leaching values and heavy metal content of copper slag are lower than the levels
prescribed by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) and Basel Convention.
Zain et al. [6] prepared specimens composed of 10% copper slag as a cement replacement. The results
showed that the penetration of the trace elements did not exceed the normal rates. Another study
revealed that the penetration of heavy metal (copper, nickel, lead, and zinc) ions from copper slag
in large volumes was found to be lower compared with the prescribed limits from international
authorities [7].

On the other hand, many researchers reported that copper slag does not show pozzolanic
properties [8–10]. Moura et al. [11] studied the mechanical behavior of concrete containing 10% copper
slag. The authors reported that compressive strength of concrete composed of copper slag had lower
strength than reference concrete up to 91 days. However, other researchers mentioned that concrete
incorporated with copper slag shows cementitious properties; furthermore, the pozzolanicity of copper
slag increases the strength [12–16]. Additionally, another study assessed the pozzolanicity of clay
composed of cement and copper slag [17]. The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) results revealed
that composites exhibited pozzolanicity. The authors concluded that, at low cement content (30% dry
weight of soil), the strength decreased with the copper slag amount. However, with an increase in the
testing period and in the cement replacement level, the strength significantly improved with copper
slag incorporation.

Few studies have considered the engineering properties of copper slag blended with clay and
cement [18]. However, no studies have considered the durability properties of such composites.
Durability is defined as the resistance to chemical attack, keeping its stability and integrity over a long
period of exposure to a severe environment [19]. The durability of a silty clay–cement combination of
composites was studied, where the authors found that the loss in mass of specimens decreased with
increasing cement amount [20]. Furthermore, another research demonstrated that the lime addition
could be decreased and have a positive effect on the ongoing wet–dry cycles over a long exposure [21].
Consoli et al. [22] and Consoli and Tomasi [23] investigated the porosity/cement and porosity/lime as
durability parameters of soil composed of cement to evaluate the durability indices by considering the
weight loss after several wet–dry cycles.

Many researchers investigated the lime stabilization of clay [18,19,21,24]. Choquette et al. [24],
for example, examined the mineralogy and microstructure of lime-treated Canadian marine clays.
Their results revealed that incorporating lime significantly caused the clustering of soil specimens.
The flocculated arrangement was preserved by development of cementitious bonds between the
particles. The authors correspondingly proposed the incorporation of calcium oxide (lime) into clay
soil, which results in the formation of a plate-like morphology. The authors reported that this can
increase the bulk volume of the small pores and space available between the clay–cement particles.
Additionally, the authors stated that the modification in microstructure as a result of the lime addition
agreed well with the mechanical properties of clay. Many researchers analyzed the cement–clay
microstructural modification with SEM, reporting a decrease in the deflocculation level with a high
amount of cement [25,26].

As specified in many standards around the world, unconfined compressive strength (UCS) is the
most quantifying test in construction activities. The Australian earth-building handbook [27] suggests
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values for designing compressive strength between 0.40 and 0.60 N/mm2 for rammed earth. The New
Zealand Standard for engineering design of earth buildings [28] uses a design compressive strength
equal to 0.5 N/mm2. In Bulletin 5 [29], a safe working compressive stress of 0.25 N/mm2—rather than
an ultimate limit state—for stabilized rammed earth is recommended. Furthermore, according to the
recommendations of the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) [30], the minimum required unconfined
compressive strength for cement-stabilized soil for pavement base course is 500 psi (3400 kPa), and for
the subbase, it is 250 psi (1700 kPa). Similarly, Maclean and Lewis [31] reported that the minimum
required unconfined compressive strength for base and subbase designs of major roads is 500 psi
(3400 kPa), and for minor roads, it is 250 psi (1700 kPa).

Treated soil deteriorates as a result of environmental conditions, such as wet–dry or freeze–thaw
cycles and erosion. Under such conditions, the strength and stiffness values of the treated soils are
reduced. Bonnot [32] stated that the durability of a treated soil can be studied in terms of loss of
mass, expansion, change of strength, or swelling. As the current study was performed in Cyprus,
which has a subtropical climate, i.e., Mediterranean and semi-arid-type climate, the wet and dry cycles
are governing strength-control mechanisms. The US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) technical
manual [30] states that the maximum permissible mass loss of clay soils after 12 cycles (wet–dry) is 6%
of the initial specimen weight for clay stabilization of pavements.

This study aims to evaluate the laboratory-produced triple-binder composites’ strength,
microstructure, resistance to wet–dry cycles, and sustainability performance. To address this research
gap, in the current study, hydrated lime was incorporated with copper slag in cement-stabilized soil as
a replacement to facilitate pozzolanic reactions. In addition, a porosity binder index for soil–cement
mixes in terms of mass loss was examined for the first time, revealing a correlation between the mass
loss and the unconfined compressive strength. Furthermore, embodied energy and embodied carbon
dioxide (eCO2) emissions of each mix were studied in terms of production and transportation of each
stabilization product. This research could thereby enable a reduction in the amount of excavated soil
through the assessment of the effects of soil disposal on the environment and on CO2 emission caused
by transportation. Additionally, incorporating various amounts of copper slag with cement could
potentially decrease the impact of global warming and the amount of accumulated copper slag at
the site.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

The clay used in this study was collected from the project site, which was located in the Kyrenia
District on the northern coast of Cyprus. The samples were obtained from basement excavation of
a construction site. Basic characteristic tests, such as sieve analysis, specific gravity, and Atterberg
limits, were evaluated based on the international standards in accordance with the corresponding
ASTM D2487-17 [33]. The results of these tests are presented in Table 1. The clay was designated as
inorganic low-to-medium-plastic clay (CL). The grain size distribution is shown in Figure 1. The soil is
composed of clay, silt, and sand with percentages of 49%, 19%, and 32%, respectively. Furthermore,
the X-ray fluorescence (XRF) test results showed that this clay is rich in SiO2, Al2O3, and CaO.

Copper slag was collected from an abandoned mine in the Lefke Region in Northern Cyprus.
After performing the characterization tests, the slag was classified according to the Unified Soil
Classification System USCS as poorly graded sand (SP), and its specific gravity was 3.45. The X-ray
spectroscopy analysis allowed the determination of the main components of the slag, i.e., 43.5% ferrous
oxide, 32.8% silicon oxide, 8.3% aluminum oxide, 4.0% CaO, and 2.6% SO3.

Type I cement with a specific gravity of 3.12 and with a Blaine fineness of 289 m2/kg was used.
The chemical composition of the cement is presented in Table 2.
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Table 1. Physical properties of marine-deposited clay, hydrated lime, and copper slag.

Properties Marine Clay Cement Hydrated Lime Copper Slag

Liquid limit (%) 40 - - -
Plastic limit (%) 21 - - -

Plasticity index (%) 19 - - Nonplastic
Specific gravity 2.61 3.12 2.17 3.45

Fine gravel (4.75 < diameter < 20 mm) (%) 0 0 0 0
Coarse sand (2.00 < diameter < 4.75 mm) (%) 2 0 0 10

Medium sand (0.425 < diameter < 2.00 mm) (%) 3 0 0 82
Fine sand (0.075 < diameter < 0.425 mm) (%) 27 0 5 8

Silt (0.002 < diameter < 0.075 mm) (%) 19 90 90 0
Clay (diameter < 0.002 mm) (%) 49 10 5 0

Mean particle diameter (mm) 0.0035 0.015 0.02 0.9
USCS class CL ML ML SP

Figure 1. Grain size distribution of the studied clay, copper slag, and hydrated lime.

Table 2. Chemical analysis of portland cement, hydrated lime, and copper slag. (EN197-1).

Compound Portland Cement (%) Lime (%) Copper Slag (%)

SiO2 21.2 - 32.5
Al2O3 5.1 0.38 8.3
Fe2O3 2.5 0.3 43.5
CaO 64.7 70.89 4
MgO 0.9 1.95 -
K2O 0.2 - -
SO3 1.5 - 2.6

loss in ignition 2.5 24.59 -

Hydrated lime contains mostly calcium oxide (71% CaO), and was obtained from a local supplier
in Cyprus (imported from Turkey). The particle size distribution is shown in Figure 1. The physical
properties of all used materials are presented in Table 1.
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2.2. Methods

2.2.1. Molding and Curing of Specimens

To investigate the effects of clay treatment, cylindrical specimens of 50 mm diameter and 100 mm
height were prepared. First, the amounts of materials were calculated from the targeted dry unit
weight. They were then measured and dry-mixed in a tray with a flat-end spatula for at least 5 min to
achieve uniformity. After that, water was introduced gradually while the mixing process continued.
After ensuring the mixture’s homogeneity, it was transferred to a split mold and statically compressed
to achieve the required dry density. Upon completion of the mixing and compressing, the prepared
specimens were transferred to a curing room in which they were kept for the required curing time [34].
The curing room had a 24 ± 2 ◦C temperature and a relative humidity of about 95%, according to
ASTM C 511 [34]. The preparation data for all specimens are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Details of molding and curing data.

Name
Soil
Type

Cement
Contents (%)

Copper Slag
Content (%)

Hydrated Lime
Content (%)

Molding Dry
Unit Weight

(kN/m3)

Curing
Periods
(Days)

Test Type

Clay + Cement
(CC)

M
ar

in
e

D
ep

os
it

ed
C

la
y 7, 10 and 13 - - 14.0, 16.0 7, 28, 60 UCS, Wet-Dry

Cycles *

Clay + Cement
+ Slag (CCS) 7 and 10 10% - 14.0, 16.0 7, 28, 60 UCS, Wet-Dry

Cycles *

Clay + Cement
+ Lime (CCL) 7 and 10 - 5% 14.0, 16.0 7, 28, 60 UCS, Wet-Dry

Cycles *

Clay + Cement
+ Lime + Slag

(CCLS)
7, 10 and 13 10% 5% 14.0, 16.0 7, 28, 60 UCS, Wet-Dry

Cycles *, SEM **

* Wet–dry cycle done on all tested blends, 1.6 kN/m3 dry unit weights considering 28 days of curing. ** Scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) was done on untreated CCLS specimens, 1.6 kN/m3 dry unit weights considering seven,
28, and 60 days of curing.

Blending of the specimens was performed in relation to the relative constant of Portland cement
(C), copper slag (CS), and hydrated lime (L). C is the mass of the cement divided by the mass of the dry
clay; CS and L are defined as the quotient of mass of cement as a partial replacement for cement.

Porosity was calculated by using a modified version of Equation (1) proposed by Consoli et al. [35],
dry unit weight (γd), and the weight contents of the marine clay (WS), Portland cement (WC), copper slag
(WCS), and hydrated lime (WL). The corresponding unit weights are γss, γsc, γsCS, and γsL, respectively.

η = 100− 100 [

[
γd

total mass o f solids

][
WS
γSS

+
WC
γSC

+
WCS
γSCS

+
WL

γSL

]
] (1)

Depending on the cement porosity index (η/Civ), a unique relationship was developed in order
to predict the behavior of cement-treated soils [36], which only accounted for cement. More recently,
Ekinci et al. [18] proposed a more general index Xiv, which accounts for all binder contents. In this
study, Ekinci et al.’s [18] parameter was modified in an attempt to predict the strength for each
mixture, where Xiv was calculated from the modified Equation (2), where V =W/γs is true for all of the
used materials.

Xiv =
VS + VC + VCS + VL

V
=

(WS
γss

)
+
(WC
γsC

)
+
(WCS
γsCS

)
+
(WL
γsL

)
V

(2)

The external exponent of adjusted porosity/binder index η/Xiv
0.32 was determined to be the best-fit

exponent for all of the blends studied herein and Ekinci et al. [18]. It is in accordance with previous
empirical studies on various types of soils that obtained exponents that slightly varied between 0.28
and 0.35 [22,23].
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Table 3 provides all of the necessary molding data, including material contents, curing periods,
dry unit weights, and the types of tests conducted. The percentages of the cement used are related to
the dry weight of the clay; for copper slag and hydrated lime, the percentages are related to the dry
weight of the cement. In the triple blend, the copper slag is used as a replacement for cement, but lime
is an addition of as much as the dry weight of the cement.

2.2.2. Compressive Strength Test

Strength tests were conducted on specimens after wetting and drying cycles. The tests were
conducted according to ASTM C39 [37]. A fully automatic testing machine with 20 kN capacity was
used. The failure load was recorded for every specimen, and an average of three specimens was
used. Based on the procedure, if the single-specimen compressive strength deviated 10% from the
average, the specimen was discarded, and a new specimen was prepared. Thus, the variation of the
experimental results was completely eliminated.

2.2.3. Mass Loss by Wet–Dry Cycles

Durability tests were conducted according to ASTM D 559 [38] for durability testing of
marine-deposited clays stabilized using various binders. These tests were used to evaluate the
mass loss of composites through 12 wetting and drying cycles. Every cycle began with complete
immersion of the specimens in water for 5 h; the specimens were then dried in an oven for two days.
Subsequently, specimens were brushed with a wire brush using a pre-calibrated controlled load of
about 15 N.

2.2.4. Microstructural Investigation

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was conducted to evaluate the influences of clay treatment
with cement, slag, and lime on the microstructure at seven, 28, and 60 days curing. First, a small dried
piece of specimen was attached to the aluminum stubs. Silver paint was applied. After that, the gold
coating was applied. Magnifications of SEM images ranged from 3500× to 7500×.

2.2.5. Sustainability Investigation

Sustainability investigation was carried out to evaluate equivalent eCO2 emission and embodied
energy for the production and transport of used materials. It is worth mentioning that eCO2 and
embodied energy calculations were carried out based on their transportation distances to the Middle
East Technical University, North Cyprus Campus, as a production site. Table 4 presents the embodied
energy values and their equivalent eCO2 emissions of the materials used in this research.

In Northern Cyprus, most of the raw construction materials are provided from Turkey.
The calculations were done in collaboration with the relevant supplier and available scientific resources.
Therefore, when considering lime and cement eCO2 and embodied energy values, the published
data from the collaboration of Hammond and Jones [39] and the KASCON Group of Companies
(Cyprus-based concrete ready-mix company) were used. Road transportation from the manufacturing
place to the port and from the port to the production site was considered by using the European
Parliamentary Research Service’s (2018) publication for light-duty trucks. Seaway transportation
emission and embodied energy values were obtained from the International Maritime Organization [40]
and Rossit and Lawson [41]. Furthermore, eCO2 emissions of the used water were obtained and
calculated in collaboration with a governmental water resources agency. Additionally, copper slag
values were obtained from Hammond and Jones [39].
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Table 4. Equivalent embodied carbon dioxide (eCO2) emission and embodied energy for the production
and transport of used materials.

Process Embodied Energy (MJ/kg) eCO2 Emission (kg CO2/kg)

Production

Cement 4.50 0.74
Lime 5.30 0.78

Copper Slag 1.60 0.083
Water 0.0009 0.000155

Transportation

Cement through road 0.35 0.32
Cement through seaway 0.0162 0.007

Lime through road 0.35 0.32
Lime through seaway 0.0162 0.007

Copper slag through road 0.0702 0.32
Water 0.016 0.32

The soil was assumed to be transported from the same site. Therefore, energy and emissions in
excavating, transporting, mixing, and compacting were assumed to be constant for all mixtures and
were not included in the total eCO2 and embodied energy calculations. The total embodied energy and
eCO2 emissions that each mix will produce, along with the quantities of each material, were calculated
and are presented in Table 5. In order to align with strength, durability, and microstructure studies,
the mixes were all prepared at 1.6 kN/m3 density clay + 10% cement (CC), clay + 10% cement + 10%
copper slag (CCS), clay + 10% cement + 5% lime (CCL), and clay + 10% cement + 5% lime + 10%
copper slag (CCLS).

Table 5. Quantities of each material with eCO2 emission and embodied energy calculations for each mix.

Quantities (kg/m3) Embodied Energy (MJ/m3) eCO2 Emission (kg CO2/m
3)

Mix CC CCS CCL CCLS CC CCS CCL CCLS CC CCS CCL CCLS

Production

Cement 145.00 131.00 138.00 131.00 652.50 589.50 621.00 589.50 107.30 96.94 102.12 96.94
Lime 0.00 0.00 5.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 26.50 26.50 0.00 0.00 3.90 3.90

Copper Slag 0.00 16.00 0.00 16.00 0.00 25.60 0.00 25.60 0.00 1.33 0.00 1.33
Water 395.00 386.00 392.00 380.00 0.36 0.35 0.35 0.34 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06

Transportation

Cement through
road 145.00 131.00 138.00 131.00 50.75 45.85 48.30 45.85 46.40 41.92 44.16 41.92

Cement through
seaway 145.00 131.00 138.00 131.00 2.35 2.12 2.24 2.12 1.02 0.92 0.97 0.92

Lime through
road 0.00 0.00 5.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 1.75 1.75 0.00 0.00 1.60 1.60

Lime through
seaway 0.00 0.00 5.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.04

Copper slag
road 0.00 16.00 0.00 16.00 0.00 1.12 0.00 1.12 0.00 5.12 0.00 5.12

Water 395.00 386.00 392.00 380.00 6.32 6.18 6.27 6.08 126.40 123.52 125.44 121.60

Total 712.27 670.72 706.49 698.95 281.18 269.80 278.28 273.42

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Compressive Strength and Porosity

Figure 2 presents the unconfined compressive strength (qu) of specimens at 1.6 kN/m3 dry unit
weight for all blends considering curing periods of seven, 28, and 60 days. In addition, 1.4 kN/m3

samples were also tested. However, as the results are, accordingly, similar to those of the 1.6 kN/m3
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specimens, they are not presented in this section. Furthermore, the durability, microstructure,
and sustainability assessments were also performed in accordance with 1.6 kN/m3 dry unit weight
specimens; therefore, UCS results are presented accordingly to support the findings. Nevertheless,
a table containing all of the results of UCS is presented in Supplementary Materials. Note that a
more comprehensive study on unconfined compressive strength of similar mixes with comprehensive
statistical analysis has been published by Ekinci et al. [18].

Figure 2. Unconfined compressive strength (UCS; qu) at 1.6 kN/m3 dry unit weight for all blends
considering curing periods of 7, 28, and 60 days.

Figure 2 reveals that, in all mixes, the increase of cement content and curing duration results in
increase of compressive strength. It can be also seen that the CCS mix results in a slight reduction
at all cement contents and ages. Adversely, the lime replacement of cement (CCL) mix appears to
accelerate the hydration and results in maximizing compressive strength when compared with CC
mixes at all cement contents and curing periods. It is also evident that the addition of lime to the
CCS mix, which is CCLS, appears to contribute to the pozzolanic reaction; furthermore, as the curing
period extends, the copper slag contribution becomes more evident. According to the US Army Corps
of Engineers (USACE) technical manual [30] and MacLean and Lewis, the minimum compressive
strength requirement for a road subbase construction of a major road can be satisfied via all proposed
mixes. Similarly, for base course construction, it can be seen that the CCS mix at 7% cement content is
the only mix that fails to satisfy the criteria.

Figure 3 shows the relationship between the adjusted porosity/binder index against variation of
cement content and curing period for all composite binders. It is clear that, for each blend, the increase of
cement content results in reduction of the adjusted porosity/binder index. As with compression-strength
observations, the CCS blend results in a slight reduction in all cement contents. It is interesting to note
that the curing period did not affect the adjusted porosity binder/index. Nevertheless, it was only
the CCLS specimen out of all other blends that showed reduction in the porosity/binder index as the
curing period extended. This observation explains the reason for observed strength gain in CCLS
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specimens as the samples age. As expected, the lime replacement of cement CCL seems to accelerate
the hydration and results in maximized reduction of the adjusted porosity binder index.

Figure 3. Adjusted porosity/binder index at 1.6 kN/m3 dry unit weight for all blends considering curing
periods of 7, 28, and 60 days.

3.2. Mass Loss by Dry–Wet Cycles

Figure 4A illustrates accumulated mass losses (ALM) of marine-deposited clay soil–cement,
soil–cement–copper slag, soil–cement–hydrated lime, and soil–cement–copper slag–hydrated lime
blends after 12 wetting and drying cycles. The binder contents, distinct dry unit mass, and curing
regime for the laboratory-produced specimens are summarized in Table 3. A sound polynomial
fit of ALM versus η/Xiv

0.32 after durability tests could be obtained, as shown in Equation (3). Thus,
it was observed that the adjusted porosity/binder index can be used to predict durability with up to a
triple binder.

ALM = 0.031
(
η/Xiv

0.32
)2
+ 0.864

(
η/Xiv

0.32
)
+ 0.867, R2 = 0.89 (3)

The US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) technical manual [30] states that the maximum
permissible mass loss of clay soils after 12 cycles (wet–dry) is 6% of the initial specimen weight for
soil stabilization of pavements. In this study, these wetting and drying requirements were satisfied
for η/Xiv

0.32 of less than about 24. The shaded section in Figure 4A shows the data for the specimens
that satisfied this requirement, which are all soil–cement–hydrated lime and soil–cement–copper
slag–hydrated lime blends.

Finally, the unconfined compressive strength versus accumulated mass loss after 12 cycles
is shown in Figure 4B for the above marine-deposited clays stabilized with clay soil–cement,
soil–cement–copper slag, soil–cement–hydrated lime, and soil–cement–copper slag–hydrated lime
blends. Unique second-order polynomial relationships with reasonable prediction can be obtained
from Equation (4) for such blends.
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ALM = 131.52(ALM%)2 − 2090.9 (ALM%) + 9265.5, R2 = 0.84 (4)

Figure 4B also shows that the durability requirement of the USACE [30] for clay soils is only
satisfied by the blends with unconfined compressive strengths greater than 1400 kPa. This finding also
defined a lower boundary for achieving satisfactory durability of such blends in terms of strength.

Figure 4. (A) Accumulated mass loss (ALM) versus adjusted porosity/binder index, (B) ALM considering
twelve wet–dry cycles versus unconfined compressive strength (qu); for all tested blends, 1.6 kN/m3

dry unit weights considering 28 days of curing.
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3.3. Microstructural Analysis (SEM)

SEM test results performed after compressive strength tests for the composites incorporated with
marine-deposited clays at the 7, 28, and 60 days are shown in Figure 5. Those SEM results revealed that
no cementitious bonds developed in the untreated clay due to the lack of soil-matrix (bond between the
soil, aggregate, and cementitious compounds) cementing bonds. Additionally, as seen in Figure 5A–D,
the tested marine-deposited clay is rich in calcium carbonate and contains “hollow-like structures”.

Figure 5. The scanning electron microscopy images, conducted on (A) untreated, (B) 7 days, (C) 28 days
and (D) 60 days cured cement + copper slag and hydrated lime blend marine-deposited clays.

The clay–cement mixtures were formed from the main chemical reaction of cement and the
secondary reactions of the calcium-silicate-hydrate (CSH) product formation during the pozzolanic
reaction of soil–cement mixtures. Figure 5B shows the products of hydration, needle-like crystals,
and the products that resulted from calcium-silicate hydrates between the soil particles. Based on the
SEM micrographs, the products had high aspect ratios. This confirms the formation of CSH needles in
the bulk volume as a result of high strength and, thus, reduced ALM. Ettringite is a stable product with
needle-like crystals with a hexagonal cross-section, which easily formed from specimens because of
the high void ratios. This formation also caused the expansion and ALM increase at later time-points.
However, it seems that the ettringite fills the pores in the matrix during the hardening period of seven
to 60 days, and the pore space decreases significantly between those curing periods.

The clay compounds, silica, and alumina react with Ca2+ and form CSH-calcium aluminate
hydrate (CAH) during pozzolanic reactions. These hydrate products grow and harden, thus improving
the ALM and strength of the clay-cementitious mixtures over hardening. After the 60 day curing period,
the pores were filled with CSH gel, as shown in Figure 5C. Particle aggregation is observable due to the
cation exchange reactions caused by introducing lime and slag. This aggregation reduces the “thickness
of the double layer” between the clay particles and the attraction between particles, forcing the particles
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to move closer and initiating the particle aggregation phase. As the curing period increased, the porosity
of the specimens was reduced due to cementation, and a further improvement in ALM was observable.
It can be assumed that day seven is the beginning of curing and the development of slag–lime reactions
and corresponding pore spaces, as illustrated in Figure 4, where the porosities of the specimens cured
for seven days are higher, and the porosity decreases with curing and with the addition of slag and
lime. This can be seen in Figure 5C,D, which show the completed particle aggregation.

Figure 5D also shows the silica and alumina reaction, where the cementing property is more
obvious. This is due to the secondary reaction development after 60 days, indicating a reduction
in Portlandite (CH) due to the presence of copper slag and cement because of their reuse and
transformation into secondary CSH at this stage of hydration. This feature is not evident in Figure 5B,
as the reaction is in its early stage, and CH is more dominant because the CH crystals are absorbed in a
later stage, since the copper slag reacts in a later stage. This characteristic is observable in the ALM
reduction and strength development as well. Furthermore, hydrated lime addition appears to activate
pozzolanic reactions at earlier stages, leading to a reduction in ALM.

3.4. Sustainability Assessment

The environmental assessments of the blends via embodied energy and eCO2 evaluation are
presented in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. Similar to Cabeza et al. [42], evaluation of both figures
revealed a clear relationship between embodied energy and CO2 footprint for primary production.
Table 5 shows that greatest contribution to embodied energy and CO2 emission is due to production
and transportation of the cement, followed by the lime.

Figure 6. Embodied energy of 10% cement, 10% cement + 10% slag, 10% cement + 5% lime, and 10%
cement + 5% lime + 10% slag mixes.

Figures 6 and 7 show that the CC mix, which can qualify as a control mix, produces the highest
embodied energy (712.27 MJ/m3) and eCO2 emission (281.18 kg CO2/m3). Adversely, among all
studied mixes, the CCS mix generates the lowest embodied energy (670.72 MJ/m3) and eCO2 emission
(269.80 kg CO2/m3), which proposes at least a 5% reduction of environmental impact. Nevertheless,
it is evident in the strength and durability analysis that, at early ages and low cement content,
the CCS mixes’ performance is degraded and does not satisfy the requirements. Therefore, as an
alternative, a lime addition to the cement slag replacement mix (CCLS) was proposed. It can be seen
that the CCLS mix generates the second-lowest embodied energy (698.95 MJ/m3) and eCO2 emission
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(273.42 kg CO2/m3), which proposes as much as a 3% reduction of environmental impact when
compared with the control mix (CC). Even though the replacement of cement with copper slag greatly
reduces the impact, as demonstrated by the replacement of cement with lime (CCL), it contributes
positively to strength and durability performance; however, the environmental impact reduction is not
as effective, since embodied energy (706.49 MJ/m3) and eCO2 emission (278.28 kg CO2/m3) result in
less than a 2% reduction.

Figure 7. eCO2 emission of 10% cement, 10% cement + 10% slag, 10% cement + 5% lime, and 10%
cement + 5% lime + 10% slag mixes.

It is denotative from this study that the proposed binders reduce the consumption of cement and
lime by increasing the amount of waste byproducts. The composites could be promising candidates in
some major uses such as a base course, subbase course of major roads, rammed earth wall recommended
design values, and structural fill. Additionally, they further reduce the environmental impact not just
through the production and transport of the process, but also via disposal of waste. Furthermore, in a
step ahead, Jiao et al. [43] presented the correlation between embodied energy and cost of individual
building components. Therefore, use of this composite will also contribute to cost reduction.

4. Conclusions

This study examined the durability of the deposited marine clay when treated with cement,
copper slag, and hydrated lime. The following can be concluded from the study:

• The incorporation of hydrated lime into cement: Slag-treated soils improved the strength and
durability performance of the composites and ensured the satisfaction of weight loss and minimum
compressive strength according to the requirements of USACE and MacLean and Lewis [31].

• As the curing period increased, the CCLS specimens’ porosity declined due to pozzolanic reactions,
and further improvement in ALM was observable.

• SEM pictures revealed the formation of “needle-like crystals” with a high aspect ratio between
the particles, which resulted from the primary hydration. These crystals are responsible for the
improvement in UCS and ALM.

• The incorporation of hydrated lime appeared to accelerate the pozzolanic reactions at earlier
stages, resulting in a reduction in ALM.

• Environmental assessment of all proposed mixes resulted in the reduction of embodied energy
and eCO2 emission.
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• Reusing unsuitable soil and hazardous wastes will reduce environmental and financial impacts.
Improving soil with additives will facilitate the use of the available soil on site. In addition to the
environmental contribution of cement usage reduction, using waste material, such as copper slag,
will enable safe disposal of those harmful materials.

5. Recommendations

In this study, a formula to predict the accumulated loss of mass when adding a triple binder was
successfully created. Further research can be conducted to validate this formula when using pozzolanic
materials other than copper slag.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/12/11/4633/s1,
Table S1: Unconfined compressive strength results of all performed tests.
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Abstract: Soda residue (SR), a waste by-product of sodium carbonate production, occupies land
resources and pollutes the environment seriously. To promote the resource reusing of waste SR,
this paper studies the feasibility of utilizing SR for the preparation of soda residue soil (SRS) through
laboratory and field tests. The SR and fly ash (FA) were mixed with six different proportions (SR:FA is
1:0, 10:1, 8:1, 6:1, 3:1, 1:1) to prepare SRS, and the optimum water content, maximum dry density,
shear strength, and unconfined compression strength of the SRS were measured. The representative
SRS (SR:FA is 10:1) was selected to investigate the compression performance and collapsibility.
The preparation and filling method of SRS in the field was proposed, and the effects of gravel, sand,
and lime on the mechanical properties of SRS were studied through field tests. The results show
that the addition of FA contributed to the strength development of SR, and the addition of lime,
sand and rubble have a significant effect on the subgrade bearing capacity of SRS. The subgrade
bearing capacity and deformation modulus of SRS in field tests is more than 210 kPa and 34.48 MPa,
respectively. The results provide experimental basis and reference for the preparation of SRS,
the scientific application of SRS in geotechnical engineering to promote sustainable development.

Keywords: soda residue; fly ash; field test; laboratory test; mechanical property

1. Introduction

Sodium carbonate is one of the important organic chemical raw materials, widely used in the
chemical industry, food industry, metallurgical industry, textile industry, and many other fields [1–3].
The ammonia soda process is the common method for manufacturing sodium carbonate, but this method
produces a large amount of soda residue (SR) during production [4,5]. According to statistics [6,7],
in China, the production of sodium carbonate using the ammonia soda process exceeds 10 million tons
per year, and the resulting SR reaches 3 million tons per year [8]. At present, building a storage yard
next to the soda plant and discharging the SR into the storage yard is a common way to dispose of the
SR [9–11]. However, this approach has the disadvantage of occupying amounts of land, polluting the
local ecology, and failing to achieve sustainable resource and economic development [12,13]. From the
remote sensing maps (Figure A1), more than 15 km2 of land areas near the soda plant were occupied
by the storage of soda residue in four stacking fields, and the effective utilization rate of SR is less
than 5% [14]. The dry SR powder was dispersed by the wind, and the pollution range is up to 5 km,
which can stimulate human eyes and the respiratory tract. In addition, the alkalinity and chloride ion
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from SR pollute the local soil and water ecological environment through seepage [15]. By monitoring
the water quality of the wells around the SR storage yard, the chlorine ion content of one well increased
from 86 mg/L to 1490 mg/L within four years, the chloride content of another well increased from
141 mg/L to 3720 mg/L within nine years, and the PH values were all greater than 9 [16]. The scientific
treatment of SR has been a troublesome problem.

Therefore, seeking sustainable methods to dispose of the SR has become the main subject of many
studies. Previous studies showed that the free chloride ion in SR can react with the fly ash (FA), and the
gelling substances generated by the reacting can fill the pores of the SR and reduce the seepage rate of
chloride ion and the PH of SR [17]. Moreover, FA can adsorb free chlorine ions in SR and effectively
inhibit the dissolution of chlorine ions from SR [18,19]. Mixing SR with FA and other materials can
effectively reduce the pollution of the local environment caused by chloride ion seepage from SR.
The chemical composition of SR and alinite mineral is very similar, but differing in content of Cao,
CaCI2 [20,21]. Hou [22] fired a white cement using SR as raw material. The main component of the
cement is alinite minerals, the chemical formula is Ca11(Si0.75Al0.25)O18CI, which is synthesized by
Cao, SiO2, Al2O3, MgO, and CaCI2. The cement has the advantages of the concrete hardening quickly
and early strength being high. Kesim et al. [23] used soda sludge (73.5 wt %), clay (26.3 wt %) and
iron ore (0.2 wt %) as material to prepare a cement successfully and studied the properties of the
cement. The reach of reference [23] showed that the compressive strength of the prepared cement
is 26.6 MPa. Some scholars also used SR as the raw material, using different admixtures, different
methods to produce different cement and mortar [1,4,8,12]. It is estimated that 7.8 –10.0 million tons
of SR have been output annually; less than one percent of the SR is reused scientifically, referenced
from the literature [10,14]. It can be seen that the SR consumption of these methods is little, and the
application of SR is also well below its discharge.

Fly ash (FA) is a by-product of coal combustion for electricity production, and an average of 0.3 tons
of FA output are following the 1.0 ton in the process of coal combustion [24–27]. FA is a corrosive waste,
and large amounts of fly ash pollute the local air and environment. The main chemical compositions
of FA consist of silicon, aluminum, and iron oxides, and the lime content is less than 10% [25,28].
SR has positive effects on the early strength, good stability, and microstructure of the FA [29], and the
mixture of SR and FA as the potential cement and engineering soil alternative for building material.
Sun et al. [30] used SR and FA as the main materials to prepare the new non-clinker solidified soil,
and investigated the engineering properties of the solidified soil. The research showed that, when the
mass percentage of the curing agent is 20%, the mechanical properties of the solidified soil is similar to
the solidified soil with 10% composite cement. Zhao et al. [10] developed an alkali-activated fly ash
cement that was composed of SR, FA, and NaOH. The results showed that the compressive strength of
the mixture is 22.04 MPa, the mixture can be used as an engineering soil. Yan et al. [31] studied the
properties of the mixture of SR and FA through laboratory tests. Ji et al. [32] investigated the feasibility
of using alkali waste to backfill the waste salt caverns through laboratory model test and found that the
compressibility of the SR is very high, the compression modulus is 2.51 MPa. In the subsequent study,
FA was used to improve the mechanical properties of the backfilled SR, and the research showed that
the mixing of fly ash can enhance the strength and compressibility effectively of the mixture. However,
studies on the disposal of SR are not comprehensive and in depth; most scholars used laboratory test
to study the mechanical characteristics of soda residue soil (SRS). Moreover, previous studies have not
investigated the method and feasibility of field filling of SRS; field tests can better simulate the real
stress state of soil, and the test results are more accurate and reliable. It has rarely been reported that
sand, rubble, and lime are used as raw materials for preparing the soda residue soil (SRS) through field
test, and the feasibility of the field-filling method of SRS has not been investigated in previous studies.

The main objective of this paper was to reuse the SR into a value-added product, as well as study
the feasibility of utilizing SR and FA as raw materials to prepare SRS for geotechnical engineering
through laboratory and field tests. Five types of SRS with different FA contents were prepared, and the
optimum water content, maximum dry density, direct shear strength, and unconfined compression
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strength were studied. The tests can be used to study the compaction characteristics of SRS with
different ratios and the influence of age and mixing proportions on the strength of SRS. The compaction
coefficient and collapsibility coefficient of SRS (SR: FA is 10:1) were also investigated. These experiments
can be used to study the influence of water content and compaction coefficient on the compressibility
characteristics and the water stability of SRS. Moreover, the mechanical properties of SRS with different
mixing proportions were studied and probed through a series of field tests. The test results will provide
an experimental basis for sustainable resource utilization of SR and FA.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

The main raw materials for the test were soda residue (SR) and F class fly ash (FA), which were
taken from a soda plant and a power plant in Shandong province of China, respectively. In this
study, the chemical composition of SR and FA were obtained using XRF-1800X X-ray fluorescence
spectrometer. After drying and grinding the samples, they were passed through a 240 mesh sieve.
The samples were dispersed on a plexiglass support, and overlapped particles were manually separated
by using a spatula, referenced from the literature [33,34]. The prepared sample was put into the sample
table of the spectrometer; the cooling water switch was turned on, and the circulating water pump,
and the test was conducted. After the test, we turned off the spectrometer, and we turned off the
circulating water pump and the main power supply 15 min later. The chemical composition of SR and
FA can be identified by comparing the measured X-ray energy values with the known characteristic
X-ray energy values of each element, referenced from the literature [35]. The calibration and test
methods refer to the spectrometer: test methods for main performance of energy dispersive X-ray
fluorescence spectrometer (GB/T 31364-2015). The chemical composition of SR and FA are shown in
Table 1 [34].

Table 1. Chemical compositions of soda residue (SR) and fly ash (FA).

Soda Residue Percentage (wt %) Fly Ash Percentage (wt %)

CaCO3 51.22 SiO2 51.64
Mg(OH)2 12.78 Al2O3 25.17

NaCl 10.87 Fe2O3 13.24
CaSO4 9.24 CaO 3.23
Fe2O3 5.23 MgO 2.51
CaCl2 4.45 LOI * 3.14
CaO 2.10 Others 1.07

Acid insoluble 4.11 - -

* LOI: loss on ignition at 1000 ◦C (wt %).

The main chemical composition of SR is insoluble salts, including calcium carbonate (CaCO3),
calcium sulfate (CaSO4), and oxides of iron (Fe2O3). The SR includes 67.01% mass percentage of the
calcium-containing components, such as calcium carbonate, calcium sulfate, and calcium chloride
(CaCI2). It can be seen that the main components of the soil skeleton are present in the SR, which offers
the possibility of using SR to make engineering soil.

The main chemical composition of FA consists of oxides of silicon (SiO2), aluminum (Al2O3) and
iron (Fe2O3), compounds of calcium, and magnesium. The silicon oxide and alumina oxide give FA
the properties of volcanic ash [10]. When the FA is mixed with SR, most of the FA is hydrated to form
gelling substances, and gelling substances filled in the pores of the mixture, which can improve the
strength of the mixture [15].
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2.2. Methods

2.2.1. Laboratory Test Methods

In order to investigate the mechanical properties of the SRS, the compaction test, direct shear
test, and unconfined compressive strength test were performed with different mix proportions
of SRS; the confined compression test and collapsibility test were performed with selected
representative proportions.

Compaction test. The SR and FA were dried, crushed, and passed through the 2.5 mm fine screen.
Thereafter, the SR and FA were mixed by mass ratio 1:0, 10:1, 8:1, 6:1, 3:1, 1:1, and each ratio prepared 5
samples of different water content. After the mixing and blending, the SRS was loaded into the test tube,
and the standard electric compaction apparatus was used to conduct the compaction test according to
the Chinese National Standard GB/T 22541-2008. According to the literature [15,30], the distribution
range of particle size of SR and FA is 1.0–35.0 μm; light compaction is used to determine the optimum
water content and maximum dry density of the SRS. The maximum dry density is the maximum
density in the compaction curve. The optimal water content is the water content corresponding to the
maximum dry density in the compaction curve. The schematic diagram of the equipment used in the
compaction test is shown in Figure 1a.

Direct shear test. According to the results of the compaction test, samples with mass proportions
of SR and FA of 1:0, 10:1, 8:1, 6:1, 3:1, and 1:1 were prepared, and two samples of each proportion were
prepared for parallel testing. The water content and dry density of the samples were controlled to
make it close to the optimal water content and maximum dry density. The mass of SRS required for
each sample was calculated from the dry density and volume of the sample, and the samples were
compacted by the compact cylinder and hammer. Thereafter, the direct shear test was carried out
according to the Chinese National Standard GB/T 50123-2019. The test instrument is the direct shear
apparatus, and the test method is quick shear, that is, after applying vertical pressure to the sample,
apply horizontal shear stress quickly to the sample to make it shear failure. Cohesion forces is the
mutual attraction between soil particles, and internal friction angle is the index of internal friction
between soil particles. The values of cohesion forces and internal friction angle are the intercept and
inclination of the shear strength line of the direct shear test. The schematic diagram of the equipment
used in the direct shear test is shown in Figure 1b.

Unconfined compression strength test. Unconfined compressive strength is the ultimate strength
of the sample against axial pressure without lateral pressure. In the test, the pressure when a clear
fracture surface appears on the side of the sample is the unconfined compressive strength. The sample
preparation method of the unconfined compression strength test is the same as that of the direct shear
test, but 6 samples of each proportion were needed for the unconfined compressive strength test.
After the samples preparation, the samples were kept in a constant temperature and humidity oven at
(20 ± 2) ◦C and 90% relative humidity for 7 d, 28 d, and 90 d, and the unconfined compressive strength
test was performed according to the Chinese National Standard GB/T 21043-2007. The test axial strain
rate is 1–3% per minute. The test was completed within 8–10 min. When the dynamometer reached a
peak, the test was stopped after 3–5% axial strain. When there is no peak reading, the test should be
carried out until the strain reaches 20% axial strain. The schematic diagram of the equipment used in
unconfined compression strength test is shown in Figure 1c.

Confined compression test. In order to study the effect of water content and compaction coefficient
on the compression performance of the SRS, the representative ratio (SR:FA = 10:1) was selected
for the confined compression test. The samples were prepared according to the Chinese National
Standard GB/T 50123-2019, two for each sample, and the confined compression test was performed on
the samples with different water content and compaction coefficients by high-pressure consolidation
apparatus. The schematic diagram of the equipment used in unconfined compression strength test is
shown in Figure 1d.
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Collapsibility test. In order to study the collapsibility of the SRS, the representative ratio
(SR:FA = 10:1) was selected for collapsibility test. The samples were prepared by the cutting ring
and tested by the double-line method according to the Chinese National Standard GB 50025-2018.
The schematic diagram of the equipment used in the collapsibility test is the same as that in the
unconfined compression strength test, as shown in Figure 1d.

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 1. Cont.
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(d) 

Figure 1. The schematic diagram of the equipment used in laboratory test: (a) Compaction apparatus;
(b) Strain-controlled direct shear apparatus; (c) Unconfined compressive strength test apparatus;
(d) High-pressure oedometer.

2.2.2. Field Test Methods

Based on the results of the laboratory tests and taking all aspects into consideration, five mixing
proportions of the SRS were selected for the field tests. In order to consume as much SR as possible,
the proportions of SR to FA were chosen to be 12:1 and 10:1 according to the actual discharge of
waste from the soda plants and power plant. For further application of SRS and considering the
feasibility of practical engineering, three other formulations of SRS were prepared, referenced from the
literature [15,36]. The SRS was prepared using the common building materials such as standard sand
(S), II class rubble (R), and II class lime powder (L). The specific mixing proportions of the SRS used in
the field test are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. The mixing proportions of the soda residue soil (SRS).

No. Mixing Proportions *

A1 SR:FA = 12: 1
A2 SR:FA = 10: 1
A3 SR:FA:L = 13:6:1
A4 SR:FA:S:L = 10:5:4:1
A5 SR:FA:R:L = 10:5:4:1

* SR: soda residue, FA: fly ash, S: sand, R: rubble, L: lime powder. The proportions are the mass proportions.

The raw materials of SRS were weighed according to the mixing proportion and mixed the raw
materials with JS 500 mixer, as shown in Figure 2a. The mechanical agitation of the mixer can destroy
the aggregate skeleton, compound salt skeleton and internal electric field of the SR, promote the
dissolution and precipitation of CaCl2, accelerate the dehydration and solidification, and enhance
the strength of SRS. When the mixing of the SRS was completed, the SRS was dried out naturally,
and when the water content of the SRS was close to the optimum water content determined by the
laboratory test, the preparation for SRS filling begins.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2. The preparation process of soda residue soil (SRS): (a) Mixing of raw materials by JS 500 mixer;
(b) Excavation of test pits.

The test pits were excavated manually with the dimensions of 4.5 m × 1.7 m × 1.3 m
(length ×width × depth), which are shown in Figure 2b. Then, the SRS A1 to A5 were filled into
separate test pits. The filling of SRS using a superficial compaction method. The SRS were filled in five
layers, the thickness of each filling layer of the SRS being 30 cm, with frog-rammer tamped 3 times.
In order to guarantee the compaction quality, the center of the SRS should be tamped first, and then the
surrounding area should be tamped evenly. After compaction of each layer, the micro penetration test
was carried out with a WY-4 soil penetration meter produced by the Nanjing soil instrument factory
according to the Chinese National Standard GB/T 50123-2019. The blow count of WY-4 soil penetration
meter was recorded when the meter penetrated into the SRS at 10 cm. After 25 days of filling, the soil
penetration meter was used again to detect the compactness of the surface SRS. When the SRS A1
and SRS A2 were filled, the water content and dry density were determined by taking samples with a
cutting ring and calculating the compaction coefficient of the SRS. The micro penetration test points
and compaction coefficient test points are shown in Figure 3a.

 

(a) 

 

Figure 3. The field test process of soda residue soil: (a) The distribution of the test points; (b) Schematic
diagram of plate load test system.

In order to further study the bearing capacity of the SRS, the plate load test was carried out
according to the Chinese National Standard GB 50007-2011. The bearing plate size used in the test was
0.5 m × 0.5 m. The test adopted the method of step-by-step loading and monitored the settlement of
the soil through the observation system. The plate load test system is shown in Figure 3b. Three test
points were taken for each of the SRS A1 and SRS A2 and were recorded as A1-1, A1-2, A1-3, A2-1,
A2-2, and A2-3. One test site was taken for each of A3 alkali cinder, A4 alkali cinder, and A5 alkali
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cinder, which was recorded as A3, A4, and A5. Due to time constraints, one test site was taken for each
of SRS A3, SRS A4, and SRS A5, and recorded as A3, A4, and A5.

3. Laboratory Test Results and Analysis

3.1. Compaction Test Analysis

Compaction test is to determine the relation curve between water content and dry density.
The maximum dry density and optimal water content of soil samples can be obtained by the
compaction curve, so as to study the compaction characteristics of SRS. The compaction test results
are shown in Figure 4. It can be seen that, with the increase in the amount of FA added, the dry
density of the SRS is gradually increasing, and the optimal moisture content is gradually decreasing.
The maximum dry densities of the SRS with the mixing proportion of 1:1 and 1:0 are 1.00 g/cm3 and
0.94 g/cm3, and the optimal water content was 46.0% and 63.1%, respectively. It can be seen that,
with the increase of FA addition, the optimal water content of SRS decreases and the maximum dry
density increases. This means that the addition of FA can absorb the water in the SR and fill in the
voids in the SR agglomerate to increase its compactness. This reaction took place in a short time,
increasing the strength of the soda residue soil. The increase of calcium ions and hydroxide ions leads
to the following reactions [10,37]:

Ca2+ + CO3
2− = CaCO3↓ (1)

Mg2+ + 2OH− =Mg(OH)2↓ (2)

Ca2+ + SO4
2− = CaSO4↓ (3)

From the above equations, it can be seen that the strengthening mechanism of the SRS is as follows:
the calcium oxide absorbs water and reduces the water content of the SRS; the ions in the pore water of
the SR exchange reaction, resulting in precipitation, and the crystals act as cementation between the
particles. Compared with the general engineering soil, the dry density of the SRS is less, and the use of
SRS as the backfill soil will produce less additional stress and additional deformation, which is suitable
for filling works.

Figure 4. Compaction curve of soda residue soil (SRS) with different proportions.

3.2. Direct Shear Test Analysis

The direct shear test results of the SRS with different proportions are shown in Figure 5. With the
increase of FA content, the cohesion forces and internal friction angle of the SRS are improved, but there
are some differences in their trends. When the addition of FA is small, the angle of internal friction
increases slowly (increase of only 1.6◦), and with the increase of the addition of FA, the angle of internal
friction increases rapidly (increase of 4.6◦). This is due to the fact that when the FA is mixed in small
amounts, most of the FA is hydrated to form gelling substances. The hydration reaction of the FA is as
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follows: when the fly ash and soda residue were mixed, calcium oxide in FA reacts with the water in
SR to form calcium hydroxide [37]:

CaO + H2O→Ca(OH)2 (4)

Calcium hydroxide reacts with silicon dioxide and aluminum oxide to form hydrate calcium
silicate and hydrated calcium aluminate:

m Ca(OH)2 + (n − 1)H2O + SiO2→mCaO·SiO2·nH2O (5)

mCa(OH)2 + (n − 1)H2O + Al2O3→mCaO·Al2O3·nH2O (6)

The calcium sulfate in the soda residue reacts with these hydrates to form ettringaite:

mCaO·Al2O3·nH2O + CaSO4·2H2O→mCaO·Al2O3·CaSO4·(n + 2)H2O (7)

The hydrate calcium silicate, hydrated calcium aluminate, and ettringaite are hydraulically setting
compositions, which form crystals on the surface of the fly ash vitreous gradually, and play a cementing
role on soda residue particles, thus improving the strength of the soda residue soil.

With the increase of FA content in the SRS, due to the limited stimulation effect of SR, the FA filled
in the pores of the SR to improve the density and surface mechanical bite force, resulting in the rapid
increase of the angle of internal friction.

There are some differences in the trends of cohesion force and internal friction angle with FA
addition. With the incremental addition of FA, the internal friction angle was dramatically enhanced,
with an increase of 12 kPa for 10:1 SRS, compared with that of 1:0 SRS. With the continuous increase of
FA addition, the increase of cohesion was 7 kPa, 5 kpa, and 3 kPa, respectively. This indicated that the
hydration reaction between SR and FA produces gelling substances, which can improve the cohesive
force of SRS. However, due to the limited stimulation effect of SR on FA, the increase rate of cohesive
force decreases.

 
Figure 5. Cohesive forces and angle of internal friction of SRS with different proportions.

3.3. Unconfined Compression Strength Test Analysis

The unconfined compression strength test results of the SRS with different proportions are shown
in Figure 6. It can be seen that the SRS compression strength of all ages gradually increases with the
increase of FA admixture. The unconfined compression strength of the SRS sample cured for 90 d at
the proportion of 1:1 is 21 times that of the SR sample. The unconfined compression strength of the SRS
of each proportion cured for 90 days is 1.8 to 2.4 times that of the SRS cured for 7 days. It indicates that
the compression strength of the SRS is age-dependent, and the hydration of the FA is a slow process.
Liu et al. [38] studied the microstructure of the SRS by scanning electron microscope (SEM) and found
that, when the age is early, the SR pores were filled with FA, the FA did not appear to erode and
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hydrate. With the growth of age, the phenomenon of flocculent gelling material and erosion appeared
on the surface of the FA; when curing to 90 days, most of the fly ash was eroded, hydration reaction
was sufficient, gelling material filled in the pores, which can explain the SRS with the unconfined
compression strength with the age of increasing reasons [39,40].

Figure 6. Unconfined compression strength of SRS with different proportions.

3.4. Confined Compression Test Analysis

Samples A1 to A4, B1 to B1 were prepared for confined compression test. The water content and
compaction coefficient of the samples are listed in Table 3. The influence of water content (43.2%,
54.1%, 65.2%, 69.9%) and compaction coefficient (0.70, 0.80, 0.90, 0.95) on the coefficient and modulus
of compressibility of the SRS were investigated. The confined compression test results are shown in
Figure 7. The coefficient and modulus of compressibility of each sample are illustrated in Table 4.

Table 3. Water content and compaction coefficient of each sample.

No. A1 A2 A3 A4 B1 B2 B3 B4

Water content/% 43.2 54.1 65.2 69.9 65.2 65.2 65.2 65.2
Coefficient of compaction/MPa 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.70 0.80 0.90 0.95

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 7. Porosity ratio and load curves of samples with different water content and compaction
coefficient: (a) samples A1 to A4; (b) samples B1 to B4.
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Table 4. The coefficient and modulus of compressibility of each sample.

No. A1 A2 A3 A4 B1 B2 B3 B4

Coefficient of compressibility/MPa−1 0.449 0.495 0.388 0.492 1.644 1.347 0.480 0.267
Modulus of compressibility/MPa 6.496 6.619 7.751 6.140 2.310 2.551 6.556 11.016

As shown in Figure 8 and Table 4, it can be seen that, when the compaction coefficient is 0.9,
the compressibility coefficient a1-2 of the SRS is 0.1 MPa−1 < a1-2 < 0.5 MPa−1, the SRS is of medium
compressibility soil. When the compaction coefficient is the same, the water content has less influence
on the compressibility of the SRS. The coefficient of compression of SRS A4 with a water content
of 69.9% is higher than that of SRS A1 with a water content of 43.2%, the difference between the
two is only 0.043 MPa−1. It is indicated that the SRS has good water stability, even in water its
compressibility does not change greatly. When the water content is the same, the compaction coefficient
of the SRS compression properties has a greater impact. When the compaction coefficient is 0.7
and 0.8, the modulus of compressibility of the SRS B1 and SRS B2 is 2.310 Mpa and 2.551 Mpa,
respectively, the SRS is of high compressibility. As the compaction coefficient increases, the modulus of
compressibility increases, and the modulus of compressibility of SRS B4 is 11.016 MPa, about 5 times
that of SRS B1.

Figure 8. Collapsibility test curve of SRS

As shown in Table 5, the compressibility coefficient a1-2 is usually used to judge the compressibility
of soil. When the water content and compaction coefficient are 65.2% and 0.95, respectively, B4 SRS has
the best compressibility and compressibility coefficient of 0.267, which is medium-compressibility soil.
Therefore, in practical engineering, the medium-compressibility soil can be obtained by controlling the
compaction coefficient and water content of the SRS [41,42].

Table 5. The criterion for judging the compressibility of soil.

Compressibility of Soil Coefficient of Compressibility a1-2/MPa−1

Low-compressibility soil a1-2 < 0.1
Medium-compressibility soil 0.1 ≤ a1-2 < 0.5

High-compressibility soil a1-2 ≥ 0.5

3.5. Collapsibility Test Analysis

The results of the collapsibility test of the SRS are shown in Figure 8. With increasing axial
stress, the height of the SRS sample after water immersion is slightly higher than that of the no-water
immersion SRS sample; the collapsibility coefficient first decreases and then increases, but is less than
0.015. According to the specification GB 50025-2018, the SRS belongs to non-collapsible soil. This is
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because the structure of SRS is different from that of the collapsible soil. When the collapsible soil meets
water, the cohesion between the soil particles weakens, and the soil structure is destroyed rapidly,
resulting in settlement. This indicates that the SRS can maintain a stable soil structure after being
exposed to the water and will not collapse. SRS will not settle when it meets water, which will affect
the bearing capacity, so it can be used as engineering soil.

4. Field Test Results and Analysis

4.1. Micro Penetration Test Analysis

The results of the micro penetration test are shown in Figure 9. It can be seen that the hammer
numbers of A2 SRS are slightly higher than that of A1 SRS. The blow counts of A3 SRS, A4 SRS, and A5
SRS are significantly higher compared to that of A1 SRS and A2 SRS. These results indicated that the
strength of SRS can be improved by increasing FA content and adding sand, rubble, and lime to SRS.
The hammer numbers of A1 SRS, A2 SRS, A3 SRS, A4 SRS, and A5 SRS increased by 2.62, 1.90, 2.56,
2.08, and 1.81 times, respectively, compared to that of SRS 25 days ago. These results can be attributed
to the hydration reaction of SR and FA. As confirmed in the researches of Zhao et al. [1], Liu et al. [38],
and Wang et al. [43], the hydration reaction between SR and FA is slow, and the strength of SRS is
increased gradually with the increasing of age, which is consistent with the results of the unconfined
compression strength test.

Figure 9. Micro penetration blow count of SRS.

4.2. Compaction Coefficient Test Analysis

Table 6 presents the water content, density, and compaction coefficient of the SRS with different
mixing proportions. The formula of compaction coefficient is shown in Formula (8). It can be seen that
the compaction coefficient of A1 SRS soil is 0.94 and that of A2 SRS is 0.99. The compaction coefficient
of the filling foundation should not be less than 0.90 according to the Chinese National Standard GB
50007-2011. It indicates that the compaction quality of SRS by the filling method used in the test is
good, which can improve the soil compactibility, reduce the permeability of soil, and reduce the height
of capillary water, so as to prevent the soil-base softening caused by water accumulation. The reason is
that mechanical compaction can change the soil structure of soil and improve its strength and stability.

K =
ρd

ρdmax
(8)

where K is the compaction coefficient, ρd is the dry density, ρdmax is the maximum dry density.
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Table 6. Compaction coefficient of the SRS.

No.
Density
/g·cm−3

Water Content
/%

Dry Density
/g·cm−3

Maximum Dry
Density/g·cm−3

Compaction
Coefficient

Average *

A1
1.49 71.8 0.88 0.96 0.92

0.941.54 67.1 0.92 0.96 0.96

A2
1.55 67.5 0.93 0.94 0.99

0.991.51 65.3 0.91 0.93 0.98

* This is the average of the compaction coefficients.

4.3. Plate Loading Test Analysis

The plate loading test is the most reliable test method for determining the soil parameters such
as bearing capacity and deformation modulus. The load-settlement curves for each test point were
obtained by monitoring the settlement of the SRS under load. Due to the influence of various factors,
there is a certain discrepancy between the measured settlement and the actual settlement, and the
measured settlement needs to be corrected by the least squares method, which is calculated by the
formulas according to the Chinese National Standard GB 50007-2011:

Ns0 + c0

∑
p−
∑

s′ = 0 (9)

s0

∑
p + c0

∑
p2 −
∑

ps′ = 0 (10)

where N is the load series, s0 is the corrected settlement, c0 is the slope of the curve, p is the load, s’ is
the initial settlement value under different loads.

Combining Formulas (9) and (10), the corrected settlement s0 and slope c0 can be calculated:

c0 =
N
∑

ps′ −∑ p
∑

s′

N
∑

p2 − (∑ p)2 (11)

s0 =

∑
s′
∑

p2 −∑ p
∑

ps′

N
∑

p2 − (∑ p)2 (12)

The measured load-settlement curves and corrected load-settlement curves for each test point are
shown in Figure 10. In the test, due to the limitation of the upper limit of loading, the SRS all did not
reach the ultimate destruction state, so there is no descending section in the load-settlement curve.
Modulus of deformation of the SRS is calculated by the formulas:

E0 = I0
(
1− μ2

)pd
s

(13)

where E0 is the modulus of deformation, I0 is the shape coefficient of the bearing plate, s is the
settlement of the bearing plate, d is the length of side of the bearing plate, μ is the Poisson’s ratio of the
soil. According to the load-settlement curves in Figure 10, the subgrade bearing capacity and modulus
of deformation of the SRS with different admixture can be obtained, as shown in Table 6.
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(i) 

Figure 10. Measured and corrected plate load curves of soda residue soil: (a) A1-1 test point; (b) A1-2
test point; (c) A1-3 test point; (d) A2-1 test point; (e) A2-2 test point; (f) A2-3 test point; (j) A3 test point;
(h) A4 test point; (i) A5 test point.
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As shown in Figure 10 and Table 7, the Subgrade bearing capacities of A1 SRS, A2 SRS, and A3
SRS are 210 kPa, 220 kPa, and 270 kPa, respectively, and the deformation moduli are 34.48 MPa,
44.68 MPa, and 73.24 MPa, respectively. With the increased FA content, the subgrade bearing capacity
and deformation modulus of SRS increased. The strength and compression property of SRS can be
improved by adding lime. It is because the water in SRS is absorbed by lime, and the water content of
SRS is reduced. Meanwhile, the FA is activated by NaOH to form N-A-S-H gels to fill the pores of solid
particles, and the pozzolanic reaction between SR and FA is accelerated to form C-S-H gels to improve
the subgrade bearing capacity and deformation modulus of SRS, referenced from the literature [15,38].

Table 7. Subgrade bearing capacity and modulus of deformation of the SRS.

No. A1-1 A1-2 A1-3 A2-1 A2-2 A2-3 A3 A4 A5

Subgrade bearing capacity/kPa ≥210 ≥220 ≥270 ≥330 ≥330
Modulus of deformation/MPa 34.48 44.68 73.24 68.93 50.40

The subgrade bearing capacities of A4 SRS and A5 SRS are more than 330 kPa, and the deformation
moduli are 68.93 MPa and 50.40 MPa, respectively. The subgrade bearing capacities of A4 SRS (addition
sand ) and A5 SRS (addition rubble) are 60 kPa higher than that of A3 SRS, but the deformation moduli
of A4 SRS and A5 SRS are 4.31 MPa and 22.84 MPa, which is lower than that of A3 SRS. It can be seen
that the addition of sand and rubble had a significant effect on the subgrade bearing capacity of SRS,
but a slight influence on modulus of deformation. This is because sand and gravel can serve as the
soil skeleton of SRS, significantly improving the strength of the soil [44]. The compressibility of SRS
is related to grain composition [45]. When the grain composition of the soil is not good, the rubble
(sand) were wrapped by the mixture of SR and FA, the first stage soil skeleton between rubble (sand)
cannot be formed. Rubble (sand) becomes the filling material of the second-stage soil skeleton, so the
deformation modulus of soil cannot be improved significantly. Therefore, although the strength of A4
SRS and A5 SRS is higher, the deformation modulus is smaller than that of A3 SRS.

The comparison of subgrade bearing capacity and deformation modulus between soda residue
soil and general soil are listed in Table 8 [46,47]. It can be seen that the subgrade bearing capacity
and deformation modulus of A4 SRS are 330 kPa and 68.93 MPa, respectively, which are obviously
higher than clay and sand soil. The maximum subgrade bearing capacity of SRS is 330 kPa (A4 and A5
SRS), which is significantly higher than the test result (180 kPa) of Yan et al. [31], and the maximum
modulus of deformation of SRS is 73.24 MPa (A3 SRS). The minimum subgrade bearing capacity and
deformation modulus of SRS are 210 kPa and 34.48 MPa, respectively, which are close to that of sand
soil. It indicates that the SRS can be used as engineering soil (such as: atrium filling soil, workshop
foundation soil, road subgrade backfill soil) in geotechnical engineering. However, SRS should not
be used in drinking water sources, cultivated land, and environmentally sensitive areas to avoid
secondary pollution of surrounding soil and groundwater, and the effect of cost should be considered
in actual filling engineering.

Table 8. Comparison of mechanical indexes between soda residue soil and general soil.

Mechanical Indexes A4 SRS Clay Sand Soil

Subgrade bearing capacity/kPa >330 120~180 150~220
Modulus of deformation/MPa 68.93 10~22 16~35

5. Conclusions

The objective of this paper was to validate the feasibility of using soda residue as the main
raw material for preparation of soda residue soil; the preparation method in the field was proposed,
and mechanical properties of soda residue soil with different mixing proportions and materials were
investigated. Conclusions could be drawn as follows:
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(1) The main chemical composition of SR is insoluble salts, and cohesive forces, angle of internal
friction, and unconfined compression strength of SR are 40 kPa, 15.6◦, and 0.02 kPa, respectively.
The mechanical properties of SR need to be improved.

(2) The addition of FA contributed to the strength development of SR, incorporating about 50% FA
makes the admixture possess the highest cohesive forces, angle of internal friction, and unconfined
compression strength, which account for 74 kPa, 32◦, and 0.43 kPa, respectively. The SRS optimum
water content range is 46–63%, and the corresponding dry density is 0.94–1.00 g/cm3. The SRS
has good water stability and will not collapse.

(3) The addition of sand and rubble in SRS has a significant effect on subgrade bearing capacity, but a
slight effect on the modulus of deformation. The subgrade bearing capacity and deformation
modulus can be improved by adding lime. The subgrade bearing capacity and deformation
modulus of SRS in field tests are more than 210 kPa and 34.48 MPa, respectively.

In summary, the research investigated the mechanical properties of SRS with different mixing
proportions. However, to further promote the engineering application of SRS, it is necessary to
investigate the effect of other admixtures (such as sodium silicate and sodium sulphate), different
mixing proportions and the particle size of raw material on the mechanical characteristics of SRS.
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Appendix A. Remote Sensing Maps of Stacked Waste Soda Residues in China

Remote sensing maps of stacked waste soda residues in China as shown in Figure A1.

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure A1. Remote sensing maps of stacked waste soda residues in China: (a) Tangshan;
(b) Lianyungang; (c) Weifang; (d) Qingdao.
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Abstract: In the present scenario of global green environmental and sustainable management,
the disposal of large volumes of coal-based ashes (fly ashes) generate significant environmental
stress. The aim is to exploit these fly ashes for bulk civil engineering applications to solve
societal-environmental issues employing sustainable measures. In this study, the addition of lime
and/or gypsum in improving the geotechnical properties (hydraulic conductivity, compressibility,
unconfined compression strength, lime leachability, and California bearing ratio) of fly ashes was
investigated. To assist the practicing engineers in selecting the right mix of lime and/or gypsum for a
given amount of fly ash for a specific application, a multi-criteria approach was adopted. The possible
alternatives investigated included untreated fly ash, fly ash treated with lime (1%, 2.5%, 5%, or 10%),
and a variation in gypsum dosage (1% or 2.5%) in the presence of lime. Sensitivity analysis was
performed to recognize and resolve the conflicting advantages and disadvantages when mixing lime
and gypsum. The study revealed that to derive the potential benefits of fly ash, it is essential to
combine the lime dosage with gypsum for pavement and liner applications where bulk quantities of
fly ash are employed.

Keywords: fly ash; gypsum; lime; liners; pavements; PROMETHEE

1. Introduction

Current sustainable energy policies reflect thermal power generation as a major mode of power
generation that facilitates industrial development worldwide. A total of 7727.3 Mt of coal was produced
worldwide in 2017 [1]. The production of large quantities of sustainable fly ash [2] necessitates adequate
disposal facilities, owing to its negative environmental impact [3]. Additionally, the higher disposal
costs associated with fly ashes necessitate its recycling for sustainable development. However, the bulk
utilization of fly ashes in various civil engineering applications assists in solving sustainable societal
and environmental needs, such as liner material for landfills, sub-base material for pavements, backfill
material for embankments and retaining walls, substitute material for sand, aggregate, and cement,
and other domestic purposes [4–14]. The various engineering properties that facilitate the utilization of
fly ashes, especially in geotechnical applications, are elaborated on in Table 1.
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As most fly ashes produced from harder, older, bituminous, and anthracite coals have very low
lime content (Class F type), they require cementing agent(s) in the form of lime, gypsum, or cement to
enhance their applicability for various civil engineering applications, as discussed in the above Table 1.
The addition of lime will supplement a basic cementing agent to produce pozzolanic compounds over
time by dissolving the silica-rich, glassy phases of fly ashes [23–25]. Because lime-fly ash reactions are
time-dependent, the addition of gypsum is considered in order to increase the rate at which pozzolanic
compounds are formed. When gypsum is added to lime-treated fly ashes, it provides both advantages
and disadvantages; it retards the setting time and accelerates the strength [23,26].

The present study focused on the sustainable perspective of lime and/or gypsum addition on the
enhancement of the geotechnical properties (hydraulic conductivity (HC), unconfined compression
strength (UCS), compressibility characteristics (Cc), lime leachability (LL), and California bearing
ratio (CBR)) of two different types of fly ashes. Both lime and gypsum, at varying dosages, were
added to enhance the cementation effect. To assist practicing engineers in selecting the appropriate
mix of fly ash, lime, and gypsum contents for specific civil engineering applications, a multi-criteria
decision-making (MCDM) approach was adopted. An MCDM approach has been successfully applied
in civil engineering applications pertaining to hydraulics [27–29], energy [30], solid waste [31,32],
transportation [33], green building materials [34], and sustainable development [35].

In the current study, an MCDM approach [36–38] was employed to evaluate the different
geotechnical properties of fly ashes, stabilized with lime and gypsum at different dosages, for targeted
bulk applications. In the present approach, concepts pertaining to preference flow, sensitivity analyses,
and graphical interactive analyses were formed to assist practicing engineers in ranking treatment
strategies (i.e., determining the correct dosages of lime and gypsum) to establish the superiority of one
treatment strategy over another.

2. Methodology

The adopted methodology was based on the variation of three factors: type of fly ash, lime dosage,
and gypsum dosage (Table 2). The combined influence of each factor, at different levels of interaction,
was investigated with regard to the response of the resultant geotechnical properties for specific liner
and pavement applications.

Table 2. Factors, levels, their objectives, notations, and treatment strategies adopted in the study.

Factor Levels
Selected Alternative Treatment Strategies for

Different Factors and Their Corresponding Levels

Fly Ash Type A B A AL1 AL2 AL3 AL4

Lime Dosage (%) L1 L2 L3 L4 AL1G1 AL1G1 AL2G1 AL2G2 AL3G1

Gypsum Dosage (%) G1 G2 AL3G2 AL4G1 AL4G2 — —

Objective Liner
Application

Pavement
Application

B BL1 BL2 BL3 BL4

Response measures (Units) BL1G1 BL1G1 BL2G1 BL2G2 BL3G1

UCS (kPa) Maximize Maximize BL3G2 BL4G1 BL4G2 — —

CBR (%) Maximize Maximize

HC (cm/sec) Minimize Maximize

Cc (kPa) Minimize Minimize

LL (ppm) Minimize Minimize

Note: In Above Table 2, UCS: Unconfined compression strength; CBR: California bearing ratio; Cc: Coefficient of
Compressibility; HC: Hydraulic conductivity; LL: Lime leachability; A: Fly ash A; B: Fly ash B; L1, L2, L3, and L4
represent lime dosage at 1%, 2.5%, 5%, and 10%, respectively; G1 and G2 represent gypsum percentage of 1 and 2.5,
respectively. For example, AL1G1 represents fly ash type A treated with lime dosage at 1% and gypsum dosage of 1%.

2.1. Materials Used

This study used two low-lime fly ashes, named A and B (Table 3), sourced from thermal power
plants in Neyvelli and Muddanur, which are towns in the states of Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh
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in India, respectively. Analytical-reagent (AR) grade gypsum (CaSO4 2H2O) and AR grade hydrated
lime (Ca(OH)2), supplied by Merck limited, India, were used in the present study. The specific surface
area values (SSA) of fly ashes A and B were found to be 9.6 and 8.2 m2/gm, respectively [25]. Both fly
ashes exhibited non-plastic behavior, with fly ash B having greater fines content compared to fly ash A.
Mullite and Quartz phases were predominant in both fly ashes.

Table 3. Constituents of selected fly ashes.

Constituent
% Based on Fly Ash Type

Constituent
% Based on Fly Ash Type

A B A B

Sodium (Na2O) 0.18 0.19 Calcium (CaO) 9.00 3.62

Potassium (K2O) 0.21 0.27 Ferric (Fe2O3) 16.61 6.28

Titanium (TiO2) 0.26 0.31 Alumina (Al2O3) 18.81 27.65

Magnesium (MgO) 1.41 0.34 Silica (SiO2) 50.97 56.88

Loss on ignition 2.55 4.46

2.2. Experimental Testing Methodology

UCS tests were conducted in accordance with ASTM D2166 [39] on samples cured for 28 days.
Table 4 shows the UCS values for the cured fly ashes A and B. CBR tests were conducted, in accordance
with IS 2720 Part 16 [40] and ASTM D1883 [41], on samples cured for 14 days under controlled
humidity conditions, and the results are presented in Table 4. Hydraulic conductivity tests were
carried out, in accordance with ASTM D5856 [42], on samples cured for 28 days. Compressibility tests
were carried out on standard, one-dimensional odometer consolidation tests, as per IS 2720 Part
15 [43] and ASTM D2435 [44]. The compression index values, corresponding to the loading increment
from 25 to 50 kPa, are reported in Table 4. The experimental test setup and specimen-testing details
are provided in Figure 1. An LL-testing procedure, developed by Moghal and Sivapullaiah [22],
was employed in this study. The LL values of cured fly ashes, under 7 days of steady flow conditions,
are reported in Table 4. A minimum of three tests were carried out (in triplicates) for each of the studied
parameters (hydraulic conductivity; unconfined compressive strength test; California bearing ratio;
lime leachability and one-dimensional oedometer fixed-ring consolidation test) as per ASTM standards,
and the average values are reported in Table 4.

Table 4. Multi-criteria response measures for each treatment strategy.

Strategy No. Treatment Strategy
“j” Response Measures

UCS (kPa) CBR (%) HC (cm/s) × 10−4 Cc (kPa) LL (ppm)

1 A 173.1 55.5 6.52 0.0099 630

2 AL1 790.3 58.5 1.57 0.0082 790

3 AL2 532 63 1.22 0.0082 860

4 AL3 689.3 79.3 0.69 0.0087 910

5 AL4 1287 80.7 0.54 0.007 1010

6 AL1G1 1796.3 88.1 0.97 0.0055 360

7 AL1G2 2408 120.2 0.61 0.0043 70

8 AL2G1 4500 218 0.096 0.004 440

9 AL2G2 5181 360.6 0.08 0.0038 130

10 AL3G1 3192 276.4 0.02 0.0034 510

11 AL3G2 6842 409.2 0.016 0.0023 210

12 AL4G1 4137.5 128.5 0.0011 0.0049 650

13 AL4G2 6435 180 0.0007 0.0023 370
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Table 4. Cont.

Strategy No. Treatment Strategy
“j” Response Measures

UCS (kPa) CBR (%) HC (cm/s) × 10−4 Cc (kPa) LL (ppm)

14 B 391.6 43.7 4.96 0.0156 270

15 BL1 765.2 47.4 3.81 0.0128 390

16 BL2 905 57.9 1.01 0.0129 480

17 BL3 794 87.1 2.01 0.0136 610

18 BL4 1193 72.5 0.91 0.0109 770

19 BL1G1 1112 80.7 0.97 0.0086 260

20 BL1G2 1204.7 117 0.89 0.0066 80

21 BL2G1 2204.3 211.2 0.24 0.0063 270

22 BL2G2 3496.3 320.7 0.1 0.0059 110

23 BL3G1 1950 145.5 0.067 0.0052 330

24 BL3G2 3790.4 238.9 0.028 0.0036 160

25 BL4G1 2642 188.3 0.0021 0.0076 440

26 BL4G2 4987.3 319.2 0.0001 0.0036 180

 

(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 1. Details of the experimental test setup and specimen testing.; (a) Unconfined compression
strength samples subjected to desiccator curing; (b) California bearing ratio test in progress; (c) Hydraulic
conductivity test setup; (d) Consolidation test setup.
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3. Experimental Results

The following sections address the fundamental governing mechanism responsible for the
enhancement of the targeted properties and the PROMETHEE strategy adopted to choose the ideal
mix of fly ash, lime, and gypsum for the selected fly ashes. Pozzolanic reactions of lime (as Ca(OH)2)
resulted in the formation of gels, followed by crystallization, namely of calcium silicates, aluminates,
and alumina silicates. Precipitation and even distribution of hydration products (Ca(OH)2, C-S-H,
etc.) on the surfaces of fly ash contributed to the additional increase in the strength of the stabilized
mix. The rate of formation of stabilized compounds, which increases with the curing period, resulted
in the reduction of the LL ratio, defined as the ratio of lime leached to the total lime added. It has
been demonstrated that the LL decreases with an increase in the lime content. Sulphate ions from
gypsum reacted with the alumina phase of fly ash to produce (x CaO. y Al2O3. z CaSO4. w H2O),
which enhanced the pozzolanic activity of lime-stabilized fly ashes with higher strength (refer to
Table 4). Furthermore, the formation of C-S-H and C-A-S-H gels reduced the LL of fly ashes and
increased the unconfined compressive strength and California bearing ratio behavior, as seen in Table 4.
Additionally, the resultant denser matrix significantly reduced the hydraulic conductivity values and
compression index values (refer to Table 4).

4. MCDM Model: Based on PROMETHEE and GAIA

For the application of the proposed model, the first step was to develop alternative strategies
to enhance various geotechnical properties of fly ash. Initially, the untreated fly ashes were adopted
for the geotechnical application and were subsequently treated with lime (1%, 2.5%, 5%, and 10%)
and a variation in gypsum dosage (1% and 2.5%) in the presence of lime. Thus, a total of 26 (2 × 1 +
2 × 4 + 2 × 4 × 2) alternative strategies were adopted in the present study. For each alternative
strategy, three samples were used, and for each sample, five performance measures were obtained.
Thus, 390 performance results were obtained and are reported in Table 4. From the results, it is evident
that no individual experiment was superior in terms of all five performance measures. The adopted
MCDM model was based on PROMETHEE and geometrical analysis for interactive aid (GAIA),
proposed by Brans and Mareschal [45]. PROMETHEE was adopted for the partial and complete ranking
of the selected alternative treatment strategies; GAIA was used for the sensitivity and comparative
analysis of experimental strategies.

4.1. PROMETHEE Partial Ranking

Ta and Tb denote the treatment strategies used to enhance various geotechnical properties for the
given fly ash. The effectiveness of the treatment strategies was measured based on multiple performance
measures, such as j ε performance measures. Raj and Rbj are the performance measures for treatment
strategies Ta and Tb, respectively. In order to set a partial preference, a generalized preference function
Pabj was defined for performance measure j, when alternative treatment strategies Ta and Tb were
compared; Pabj fluctuates between zero and one (refer to Figure 2). The value of Pabj can be interpreted
as follows:

• Pabj ≈ one, indicates acceptable preference for strategy Ta over strategy Tb.
• Pabj ≈ zero, indicates a weak preference for strategy Ta over strategy Tb.
• Pabj = zero, indicates no preference for strategy Ta over strategy Tb for a given j

performance measure.
• Pabj = one, indicates a higher preference for strategy Ta over Tb.

Preference functions (Pabj) were adopted [45] based on the response measures (Raj and Rbj) and
the permissible boundary to derive a full incompatibility (θ) and a full preference (Ø). The permissible
boundary values θ and Ø were set by the decision-maker.
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Figure 2. Preference Functions Pabj, based on Raj, Rbj, θ, and Ø.

Subsequently, considering all “k” performance measures (j = 1 to k), the preference function value
Pab for a pair of treatment strategies Ta and Tb was computed using Equation (1). In Equation (1), Wj is
the weight assigned to each performance measure j; Pabj is a preference function allocated to a pair of
treatment strategies Ta and Tb for each j. Pab fluctuates between zero and one.

Pab =

∑k
j=1(Wj X Pabj)∑k

j=1 Wj
(1)

However, in practice, more than two treatment strategies exist to enhance various geotechnical
properties for the given coal-based fly ash. In this study, 26 treatment strategies were analyzed to find
the superiority of a treatment strategy over the others; this is set by estimating two outranking flows
(F+ and F-), expressed in Equations (2) and (3). Each outranking flow does not result in the same rank
for each treatment strategy. Thus, their (F+ and F−) intersection is induced to estimate partial ranking.

F+a =
1

n− 1

n∑
1

Pab (b � a) (2)

F−a =
1

n− 1

n∑
1

Pba (b � a) (3)

Contrary to Pab, Pba is a preference function to estimate the dominance of treatment strategy
Tb over Ta, and n is the number of treatment strategies. For “n” given treatment strategies, each is
compared to n-1 other treatment strategies. Thus, the objective in partial ranking is to maximize
outranking flows (F+) and to minimize outranking flows (F−); these outranking flows express how
Ta outranks the other n-1 treatment strategies. By determining positive (F+a and F+b) and negative
(F−a and F−b) outranking flows for a pair of treatment strategies Ta and Tb, the dominance relationship
can be inferred as shown below:

• If F+a > F+b, the outranking relationship is D+ab (i.e., treatment strategy Ta is dominating Tb).
• If F−a < F−b, the outranking relationship is D−ab (i.e., treatment strategy Ta is not dominating Tb).
• If F+a = F+b, the outranking relationship is ED+ab (i.e., both treatment strategies Ta and Tb equally

dominate (ED) the other “n − 2” treatment strategies).
• If F-a = F-b, the outranking relationship is ED-ab (i.e., both treatment strategies Ta and Tb are

equally dominated (ED) by the other “n − 2” treatment strategies).

Based on the above conditions, three PROMETHEE-based partial rankings were computed as
follows to establish the preference relationship between Ta and Tb:
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• If (D+ab and D−ab)/(D+ab and ED−ab)/(ED+ab and D−ab) are true, it indicates that treatment strategy
Ta has a higher preference over Tb.

• If ED+ab and ED−ab are true, it indicates that treatment strategy Ta is no different to Tb.
• If (D+ab and D−ba)/(D+ba and D−ab) are true, it indicates that treatment strategy Ta is in contrast to

Tb. Specifically, on a set of geotechnical performance measures, Ta exhibits the best performance
over Tb, which exhibits a low response and vice versa.

In order to determine the best treatment strategy, PROMETHEE partial ranking was extended to
PROMETHEE complete ranking.

4.2. PROMETHEE Complete Ranking

For complete ranking, outranking flow Fa is set as the balance between two outranking flows F+
and F-, in reference to Equations (2) and (3); Fa is computed using Equation (4). Using PROMETHEE
complete ranking, all treatment strategies are comparable.

{
Fa = F+a − F−a

Fb = F+b − F−b

}
(4)

Based on the outranking flows Fa and Fb (in reference to Equation (4)), PROMETHEE complete
ranking is established between Ta and Tb as follows:

• If Fa > Fb is true, it indicates that treatment strategy Ta is preferred over treatment strategy Tb.
• If Fa = Fb is true, there is no difference between treatment strategies Ta and Tb.
• If Fa < Fb is true, it indicates that there is no preference of treatment strategy Ta over treatment

strategy Tb.

5. Application of PROMETHEE

From above Table 4, it is evident that no treatment strategy exhibits superiority in terms of all five
performance measures. Using PROMETHEE, the outranking flows (F+, F−, and F) were obtained for
each treatment strategy, for two different types of applications (i.e., liner and pavement applications),
as presented in the following Table 5. Using F+, F−, and F, the treatment strategies ranking and
superiority of each treatment strategy are presented in Figures 3–6.

Table 5. Treatment strategies and their ranking based on outranking flows.

Rank

Treatment
Strategy Due to

Factor Combination

Outranking Flow
Rank

Treatment
Strategy Due to

Factor Combination

Outranking Flow

F F+ F− F F+ F−
1 AL3G2 0.5045 0.5525 0.0480 14 AL4G1 0.0242 0.3123 0.2880

2 AL2G2 0.5044 0.5524 0.0480 15 AL1G1 −0.0118 0.2922 0.3041

3 BL4G2 0.4264 0.5124 0.0860 16 BL1G1 −0.0506 0.2697 0.3203

4 BL2G2 0.4221 0.5102 0.0881 17 BL3 −0.2287 0.1840 0.4127

5 BL3G2 0.3604 0.4804 0.1200 18 AL4 −0.2904 0.1498 0.4401

6 AL4G2 0.2485 0.4245 0.1760 19 BL2 −0.2910 0.1520 0.4430

7 AL1G2 0.2483 0.4243 0.1760 20 BL4 -0.2964 0.1521 0.4484

8 AL2G1 0.2083 0.4004 0.1920 21 B −0.3209 0.1360 0.4569

9 BL2G1 0.1761 0.3842 0.2081 22 BL1 −0.3286 0.1360 0.4646

10 AL3G1 0.1364 0.3684 0.2320 23 AL1 −0.4137 0.0905 0.5042

11 BL1G2 0.1361 0.3682 0.2321 24 AL3 −0.4194 0.0881 0.5075

12 BL4G1 0.0960 0.3441 0.2482 25 AL2 −0.4561 0.0721 0.5282

13 BL3G1 0.0882 0.3443 0.2561 26 A −0.4723 0.0641 0.5364
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Figure 3. Treatment strategies (partial ranking) based on F+ and F−.
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Figure 4. Treatment strategies (final ranking) based on flow F.
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Figure 5. Preference network diagram based on the PROMETHEE approach.
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Figure 6. Geometrical analysis based on the interactive aid (GAIA) plane.

In Figure 3, the left-hand column corresponds to the F+ score and the right-hand column to the F−
score for each treatment strategy. These scores are oriented such that the best are projected upwards.
For each treatment strategy, a representative line is drawn from its F+ to the corresponding F− score.
For any given two treatment strategies, if the representative lines are parallel, the treatment strategy
representing the top line is preferred. However, if the two lines intersect, the corresponding treatment
strategies are incomparable.

In Figure 3, treatment AL2G2 dominates the other treatments and corresponds to fly ash type A
treated with lime (2.5%) and gypsum (2.5%) (Tables 2 and 4). It also reveals that pure fly ash type A
underperformed compared to other possible treatments. Similarly, both fly ashes with lime treatment
alone underperformed compared to alternative treatments. Generally, the outranking scores (F+ and
F−) induce two different complete rankings. In order to circumvent this scenario, a complete ranking
based on net flow “F” was obtained, as shown in Figure 4. The top half corresponds to F+ and the
bottom half to F− scores for each treatment.

Similarly, in the above Figure 4, it is evident that AL2G2 and AL3G2 (for example, as calculation
case for AL3G2 refer in the Appendix A, to illustrate how to obtain the value of “F”) superseded the
other treatment strategies, while A and AL2 were the least preferred. Simultaneously, using F+, F−,
and F, a preference network is drawn (refer to Figure 5) where the treatment strategy and its choice
over other treatment strategies are denoted by the arrow→. Figure 5 also shows that treatment strategy
AL2G2 was preferred over other treatment strategies, with A and AL2, once again, being least-preferred.
It is interesting to note that treatment strategy B was preferred over A, AL1, AL2, and AL3. This is
due to the fundamental differences in chemical and mineralogical compositions between the two fly
ashes (refer to Table 3). The visual PROMETHEE and GAIA plane represents the conflicts between
response measures and highlights the group of treatment strategies of remarkable performance (refer to
Figure 6).

The GAIA plane is considered to be a geometrical interactive tool, used to assist decision-makers
with sensitivity analyses. Treatment strategies are represented by blue squares in Figure 6, and treatment
strategies with no difference appear close, while conflicting strategies are placed in different quadrants.
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The various geotechnical properties of fly ash measures, showing equal preference, lean in the same
direction in the GAIA plane while conflicting response measures lean in the opposite direction.
From Figure 6, it is clear that the fly ash without any additives or with only a lime dosage treatment
are scored opposite to the fly ash with both a lime and gypsum treatment. Fly ash type A, treated with
a lime dosage of 10% and gypsum dosage of 1%, scored better for response measures UCS and CBR
against fly ash type B, which was also treated with a lime dosage of 10% but a gypsum dosage of 2.5%.
Similarly, for the lime-leachability response measure, both fly ashes scored better when treated with a
1% lime and 2.5% gypsum dosage. However, for the HC and Cc response measures, only fly ash type
A with a 1% lime and gypsum dosage scored better.

Sensitivity analysis was adopted to assign weights to each response measure. To perform sensitivity
analyses on the experimental data (refer to Table 4), the Visual PROMETHEE-GAIA walking weights
tool was used.

Sensitivity Analysis Using Walking Weights

Sensitivity analysis using walking weights was performed by assigning a set of weights to each
response measure, as shown in Table 6. Set 1 represents an equal weight allocation for all response
measures (Figure 7). Because fly ashes have the most potential to be used in liners and pavement
material applications, a sensitivity analysis was carried out for these two specific applications by
assigning due weights. The rationale behind weight allocation is application-specific, as seen in Table 6.
For a liner material, the driving factor is “Hydraulic conductivity,” and it was assigned a higher weight
compared to the other response measures (i.e., UCS, CBR, Cc and LL). Similarly, for the pavement
application, the significant factor is the “California bearing ratio,” and it was duly assigned higher
weightage over the other response measures.

Table 6. Criterion weights allocated for sensitivity analysis.

Criterion Weight UCS (%) CBR (%) HC (%) Cc (%) LL (%)

For liner applications

Objective Max Max Min Min Min

Set 1 * 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

Set 2 0.3 0.0 0.4 0.1 0.2

For pavement application

Objective Max Max Max Min Min

Set 1 * 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

Set 2 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.05 0.15

Note: * Figures 3–6 represent analyses executed, based on Set 1 weight allocation.

Figure 7. The equal weight allocation for all response measures.

The sensitivity analysis was done relying on the assigned walking weights above (Set 2),
using Visual PROMETHEE. The outcome of the sensitivity analysis for liner and pavement applications
is presented in the following Figures 8 and 9, respectively. Figure 8a–e represents the analysis
corresponding to the ranking of treatment strategies, superiority of each treatment strategy, GAIA plane,
and walking weights, respectively, for liner application. Based on the objectives of the response measures,
shown in the above Table 6, a maximum of 40% weighting was set to response measure HC and
a minimum of 0% to response measure CBR for this set. Hydraulic conductivity was considered a
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driving prerequisite for liner applications. Therefore, fly ash type A, treated with a 2.5% dosage of lime
and 2.5% dosage of gypsum, was preferred over the alternatives (refer to Table 2). With regard to the
lime-leachability values, both of the selected fly ashes responded alike to 1% lime content spiked with
2.5% gypsum. At higher lime contents, readily soluble amorphous lime, which is in excess to optimum
lime requirements, simply leaches out of the fly ash-lime-gypsum matrix [22]. However, mix AL3G2
showed the maximum possible gain in unconfined compressive strength behavior. Similarly, Figure 9a–e
represents the analyses corresponding to the ranking of treatment strategies, the superiority of each
treatment strategy, graphical interactive plane, and walking weights, respectively, for pavement
applications. In the case of pavement application (refer to Table 6), a maximum of 40% weighting
and a minimum of 5% weighting was assigned to the response measures CBR and Cc, respectively.
Mix AL3G2 satisfied the requirements for these conditions (refer to Table 2).

   

(a) (b) (c) 

 
(d) (e) 

Figure 8. Response measure weight allocation for walking weight Set 2 for the liner application of fly
ash: (a) Partial ranking of treatment strategies based on F+ and F−; (b) Complete ranking of treatment
strategies based on outranking flow F; (c) Preference network diagram based on the PROMETHEE
approach; (d) Geometrical analysis for the interactive aid (GAIA) plane; and (e) Weight allocation for
all response measures (refer to Table 6).
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(a) (b) (c) 

 
(d) (e) 

Figure 9. Response measure weight allocation for walking weight Set 2 for the pavement application
of fly ash: (a) Partial ranking of treatment strategies based on F+ and F−; (b) Complete ranking
of treatment strategies based on outranking flow F; (c) Preference network diagram based on the
PROMETHEE approach; (d) Geometrical analysis for the interactive aid (GAIA) plane; and (e) Weight
allocation for all response measures (refer to Table 6).

6. Conclusions

The present study investigated the effect of the addition of lime and/or gypsum on improving
various geotechnical properties (Cc, HC, UCS, CBR, and LL) of Class F fly ashes. The objective
was to assist practicing engineers in the selection of the most effective mix of fly ash type, lime,
and gypsum dosage to satisfy various geotechnical properties for specific geotechnical applications.
The MCDM model, based on PROMETHEE and GAIA, was adopted to select the best treatment
strategy. Multiple treatment strategies were analyzed, based on variations in lime and gypsum dosages,
and for each of these alternatives, response measures in the form of geotechnical properties were
computed. This approach resulted in obtaining the treatment strategies ranking, superiority of each
treatment strategy, and geometrical interactive plane. From these outcomes, it is evident that a group of
treatment strategies exhibits similar preferences for given response measures. Thus, sensitivity analysis,
based on walking weights, was executed to solve conflicts. In this study, untreated fly ash (A or B) and
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any fly ash type treated only with lime were found to be the least-preferred options. The proposed
MCDM model, based on PROMETHEE and GAIA, works well to assist practicing engineers with
identifying the fly ash type, with the appropriate mix of lime and gypsum. The following outcomes
were established:

• For liner applications, fly ash type A, treated with a 2.5% dosage of lime and 2.5% dosage of
gypsum, is preferred.

• For pavement applications, fly ash type A, treated with a 5% dosage of lime and a 2.5% dosage of
gypsum, is preferred.

• When equal walking weights were assigned to all response measures, irrespective of the nature of
application, fly ash type A, treated with either a 2.5% or 5% dosage of lime and a 2.5% dosage of
gypsum, should be the first choice.

In the eventuality of having fly ash B on-site, it should be treated with a 10% lime and 2.5%
gypsum dosage for liner applications. Furthermore, treating it with a 2.5% lime and 2.5% gypsum
dosage would meet the pavement application requirements.
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Appendix A. Example Calculation for AL3G2

• Raj and Rbj are the performance measures for treatment strategies Ta and Tb, respectively;
• Wj is the weight assigned to each performance measure j; and
• Pabj is a preference function allocated to a pair of treatment strategies Ta and Tb for each j.

Thus, T11 (AL3G2) and T1 (A) denote the treatment strategies 11 and 1, respectively (refer Table 4);
and there are five performance measures (i.e., j = 5). Thus, preference function value P11,1 for a pair of
treatment strategies T11 and T1 is computed using Equation (1).

From Table 4, it is observed that for treatment strategies T11 and T1:

• R11 1 = 6842 and R1 1 = 173.1 are the performance measures for j = 1;
• R11 2 = 409.2 and R1 2 = 55.5 are the performance measures for j = 2;
• R11 3 = 0.016 × 10−4 and R1 3 = 6.52 × 10−4 are the performance measures for j = 3;
• R11 4 = 0.0023 and R1 4 = 0.0099 are the performance measures for j = 4;
• R11 5 = 210 and R1 5 = 630 are the performance measures for j = 5, respectively.

V- shape preference function is allocated to the pair of treatment strategies T11 and T1 for each j;
and Wj = 0.2 equal weight assigned to each j.

The value of P11 1 j can be interpreted as: P11 1 1 = one; P11 1 2 = one; P11 1 3 = zero; P11 1 4 ≈ one =
0.9905; and P11 1 5 = one. Thus, preference function value P11 1 for a pair of treatment strategies T11 and
T1 is computed and is equal to 0.7981.

Similarly, P11 2 to P 11 26 is used to estimate outranking flow F+, expressed in Equation (2). Thus,
the values are estimated as:

P11 2 = 0.7464; P11 3 = 0.7462; P11 4 = 7466; P11 5 = 7461; P11 6 = 0.7464; P11 7 = 0.5461; P11 8 = 0.6764;
P11 9 = 0.3972; P11 10 = 0.7548; P11 12 = 0.7558; P11 13 = 0.5271; P11 14 = 0.5279; P11 15 = 0.5276;
P11 16 = 0.5275; P11 17 = 0.5285; P11 18 = 0.5305; P11 19 = 0.3559; P11 20 = 0.2462; P11 21 = 0.3449;
P11 22 = 0.2465; P11 23 = 0.2469; P11 24 = 0.2465; P11 25 = 0.7469; and P11 26 = 0.5495.
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Therefore, the sum of all Pab (i.e., P11 1 to P11 26) for n = 26 is equal to 13.8125. Thus, the outranking
flow F+, expressed using Equation (2): F+ = (1/(26 − 1)) × 13.8125 = 0.5525 for treatment strategy
T11 (AL3G2).

Similarly, P1 11 to P 26, 11 estimated to estimate two outranking flow F-, expressed in Equation (3).
The sum of all Pba (i.e., P1 11 to P26 11) for n = 26 is equal to 1.2. Thus, the outranking flow F- expressed
as F− = (1/(26 − 1)) × 1.2 = 0.048 for treatment strategy T11.

The complete outranking flow F11 is set as the balance between two outranking flows F+ and F−,
in reference to Equations (2) and (3); F11 is computed using Equation (4).

Thus, for treatment strategy T11, F1 is equal to (0.5525 − 0.048) = 0.5045 and this value can be seen
in Figure 3 assigned to AL3G2.
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Abstract: The disposal of 2011 Japan earthquake waste has become an important issue in Japan and it
is not realistic or economical to send all of these wastes to landfill sites, due to limited space, high costs,
and related environmental issues. In sustainable geotechnical applications, mixing of the separated
soils from disaster wastes with additives (e.g., cement and fiber) is required to improve their strength
and stiffness characteristics. In this study, monotonic triaxial drained compression tests are performed
on medium dense specimens of Toyoura sand-cement-fiber mixtures with different percentages of
fiber and cement (e.g., 0–3%) additives. The experimental results indicate that behavior of the mixtures
is significantly affected by the concentration of fiber and cement additives. Based on a comprehensive
set of test results, modifications to the series of equations were developed that can be used to evaluate
the shear modulus and mobilized stress curves at small-strain levels. The experimental results and
model comparison show that the elastic threshold strain (γe), reference strain (γr), increases with
fiber and cement additives. In addition, the range of curvature parameter, from 0.88 to 1.0, provides
a good comparison with the results of small-strain measurements. Overall, the comparison of the
results and model shows that the small-strain measurements obtained using local strain transducers
fall within the range of model upper and lower bound curves. The results of the unreinforced,
fiber, and cemented sand shows a close agreement with the model mean curve, but fiber-reinforced
cemented sand shows a good comparison with model upper bound.

Keywords: small-strain stiffness; ground improvement; ground remediation; local strain; triaxial test

1. Introduction

The Great East Japan earthquake of 2011 generated a huge quantity of disaster waste and tsunami
deposits, which required proper treatment and disposal. To effectively use these waste soils in
sustainable geotechnical infrastructures, it is essential to understand the mechanical behavior in their
native (pure) or mechanically stabilized form (amended with cement and fiber). The small-strain
stiffness of soil plays an important role in the sustainability of many geotechnical problems, such as
machine foundations, earthquake ground response analysis, and liquefaction potential evaluations [1–3].
Several techniques have been developed in geotechnical engineering for measuring small-strain stiffness,
including resonant columns [4,5], piezoelectric transducers [6–11], and quasi-static loading with high
resolution strain measurements [12–15]. A widely used method to measure small-strains is the Hall
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effect local strain transducer [16]. This type local strain transducer has been employed in various
research studies [17–19] to estimate small-strain stiffness moduli. The stress-strain curves observed
in the conventional triaxial system are subjected to many errors, especially at small strain range,
when the deformations are measured externally. The most common errors observed are seating errors,
alignment errors, bedding errors, system compliance, and end restraints. Many researchers [16,20–29]
have developed various on-sample strain measuring devices to measure the strains accurately and to
compute stiffness at small strain levels. Most of the sophisticated devices reported above are used to
estimate small-strains for clean sand specimens.

Laboratory and field testing have shown that the stress-strain behavior of sands can be highly
nonlinear, even at stresses well below the peak strength of the material. One of the first comprehensive
studies where the parameters that control nonlinear soil behavior were identified was the study
by Hardin and Drnevich [30,31]. The empirical equations proposed by Hardin and Drnevich [31]
account for the effects of plasticity index, overconsolidation ratio, and confining pressure mainly
through adjusting reference strain. The effect of soil type, number of loading cycles, loading frequency,
and saturation, amongst other aspects, have also been taken into consideration [11,32,33]. Iwasaki
et al. [34] and Kokusho [12] studied the impact of confining pressure, but these studies were limited to
observations on clean narrow graded sands tested at low pressures.

Michalowski and Cermak [35] reported that the initial stiffness of a composite material (e.g., sand and
fiber) was affected by the different characteristics of the steel and polyamide fibers (e.g., stiffness,
roughness, rigidity, size, etc.). Previous research with mixtures of steel fibers and sand [36] indicated
that even larger fiber concentrations (e.g., 1.25% by volume) had no adverse effect on the initial stiffness.
In addition, steel fiber had a reinforcement effect only slightly higher than less stiff polyamide fiber
of the same geometry. It was further concluded that this difference might be attributed to a larger
interfacial friction angle of steel fibers compared to polyamide fibers. In addition, it was reported that
the strain levels or mobilization resistance for steel fiber (e.g., stiff) is greater than that of polyamide
fibers (e.g., flexible) due to their greater stiffness. The literature review on cemented sand shows that
natural or artificial cementation increases the small-strain stiffness behavior (G0) of sands [37–40].
Acar and El-Tahir [37] reported that shear modulus of cemented sands increased with confining stress
in the applied range. Conversely, Sharma and Fahey [39] reported that small-strain stiffness (G0) to
be for cemented sands practically independent of the mean stress and dependent on cementation
until it was reached a threshold stress corresponding to the onset of major structure degradation.
Yun and Santamarina [41] indicated for artificially cemented soils an increase of G0 with increasing
stress after yielding and the values of G0 remained higher than for the reconstituted soils. Cementation
appears to control only G0 of clays below isotropic or vertical yield stress and the pressure dependency
appears to prevail at higher stresses. The latter findings lead to the conclusion that the stiffness of
the cemented soils is strongly increased by cementation and independent of confining pressure [40].
Mair [42] and Xu et. al. [43] proposed that the stiffness of a soil is constant below a strain level of 0.001%
(e.g., 10−5) and reduces significantly with an increase in strain level (i.e., above 0.001%). In recent
decades, researchers have attempted to validate the approximate relationship between stiffness and
strain level by employing different instruments, as shown in Figure 1.

Fahey and Carter [44] proposed a hyperbolic model to characterize modulus reduction as a
function of shear strength mobilization, as seen in Equation (1). This function requires maximum shear
stress (τmax) and an estimate of the small-strain shear modulus (G0) to be the value of shear modulus at
shear strain of 10−6 and is assumed to be constant below this value, as well as empirical parameters f
and g. Fahey and Carter [44] showed some success fitting this three-parameter model to the data of a
wide range of uncemented soils.

G
G0

= 1− f
(
τ
τmax

)g
(1)
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Darendeli [32] proposed a modified hyperbolic model based on testing of intact sand-gravel
sample:

G
G0

=

[
1

(1 + γ/γr)
a

]
(2)

where a is called the curvature parameter, and γr is the reference strain value at which G/G0 = 0.50.
This model uses only two parameters, and the reference strain provides an efficient normalization of the
shear strain. To better understand the non-linear elastic behavior of sands, and produce a generalized
functional relationship, Oztoprak and Bolton [45] conducted a metastudy of the secant shear modulus
degradation curves of 454 tests of uncemented sands from the literature. This curve-fitting process led
to new interpretations and definitions that enable better predictions of the shear modulus degradation
of sands with strain, based on soil classification data.

Figure 1. Typical modulus degradation measurement of soil stiffness in laboratory test (after Mair [42]).

In order to enhance the current database on small-strain stiffness behavior and stiffness degradation
of amended soils, there is a need to further investigate the effect of fiber and cement additives on the
small-strain stiffness (G0) of sands. In addition, the aim of the work is to develop a rational method and
propose few modifications to the series of equations that can be used to evaluate the shear modulus and
mobilized stress curves at small-strain levels. Furthermore, the experimental results of amended soils
are compared with the Oztoprak and Bolton [45] upper bound and lower bound stiffness degradation
models. The modified version of hyperbolic equation for amended soils (e.g., fiber-only, cement-only,
and fiber-reinforced cemented sands) leads to a wide range of values for elastic threshold strain (γe),
the reference strain (γr), and the range of curvature parameter (a).

2. Materials and Methods

There has been ongoing long-term collaboration between Western University and Fukuoka
University, Japan, with a view to improving those soils, utilizing waste streams and developing
industry guidelines for construction. An in-depth coordinated laboratory program of the static
and dynamic mechanical effects of various inclusions such as silt, different cementitious additives,
and various types of fibers in Toyoura sand has been conducted at both universities over the last
seven years. Initial studies on polyvinyl alcohol fiber (PVA) inclusions and Portland cement have
been published [46–48] and results from the tests performed confirmed that the addition of polymer
fibers and cement improved the liquefaction resistance, undrained shear strength, and stiffness of silty
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and unreinforced Toyoura sand. Further work on bamboo fibers, gypsum, and cement is currently
being conducted in Japan. A comprehensive investigation of the strength and stiffness of these types
of materials is vital to support the range of studies being conducted. The current study forms a part of
this overall collaborative program with Fukuoka University and addresses this aspect of the work.

2.1. Materials

The three different types of materials e.g., Toyoura sand, polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) fibers,
and ordinary Portland cement (OPC) were employed in this study to simulate the use of tsunami wastes
in construction of sustainable geotechnical infrastructures. Toyoura sand is a Japanese benchmark
sand, which is a well-known laboratory test sand. Toyoura sand has been previously used in a number
of investigations and is composed of 75% quartz, 22% feldspar, and 3% magnetite. It can be found
primarily in the coastal regions of the Pacific Ocean in Japan [49,50]. The soil has a uniformity coefficient
(Cu) of 1.24, a minimum void ratio (emin) of 0.62, and maximum void ratio (emax) of 0.95. Specific
gravity test was performed on clean Toyoura sand according to ASTM standard [51] and the specific
gravity value of 2.65 was determined. The specific gravity (Gs), like many silicate sands, ranges from
2.64–2.65 for pure Toyoura sand [46,48]. A typical grain size distribution of Toyoura sand is presented
in Figure 2a. Toyoura sand is described as having angular to sub-angular particles, is fine grained and
poorly graded, which is confirmed by the low coefficient of uniformity and coefficient of curvature,
according to the classification of SP by the Unified Soil Classification System (USCS) [46,52,53].

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 2. (a) Grain size distribution curve for Toyoura sand (b) Toyoura sand 100× optical zoom (c) PVA
fiber 100× optical zoom (d) PVA fiber 3000× optical zoom (after Schmidt [50]).

Figure 2b shows a scanning electron microscopic (SEM) image of Toyoura sand and provides an
indication of the size, shape, and texture of the particles [46]. The Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) fibers used
in this study shown in Figure 2c have a specific gravity of 1.3. The PVA fibers have a Young’s modulus
of 28 GPa and a tensile strength of 1200 MPa (Kuraray Cooperation Limited, Tokyo, Japan). Figure 2d
shows micro-striations; these striations and filaments give the fibers a surface roughness and, with the
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existing angularity of the Toyoura sand, might also help in providing the necessary cementitious
bonding. Nominal dimensions of the individual fibers are 12 mm long, with a diameter of 0.11 mm.
Ordinary Portland Cement Type-I (OPC-I) shipped from Ube-Mitsubishi Cement Corporation in Japan
was used as a cementing agent and added as a percent by mass to each specimen. OPC-I has a specific
gravity of 3.15 and a composition consisting of approximately 63% tricalcium silicate, 12% di-calcium
silicate, 5% tri-calcium aluminate, and 11% tetra-calcium alumino-ferrite [54]. These cementitious and
fibrous additives have been previously used to model the monotonic and cyclic properties of amended
Toyoura sand [46–48].

2.2. Sample Preparation, Testing Apparatus, Testing Procedure, and Testing Program

The under-compaction moist tamping technique was employed for sample preparation [55].
Cylindrical specimens were formed in five layers with a height of 100 mm and a diameter of 50 mm [56].
Most of the samples were prepared to a target dry density value of ρd = 1.49 g/cm3. This density
was selected to replicate a field condition (i.e., medium dense state) for the compacted soil and
for comparison with previously published studies [46,47]. Unreinforced, fiber-only, cement-only,
and fiber-reinforced cemented Toyoura sand samples were prepared and mixed at 10 percent of water
content by dry mass of soil. Figure 2 shows a local strain transducer mounted on a typical sample.
All cemented samples were cured for 3 days. Two main reasons for 3 days curing duration used are:

1. The main reason for choosing the shorter curing duration is to speed up the testing process to
investigate the effect of cementation on the small-large strain measurements. After three days of
curing, an average degree of hydration of 88% is assumed based on empirical data [57].

2. The other reason is to find the lower bound behavior (short term strength and stiffness) of
cemented sand. A shorter curing duration provides an initial estimate of strength and stiffness
increases. Therefore, the short-term strength and stiffness increases are of vital importance
for the design of several geotechnical problems (e.g., machine foundations, embankments etc.).
Short curing duration and lower cement content, which are close to the field shallow mixing
technique, might help geotechnical engineers in the determination of minimum stiffness and
strength of composite materials. In addition, due to the improvements in the strength and stiffness
of these amended materials (e.g., despite the short curing times, 0–3% fiber and cement contents),
this may be a viable strengthening method for dredged soils, disaster wastes and reclaimed land.

Past research on cemented sands has focused almost exclusively on longer curing durations
(e.g., 7–28 days) and higher cement contents (e.g., 0–16%). Overall, sand-cement-fiber composites have
been observed to be more effective when specimens are cured for longer durations. These findings are
likely to be due to a better contact between the sand-cement-fiber matrix bonding, cement hydration,
and improved interaction due to a longer curing period. Limited studies are reported to determine the
stiffness and strength of sand-cement-fiber composites for shorter curing duration (e.g., 3 days) and
lower cement content (e.g., 0–3% by dry mass of soil). Hence, further laboratory investigations on
lower cement content (e.g., 0–3%) and short curing duration is essential in relation to field applications.

Table 1 summarizes the testing program used to evaluate the effect of fiber and cement content on
the small-strain shear behavior. A unique test ID is used for the representation of a test i.e., LSM-C0F0M0
represents local strain measurement (LSM) for cement (C) = 0%, fiber (F) = 0% and silt (M) = 0%.
A GDS triaxial apparatus was employed to conduct consolidated drained (CD) compression triaxial
tests as per accordance to ASTM D7181 [55] to investigate the behavior of unreinforced, fiber-only,
cement-only, and fiber-reinforced cemented Toyoura sand specimens. This system is a computer
controlled, fully automated advanced GDS Triaxial Testing System (GDSTTS). The GDS Standard
Level Pressure/Volume Controllers (STDDPC) allow for pressure measurements to be resolved to 1 kPa,
with an accuracy of ±1.5 kPa up to a maximum pressure of 2 MPa. Volume changes can be resolved to
1 mm3 at an accuracy of <0.25% of the current measurement. A 15 kN load balanced internal load cell
was installed providing an accuracy of ±1 N [58]. Hall effect local strain transducers were mounted
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in the middle third of the sample (Figure 3), which is less restrained than the end zones. It is highly
desirable that axial deformations are measured locally, if small deformations moduli are to be found.
The range, resolution, and accuracy of Hall effect transducer is±0.3 mm, <0.1 μm, and 0.2% respectively
(GDS Instruments). Triaxial tests use external Linear Variable Differential Transformers (LVDTs) to
measure large strains (e.g., 0.01–10%). However, these LVDTs measure the global strain applied and not
the local strain developed in the triaxial soil sample during shearing. Accurate determination of soil
small-strain stiffness is difficult to achieve using global LVDTs attached to the actuator of automated
triaxial system in routine laboratory testing. In this study, Hall effect local strain transducers are used
to investigate the small-strain stiffness behavior of unreinforced, fiber, cemented, and fiber-reinforced
cemented Toyoura sand specimens in triaxial tests.

Figure 3. Hall effect local strain transducer mounted on a typical sample.

Table 1. Testing program for local strain measurements.

Test No. Test ID Mean Effective Stress, p’, kPa
Cement

Content, %
Fiber Content, %

Sand Only
1. LSM-C0F0M0 100 0 0

Fiber Only
2. LSM-C0F0.5M0 100 0 0.5
3. LSM-C0F1M0 100 0 1
4. LSM-C0F2M0 100 0 2

Cement Only
5. LSM-C1F0M0 100 1 0
6. LSM-C2F0M0 100 2 0
7. LSM-C3F0M0 100 3 0
8. LSM-C4F0M0 100 4 0

Fiber + Cement
9. LSM-C3F1M0 100 3 1
10. LSM-C3F2M0 100 3 2
11. LSM-C3F3M0 100 3 3
12. LSM-C2F1M0 100 2 1

All of the specimens were saturated with de-aired water and CO2 until a B-value of at least 0.96
was reached, before starting the consolidation stage. First, carbon dioxide (CO2) was slowly flushed
through the bottom of the sample for about 30 min to absorb any entrapped air in the voids of specimen
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with a gradient of pressure for approximately 3 kPa. The top and bottom drainage lines were flushed
with de-aired water through back pressure pump at a very slow rate. After flushing the drainage lines,
the de-aired water was flushed in the specimen at a very slow rate to fill the voids of specimen and
replace CO2. In addition, the pore water pressure values were also monitored during CO2 percolation
and flushing with water. It was necessary to maintain an effective stress of approximately 3 kPa in order
to minimize any sample disturbance. Once the CO2 percolation and flushing with water was finished,
the cell pressure was ramped to 320 kPa and back pressure was ramped to 310 kPa, maintaining an
effective stress of 10 kPa. In the next stage, cell pressure was then ramped to 330 kPa (e.g., the back
pressure 310 kPa was kept constant and cell pressure starting at 320 kPa was then increased at a rate of
2–3 kPa/minute, till the final target cell pressure of 330 kPa was reached) and pore pressure coefficient
B was checked during the saturation stage. Higher B-values were possible in the cemented samples
due to the application of higher back pressures (e.g., 320 kPa), short curing duration (e.g., 3 days),
and lower cement contents (0–3%). All of specimens for the consolidated drained (CD) tests were
isotropically consolidated to the desired mean effective stress (e.g., 100 kPa) under computer control.
The consolidation stage was continued until 100% primary consolidation was reached. The rate of
axial displacement used to shear all of the specimens was 0.06 mm/min [46,48,59] to eliminate any
concerns over rate effects, when comparing the results.

3. Results and Discussion

Typical deviator stress versus shear strain and mobilized stress ( q
qpk

) curves obtained from the
Hall effect local strain transducer under drained triaxial shear are shown in Figures 4 and 5. Where,
q = deviator stress is the difference between the major and minor principal stresses in a triaxial test,
which is equal to the axial load applied to the specimen divided by the cross-sectional area of the
specimen, qpk = peak deviator stress, q

qpk
=mobilized stress developed with increase in shear strain.

It can be seen that the small-strain stiffness (e.g., reference strain range = 0.001–0.05%) reduces and the
curve shows slightly flattened response compared to sand only specimen, with the addition of only
fibers (Figure 4b). In contrast, the small-large strain stiffness (e.g., reference strain range = 0.1–1.0%)
increases by up to 0–137% (Figure 4a); similar results were reported in previous studies [36,60–62]
and this behavior is a consequence of the loss of contact between the particles and a reduction in the
particle-to-particle friction due to the presence of the fibers [63]. In contrast to the fiber-only specimen,
the addition of cement enhances the small-strain stiffness (e.g., reference strain range = 0.01–0.1%)
compared to sand only specimen of the Toyoura sand specimens by up to 160–171% (Figure 4b).
Furthermore, the small-large strain stiffness (e.g., reference strain range = 0.1–1.0%) increases by
up to 175–158% (Figure 4a). Similar results were also reported by Consoli et al. [64] and Schnaid
et al. [65]. These results highlight that the weak cementation (e.g., 3 days curing) induced is sufficient
to moderately increase the small-strain stiffness and the curve shows relatively stiffer response [66].
In addition, fiber-reinforced cemented sand specimen showed an approximately 145–257% increase in
small-strain stiffness (e.g., reference strain range = 0.01–0.1%) behavior compared to the unreinforced
specimens (Figure 4b). Furthermore, the small-large strain stiffness (e.g., reference strain range =
0.1–1.0%) increases by up to 260–265% (Figure 4a) and the curve shows significantly stiffer response
compared to sand only specimen.

The results reported for fiber-reinforced cemented sand agrees well with previous studies [46–48,67].
The significant increase in small-large strain stiffness (e.g., reference strain range = 0.01–1.0%) of fiber-
reinforced cemented sand is attributed to interparticle bonds, particle-to-particle contacts, and fiber-
particle friction mechanism.

Figure 5a shows significant reduction in the mobilized stresses (e.g., reference strain range
= 0.001–1.0%) and the curves show slightly flattened response compared to sand only specimen,
with the addition of only fibers (Figure 5a). In contrast to fiber-only specimens, the mobilized stresses
(e.g., reference strain range = 0.05–0.7%) slightly increases (Figure 5b) for cement-only specimens
(except for the 1% cement-only specimen). In addition, the fiber-reinforced cemented sand specimen
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showed limited increases in mobilized stresses (e.g., reference strain range = 0.01–0.1%) compared to
the unreinforced specimen (Figure 5c). However, Figure 5c shows moderate increases in mobilized
stresses (e.g., reference strain range = 0.1–0.5%) compared to the sand-only specimen.

Figure 4. (a) Deviatoric stress (q) versus shear strain (εq) curves from drained triaxial tests for various
Toyoura sand specimens (σ′c = 100 kPa) (b) Zoomed in until 0.10% shear strain.

Figure 6a,c shows the normalized shear modulus reduction (G/Gi) versus mobilized stress ( q
qpk

)
curves. Where, G = shear modulus at any shear strain level and Gi = initial shear modulus. The value
of initial shear modulus (Gi) is obtained from the range of local strain measurements (e.g., reference
strain, γr = 0.00013% to 0.00024%). Fahey and Carter [44] presented similar test results in terms of
modulus reduction versus mobilized stress for uncemented granular soils. They proposed a simple
hyperbolic relationship for clean sands with a limited range of exponents (0.2–0.4) as shown below:

G
G0

=
[
1− (q/qpk

]g
(3)
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where G/G0 = shear modulus reduction, q
qpk
=mobilized stress and g = an exponent to encompass

laboratory test data.

Figure 5. Cont.
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Figure 5. Mobilized stress ( q
qpk

) versus shear strain (εq) curves from drained compression tests for
various Toyoura sand specimens (σ′c = 100 kPa) (a) Fiber only (b) Cement only (c) Cement + Fiber.

For pure Toyoura sand and fiber-only reinforced sand, it can be seen that the results agree well
with the hyperbolic model (Equation (3)) employing an exponent value of 0.2–0.3. For purely cemented
sand, the results show close agreement adopting values in the range of 0.3–0.4. However, a slightly
greater value of exponent (e.g., 0.4–0.6) is required to fit the results of the fiber-reinforced cemented
sand. A range of exponent, g = 0.2–0.4 was suggested by Fahey and Carter [44] for uncemented
granular soils. In contrast, it can be seen that for cemented and fiber-reinforced sands, the range of
exponent lies between 0.3 and 0.6, showing a more intense decay of stiffness with straining.

Oztoprak and Bolton [45] proposed a generic relationship for the G/G0 versus shear strain (εq)
curves based on a database of 454 tests from the literature. Three curve fitting parameters control the
shape of the curve (see Equation (4)): (1) an elastic threshold strain (γe), up to which the elastic shear
modulus is constant at G0, and which enables the expression to cover cementation and interlocking
effects at small-strains; (2) a reference strain (γr), the shear strain at which the secant modulus reduces
to 0.5 G0—the two characteristic strains were found to vary with sand type (e.g., uniformity coefficient),
state of the soil (e.g., void ratio, relative density), and mean effective stress; and lastly, (3) a curvature
parameter (a), which controls the rate of modulus reduction. An average value of curvature parameter,
a = 0.88, was employed for a database of 379 tests on uncemented sands.

G
G0

=
1

1 +
[γ−γe
γr

]a (4)

where γe = elastic threshold strain, γr = reference strain, and a = curvature parameter.
Figures 7–9 show G/Gi versus shear strain (εq) curves from similar drained triaxial tests at varying

cement (1–4%) and fiber (0.5–3%) contents. Table 2 shows the values of best-fit parameters proposed
by Oztoprak and Bolton [45] and for unreinforced and reinforced Toyoura sand.
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Figure 6. Cont.
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Figure 6. Shear modulus reduction (G/Gi) versus mobilized stress ( q
qpk

) curves from drained
compression tests for various Toyoura sand specimens (σ′c = 100 kPa). (a) Pure Sand, and 0–2%
Fibers; (b) Pure Sand, and 0–4%; (c) Pure Sand, 0–3% Cement and 0–3% Fibers.

Figure 7. Pure Sand, and 0.5–2% Fibers. G/Gi versus shear strain (εq) curves from CD compression
tests for unreinforced and fiber-reinforced Toyoura sand specimens consolidated to 100 kPa mean
effective stress at different fiber contents (0–2%).
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Figure 8. Pure Sand, and 1–4% Cement. G/Gi versus shear strain (εq) curves from CD compression
tests for unreinforced and cemented Toyoura sand specimens consolidated to 100 kPa mean effective
stress at different cement contents (0–4%).

Figure 9. Pure Sand, 2–3% Cement and 1–3% Fibers. G/Gi versus shear strain (εq) curves from CD
compression tests for unreinforced and fiber-reinforced cemented Toyoura sand specimens consolidated
to 100 kPa mean effective stress at different cement (0–3%) and fiber (0–3%) contents.

It can be seen in Figure 7 that the elastic threshold strain (γe) ranges from 0.0007% to 0.001% for
unreinforced and fiber-reinforced sand. This range slightly increases to 0.0009–0.0014% for cemented
sand, shown in Figure 8. For the fiber-reinforced cemented sand shown in Figure 9, the threshold strain
increases to a range of 0.0015–0.0022%. The ranges for the reference strain (γr), for unreinforced and
fiber-reinforced sand (0.039–0.043%), cemented sand (0.048–0.056%), and fiber-reinforced cemented
sand (0.065–0.08%) are also shown in Table 2. In addition, it can be seen that the curvature parameter
(a) for unreinforced and fiber-reinforced sand was 0.88, and 1.0 for cemented and fiber-reinforced
cemented sand. The range of curvature parameter from 0.88 to 1.0 provides a good comparison with
the results of local strain. Overall, the comparison of the results and model shows that the small-strain
results obtained using local strain transducers fall within the range of model upper and lower bound
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curves. The results of the unreinforced, fiber-reinforced, and cemented sand shows a close agreement
with the model mean curve, but fiber-reinforced cemented sand shows a good comparison with model
upper bound.

Table 2. Comparison of curve-fitting parameters for unreinforced and reinforced Toyoura Sand with
Oztoprak and Bolton [45].

Sample ID Elastic Threshold Strain, γe Reference Strain, γr Curvature Parameters, a

C0F0M0 0.001 0.043 0.88
C0F0.5M0 0.0008 0.042 0.88
C0F1M0 0.0007 0.040 0.88
C0F2M0 0.0007 0.039 0.88
C1F0M0 0.0009 0.048 1
C2F0M0 0.001 0.050 1
C3F0M0 0.0012 0.052 1
C4F0M0 0.0014 0.056 1
C2F1M0 0.0015 0.065 1
C3F1M0 0.0018 0.074 1
C3F2M0 0.0020 0.076 1
C3F3M0 0.0022 0.080 1

Oztoprak and Bolton [45]
Lower Bound 0 0.02 0.88

Mean 0.0007 0.044 0.88
Upper Bound 0.003 0.1 0.88

4. Summary and Conclusions

In this study, an effort has been made to utilize the tsunami waste as a ground improvement and
remediation technique to build sustainable geotechnical infrastructures. Therefore, a series of local
strain measurements were obtained on unreinforced, fiber, cemented, and fiber-reinforced cemented
Toyoura sand specimens. It is shown that small-strain stiffness slightly reduces with the addition of
fibers. In contrast, addition of cement enhances the small-strain stiffness properties of pure Toyoura
sand specimens. The results highlighted that the weak cementation level (e.g., 3 days curing) induced
by chemical treatment was sufficient to moderately increase the small-strain stiffness. In addition,
fiber-reinforced cemented sand specimens showed increases in small-strain stiffness compared to
unreinforced specimens. The fiber used in this study vary in diameter from 110–120 μm, with striation
widths of 5 μm to less than 1 μm along the 12 mm length. These micro-striations have small filaments
protruding from them, which is likely a result of the extrusion process used in their fabrication.
These striations and filaments give the fibers a rough surface and, with the existing angularity of the
Toyoura sand, provide an ideal medium for cementitious bonding [46,48,68,69]. Results of the modulus
degradation and mobilized stress curves show good agreement with the hyperbolic relation proposed
by Fahey and Carter [44]. The comparison of the results with Oztoprak and Bolton [45] model shows
that the results of the local strain transducers fall within the range of model upper and lower bound
curves. The short curing duration and lower cement content with fiber additive shows close relevance
to the field shallow mixing technique. The current research related to increase in stiffness parameters
due to the combined effect of cement and fiber additives might be useful for the practicing engineers in
the construction of economical and sustainable geotechnical infrastructures. In addition, the results
show promising improvements in the strength and stiffness characteristics of fiber-reinforced cemented
sand. Hence, much of the debris (such as concrete products, natural and polymeric fibers, and tsunami
deposits on the coast of Japan) can be recycled in economical and sustainable geotechnical engineering
projects, such as road embankments, recreational park restoration, and agricultural field restoration
around the Tokyo Bay region [47,48].
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Abstract: Expansive soils are prevalent world over and cause significant hazards and monetary losses
due to infrastructure damages caused by their swelling and shrinking behavior. Expansive soils have
been conventionally treated using chemical additives such as lime and cement, which are known
to significantly improve their strength and volume-change properties. The production of lime and
cement is one of the highest contributors of greenhouse gas emissions worldwide, because of their
energy-intensive manufacturing processes. Hence, there is a pressing need for sustainable alternative
chemical binders. Geopolymers are a relatively new class of aluminosilicate polymers that can be
synthesized from industrial by-products at ambient temperatures. Geopolymer-treated soils are
known to have comparable strength and stiffness characteristics of lime and cement-treated soils.
This study evaluates the sustainability benefits of a metakaolin-based geopolymer treatment for an
expansive soil and compares its results with lime treatment. Test results have shown that geopolymers
have significantly improved strength, stiffness, and volume-change properties of expansive soils.
Increased dosages and curing periods have resulted in further property enhancements. Swell and
shrinkage studies also indicated reductions in these strains when compared to control conditions.
The sustainability benefits of both geopolymer and lime treatment methods are evaluated using a
framework that incorporates resource consumption, environmental, and socio-economic concerns.
This study demonstrates geopolymer treatment of expansive soils as a more sustainable alternative
for expansive soil treatments, primarily due to metakaolin source material. Overall results indicated
that geopolymers can be viable additives or co-additives for chemical stabilization of problematic
expansive soils.

Keywords: geopolymer; soil stabilization; expansive soils; sustainability benefits; sustainable
ground improvement

1. Introduction

Soils that exhibit volume-change upon variation of their moisture content are known as expansive
soils. The swelling and shrinking nature of expansive soils is mostly attributed to the proportion of the
clay mineral smectite in the soil, as well as the interaction of water with the clay mineral surfaces [1].
The extent of swelling and shrinkage of expansive soils are also dependent on other factors such as soil
suction, soil dry unit weight, stress-history, climate, and active zone depth [2]. Expansive soils can
prove to be especially hazardous in places with cycles of dry and wet spells resulting in repeated cycles
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of swelling and shrinkage. The effects of expansive soils are mostly observed near the ground surface
where desiccation cracks can be seen in the dry season; further damages caused include pavement
distress or failure, differential uplift or settlement of structures, slope and foundation failures, and other
damages that compromise the integrity of infrastructures. Expansive soils are present all over the
world and are ubiquitous in the south-western United States [3–6]. Millions of dollars are spent each
year in the United States alone to fix damages caused to infrastructures by expansive soils [3,7–10].
As such it is important to improve swelling and shrinkage characteristics of expansive soils before
proceeding with infrastructure development.

Stabilization of expansive soils has been conventionally performed using chemical additives
such as lime and cement, which have proven to significantly improve the strength and lower the
volume-change behavior of expansive soils by a series of cationic exchange and pozzolanic reactions
between the additive and soil particles [11–13]. These calcium-based conventional chemical additives
are known to have durability issues, in addition to having disadvantages in sulfate-rich soils, as certain
chemical reactions result in the formation of the mineral ettringite, which causes excessive swelling
and volume-change in soils [14,15]. The high demand of lime and cement additives has led to their
mass production, which in turn reduces their unit cost, ultimately driving the low-cost production
cycle. The cost benefits that lime and cement offer are progressively being overshadowed by their
environmental implications. The production of lime and cement are energy-intensive operations that
require kilns to be heated between 1000 ◦C to 1500 ◦C to process raw materials. A 2018 inventory
of the greenhouse gas emissions by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) reported that lime
and cement production industries produced 97 million metric tons of carbon dioxide (CO2) from the
minerals sector alone [16]. As such, there is an imminent need to focus on sustainable alternatives or
co-additives for lime and cement treatment works in pavement geotechnics.

The topic of sustainability is usually met with a lot of apprehension, as it is relatively new and
can have a myriad of different interpretations. Nevertheless, Brundtland’s Declaration provides
a widely recognized commentary which states that “sustainable development is development
that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to
meet their own needs” [17,18]. The prospect of integrating sustainability into a project is highest
during the planning phase and diminishes considerably as the project moves into implementation
phases [19]. Since geotechnics is applied in the early stages of a project, it renders an advantage
and responsibility to implement sustainable geotechnical practices that positively influence the
subsequent phases of infrastructure development. The engineering perspective of sustainability often
incorporates cost-efficiency and reasonable control of harmful emissions, in addition to prudent resource
consumption [20,21]. Therefore, a comprehensive sustainability approach includes environmental
protection, economic development, and social development [18]. Regrettably, environmental impacts
have been sidelined for far too long for the sake of monetary benefits, and therefore need to be
addressed with more weightage for constructive sustainability with lasting positive impacts.

In recent years, a new class of binder materials known as geopolymers have been hailed as a
more sustainable and eco-friendly alternative to lime and cement, due to comparable compressive
strength, durability, and low shrinkage properties [22–24]. Geopolymers are aluminosilicate polymers
that can be synthesized from industrial by-products, such as metakaolin, fly ash, and clay [25–28],
relatively quickly at ambient temperatures thereby having a significantly lower carbon footprint than
lime or cement binders [29,30]. Geopolymers consist of extensive three-dimensional structures of
covalently bonded aluminosilicates formed by the alkali activation of aluminosilicate rich materials [24].
They are essentially rigid gels that may evolve to form amorphous or crystalline materials under certain
temperature and pressure conditions [31]. Chemically, geopolymers can be classified as polysialates
and can be represented by their empirical formula as shown in Equation (1) [25].

Mn[−(SiO2)z − AlO2]n·wH2O (1)
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where, M is the alkali metal cation (such as Na, K, or Ca), n is the degree of polycondensation, z is the
silicon to aluminum (Si:Al) ratio (usually 1, 2, or 3), and w is the molar water amount. Geopolymers are
formed in a high pH environment through an alkali-activated polycondensation reaction comprising
of five stages—dissolution, speciation equilibrium, gelation, reorganization, and polymerization
and hardening [10,24,32]. The synthesis of geopolymers requires an aluminosilicate-rich source
(metakaolin, fly ash), an alkali-metal cation source (such as NaOH, KOH, or Ca(OH)2), an additional
source of silica (as needed), and water. Predetermined ratios of the components are mixed to form
a slurry which on curing form a hardened geopolymer. The transformation of the slurry to form
the hardened geopolymer is the result of overlapping polycondensation reactions of the dissolved
aluminosilicate species in an aqueous solution resulting in their subsequent polymerization, gelation,
and hardening [33]. The gelation of different aluminosilicate species and characteristics of their
respective geopolymer formations are dependent on various factors such as concentration of reactive
species in solution, raw material type and quality, water content, curing conditions, and time [29,34,35].
Recent studies have shown that metakaolin-based geopolymers significantly improved the strength
and volume-change properties of expansive soils [10,33,36,37].

The focus of this study is to assess the sustainability benefits of the metakaolin-based geopolymer
used by the authors to successfully treat a high plasticity expansive clayey soil [10,33]. The sustainability
benefits of the metakaolin-based geopolymer in this study were evaluated based on the sustainability
framework developed at University of Texas at Arlington, which utilizes a weighted multi-criterial
evaluation based on resource consumption, environmental impact, and socio-economic impact [18].
Additionally, sustainability benefits were assessed for the conventional lime treatment of the same clay.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

A potentially expansive subgrade soil was obtained from Lewisville, Denton county in North
Texas for soil treatment work. The soil was subjected to a series of basic geotechnical characterization
tests as per the ASTM International (ASTM) standards to better understand its properties, which are
summarized in Table 1. The soil was tested for particle size distribution (ASTM D6913-17, D7928-17)
and Atterberg limits (ASTM D4318-17, TEX 105-E) and based on these results, the soil was classified as
per the Unified Soil Classification System (USCS) method as a high-plasticity clay (CH) with a plasticity
index (PI) of 53%, indicating a high swelling potential. Moisture content–dry density relationships
(ASTM 44609-94, GR-84-14) were determined to obtain the optimum moisture content (OMC) at
which the soil was compacted to its maximum dry density (MDD). The soil was oven-dried, crushed,
and subsequently pulverized before being subjected to engineering tests and chemical treatments.

Table 1. Basic geotechnical properties of Lewisville soil.

Sand Content
(%)

Silt Content
(%)

Clay Content
(%)

LL 1

(%)
PI 2

(%)
MDD 3

(kN/m3)
OMC 4

(%)
USCS Classification

Lewisville Soil 9.5 37.8 52.4 80 53 15.70 24 High plasticity clay
1 Liquid limit, 2 plasticity index, 3 maximum dry density, 4 optimum moisture content.

Metakaolin (2SiO2·Al2O3), a highly reactive pozzolanic material was the sole aluminosilicate
source of the geopolymer evaluated in this study. Metakaolin is known to have increased compressive
strength, reduced permeability, excellent workability, and significantly lower quantities of calcium
oxide in comparison to other commonly used aluminosilicate sources like fly ash [38–40], making it
an ideal aluminosilicate source for treatment of an expansive soil from a potentially sulfate-rich area
in North Texas. Predetermined quantities of metakaolin and an aqueous alkaline activator solution
(composed of potassium hydroxide, silica fume, and water) were mixed at room temperature to form a
geopolymer slurry with the following mix proportions: (SiO2:Al2O3) = 4, (H2O:(Al2O3 + SiO2)) = 3,
and (K2O:Al2O3) = 1. The workable geopolymer slurry transforms into a hardened geopolymer upon
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curing at room temperature, with a setting time of 8 days. A simplified schematic of the geopolymer
synthesis process is shown below in Figure 1. In this study, geopolymer dosage is presented as
the percentage weight of metakaolin (MK) in the geopolymer slurry with respect to the dry weight
of soil to be treated. Geopolymer treatment of the high plasticity soil was performed by mixing
the appropriate dosage of geopolymer slurry with a predetermined amount of dry soil to form test
specimens, and cured at room temperature (22 ◦C) at 100% relative humidity for different curing
periods. Three dosages of 4%, 10%, and 15% metakaolin (MK) were applied to the soil and tested for
strength and volume-change properties [33,41].

Figure 1. Simplified schematic of geopolymer synthesis [33].

2.2. Engineering Test Methods

Efficiency of geopolymer treatment was assessed by performing unconfined compressive
strength (UCS), one-dimensional (1-D) swell, and linear shrinkage tests on control (untreated) and
geopolymer-treated soil. A set of three tests were performed for each dosage and curing period of
every specimen, to ensure reliability of results. The exact procedures of the test methods are described
in detail in [33]. All test specimens were molded in three equivalent lifts at their respective OMCs
to 95% of their MDD by static compaction, based on moisture content–dry density relationship tests
(ASTM D4609-94) for each soil-geopolymer dosage.

Variations in soil strength before and after geopolymer treatment of CH were evaluated from
UCS tests (ASTM D2166-6). UCS is a critical geotechnical parameter and is known as the highest axial
compressive strength an unconfined soil mass can bear before failing. These tests were performed by
applying strain-controlled uniaxial loads to right-cylindrical soil specimens until they failed. The stress
at which the specimen fails is known as the UCS of the soil, which is also the maximum value
of the stress-strain curve obtained from the UCS test. UCS tests were performed on control and
geopolymer-treated specimens with diameter of approximately 33.3 mm (1.31 inches) and height of
72.4 mm (2.85 inches), with a final height-to-diameter ratio of at least 2. Geopolymer-treated soils were
tested for UCS for three different curing periods of 0 (within 2 h of molding), 7, and 28 days. Figure 2
shows a geopolymer-treated soil specimen before and after UCS testing.
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Figure 2. Unconfined compressive strength (UCS) testing of geopolymer-treated samples: (a) intact
soil specimen before testing; (b) failure crack on soil specimen after testing.

The 1-D swell test quantifies the swelling potential of a soil, by determining its free swell. The free
swell of a soil is defined as the percentage swell exhibited by the soil following water absorption at a
seating pressure of 1 kPa (0.145 psi). 1-D swell tests were performed for control and geopolymer-treated
CH as per ASTM D4546-14e1 using a modified swell test setup, as shown in Figure 3. Compacted soil
specimens with approximate diameter of 63.5 mm (2.5 inches) and height of 28.7 mm (1.13 inches)
were placed in ring molds to provide radial confinement. These rings were placed in grooved
consolidation cells with a top cap load of 1 kPa (0.145 psi), which were subsequently inundated with
water. The vertical strain due to water absorption was monitored by a dial gauge placed on the top
cap; swell readings were recorded for a period of at least 24 h or until no significant strain change was
observed. Geopolymer-treated soils were tested for 1-D swell for three different curing periods of
0 (within 2 h of molding), 3, and 7 days.

Figure 3. Modified one-dimensional (1-D) swell test setup [33].

The shrinkage potential of control and geopolymer-treated CH was determined from linear
shrinkage tests (TEX-107-E) using soil passing the 425-μm (No. 40) sieve. Water was mixed with soil to
form a slurry comparable to its liquid limit consistency, which was subsequently poured into greased
linear shrinkage molds of specific length. The slurry molds were smoothed and oven-dried at 110 ◦C
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(230 ◦F) until no further change in mass was observed (Figure 4). On cooling, linear shrinkage was
determined by measuring the length of oven-dried soil bars as shown in Equation (2):

LS = 100 × (LW − LD)/LW (2)

where LS is the linear shrinkage expressed as a percentage; LW is the length of the wet soil bar, 127 mm
(5 inches); and LD is the length of the dry soil bar, mm (inches). Geopolymer-treated soils were tested
for linear shrinkage for three different curing periods of 0 (within 2 h of molding), 3, and 7 days.

Figure 4. Linear shrinkage testing of geopolymer-treated samples: (a) soil slurry in shrinkage mold
before oven-drying; (b) soil slurry in shrinkage mold after oven-drying.

2.3. Engineering Test Results

Significant improvement was observed in compressive strength of geopolymer-treated CH soil
when compared to control CH material, as shown in Figure 5. The 28-day cured strength of CH treated
with the lowest (4% MK) geopolymer dosage was observed to be 100% higher than control CH soil with
an UCS of 20 psi. The intermediate (10% MK) and highest (15% MK) geopolymer dosages exhibited
much higher strength increase by about 225% and 520%, respectively. Immediate strength improvement
was observed in treated CH soil with the lower and intermediate dosages of geopolymer, while the
highest dosage required a curing period of 7 days for pronounced strength improvement. From UCS
tests, the intermediate dosage of 10% MK geopolymer was found to be sufficient for significantly
increasing the compressive strength of CH soil.

1-D swell and linear shrinkage tests were conducted to detect changes in volume-change properties
of control and geopolymer-treated CH soil. Control CH soil exhibited vertical swell strain and linear
shrinkage strain of about 15% and 22%, respectively, indicating a very high swelling and shrinkage
potential of this soil. Volume-change test specimens were treated with three geopolymer dosages and
cured in air-tight chambers at 100% relative humidity with zero moisture loss. Geopolymer treatment
was found to be highly effective for swell and shrinkage tests (as shown in Figure 6). Swelling potential
of control CH was reduced by about 80% to 95% within 2 h of geopolymer application. Similarly,
shrinkage potential was reduced by about 50% to 90% for all geopolymer dosages within a curing
period of 3 days. Immediate swell and shrinkage reduction was observed for all geopolymer dosages
within a few hours of geopolymer application.
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Figure 5. UCS test of control and geopolymer-treated high-plasticity clay (CH). MK—metakaolin.

Figure 6. Volume-change tests of control and geopolymer-treated CH: (a) vertical swell strain plot;
(b) linear shrinkage plot.

Based on previous tests, a 10% MK dosage of geopolymer was found to be suitable for improvement
of the high plasticity Lewisville clay (CH) by increasing UCS and reducing swell and shrinkage
strains [33,41]. It should be noted that swell and shrinkage strains reached to near 0% (swell strains)
and around 5% (shrinkage strains), respectively. Hence geopolymer with 10% MK is recommended.

3. Sustainability Benefits Assessment Framework

The assessment of sustainability benefits of the metakaolin-based geopolymer in this study was
performed by the estimation of the sustainability index (ISus) as per the framework recently introduced
at University of Texas at Arlington [18,42]. The ISus of a material is proposed to be a function of its
resource consumption, environmental impact, and socio-economic impact, and is estimated as shown
in Equation (3):

ISus = (W1 × IRec) + (W2 × IEnv) + (W3 × ISoEc) (3)

where, IRec is the resource consumption index, IEnv is the environmental impact index, ISoEc is the
socio-economic impact index, and W1, W2, and W3 are the weighted values of each associated index.
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The weighted values assigned for each index provide an insight into their relevance for a specific
project and can be varied based on the executor’s judgement. The ISus can be estimated for different
materials for a comparison of the values, with the material with the lowest ISus being the most
sustainable. Life cycle assessment (LCA) is an essential process of obtaining the resource consumption
and environmental impact aspects of the sustainability index. The following paragraphs describe the
impact factors used in this study to determine the ISus.

Resource consumption was determined using energy accounting methods during life cycle
inventory (LCI) analysis, which is a subset of LCA. The IRec was estimated using the embodied energy
of materials using a “cradle to gate” approach which accounts for the energy expended during the
process of production and transportation of materials. The embodied energy of materials used in the
study were obtained from the literature [43] and is reported in megajoules (MJ).

Environmental impact assessment is a function of three major components—global warming
potential, acidification potential, and eutrophication potential. The global warming potential (GWP)
is an estimate of the impact of raw materials and manufacturing processes on the production of
greenhouse gases, which consequentially raises the average global temperature. In this study, the GWP

was represented by the amount of carbon dioxide produced contributing to global warming and is
reported in gram equivalent of CO2 (gCO2 eq.). The acidification potential (AP) is the ability of a
material to raise the acidity of soils or nearby water bodies by decreasing its pH and is measured in
gram equivalent of SO2 (gSO2 eq.). Increased AP usually deposits itself in the form of acid rain, which is
known to have harmful effects on living beings as well as infrastructure. The eutrophication potential
(EP) is an indicator of biodiversity and ecological health and is measured in gram equivalent of PO4

3−
(gPO4

3− eq.). An increase in EP or over-nutrification is usually evident in aquatic systems by algal
blooms that cause oxygen deficiency, leading to the death of other aerobic organisms, thereby disrupting
the biodiversity of adjoining ecosystems.

A cost-benefit analysis is used to evaluate the socio-economic impact index (ISoEc) of different
materials that can be used for a project. A life cycle costing (LCC) is used to quantify costs associated
with each alternative usually including purchase, construction, operation, maintenance, rehabilitation,
and other residual costs [18]. Weighted values are applied to the different categories used to calculate
each of the indices, based on their relevance for the project A flowchart of the sustainability benefits
assessment framework is shown in Figure 7. This was a pilot study of the sustainability benefits of
geopolymers as soil stabilizers and therefore focused on the initial cost of materials.

Figure 7. Sustainability assessment framework (adapted from [18]).
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4. Comparative Sustainability Benefits

Sustainability benefits were assessed for a laboratory-scale scenario comparing geopolymer
and conventional lime treatment of the high-plasticity Lewisville clay (CH). The assessment was
performed for dosages of 10% MK for geopolymer treatment and 8% lime for lime treatment of the
soil. The appropriate dosage of lime required to stabilize CH was determined based on the Eades
and Grim pH test as per TEX 121-E, as well as the soluble sulfate content. In this study, ISus was
evaluated for the primary components of both treatment methods for the same quantity of dry soil
(100 kg). As such, this assessment analyzes the sustainability characteristics of metakaolin alone for
the geopolymer treatment of soils, as other ingredients (silica fume, KOH) were utilized in lower
quantities. Conventional soil treatment of the high plasticity Lewisville clay was performed using
commercially available lime. The summary of the treatment methods assessed for sustainability are
provided in Table 2:

Table 2. Treatment methods assessed for sustainability.

Treatment ID A B

Treatment type Geopolymer Lime
Primary component (PC) Metakaolin Lime

Soil type CH CH
Dry soil (kg) 100 100

Dosage 10% Metakaolin 8% Lime
PC quantity (kg) 10 8

As explained earlier, the ISus was determined using indices for resource consumption,
environmental impact, and socio-economic impact for metakaolin and lime. The embodied energy
values for production of metakaolin, as well as its potential for global warming, acidification,
and eutrophication were obtained from published literature [43]. The values for embodied energy
used during the production of lime, and its acidification and eutrophication potential were obtained
from previous studies [44]. The global warming potential of lime was obtained from the Inventory of
Carbon and Energy (ICE) database [45]. Additionally, the embodied energy from transportation of
materials from source to site was determined from the GREET (Greenhouse gases, Regulated Emissions,
and Energy use in Transportation) model [46] developed by Argonne National Laboratory.

The resource consumption of both treatments based on the embodied energy consumed during
their production and transportation are summarized in Table 3. The IRec for the treatment methods
were estimated using Equation (4) [18]:

IRec =w1a × EE(material 1) +w1b × EE(material 2) +w1c × EE(transportation) (4)

where, w1a, w1b, w1c are weighted values of each parameter and EE is the embodied energy.
The embodied energy consumed due to transportation of both materials was estimated to be
1.5 MJ/metric ton-km [46], assuming a source to site distance of 80 km (50 miles) covered by a
truck. The significantly higher consumption of resources per kg of lime than geopolymer is highlighted
by placing higher weighted values on the embodied energy of lime. The resource consumption of
Treatment A is observed to be lower than Treatment B with a lower IRec value of 46.67.

The comparison of environmental impact indices of both treatments is presented in Table 4,
where IEnv was calculated as per Equation (5) [18]:

IEnv =w2a × GWP +w2b × AP +w2c × Ep (5)

where, w2a, w2b, w2c are weighted values of each parameter. The ever-increasing and unimpeded
carbon dioxide emissions pose a more imminent concern on a global scale; therefore, higher weightage
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values were assigned for the GWP of both treatments than its AP and EP. Table 4 shows Treatment A to
have a significantly lower IEnv value of 38.73 than Treatment B.

Table 3. Calculation of resource consumption index (IRec).

Embodied Energy
Consumed (MJ)

Per cent Consumption
of Embodied Energy (%)

Weights Weighted Resource Use

Treatment ID A 1 B 2 A 1 B 2 A 1 B 2

Geopolymer 25 0 100.00 0.00 0.30 30.00 0.00
Lime 0 63 0.00 100.00 0.40 0.00 40.00

Transportation 1.2 0.96 55.56 44.44 0.30 16.67 13.33

Resource Consumption Index (IRec) 46.67 53.33
1 Geopolymer treatment, 2 lime treatment.

Table 4. Calculation of environmental impact index (IEnv).

Emission
Contribution

Per cent Contribution
of Emission (%)

Weights
Weighted

Environmental Impact

Treatment ID A 1 B 2 A 1 B 2 A 1 B 2

Global Warming
Potential (gCO2 eq.) 3300 6240 34.59 65.41 0.60 20.75 39.25

Acidification
Potential (gSO2 eq.) 3.24 4.95 39.55 60.45 0.20 7.91 12.09

Eutrophication
Potential (gPO4

3− eq.) 0.65 0.64 50.30 49.70 0.20 10.06 9.94

Environmental Impact Index (IEnv) 38.73 61.27
1 Geopolymer treatment, 2 lime treatment.

The socio-economic impact of the treatments was estimated based on the average unit price of
lime obtained from manufacturers and are presented in Table 5. The unit price of the conventional
Treatment B was found to be 0.12 USD per kg [47], and the unit price of the novel Treatment A was
assumed to be 50% more than the unit price of Treatment B. Note that the actual unit price of Treatment
A is significantly higher and it can be attributed to low demand. The higher cost contribution of
Treatment A is attributed to the higher unit price of the novel Treatment A compared to the low unit
price of the mainstream Treatment B, in addition to the higher quantity of novel material required for
soil treatment. The ISoEc was calculated using Equation (6) as [18]:

ISoEc =w3 × C (6)

where w3 = 1.0, and C is the total cost of treatment. Treatment B was found to have a lower
socio-economic impact with a lower ISoEc value of 34.78.

Table 5. Calculation of environmental impact index (ISoEc).

Cost
Contribution

Per cent Contribution
of Cost (%)

Weights
Weighted

Socio-Economic Impact

Treatment ID A 1 B 2 A 1 B 2 A 1 B 2

Cost of treatment (USD) 1.80 0.96 65.22 34.78 1.0 65.22 34.78

Socio-Economic Impact Index (ISoEc) 65.22 34.78
1 Geopolymer treatment, 2 lime treatment.

Finally, the ISus of both treatments was calculated by adding the weighted values of the three
indices as shown in Equation (1) and is summarized in Table 6. For the calculation of ISus, both the
IRec and IEnv were assigned a weight of 40% while, the ISoEc was assigned a lower weight of 20%,
since current cost estimates need to be further adjusted based on future supply and demand, in addition
to cost being a secondary aspect of this study. According to the sustainability benefits assessment,
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Treatment A (geopolymers) is deemed a more sustainable alternative with a lower ISus value than
using Treatment B (lime) for soil improvement. It is important to note that the weighted values applied
to each of the indices calculated are left to the discretion of the user. The weighted values will vary
significantly for each project and will need to be verified by the user to be reliable and meaningful for
the respective application and expected end-goal. The sustainability assessment framework can be used
to effectively compare different alternatives for a project, to determine the most sustainable alternative.

Table 6. Calculation of sustainability index (ISus).

Index Value Weights Weighted Index

Treatment ID A 1 B 2 A 1 B 2

Resource Consumption (IRec) 46.67 53.33 0.40 18.67 21.33
Environmental Impact (IEnv) 38.73 61.27 0.40 15.49 24.51

Socio-Economic Impact (ISoEc) 65.22 34.78 0.20 13.04 6.96

Sustainability Index (ISus) 47.20 52.80
1 Geopolymer treatment, 2 lime treatment.

Figure 8 shows a graphical representation of the different aspects of the sustainability benefits
assessment. It is to be noted that the radar chart does not reflect the unequal individual weights
applied to each of the parameters to evaluate the indices [18]. The structural integrity characteristics
representative of resiliency, namely probability of fatigue cracking and rutting failure, are also included
in this radar chart for a better comparison of both treatments. The hypothetical pavement section and
design system used for evaluating the resiliency characteristics have been described in detail in [33].
From Figure 8, the area under geopolymer treatment was estimated to be about 0.64 square units,
while it was larger for lime treatment with an estimate of 0.86 square units. Therefore, Treatment A
(geopolymer) is confirmed to be a more sustainable alternative than Treatment B (lime) based on the
assumptions of the sustainability benefits assessment elaborated in this study.

Figure 8. Graphical representation of sustainability benefits assessment [33].
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5. Conclusions

Conventional chemical additives such as lime and cement have been used to effectively stabilize
expansive soils. The production of lime and cement are major contributors to global greenhouse
gas emissions and are therefore not sustainable. Recently, geopolymers have been investigated as
alternatives for soil stabilization, due to comparable strength and volume-change properties. This study
presents the sustainability benefits assessment of a metakaolin-based geopolymer-treatment for a
high plasticity expansive soil, and its comparison with lime-treatment. The sustainability benefits
framework used a weighted multi-criteria assessment to estimate a sustainability index (ISus) for
each treatment method. The global warming potential and embodied energy of production of a
kilogram of lime were found to be significantly higher than metakaolin, the primary component of the
geopolymer. Based on the weightage applied as well as assumptions regarding cost and transportation,
the metakaolin-based geopolymer with a lower ISus was found to be a more sustainable alternative to
the conventional lime treatment for soil stabilization.
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Abstract: Microbial induced carbonate precipitation (MICP) is a new geotechnical engineering tech-
nology used to strengthen soils and other materials. Although it is considered to be environmentally
friendly, there is a lack of quantitative data and objective evaluation to support conclusions about
its environmental impact. In this paper, the energy consumption and carbon emissions of MICP
technology are quantitatively analyzed by using the life cycle assessment (LCA) method. The envi-
ronmental effects of MICP technology are evaluated from the perspectives of resource consumption
and environmental impact. The results show that for each tonne of calcium carbonate produced by
MICP technology, 1.8 t standard coal is consumed and 3.4 t CO2 is produced, among which 80.4%
of the carbon emissions and 96% of the energy consumption come from raw materials. Comparing
using MICP with cement, lime, and sintered brick, the current MICP application process consumes
less non-renewable resources but has a greater environmental impact. The major environmental
impact that MICP has is the production of smoke and ash, with secondary impacts being global
warming, photochemical ozone creation, acidification, and eutrophication. In five potential applica-
tion scenarios of MICP, including concrete, sintered brick, lime mortar, mine cemented backfill, and
foundation reinforcement, the carbon emissions of MICP are 3 to 7 times greater than the emissions of
traditional technologies. The energy consumption is 15 to 23 times. Based on the energy consumption
and carbon emissions characteristics of MICP technology at the current condition, suggestions are
given for the future research of MICP.

Keywords: microbial induced carbonate precipitation; life cycle assessment; energy consumption;
carbon emissions

1. Introduction

Microbial induced carbonate precipitation (MICP) is a bio-mineralization process that
refers to microorganisms in rock masses or soils generating calcium carbonate mineral
crystals. The MICP process is naturally occurring in many circumstances and can be initi-
ated artificially, under specific environmental and nutritional conditions, to take advantage
of the good cementing properties created during the process [1,2]. MICP technology has
been successfully applied in many areas of engineering, including foundation reinforce-
ment [3,4], cultural relic restoration [5], anti-seepage and anti-leakage controls [6], heavy
metal solidification [7–9], mechanical soil improvement [10–12], underground mine waste
and backfill optimization [13], in addition to a broad range of prospective applications.

There are four types of MICP technology, including urea hydrolysis, denitrification,
iron salt reduction reaction, and sulfate reduction reaction. MICP using urea hydrolysis is

Sustainability 2021, 13, 4856. https://doi.org/10.3390/su13094856 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability
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the most widely used of the 4 processes, having a reaction process that is relatively simple
and easy to control and also one that produces a significant amount of carbonates in a
short period. Therefore, MICP using urea hydrolysis has been the mainstream technology
for calcium carbonate biomineralization [14]. The principal characteristic of MICP urea
hydrolysis is that urea is hydrolyzed to carbonate ions by the catalysis of microbial urease.
Then carbonate ions react with free calcium ions in the system to produce calcium carbonate
precipitation with gelation properties. The mechanism of MICP can be summarized as
Formulas (1)–(3) [4,15], and the reaction mechanism model of MICP with urea hydrolyzed
bacteria is shown in Figure 1 [16].

CO(NH2)2 + 2H20 Bacterial→ 2NH+
4 + CO2−

3 (1)

Ca2+ + Cell → Cell − Ca2+ (2)

Cell − Ca2+ + CO2−
3 → Cell − CaCO3 (3)

Figure 1. Reaction mechanism model of MICP with urea hydrolyzed bacteria.

Since MICP technology was first introduced, one of its biggest supporting character-
istics has been its classification as “environmentally friendly”. When comparing MICP
to traditional cementation methods, DeJong et al. [17] concluded that MICP provided an
alternative and environmentally friendly approach for soil improvement. Nader Hataf [18]
used MICP technology to form barriers in waste, water, and foundations, providing an
environmentally friendly method for reducing soil permeability of landfill foundations
and walls. Li Meng used MICP technology to consolidate heavy metal ions in wastewater
to reduce environmental pollution [19]. Gai [20] and Li [21] writes about MICP being used
to improve sand and soils and refer to MICP as an environmentally friendly technology
in their paper. Adharsh Rajasekar [22] points out that MICP is not 100% environmen-
tally friendly, and the by-products of the reactions can be harmful to human health and
local microbiota. To evaluate the environmental effects of MICP scientifically and ob-
jectively, energy consumption and carbon emission should be used as indicators for the
quantitative analysis.

The consensus viewpoint of current MICP research is that the technology is environment-
friendly, but this viewpoint is often reached without providing evaluations that are thor-
oughly supported by specific, objective, and systematic methods. This contrasts with other
industries where research completed on energy consumption and carbon emissions is
often supported by evaluation methods, such as life cycle assessment (LCA), which is
a quantitative study of energy consumption and carbon emissions [23]. LCA has been
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applied to various industries, including cement [24], concrete [25], and steel manufacturing,
and the strong results achieved support its use for evaluating MICP. Implementing MICP
treatment can be applied through different methods, including the grouting method [19,26],
the soaking method [27,28], and the mixing method [13], all, of which have relatively low
energy consumption. In addition to having lower energy consumption, MICP technology
does not directly produce harmful environmental gases, and beyond this, the technology
can absorb carbon dioxide from the air by forming carbonate ions to participate in the
reaction. However, though there are not direct environmental impacts of applying MICP
technology, creating the raw materials used in MICP—including urease bacteria, urea, and
calcium—entails significant energy consumption and carbon emissions.

In this paper, LCA is used to study the energy consumption and carbon emissions
of MICP technology. From the perspective of resource consumption and environmental
impact, the energy consumption and carbon emissions of MICP technology in different
application scenarios are quantitatively analyzed, and the environmental impacts of MICP
technology are evaluated. The research conclusion of this paper is not to deny the technical
advantages of MICP but to point out the future research direction of MCIP based on its
energy consumption and carbon emission performance under the current technical level.

2. Materials and Methods

LCA is an assessment method that performs “cradle” to “grave” evaluations, which
can be used to thoroughly assess the environmental impacts of technologies [24,29]. LCA
includes analyzing the extraction of raw materials, the quantification of energy utilization,
the transportation of materials, the production process, and long-term and disposal impacts.
As defined in International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 14040:2006 [23], LCA
is a compilation and assessment of inputs, outputs, and the potential environmental
impacts throughout the life cycle of a product. The LCA method is a systematic multi-stage
approach and a reliable assessment tool that is divided into four parts: (a) goal and scope
definition; (b) inventory analysis; (c) impact assessment of the process; and (d) analysis of
the results.

2.1. Energy Consumption and Carbon Emission Analysis of MICP Technology Based on LCA

(1) Goal and scope

The LCA method is used in this research to study the energy consumption and carbon
emissions of MICP technology and evaluate the environmental effects in different applied
scenarios using various strength levels.

(2) System boundaries

The core functional product of MICP technology is calcium carbonate (CaCO3). When
evaluating the life cycle of MICP, CaCO3 produced by MICP is used as the evaluation
index, and the functional unit is set to 1 tonne CaCO3. The system boundaries of MICP
technology in the analysis process are shown in Figure 2.

(3) Analysis and assessment

Based on the system boundaries of MICP technology, a quantitative inventory analysis
is conducted for raw material consumption, carbon emissions, and energy consumption
within the system. On this basis, by calculating environmental potential (EP) and abiotic
depletion potential (ADP), the impact of MICP technology on the environment in different
applied scenarios is evaluated.
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Figure 2. The system boundaries of MICP technology.

2.2. Environmental Impact Assessment Method of MICP
2.2.1. Abiotic Depletion Potential

Natural resources are limited, and as an index of LCA evaluation, abiotic depletion
potential (ADP) is a value assigned to a product that is influenced by the amount and type
of mineral resources the product consumes in its production. ADP is used to transform the
different combinations of consumed resources into a unified reference value that can be
used for comparative analyses. The calculation method is shown in Formula (4):

ADP = Σ[MC(i)× EF(i)] (4)

where ADP is the total non-renewable resource potential of the constituent elements used
to produce the product; MC(i) is the generalized material consumption value of element i;
EF(i) is the equivalent factor of element i.

The equivalent factor of ADP is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The equivalent factor of ADP.

Item
Unified

Reference

Category

Limestone Gypsum Iron Powder Clay

ADP kg oil 1.0762 3.0141 3.1283 2.06

2.2.2. Environmental Impact Potential Value

In the analysis of the MICP system and carbon emissions, other pollutant emissions
affect the environment. Therefore, the calculated environmental impact potential value
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refers to the comprehensive index of total emission impacts of various pollutants as seen in
all environments of the entire product system, which can be calculated by Formula (5):

EP(j) = ΣEP(j)i = Σ[Q(j)i × EF(j)i] (5)

where EP(j) is the generalized environmental impact potential value of environment j
within the production system; EP(j)i is the environmental impact potential value of the
pollutant emission i on the environment j; Q(j)i is the discharge amount of element i on the
environment j; EF(j)i is the equivalent factor of the environmental impact potential value
of element i on the environment j.

The determination of equivalent factors varies with different environmental impacts,
and it usually takes one element as a reference to calculate the relative size of other elements.

According to the methods proposed by the International Standardization Organization
(ISO), the International Society for Environmental Toxicology (SETAC), and the Technical
University of Denmark, the types of environmental impacts considered in this study are
global warming (GW) [30], acidification (AC), eutrophication (NE) [31], photochemical
ozone creation (POC) [32,33], and smoke and ash (SA). The main environmental impact
types and their corresponding equivalent factors are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Environmental impact types and equivalent factors.

Item
GW

(g CO2·Eq./g)

AC NE POC SA

(g SO2·Eq./g) (g NO3·Eq./g) (g C2H2·Eq./g) (g/g)

CO2 1
SO2 1 0.048
NOX 320 0.7 1.35 0.028
CO 2 0.027

COD 0.23
CH4 25 0.006
PM 1

The calculated environmental impact potential values are compared after standardiza-
tion and weighted assessment.

3. Life Cycle Inventory Analysis of MICP

3.1. List of Raw Material Consumption

According to Formulas (1)–(3), 1 mol of CO(NH2)2 and 1 mol of Ca2+ can produce
1 mol of cell CaCO3 under the condition of complete reaction. Thus 0.64 tonnes of urea and
0.4 tonnes of Ca2+ are needed to produce 1 tonne of calcium carbonate. The ratio of bacterial
solution to nutrient salts (urea and CaCl2) is assumed to 1:10. The raw materials used in
the whole reaction process of MICP are bacteria solution, urea, and calcium chloride.

(1) Bacterial solution

Bacteria and culture medium are needed to prepare the bacterial solution. The bacteria
used in this study is Sporosarcina pasteurii, which has a highly effective urease activity and
is one of the most popular bacteria in MICP studies [20]. Each liter of the culture medium
contains 20 g of yeast extract, 10 g of (NH4)2SO4, and 10 μmol of NiCl2. The pH of the
culture medium is adjusted to a value of about 8.5–9 by using sodium hydroxide solution.

(2) Urea

The theoretical preparation process of urea is shown in Formula (6):

2NH3 + CO2
high temperature and high pressure→ CO(NH2)2 + H2O (6)
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The mass ratio of CO(NH2)2, NH3, and CO2 is 64:40:44 under complete reaction
conditions, which means 0.4 tonnes of NH3 and 0.44 tonnes of CO2 are needed to produce
0.64 tonnes of CO(NH2)2.

(3) Calcium chloride

The theoretical preparation process of CaCl2 is shown in Formula (7):

CaCO3 + 2HCl → CaCl2 + H2O + CO2 ↑ (7)

The mass ratio of CaCl2, CaCO3, and HCl is 1.08:1:0.72 under complete reaction condi-
tions, which means it takes 1 tonne of CaCO3 and 0.72 tonnes of HCl to produce 1.08 tonne
of CaCl2.

The list of raw material consumption to produce 1 tonne of cell CaCO3 is shown in
Table 3.

Table 3. List of raw material consumption.

Raw Material NH3 CO2 CaCO3 HCl H2O * Yeast
Extract

NH4Cl NiCl2

Unit Consumption **

kg/t
400 440 1000 720 400 20 10 0.00124

* The H2O refers to the water consumed to hydrolyze urea, excluding the water in urea solution, calcium chloride
solution, and bacterial solution. ** The ratio of materials in the medium solution shown in Table 3 is the optimal
ratio during the experiment.

3.2. List of Carbon Emissions
3.2.1. Carbon Emissions of the Bacterial Culture Process

Carbon emissions of the bacterial culture process (Cb) mainly come from the respiration
during the bacterial growth and the electrical consumption of equipment used for bacterial
cultivation. However, the carbon emission produced by respiration is very small; it is
negligible in the calculation. Taking a 1 tonne fermenter as an example, the electrical energy
consumed by various instruments during the bacterial cultivation is shown in Table 4.

Table 4. The list of instruments used in the bacterial culture process.

Instruments
Steam

Generator
Fermenter

Air
Compressor

Air-Drying
Machine

Display Panel
Water Production

Equipment

Power (kW) 48/24 0.06 15 0.6 0.5 7
Service time (h) 2.5/0.5 16 20 20 0.7 20

The carbon emission of the bacterial culture process can be calculated by Formula (8):

Cb = (ΣWi × t)× k1 (8)

where Wi is the power of the instrument i, kW; t is the time, h; k1 is the carbon emissions
generated by 1 MJ electricity, 317 g.

According to Formula (8), Cb of 1000 L bacterial solution is 667,955.77 g.

3.2.2. Carbon Emissions of Urea and CaCl2
The energy consumption of urea and calcium chloride (Cmu and Cmca) mainly includes

coal consumption and electricity consumption, resulting from the consumption of raw
materials and the production process. The raw materials and energy consumption in the
production process of urea and calcium chloride are shown in Table 5 [34].
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Table 5. Raw materials and energy consumption of urea and calcium chloride.

Item Raw Materials (t)
Coal Consumption

(kg)
Electricity Consumption

(kWh)

Urea (t) NH3 0.58 1555.49 1032.57
CO2 0.785

CaCl2 (t) HCl (31%) 2.33 1000 1593.6138
Limestone 1.42

According to Table 5, Formulas (4) and (5), each tonne of urea and calcium chloride
produce 0.42 tonnes and 2.79 tonnes of CO2, respectively. Under complete reaction condi-
tions, MICP technology needs 0.64 tonnes of urea and 1.08 tonnes of calcium chloride to
produce 1 tonne of CaCO3, and the carbon emission is 2.74 tonnes.

3.2.3. Carbon Emissions from the Reaction Process of MICP

The entire reaction process of MICP occurs naturally and is mainly dominated by
bacteria. In the reaction process, no extra energy is required, and only raw materials
are constantly consumed. According to Formulas (1) and (2), all CO2 generated by urea
hydrolysis changes to CO3

2− under the complete reaction condition. This means the carbon
emission from the reaction process of MICP (Cp) is 0.

3.2.4. Total Carbon Emissions

Total carbon emissions of MICP (C) include the CO2 of the bacterial culture process
(Cb), the production of raw materials (Cmu and Cmca), and the reaction process of MICP(Cp):

C = Cb + Cmu + Cmca + Cp (9)

According to Formula (9), the total amount of carbon emissions of MICP to generate 1
tonne of CaCO3 is 3399.5 kg.

3.3. Comprehensive Energy Consumption

The comprehensive energy consumption (E) of each tonne of calcium carbonate pro-
duced by MICP is obtained by converting the coal consumption and electricity consumption
into standard coal, as shown in Formula (10):

E = EC × k2 + EE × k3 (10)

where E is the comprehensive energy consumption of each tonne of calcium carbonate
produced by MICP technology, kg coal equivalent (kgce); EC is the coal consumed by
MICP technology, kg; EE is the electricity consumed by MICP technology, kWh; k2 is the
standard coal coefficient of raw coal, 0.7143; k3 is the standard coal coefficient of electricity,
0.1229 kg/kWh.

According to the calculation, 1847.3 kgce of energy is consumed to produce 1 tonne of
CaCO3 with MICP technology.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. LCA of MICP Technology
4.1.1. Carbon Emissions and Energy Consumption Analysis of MICP

The results of carbon emissions and energy consumption inventory analysis of MICP
technology are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Carbon emissions and energy consumption ratio of MICP. (a) Carbon emissions; (b) en-
ergy consumption.

Figure 3 shows that the raw materials of MICP play an important role in carbon
emissions and energy consumption. The carbon emissions of MICP mainly come from raw
materials, accounting for 80.4% of the total emissions. The rest of the carbon emissions
are from the bacterial culture process, accounting for 19.6%. In terms of energy consump-
tion, the coal consumption (Ecu and Ecca) of MICP accounts for 80.2% of the total energy
consumption, and the electricity consumption (Eeu, Eeca, Eep and Eeb) accounts for 19.8%.
The coal consumption is all from raw materials, and the electricity consumption is 79.8%
from raw materials. The energy consumption of raw materials (Ecu, Eeu, Ecca and Eeca)
accounted for 96.0% of the total energy consumption. Furthermore, the raw materials are
high carbon emission and high-energy consumption materials. The carbon emissions of
calcium sources account for 72.4% of the carbon emissions of the entire MICP process. The
energy consumption of calcium source and urea account for 53.2% and 42.8% of the total
energy consumption, respectively. The energy consumption of the bacterial culture process
only accounts for 4.0% of the total energy consumption.

To reduce the energy consumption and carbon emissions of MICP technology, many
scholars tried other materials to replace calcium chloride and urea. Chen [35] used the pig
urine mainly containing ammonia and urea instead of pure urea. The permeability, porosity,
and other mechanical properties of the quartz-sand column were improved obviously by
MICP with the pig urine. The energy consumption and carbon emissions were reduced by
43% and 8%, respectively, because of using pig urine. Choi [36] made the calcium source
by mixing the eggshell and vinegar at a mass ratio of 1:8. The calcium carbonate content of
the eggshell is 94%, and the MICP application effect was good. Cheng [37] used seawater
as a calcium source of MICP, and the strength of the sand column increased significantly
after repeated treatments with seawater. This research show that energy consumption
and carbon emissions can be significantly reduced by using animal waste, eggshell, and
seawater in place of industrial urea and calcium sources. Therefore, using organic calcium
sources and urea provides a feasible solution to the problems of high-energy consumption
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and high carbon emissions of MICP raw materials. However, the research in this area is far
from mature and more research is needed in the future.

4.1.2. The Relationship between MICP Strength Level and CaCO3 Content

The strength level indicated by the unconfined compressive strength (UCS) of MICP
samples directly affects its energy consumption and carbon emissions. The strength level
of MICP is related to its calcium carbonate content (CCC). To obtain the quantitative
relationship between the UCS and CCC of MICP, the data published by international
scholars [10,28,38–45] are summarized and analyzed. The results are shown in Figure 4
and Table 6.

Figure 4. Relationship between calcium carbonate content and strength level of MICP samples. The
vertical scale is a logarithmic scale; the horizontal scale is a linear scale.

Table 6. Summarization of scholars on calcium carbonate content and strength level.

Scholar Bacteria
Calcium
Sources

Materials Methods
Regression
Equation

R2 Reference

Leon Sporosarcina pasteurii CaCl2 Quarry sand Grouting S = 0.00166C2.5419 0.5208 [39]
Ismail Sporosarcina pasteurii CaCl2 RT sand Grouting S = 0.06421C1.0020 0.9170 [40]

AI Qabany Sporosarcina pasteurii CaCl2 British sand Grouting S = 0.02342C1.6537 0.8502 [10]
Michael G. Gomez Sporosarcina pasteurii - Silty sand Grouting S = 0.0471C1.7643 0.4410 [41]

Qian Zhao Sporosarcina pasteurii CaCl2 2H2O Ottawa sand Soaking S = 0.09639C1.2163 0.9344 [38]
Mingdong Li Sporosarcina pasteurii CaCl2 2H2O Standard sand Soaking S = 0.03592C1.7495 0.9851 [28]

Xiaohui Cheng Sporosarcina pasteurii CaCl2 Standard sand Grouting S = 0.00779C2.5220 0.7312 [42]
Satoru Kawasaki Pararhodobacter sp. CaCl2 Silty sand Grouting S = 0.00948C1.9420 0.6349 [43]

Sun-Gyu Choi Bacillus sp. CaCl2 Ottawa sand Grouting S = 0.0806C0.7961 0.8587 [44]

Chunxiang Qian alkalophilic microbes calcium ion
solution Quartz sand Grouting S = 0.02229C1.8322 0.9931 [45]

Figure 4 and Table 6 shows that the strength level of MICP technology increases
significantly with the increase of CCC, and there is a power function relationship between
UCS and CCC. A representative model to describe the relationship between UCS and CCC
of MICP samples can be obtained by regression analysis using all the data from these
researchers, as shown in Formula (11).

S = k4Ck5 (11)
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where S is the unconfined compressive strength, MPa; C is the calcium carbonate content,%;
k4 is the coefficient, 0.00452; k5 is the index, 2.44197.

The quantitative relationship between the strength level and the CCC can provide
a basis for the LCA evaluation of energy consumption and carbon emissions of MICP
technology in different application scenarios.

Combined with the inventory analysis results, the energy consumption and carbon
emissions corresponding to the different strength levels of the MICP are shown in Figure

Figure 5 indicates that the carbon emissions and energy consumption of MICP tech-
nology increase rapidly with the increase of the UCS of MICP samples. However, the
relationships between strength level and calcium carbonate content of MICP samples are
uncertain because of the different MICP materials and methods. The empirical relationship
used in this research is an average and representative equation.

Figure 5. Carbon emissions and energy consumption versus strength levels of MICP samples.
(a) Carbon emissions; (b) energy consumption.

4.2. Carbon Emissions and Energy Consumption of MICP in Different Application Scenarios
4.2.1. Applications of MICP to Replace the Cement Mortar for Concrete

Cement is a common binder, which is widely used in the construction industry [46].
However, using cement has the problem of huge energy consumption and environmental
pollution [24]. Replacing cement is one of the important potential applications of MICP
technology. In addition, many scholars believe that MICP is a more environmentally
friendly technology than cement.
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The carbon emissions and energy consumption of cement come from the manufactur-
ing process, transportation, fuels, and electricity [47]. The manufacturing process mainly
refers to the calcination process of cement. Because CaCO3, SiO2, Al2O3, and Fe2O3 are
decomposed in the clinker under high-temperature conditions [48], a large amount of
CO2 is produced in this process. In the transportation process, it is assumed that all raw
materials are transported by rail to the factory with a transportation distance of 100 km.
The electricity consumption in cement production includes raw material mining, crushing,
pre-homogenization, grinding, homogenization, clinker calcination, coal grinding, cement
grinding, transportation, etc.

The fuel is mainly coal in the calcination process of cement production. Coal combus-
tion gives off heat but produces many carbon dioxide emissions. The functional unit in this
research is set to 1 tonne of cement, and the carbon emissions and energy consumption of
cement production are shown in Table 7 [49].

Table 7. List analysis of cement.

Cement Grade (MPa) 52.5

Raw material (kg/t cement) 1656.54

Carbon emission (g/t cement)

Manufacture process 835,550
Transportation 52,545

Electricity 150,648
Fuel(coal) 2814

Total 1,041,557

Energy consumption

Coal consumption
(kJ/t cement) 3,146,042

Electricity consumption
(kJ/t cement) 475,229.4

Total (kgce/t cement) 123.57

Table 7 shows that the carbon emissions from cement mainly come from the manu-
facturing process, accounting for 79.9% of the total carbon emissions. Carbon emissions
from transportation, electricity and fuel account for 5%, 14.8%, and 0.3% of the total carbon
emissions, respectively. The energy consumed in the cement production process is mainly
coal, which accounts for 85.7% of the total energy consumption. All fuel is used in the
calcination process and the drying process.

The concrete with a strength of 40 MPa (C40) is chosen to compare the energy con-
sumption and carbon emissions of cement mortar and MICP. The C40 concrete needs about
450 kg of cement per unit volume (1 m3), and its carbon emissions and energy consumption
are 468.7 kg and 55.6 kgce, respectively. It can be calculated from Figure 5, to consolidate the
same volume of sand and achieve the same strength level by MICP, the carbon emissions
and energy consumption is 2107.5 kg and 1145.2 kgce, respectively. The carbon emissions
and energy consumption of MICP are 4.5 times and 20.6 times of concrete, respectively. In
this application scenario, the carbon emissions and energy consumption of MICP are much
higher than cement mortar. MICP is not a more environmentally friendly technology. The
main reason is that the raw materials used in MICP, including calcium sources and urea,
are all materials with high-energy consumption and high emissions, which harm the LCA
environmental evaluation of MICP.

In addition, it is noticed that increasing studies have shown that using MICP tech-
nology as an additive in concrete can significantly improve the strength and freeze–thaw
resistance of the concrete [50]. In this case, the MICP is used as an admixture rather than
a binder, so the environmental impact of MICP should be compared with the traditional
admixture in the concrete, not with the cement itself. However, this issue is not discussed
due to the limited space of the paper.
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4.2.2. Applications of MICP to Replace the Sintered Bricks

Sintered bricks, mainly made of clay, are one of the oldest building materials in
the world. It is widely used in the civil and architectural engineering industry with
advantages of cheap, durable, fire prevention, heat insulation, noise absorption, and so
on [51]. However, the production of sintered bricks needs a huge amount of clay, which
destroys cultivated land seriously. According to incomplete statistics, the production of
bricks in China damages 467 km2 of fertile land per year, which is extremely harmful to the
environment. MICP technology can be used as a potential alternative to sintering bricks.

For the sintered brick industry, the standard unit brick (SUB) is usually used as the unit
to calculate the output of sintered bricks. The volume of a sintered brick is 1,462,800 mm3

(240 × 115 × 53 mm). The carbon emissions and energy consumption of sintered bricks
come from the transportation process, preparation process, fuel combustion, and electricity
consumption. The transportation distance is assumed to be 100 km. In the study of this
section, the functional unit of sintered brick is set as a SUB. The inventory analysis of the
sintered bricks production is shown in Table 8 [52].

Table 8. Inventory analysis of sintered bricks.

Item Unit Consumption

Raw material kg/SUB 4.64
Carbon emission g/SUB 330.69

Energy consumption
Coal kg/SUB 0.049

Electricity kWh/SUB 0.16
Total kgce/SUB 0.055

The strength of sintered brick is 20 MPa. To produce each sintered brick, 330.69 g CO2
is emitted, and 0.055 kgce is consumed. When bio-bricks with the same size and strength
are manufactured by using MICP technology, the calcium carbonate content is about 31.1%,
the carbon emission is 2.3 kg per SUB, and the energy consumption is 1.3 kgce per SUB. The
carbon emissions and energy consumption of MICP bio-bricks of the same strength level
are 7 times and 23 times higher than those of sintered bricks, respectively. Therefore, the
MICP technology has a worse impact on the environment than traditional sintered bricks.

However, the clay used to produce sintered bricks is a non-renewable resource, and
the environmental impact of the clay consumption is not considered here. Comparing
with sintered bricks, MICP consumes less non-renewable resources, and it is discussed
in Section 4.3.

4.2.3. Applications of MICP to Replace the Lime Mortar

Lime, mainly composed of calcium oxide, is obtained by calcining natural rocks
containing calcium carbonate at an appropriate temperature to decompose carbon dioxide.
As one of the building materials, lime mortar is a mixture of lime, sand, and water in a
certain proportion. Lime mortar is widely used in masonry and plastering layers, which
requires low strength and is not easy to be damp. The use of lime may damage the water
and surrounding vegetation, and lime becomes the second-largest source of greenhouse
gas emissions after the cement industry [53]. MICP can be used as a potential substitute
technology for lime mortar.

Limestone is the raw material of lime; the reaction principle of the lime production is
shown in Formula (12):

CaCO3
high temperature→ CaO + CO2 ↑ (12)

The production of 1 tonne of calcium oxide needs 2 tonnes of limestone containing
approximately 50% of calcium oxide and produces 0.79 tonnes of CO2 simultaneously.
The carbon emissions and energy consumption of lime come from manufacturing, trans-
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portation, fuel combustion, and electricity consumption. The manufacturing process is the
calcining process of limestone, as shown in Equation (12). In the transportation process, it is
assumed that all raw materials are transported to the factory by rail, and the transportation
distance is 100 km. Fuel combustion and electricity consumption refers to the heat and
electricity supply during the process. The functional unit is set to 1 tonne. The carbon
emissions and energy consumption of lime produced by different lime kilns are shown
in Table 9.

Table 9. Inventory analysis of different lime kilns.

Limekilns
Rotary
Kiln

Maliz
Shaft Kiln

Sleeve
Kiln

Gas-Burning
Shaft Kiln

Mechanized
Shaft Kiln

Sinopec
Shaft Kiln

Other
Kilns

Manufacture process/g 790,000 790,000 790,000 790,000 790,000 790,000 790,000
Transportation/g 63,440 63,440 63,440 63,440 63,440 63,440 63,440

Fuel consumption/kg 170 126 140 162 145 140 146
Electricity

consumption/kWh 57 44 44 47 26 6 11

Regardless of the lime kiln, the energy consumption and carbon emissions of lime
production are very close. The average energy consumption of lime is 149.3 kgce per tonne,
and the average carbon emission is about 900 kg per tonne. The carbon emissions produced
by lime mainly come from the manufacturing process, accounting for 91.4% of the total
emissions. Carbon emissions from transportation, electricity, and fuel accounted for 7.3%,
0.02%, and 1.28% of the total emissions, respectively. The main energy consumed in the
lime production process is coal, which accounts for 97% of the total energy consumption,
and electricity consumption only accounts for 3%.

The strength of the lime mortar sample is 5 MPa, and the average date is used for
calculation. The lime content per unit volume (1 m3) of lime mortar is 216 kg, the energy
consumption is 32.3 kgce, and the carbon emission is 193.8 kg. To achieve the same
strength level with MICP, the calcium carbonate content is 17.6%, the energy consumption
is 488.8 kgce, and the carbon emission is 899.5 kg. The carbon emissions and energy
consumption of MICP are 4.6 times and 15.2 times higher than those of lime mortar,
respectively. Therefore, in this application scenario, MICP technology has a worse impact
on the environment than lime.

However, it should be noted that lime mortar takes a long time to solidify and has poor
durability after solidification, which is seriously affected by the moisture [54]. Conversely,
the consolidation speed of MICP is faster, and the durability is better [50]. The performance
of carbon emissions and energy consumption simply reflects environmental effects, and it
does not indicate technical merits.

4.2.4. Applications of MICP to Replace the Cement for Cemented Backfill

The mining process involves the removal and recovery of economically valuable min-
erals from the crust of the earth [55]. The underground voids caused by mining activities,
which may create serious environmental challenges, are expected to be filled with waste
materials by a process known as backfilling technology [56]. The underground backfill
can support the ground and dispose of the solid waste. It has significant environmental
benefits [57]. Backfilling materials mainly include waste rock, gangue, and fly ash, and
binder. The binder for backfilling is mainly cement [58]. MICP technology has the effect of
cementing instead of cement, so it can be potentially used in cemented backfill mining.

The ratio of backfill materials used in a coal mine is taken as an example. This backfill
material comprises 5% cement, 20% fly ash, 55% gangue, and 20% water. The strength of
solidified backfill body is 2 MPa. The 1 m3 of backfill body is taken as a functional unit,
the amount of cement is 155 kg, and the carbon emissions and energy consumption are
161.4 kg and 19.1 kgce, respectively.
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If the MICP is used to replace the cement in backfill mining, the calcium carbonate
content of the MICP backfill body with a strength of 2 MPa is 12.1%. Therefore, the
carbon emission of MICP backfill is 618 kg per cubic meter, and the energy consumption
is 335.8 kgce per cubic meter. The carbon emissions and energy consumption of MICP
backfill materials are 3.8 times and 17.5 times higher than the traditional cement-based
backfill materials, respectively. In the application scenario of backfill mining, MICP has
no superiority in terms of life cycle environmental benefits comparing with traditional
cemented backfill technology.

4.2.5. Applications of MICP to Replace Cement Grouting for Foundation Reinforcement

Foundation refers to the soil layer within a limited area of the building. The unre-
inforced natural soil layer is called the natural foundation, which is mostly very week.
The strength and deformation properties of the natural foundation usually cannot meet
the requirements of construction, so the natural foundation mostly needs to be reinforced.
Cement grouting is a common reinforcement method. Its principle is to inject the cement
slurry into the natural foundation soil to improve its mechanical properties. As one of the
main application directions of MICP, MICP grouting reinforcement technology has the
advantages of low grouting pressure, good diffusion performance, and low slurry viscosity.

The strength of the foundation after the cement slurry grouting treatment is about
300 kPa–500 kPa. The proportion of cement slurry for grouting reinforcement should be
determined according to the actual situation. Generally, 90 kg of cement is required for a
unit volume (1 m3) of the cement slurry for foundation reinforcement. The carbon emission
per unit volume of cement slurry is 93.7 kg, and the energy consumption is 11.1 kgce. The
carbon emission and the energy consumption of MICP grouting with the same strength
level are 319.7 kg and 173.7 kgce, respectively. The carbon emissions of MICP grouting
are 3.4 times of traditional cement grouting reinforcement, and the energy consumption
is 15.6 times of cement grouting. Therefore, MICP shows no obvious advantages from
the perspective of carbon emission and energy emission in the application scenario of
foundation grouting reinforcement.

However, from a technical point of view, MICP grouting has higher diffusion, lower
grouting pressure, and better uniformity of foundation reinforcement than traditional
cement grouting. Moreover, MICP grouting is not toxic comparing with chemical grouting.
Therefore, although the carbon emissions and energy consumption of MICP grouting are
relatively high, its technical advantages are obvious; it has a broad development prospect.

4.2.6. Comparison of Various Application Scenarios

To compare energy consumption and carbon emissions of MICP with traditional
technology in different application scenarios, the MICP energy consumption index (kME)
and MICP carbon emissions index (kMC) are defined. The kME is the ratio of the energy
consumption of MICP to that of the traditional technology in the current situation. The
kME is the ratio of the carbon emissions of the MICP to that of the traditional technology.
When the kME and kMC are greater than 1, it means that the environmental benefits of MICP
are not superior. When the kME and kMC are equal to 1, it means that the environmental
benefits of MICP are equivalent to those of traditional technology. When the kME and
kMC are less than 1, it means that the environmental benefits of MICP are superior in the
current situation. The kME and kMC of MICP in different application scenarios are shown
in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. The kME and kMC of MICP in different applications with different strength levels.

Under the current technical level, from the perspective of LCA, MICP does not show
the advantages of environmental benefits but produces more CO2 and consumes more
energy than traditional technologies. In the high-strength scenarios of 40 MPa and 20 MPa,
the kMC index is 4.5 and 7, and the kME index is 20.6 and 23, respectively. In the low-strength
scenarios of 5 MPa, 2 MPa and 0.5 MPa, the kMC index is 4.6, 3.8 and 3.4, and the kME
index is 15.2, 17.5 and 15.6, respectively. In general, kMC and kME values decrease with
the decrease of the strength level of application scenarios. The average kMC and kME are
4.66 and 18.38, respectively. In other words, the carbon emission of MICP is on average
4.66 times of traditional technologies, and the energy consumption is on average 18.38 times
of traditional technologies.

In addition, it should be noted that most data of MICP are obtained on the laboratory
scale, while the data of traditional technologies is obtained on an industrial scale. The
laboratory scale and industrial scale are very different. With developing MICP technology,
its energy consumption and carbon emissions will be greatly reduced. Especially after
MICP is applied on the industrial scale, the environmental benefits will be more significant.

4.3. Environmental Impact Assessment
4.3.1. Resource Consumption

The five application scenarios involve four kinds of materials: cement, lime, sintered
brick, and MICP. The raw materials needed to produce these four materials are shown in
Table 10. Abiotic depletion potential (ADP) is used to measure the resource consumption of
materials. The functional unit is set to 1 tonne. The ADP is calculated according to Formula
(3), and the results are shown in Table 10.

Table 10. The raw materials requirement and ADP value of the four materials.

Item
Raw Materials/kg ADP

Limestone Gypsum Iron Powder Clay kg Oil

Cement 1232.9 50 30 1571.4
Lime 2000 2152.4

Sintered brick 944 1944.64
MICP 1420 1528.2

Table 10 shows that the highest ADP value of the four materials is lime, and the MICP
has the lowest ADP value. The ADP values of cement, lime, and sintered bricks are all
larger than MICP, which shows that more non-renewable resources are needed to produce
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these materials. This also shows that MICP technology has advantages over cement, lime,
and sintered bricks in terms of resource consumption.

4.3.2. Environmental Impact

In the production process of cement, lime, sintered brick, and MICP, besides carbon
dioxide, other emissions are produced. The environmental impact potential value is
calculated according to Table 2 and Formula (5). The functional unit is set to 1 tonne.
The environmental impact potential values of cement, lime, sintered brick, and MICP on
different environmental impacts are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. The environmental impact potential value of the four materials on different environmental
impacts.

Figure 7 shows that cement, lime, sintered bricks, and MICP have the greatest im-
pact on the environment in smoke and dust (SA), followed by global warming (GW) and
photochemical ozone creation (POC), and the least impact is acidification (AC) and eutroph-
ication (NE). The greatest impact of MICP on the environment in SA, which is 4 times that
of cement, 2 times that of lime, and 48 times that of sintered bricks. The least environmental
impact of MICP is NE, which is 3 times of cement, but 50 times of sintered bricks. Un-
der current technical conditions, MICP has the greatest impact on various environmental
impacts, while sintered bricks have the least environmental impacts.

4.4. Limitation and Prospects
4.4.1. Limitation

The energy consumption and carbon emissions studied with LCA can comprehen-
sively and objectively reflect the environmental impact of MICP. However, this research
has the following limitations:

(1) In this research, the comparison between MICP and traditional technology is car-
ried out in terms of energy consumption and carbon emissions under the current
technological level, and it does not represent the merits of the technology itself;

(2) The MICP data used in this study are all obtained on the laboratory scale, and the
small scale is not good for evaluating the life cycle energy consumption and carbon
emissions of MICP. Although the research conclusively shows that MICP is not as
environmentally friendly as expected under the current technological conditions, it
does not deny this technology. MICP has a great potential for environmental benefits
with the development on the industrial scale;

(3) Within the life cycle system boundary of MICP technology, the carbon emissions
and energy consumption are affected by many factors, such as the respiration of
bacteria, the reacting process, the temperature, and the pH. Because the influence of
some factors is very small, necessary assumptions and simplifications are made in
the research;
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(4) It is assumed that the urea is completely hydrolyzed and reacted, and the carbon
emission from the reaction process is zero. However, the obvious irritating odor of
ammonia gas can be smelled during the experiment, which indicates that the urea
hydrolysis reaction in the MICP process is not complete. Hence, the actual MICP
process needs to consume more urea, which means higher energy consumption;

(5) The treatment method for MICP technology includes grouting, soaking, and mixing.
These treatment processes have different technical characteristics, as well as different
energy consumption and carbon emissions. However, considering the complexity
of the treatment process, it is not covered in the life cycle assessment of MICP in
this study.

4.4.2. Prospects

Comparing with traditional cement, lime, and sintered bricks, MICP has technical
advantages, such as lower pH, lower viscosity, higher fluidity, lower grouting pressure,
better heavy metal ion consolidation performance, and so on. Therefore, although MICP
currently does not have an advantage in energy consumption and carbon emissions, it still
has great development potential. Based on LCA results of MICP technology at the current
technological level, the prospects of MICP research are given as follows:

(1) Trying diversified raw materials is an effective way to reduce the carbon emissions
and energy consumption of MICP. Some organic materials, such as eggshells and
livestock urine, have been studied for MICP, and it is worthy of continuing the
related research;

(2) Different bacteria besides Bacillus pasteurii can be used for MICP. For example, the
carbonic anhydrase mineralizing bacteria can catalyze the hydration reaction of
CO2 and convert it into CO32- to achieve the CaCO3 precipitation. This process
can consume CO2, thereby significantly reducing the carbon emissions of MICP.
In addition, the enzyme-induced CaCO3 precipitation is a good path to improve
environmental benefits;

(3) The research of MICP on the industrial scale should be increased. Most of the current
research is carried out on the laboratory scale, which is very different from the
industrial scale. Usually, the greater scale, the lower unit consumption;

(4) The application scenarios of MICP should be more diverse. Besides foundation
reinforcement, cultural relic restoration, anti-seepage, and anti-leakage, MICP can be
applied in more situations to look for better environmental benefits;

(5) The mechanism of MICP needs to be further studied. A clear understanding of the
MICP reaction mechanism is very helpful to optimize the MICP process and technical
parameters by which carbon emissions and energy consumption can be reduced.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the energy consumption and carbon emissions of MICP in different
application scenarios are quantitatively analyzed based on LCA. The environmental effects
of MICP technology at the current technology level are evaluated. The main conclusions
are shown as follows:

(1) The energy consumption and carbon emissions of MICP are calculated based on LCA.
Generating 1 tonne CaCO3 by MICP emits 3399.5 kg of CO2 and consumes 1847.2 kgce
of energy. About 80.4% of carbon emissions and 96% of the energy consumption of
MICP are from its raw materials;

(2) The relationship between the strength level (UCS) and calcium carbonate content
(CCC) of MICP is established. The UCS of MICP increases significantly with the
increase of the CCC, and a power function relationship is found between the UCS
and CCC of MICP samples. Additionally, due to various influencing factors, this
relationship is an average and representative equation;

(3) The abiotic depletion potential (ADP) value of MICP is lower than that of cement, lime,
sintered bricks, which indicates that MICP consumes less non-renewable resources
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and has advantages in resource consumption. The greatest environmental impact of
MICP is smoke and ash, followed by global warming, photochemical ozone creation,
acidification, and eutrophication. Environmental impacts of MICP are more serious
than cement, lime, and sintered bricks under current technical conditions;

(4) In different application scenarios of concrete, sintered bricks, lime mortar, cemented
backfill, and cement grouting foundation reinforcement, the carbon emission of MICP
is on average 4.66 times of traditional technologies, and the energy consumption is
averagely 18.38 times. It means the environmental benefits of the MICP technology
are not superior to those of traditional technology;

(5) Although MICP currently does not have an advantage in energy consumption and
carbon emissions, it still has great development potential. Suggestions are given for
the future research of MICP based on LCA results.
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Abstract: The growth of the global economy in recent years has resulted in an increase in infras-
tructure projects worldwide and consequently, this has led to an increase in the quantity of waste
generated. Two recycled materials, namely garnet residues (GR) and tire-derived aggregates (TDA),
were used to improve mechanical properties of soft clay (SC) subgrade in this study. GR was evalu-
ated as a replacement material in SC prior to Type I Portland cement stabilization. TDA was also
studied as an elastic material in cement-stabilized SC–GR. The laboratory tests on the cement–TDA-
stabilized SC–GR included unconfined compressive strength (UCS), indirect tensile stress (ITS) and
indirect tensile fatigue (ITF). Microstructural analysis on the cement–TDA-stabilized SC–GR was
also performed to illustrate the role of GR and TDA contents on the degree of hydration. The UCS
of cement-stabilized SC–GR increased when cement content increased from 0% to 2%. Beyond 2%
cement content, the UCS development was slightly slower, possibly due to the presence of insufficient
water for hydration. The GR reduces the specific surface and particle contacts of the SC–GR blends to
be bonded with cementitious products. The optimum SC:GR providing the highest UCS was found
to be 90:10 for all cement contents. Increased amounts of GR led to a reduction in UCS values due
to its high water absorption, resulting in the insufficient water for the cement hydration. Moreover,
the excessive GR replacement ratio weakened the interparticle bond strength due to its smooth
and round particles. The TDA addition can enhance the fatigue resistance of the cement-stabilized
SC–GR. The maximum fatigue life was found at 2% TDA content. The excessive TDA caused large
amounts of micro-cracks in cement–TDA-stabilized SC–GR due to the low adhesion property of TDA.
The SC:GR = 90:10, cement content = 2% and TDA content = 2% were suggested as the optimum
ingredients. The outcome of this research will promote the usage of GR and TDA to develop a green
high-fatigue-resistant subgrade material.

Keywords: soil–cement; pavement geotechnics; ground improvement; recycled waste; fatigue life;
subgrade; compressive strength

1. Introduction

The continuous growth of emerging and developed economies has led to an increase
in infrastructure projects, such as roads. Nakhon Si Thammarat is one of the largest
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economic cities in the southern region of Thailand and most of its population lives in
coastal areas. These coastal areas are underlain by soft clay (SC) deposits with high organic
matter contents and with poor geotechnical properties which are also sensitive to moisture
change [1,2]. Therefore, ground improvement is normally required before the construction
of highway and road projects.

A widely accepted soft ground improvement technique is chemical stabilization using
Portland cement, calcium carbide, quicklime and geopolymer [1,3–7]. In the past century,
cement has been extensively acceptable for pavement and road construction. However,
cement production releases a large amount of carbon dioxide (CO2), which is a critical cause
of global warming issues. Therefore, the usage of low CO2 emission cementing agents
with an alternative method for ground improvement is an interesting issue in research and
development in transportation geotechnics.

In the past few years, the coarse and fine waste aggregates from civil engineering
projects and/or industries, e.g., recycled concrete aggregates, crushed masonry bricks,
recycled glasses and melamine debris, have been successfully utilized for ground improve-
ment projects [8–15]. These recycled materials are low in plastic and have potential for
improving the stiffness and strength of soil, especially clayey soil.

Due to the rapid growth of the global economy, marine and land transportation and
oil demand have been increasing. This causes the increased quantity of wastes from repair
and maintenance industries, namely garnet residues (GR) and tire-derived aggregates
(TDA) (Figure 1). Garnet refers to the most complex crystalline silicate structure group with
various chemical compositions. GR is a waste generated from usage of garnet in restored
applications such as pre-finishing surface preparation before paint or other coatings on
ship structures [16]. GR causes a major environmental concern worldwide, including
in Thailand. In 2019, the total estimated global production of raw garnets for industrial
purposes was 1.2 million tonnes/year, and China, USA, India, South Africa and Australia
were the major producers. The consumption of raw garnets in 2020 in the USA was a 32%
increase from that of 2016 [17]. In Thailand, the quantity of raw garnets acquired from
both local and foreign sources for the domestic industries is about 8000 tonnes annually,
which is mainly imported by the Thai Beverage Distribution Co., Ltd. (TBD). The global
consumption of raw garnets forecasted indicates that these numbers will continue to
increase annually [18]. The contaminants in GR consist of old paint, oil and other residues
from the surface during blasting. GR is mostly disposed of at landfills. These wastes could
disrupt the balance of the natural environment system through the pollution of water
sources caused by runoff or flooding in the landfills. Kunchariyakun and Sukmak [19]
undertook research to reduce pollution and reported that mixing GR with cement reduced
leaching of heavy metals. Therefore, the reuse of GR in civil infrastructure applications is
an interesting issue.

Figure 1. Waste rubber tires.
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Recently, several researchers [19–24] employed GR as a fine aggregate in an infrastruc-
ture construction. The replacement of GR in natural river sand of up to a maximum of 25%
could produce geopolymer concretes that meet the required performance [21]. For road
applications, GR can be used as a fine aggregate in asphalt concrete; the asphalt concrete
with up to 25% GR replacement by weight of total aggregate had suitable Marshall prop-
erties comparable with conventional asphalt concrete using 100% granite aggregate [24].
Moreover, the GR replacement could improve California bearing ratio (CBR) of clayey sand
for subgrade applications [23].

Automotive and truck tires and vulcanized rubbers have low elasticity and yield
strain as well as high Young’s modulus. Tires are made through the vulcanization process
to form a crosslinked formation in the molecular structure of rubber to have high shear and
temperature resistance for extreme environmental conditions. About one billion tonnes of
TDA are generated annually around the world due to an increased number of vehicles [25].
TDA is a non-biodegradable material with a low degradation rate. Although the landfilling
and combustion of TDA are a simple management technique, they cause recontamination
of hazardous gases and dust in the atmosphere and underground water resources [25].
In past decades, the usage of TDA in road applications has become popular [26–28].
TDA as a fine aggregate in coarse recycled aggregates reduced the stiffness of concrete
pavements; however, in turn, it could improve their performance, e.g., ductility and
cracking and fatigue resistance. Moreover, the TDA could be used as an aggregate to
improve geotechnical properties of highly expansive clay for subgrade applications [29].
The maximum unconfined compressive strength (UCS) and toughness were obtained at a
5% TDA replacement ratio. The higher TDA replacement ratio (>5%) caused a decrease
in UCS. The swelling strain of expansive soil could also be minimized with the TDA
replacement.

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is no available research on the usage
of combined GR and TDA in the mechanical strength improvement of soft clay to be a
stabilized subgrade material. This research examined the feasibility of using GR as a
replacement material in SC to improve its basic properties prior to cement stabilization
to develop a green subgrade. TDA was used to improve the fatigue resistance of cement-
stabilized SC–GR blends. The UCS, indirect tensile stress (ITS) and indirect tensile fatigue
(ITF) of the cement–TDA-stabilized SC–GR were examined at various factors of SC:GR
ratios and cement and TDA contents. Furthermore, the microstructural analysis was per-
formed by using scanning electron microscopy and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(SEM-EDX) to illustrate the role of GR in the interparticle bond strength improvement and
TDA in the fatigue resistance improvement. Based on the authors’ best knowledge, the
investigation of cement–TDA-stabilized SC–GR blends under static and repeated tensile
loading as well as their microstructural analysis has not been available, which is significant
for road analysis and design. The outcome of this research will promote the usage of TDA
and GR in road subgrade applications.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

Tire derived-aggregates (TDA) was obtained from Union Commercial Development
Co., Ltd., in Thailand, and air-dried before being used. The morphology and particle size
distribution are shown in Figures 2a and 3, respectively. The TDA shape was irregular
and prepared to have various single sizes of 2.830 mm, 2.000 mm, 0.841 mm, 0.595 mm,
0.400 mm, 0.297 mm and 0.250 mm. The TDA was then trial mixed to meet the gradation
requirement for fine aggregates in accordance with ASTM C33/C33M-18 [30] (Figure 3).
Table 1 presents the physical properties of TDA, indicating that the specific gravity and
water absorption of TDA (ASTM C128-15 [31]) were 1.78% and 2.4%, respectively.
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Figure 2. Appearance particles and SEM images of (a) tire-derived aggregates (TDA), (b) garnet
residues (GR) and (c) soft clay (SC).

GR was sourced from Best Performance Engineering Co., Ltd. located in the south of
Thailand; it came from the blasting and pre-finishing surface processes of ship and/or oil
drilling tools. The GR was transferred to a laboratory and kept in sealed plastic bags for
geotechnical tests. The physical properties, morphology and particle distribution curve are
shown in Table 1 and Figures 2b and 3, respectively. The GR particles were relatively round
in shape. The specific gravity and water absorption according to ASTM C128-15 [31] were
3.8% and 10.2%, respectively. The natural water content was approximately 0.2% based on
ASTM D2216-19 [32]. GR has no liquid or plastic limits [33] due to its low plasticity. Based
on ASTM C33/C33M-18 [30], the median diameter (D50) of GR was 0.75 mm, similar to
that of natural sand, as shown in Figure 3, whereas the specific gravity value of GR (=3.8)
was greater than that of the natural sand (=2.7). The coefficient of uniformity (Cu) was 2.18
and the coefficient of curvature (Cc) was 1.35. The GR was therefore classified as poorly
graded sand (SP) according to the Unified Soil Classification System (USCS) [34].
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Figure 3. Gradation curves of GR and SC blends at SC:GR = 100:0, 95:5, 90:10 and 85:15.

Table 1. Physical properties of SC, GR and TDA.

Physical Properties SC GR TDA

Specific gravity, SG 2.60 3.8 1.78
Water absorption (%) - 10.2 2.4

Natural water content (%) 41.6 0.2 -
Liquid limit, LL (%) 65 N/A -
Plastic limit, PL (%) 27.7 Non-plastic -
Plastic index, PI (%) 37.3 N/A -

Sand content (%) - 100 -
Silt content (%) 25 - -

Clay content (%) 78 - -
D60 (mm) - 0.95 1.01
D50 (mm) - 0.75 0.75
D30 (mm) - 0.52 0.52
D10 (mm) - 0.29 0.35

Cu - 2.18 2.88
Cc - 1.35 0.76

Classification—USCS [34] CH SP -
Classification—AASHTO [35] A-7-6 A-1-b

Maximum dry unit weight, γd,max (kN/m3) [36] 15.4 - -
Optimum moisture content, OMC (%) 23.7 - -

Soft clay (SC) samples studied were alluvial clay commonly found in the Pak-Phanang
estuary, in Nakhon Si Thammarat, Thailand. It was taken from a depth of 3–4 m below
ground level. The morphology of SC particles was found to be irregular in shape (Figure 2c).
Table 1 presents physical properties of SC, indicating that the specific gravity (ASTM
D854 [37]), natural water content (ASTM D2216-19 [32]) and liquid limit and plastic limit
(ASTM C4318-10 [33]) were 2.60%, 41.6%, 65% and 27.7%, respectively. The particle size
distribution of SC is also shown in Figure 3. The SC was classified as high plasticity
(CH) according to USCS [34]. The maximum dry unit weight (γd,max) and optimum
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moisture content (OMC) of SC according to ASTM D 1557 [36] were 17.0 kN/m3 and 19.8%,
respectively.

The chemical compositions of TDA, GR and SC were examined under a scanning
electron microscope with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM/EDX) and are shown
in Figure 2. The major cation elements in GR and SC were Si, Al and Fe, whereas C was the
domain cation element in TDA.

2.2. Mix Proportions and Preparation

GR was blended with SC at SC:GR ratios of 100:0 (only soft clay), 95:5, 90:10 and
85:15 to improve the basic properties and compactability. GR replacement is undertaken to
reduce the specific surface of the SC to improve the UCS of cement-stabilized SC. However,
with high water absorption, the excess GR replacement ratio might cause a negative
contribution. As such, the SC:GR ratio was limited to 85:15 in this study. Type I Portland
cement was employed to stabilize the SC–GR blends at five different cement contents of
0%, 1%, 2%, 3% 4% and 5% by the dry weight of the SC–GR blends. The mixture was
compacted under modified Proctor energy [37] to determine the γd max and OMC.

The cement–SC–GR blends of each ingredient were thoroughly mixed at the OMC
until the homogenous mixture was achieved. The blends were compacted in a metal
cylindrical mold with dimensions of 102 mm in diameter and 116.4 mm in height in five
layers [37]. After 24 h, the cylindrical specimens were dismantled and sealed in plastic
wraps to prevent evaporation. The cement-stabilized SC–GR specimens were kept at an
ambient room temperature (27–30 ◦C) until the lapse of seven days of curing. The UCS
tests were run on the cement-stabilized SC–GR specimens according to ASTM D1633 [38]
to obtain the optimum of SC:GR ratio (highest UCS).

The TDA was blended with SC and GR at 1%, 2% and 3% by weight of the SC–GR
mixtures at the optimum SC:GR ratio. The cement–SC–GR–TDA blends were then prepared
at the OMC and compacted under modified Proctor energy to achieve the γd,max state in a
metal cylindrical mold with dimensions of 102 mm in diameter and 116.4 mm in height for
UCS tests and in a metallic mold with dimensions of 101.60 mm diameter and 65.00 mm
height for ITS and ITF tests. The specimens were dismantled, sealed in plastic wraps and
kept at an ambient room temperature (27–30 ◦C) for seven days prior to the UCS, ITS,
ITF and SEM-EDX testing. Figure 4 summarizes the steps of specimen preparation of
cement–TDA-stabilized SC–GR specimens.

2.3. Testing Methods
2.3.1. Unconfined Compression Strength Test

The UCS tests were run according to ASTM D1633 [38] on the cement-stabilized
SC–GR specimens with and without the TDA after seven days of curing, at a deformation
rate of 1 mm/min. The UCS test was conducted on least five specimens to ensure testing
consistency.

2.3.2. Indirect Tensile Strength Test

The indirect tensile strength (ITS) test in accordance with ASTM D6931 is performed to
measure the tensile strength of pavement material for highway engineering design [39]. The
ITS tests on cement–TDA-stabilized SC–GR specimens were conducted using a universal
testing machine with a loading strip of 19 mm wide and 125 mm long at a deformation
rate of 1 mm/min. According to the elastic theoretical approach, the ITS was calculated by
using the following equation:

ITS =
2P

πDL
(1)

where P is the is a maximum load (N), D is the specimen diameter (mm) and L is the
specimen length (mm).
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Figure 4. Summary of preparation and testing of cement–TDA-stabilized SC–GR specimens.
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2.3.3. Indirect Tensile Fatigue Test

The indirect tensile fatigue (ITF) test according to EN 12697-24 is performed on road
materials under controlled loading to examine the fatigue characterization. Kavussi and
Modarres [40] recommended a loading frequency for the simulation of low traffic volume
on rural roads of 0.66 Hz. Since rural roads are subject to the transportation of agricultural
products such as livestock and agricultural products, which are relatively heavy, the applied
stress level for the ITF specimens in this study was 80% of the corresponding ultimate
ITS. The fatigue life of the ITF specimens is defined as the total number of loading cycles
needed to damage the specimens. A linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) with
an automatic recorder was used to measure horizontal deformations.

2.3.4. Scanning Electron Microscopy and Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy

The scanning electron microscopy and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM-
EDX) analysis was achieved using a Merlin machine of Carl Zeiss, a company in Oberkochen,
Germany, together with the Oxford Instruments Nano Analysis and the newest analytical
system from Wycombe, U.K. The SEM-EDX specimen was a small fragment of the broken
UCS specimen. It was frozen at −195 ◦C for five minutes in liquid nitrogen and evacu-
ated at a pressure of 0.5 Pa at −40 ◦C to stop the hydration of cement. After drying, the
SEM-EDX specimens were coated with gold to investigate the cementitious products and
identify their chemical characterization by using the area mapping technique.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Cement-Stabilized SC–GR Blends

It is evident from Table 2 and Figure 3 that the basic properties of the SC–GR blends at
SC:GR = 100:0, 95:5, 90:10 and 85:15, such as gradations and Atterberg limits, did not pass
the requirements of the Thailand Department of Highways for stabilized base and subbase
materials [41,42]. The SC–GR blends can only be used as stabilized subgrade material and
its 7-day UCS must be greater than the minimum requirement of 294 kPa [43].

Table 2. Basic and mechanical properties of the SC–GR blends.

Properties
SC: GR Ratio

Standard for
Stabilized Subbase

(DH-S206/2532)

Standard for
Stabilized Base
(DH-S204/2556)

100:0 95:05 90:10 85:15 Value

Largest particle size (mm) 0.014 2.36 2.36 2.36 ≤50 ≤50
Passed at a 2.0 mm sieve (%) 100 * 100 * 100 * 100 * NS ≤70

Passed at a 0.075 mm sieve (%) 100 * 94 * 91 * 83 * ≤40 ≤25
Liquid limit, LL (%) 65.0 64.7 64.2 64.1 ≤40 ≤40
Plastic limit, PL (%) 27.7 30.7 31.8 31.7 NS NS

Plasticity index, PI (%) 37.3 34 32.4 32.4 ≤20 ≤15
Maximum dry unit weight, γd,max

(kN/m3) (ASTM D 15557)
15.4 15.6 15.8 16 NS NS

Optimum moisture content, OMC
(%) (ASTM D 15557) 23.7 23.1 21.8 21.5 NS NS

Unconfined compression strength,
UCS (kPa) 80 * 96 * 100 * 90 * >689 >1724

Axial stress at 0.6% strain (kPa) 22 26 42 59 NS NS
Secant modulus, Esec (MPa) 3.7 4.3 7.0 9.8 NS NS

Note: NS = not specified. * Did not meet requirement.

The change in Atterberg limits with cement content showed the impact of cement
content on the specimens’ plasticity characteristics (see Tables 2 and 3). The increase in
cement content reduced the LL for all SC:GR ratios, for example, from 65% to 60.3% for
cement contents from 0% to 5% for SC:GR = 100:0. This is because of the change in the SC’s
structure from dispersed to a flocculated structure. The increase in the plastic limit, PL,
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was caused by prominent flocculated structure and the development of cementation in the
SC–GR structure [44,45].

Table 3. Basic and mechanical properties of the cement-stabilized SC–GR specimens.

Cement Content (%) Properties
SC: GR Ratio

100:0 95:5 90:10 85:15

1

Liquid limit, LL (%) 64.1 63.6 63.4 63.1
Plastic limit, PL (%) 28.6 31 31.5 31.9

Plasticity index, PI (%) 35.5 32.6 31.9 31.2
Maximum dry unit weight, γd,max (kN/m3) 16 16.2 16.4 16.6

Optimum moisture content, OMC (%) 21.9 21.4 20.5 20
Unconfined compression strength, UCS (kPa) 159 176 260 214

Axial stress at 0.6% strain (kPa) 39 50 76 109
Secant modulus, Esec (MPa) 6.5 8.3 12.7 18.2

2

Liquid limit, LL (%) 62.3 61.8 61.5 61.2
Plastic limit, PL (%) 29.6 31.2 31.5 31.8

Plasticity index, PI (%) 32.7 30.6 30 29.4
Maximum dry unit weight, γd,max (kN/m3) 16.2 16.6 17.1 17.4

Optimum moisture content, OMC (%) 20.8 20.5 20.0 19.6
Unconfined compression strength, UCS (kPa) 222 278 403 367

Axial stress at 1% strain (kPa) 56 76 103 122
Secant modulus, Esec (MPa) 9.3 12.7 17.2 20.3

3

Liquid limit, LL (%) 61.1 60.7 60.4 60.2
Plastic limit, PL (%) 30.1 32.1 32.6 33

Plasticity index, PI (%) 31 28.6 27.8 27.2
Maximum dry unit weight, γd,max (kN/m3) 16.8 17.2 17.3 17.5

Optimum moisture content, OMC (%) 20.4 19.5 19.3 19
Unconfined compression strength, UCS (kPa) 242 340 462 424

Axial stress at 1% strain (kPa) 77 132 157 187
Secant modulus, Esec (MPa) 12.8 22.0 26.2 31.2

4

Liquid limit, LL (%) 60.3 59.7 59.5 59
Plastic limit, PL (%) 31.6 33.8 34.1 34.8

Plasticity index, PI (%) 28.7 25.9 25.4 24.2
Maximum dry unit weight, γd,max (kN/m3) 17 17.4 17.9 18.1

Optimum moisture content, OMC (%) 19.7 19.2 18.8 18.3
Unconfined compression strength, UCS (kPa) 279 376 524 492

Axial stress at 1% strain (kPa) 109 200 218 282
Secant modulus, Esec (MPa) 18.2 33.3 36.3 47.0

5

Liquid limit, LL (%) 60.3 59.7 59.5 59
Plastic limit, PL (%) 33.2 33.8 35.7 34.8

Plasticity index, PI (%) 27.1 25.9 23.8 24.2
Maximum dry unit weight, γd,max (kN/m3) 17.2 17.8 18.2 18.4

Optimum moisture content, OMC (%) 19.4 19 18.4 17.7
Unconfined compression strength, UCS (kPa) 294 410 549 535

Axial stress at 1% strain (kPa) 171 280 285 359
Secant modulus, Esec (MPa) 28.5 46.7 47.5 59.8

Table 2 and Figure 5 show the values of γd,max and OMC and compaction curves,
respectively, at SC:GR = 100:0, 95:5, 90:10 and 85:15 for various cement contents. For all
SC:GR ratios, the addition of cement to the SC–GR blends increased the γd,max but reduced
the OMC, similar to the cement-stabilized coarse-grained soil [46] and the cement-stabilized
fine-grained soil [44]. The cement had higher specific gravity than the SC; therefore, the
density of the specimens increased when the cement content increased. The cement reaction
mechanism consists of two stages: immediate and long-term reactions. In the immediate
reaction, the Ca2+ ions from cement are adsorbed into negative charges of the SC surface
and reduce the thickness of diffused double layers of the SC particles. The edge-to-face
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contacts of SC particles, on the other hand, are increased [44,45], thus resulting in an
increase in PL with a decrease in LL. The decrease in LL reduces the OMC and increases
γd,max [44].

Figure 5. Dry unit weight versus moisture content curves of SC–GR blends with various cement contents.

For all cement contents, the γd,max of the cement–SC–GR mixture increased with the
increased GR because the specific gravity of GR was higher than that of SC and cement, as
shown by the γd,max of SC:GR = 100:0 being lower than the γd,max of SC:GR = 85:15 for all
cement contents. The increase in the γd,max is associated with the decrease in the OMC, as
presented in Figure 5.

Figure 6 shows stress–strain curves under the UCS tests for cement contents = 0 to
5% and SC:GR = 100:0 to 85:15. For all cement contents and SC:GR ratios tested, the
cement-stabilized SC–GR specimens exhibited brittle behavior with a rapid drop in stress
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after peak. Since the strain levels developed in road subgrade material due to traffic load
varies from 0.003% to 0.6% [47], in this research the secant modulus (Esec) was calculated at
0.6% strain to describe the stiffness of a material. The equation for calculating Esec is:

ESEC =
σa@ 0.6% strain − σa@ 0% strain
εa@ 0.6% strain − εa@ 0% strain

(2)

where σa@0.6% strain is the stress at 0.6% strain, σa@0% strain is the stress at 0% strain (equal to
0), εa@0.6% strain is the strain at 0.6% and εa @ 0.6% strain is the strain at 0% (equal to 0).

Figure 6. Stress–strain curves under UCS test for cement contents = 0–5% for various SC:GR ratios.

Table 3 shows the variation of Esec of all cement-stabilized SC–GR specimens at 0.6%
strain. The Esec and UCS for all SC:GR ratios tended to increase with the increased cement
content (Figure 6). Figure 7 shows the UCS development with the increased cement
contents of the cement-stabilized SC–GR specimens. As the cement contents increased
up to 2%, the cementation bonds at the contact points between the SC–GR particles were
stronger due to predominant Calcium Silicate Hydrate (C-S-H, cementitious products). The
amount of C-S-H products increased with an increase in the cement content. This range of
cement contents could be termed as the active zone. When cement contents were between
2% and 5%, the UCS development was slightly slower, possibly because the water at OMC
was not sufficient for hydration.

The role of GR is also clearly depicted in Figure 7. Without GR replacement, the UCS of
cement-stabilized SC at cement contents = 1–5% could not meet the minimum requirement
of 294 kPa. The UCS values at all cement contents were increased with the GR replacement
ratio up to the optimum value of SC:GR = 90:10. This implies that the GR reduces the
specific surface and particle contacts of the SC–GR blends to be bonded cementitious
products, hence the stronger interparticle bond strength at the same input of cement.
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However, when SC:GR > 90:10, the UCS decreased. The GR has high water absorption
(refer to Table 1); the higher GR absorbed more water into its particles and therefore, the
water is not sufficient cement hydration. Moreover, the excessive smooth and round GR
particles caused the decrease in interparticle bond strength. The 2% cement content was
found to be the most effective for the OMC when utilized with GR replacement. For all
SC:GR ratios tested, the 2% cement-stabilized SC–GR blends met the strength requirement
(UCS > 294.2 kPa) for stabilized subgrade specified by the DOH [43].

Figure 7. UCS development as a function of cement content.

Figure 8a,b show the SEM-EDX analyses of the specimen at cement content of 2% and
SC:GR ratios of 90:10 and 85:15, respectively, to understand the role of GR replacement. The
specimen at SC:GR = 90:10 had more C-S-H products (confirmed by EDX result in Area A)
in pores than the specimens at SC:GR = 85:15. Moreover, the specimens at SC:GR = 85:15
had more micropores than the specimens at SC:GR = 85:15. The lower cementitious
products in specimens at SC:GR = 85:15 were also confirmed by EDX results (refer to
Area C (SC particles) and point B (GR particles)). These results confirmed the lower degree
of cement hydration at the excessive GR replacement ratio (SC:GR = 85:15) due the high
water absorption of GR particles, which resulted in lower strength and stiffness.

3.2. Cement–TDA-Stabilized SC–GR Blends

Figure 9 depicts dry unit weight versus moisture content relationship of the cement–
TDA–SC–GR mixtures when SC:GR = 90:10 and cement content = 2% (optimum ingredient)
with TDA contents. The γd,max slightly reduced with an increase in the TDA content.
Nonetheless, the OMC slightly increased with the increased TDA content (refer to Table 4).
Figure 10 presents stress–strain curves under the UCS test when SC:GR = 90:10 and cement
content = 2% for various TDA contents. The reduction in UCS and stiffness could be
seen with an increase in the TDA content. Moreover, the TDA stabilization resulted in
the increase in area under the curves and the decrease in Esec, indicating the increased
toughness and the energy absorption before rupture. This characteristic is associated with
the higher fatigue resistance, which is required for durable roads. According to the UCS
requirement, TDA > 2% cannot be accepted in practice.
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Figure 8. SEM-EDX analyses of specimens at cement content of 2% and when SC:GR ratio = (a) 90:10 and (b) 85:15.

Table 4. Basic and mechanical properties of the cement–TDA-stabilized SC–GR specimens when SC:GR ratio = 90:10 and
cement content = 2% with various TDA contents.

Cement Content (%) Properties
TDA Content (%)

0 1 2 3

2

Maximum dry unit weight, γd,max (kN/m3) 17.1 16.8 16.6 16.2
Optimum moisture content, OMC (%) 20.0 21.3 22.0 22.5

Unconfined compression strength, UCS (kPa) 403 379 339 231
Axial stress at 0.6% strain (kPa) 103 79 42 21

Secant modulus, Esec (MPa) 17.2 13.2 6.7 5.2
Indirect tensile stress, ITS (kPa) 113.6 132.3 137.2 119.3

Indirect Tensile Fatigue, Nf (pulses) 22 95 115 72
Initial deformation, Δp (mm) 0.19 0.79 1.18 0.94
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Figure 9. Dry unit weight versus moisture content relationship of cement–TDA-stabilized SC–GR mixtures when
SC:GR = 90:10 and cement content = 2% with various TDA contents.

Figure 10. Stress–strain curves under the UCS test of cement–TDA-stabilized SC–GR mixtures when SC:GR = 90:10 and
cement content = 2% for various TDA contents.
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Figure 11a shows the relationship between the number of cycles versus horizontal
deformation of the cement–TDA-stabilized SC–GR specimens when SC:GR = 90:10 and
cement content = 2% for TDA contents of 0% to 3%. Figure 11b shows the typical rela-
tionship between the number of cycles versus horizontal deformation, which is divided
into three zones. In the first zone, at a small number of cycles, high deformation occurred
on the specimen because of the increase in plastic deformation. In the second zone, the
increase in number of cycles is associated with the lower rate of deformation, whereby the
micro-cracks are gradually formed and propagated. In the third zone, the complete split-
ting failure occurs because of the accumulated microcracks on specimen. Figure 11b also
shows the method of determining fatigue life (Nf) and initial deformation in zone 2 (Δp).
The initial deformation (Δp) is defined as the intersection of the straight lines extending
from the linear portion in zone 1 and zone 2. The Nf is the number of cycles at the splitting
failure of the specimen.

Figure 11. Relationship between the number of cycles versus horizontal deformation of (a) the
cement–TDA-stabilized SC–GR specimen of SC:GR ratio = 90:10 and cement content = 2% and (b) the
method of the determining of fatigue life (Nf) and initial deformation (Δp).
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At zone 2, the cement–TDA-stabilized SC–GR specimens had longer Nf than the
cement-stabilized SC–GR specimens (TDA = 0%). This indicated that the TDA improved
the ductility behavior, whereas the specimen at TDA = 0% exhibited sudden failure. The
Δp and Nf values increased with the TDA content up to the optimal TDA of 2%, after
which they decreased. For example, the Δp values were increased from 0.19 to 1.18 mm for
TDA contents from 0% to 2% and Nf values were increased from 22 to 123 pulses for TDA
contents from 0% to 2%. The increase in both Δp and Nf is associated with the increase in
ITS (Table 4). In other words, both Δp and Nf values are directly related to the ITS.

The role of TDA in the UCS and fatigue resistance can be explained by the SEM-EDX
analyses shown in Figure 12. More C-S-H gels (Area E) bonding TDA (Area D) in SC–GR
particles and in voids were observed at 1% TDA content (Figure 12a), when compared
with 2% TDA content (Figure 12b) and 3% TDA content (Figure 12c). More micro-cracks
within TDA–SC–GR clusters were, however, found (red dash line) for 2% and 3% TDA
contents when compared with 1% TDA content. The cracks developed were attributed to
the low adhesion property of TDA particles. As such, the UCS, which represents the static
and short-term strength, decreased with increasing TDA content. Even with micro-cracks,
the TDA particles at optimum content can absorb more cyclic load energy and result in
larger Nf. However, the excessive TDA with more micro-cracks caused excessive plastic
deformation and the reduction in energy absorption and hence, the reduction in Nf.

Figure 12. SEM-EDX analyses of the cement–TDA-stabilized SC–GR specimens when SC:GR
ratio = 90:10 and cement content = 2%, and WRT content of (a) 1%, (b) 2% and (c) 3%.
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3.3. Economic and Environmental Benefits

Table 5 shows the total construction costs of cement–TDA-stabilized SC–GR and
lateritic soil as a pavement subgrade. The total construction cost of cement–TDA-stabilized
SC–GR was 48.48% less than that of compacted lateral soil in 1 m3 highway, indicating
the cost savings. Moreover, the industry could reduce the GR and TDA disposal costs
by approximately 58.03 USD/tonne (from GMA Garnet Group) and 10 USD/tonne [48],
respectively, and also reduce environmental pollution from disposal in landfills.

Table 5. Material costs comparison between of using cement, GR and TDA in SC and compacted lateral soil for subgrade
application in 1 cubic meter.

Section Material Volume(m3) a Weight (kg) Price (USD/m3) b Total Cost (USD)

Cement–TDA-stabilized
SC–GR at SC:GR = 90:10,

cement content = 2%
and TDA content = 2%.

cement 0.02 63 5.09 [49]

5.11GR 0.096 364.8 -

TDA 0.02 35.6 0.0178 c

SC 0.864 2246.4 -

Lateral soil lateral soil 1 - 10.54 [49] 10.54
a Based on the dry soil weight. b Not including shipping and labor costs. C The price from Union Commercial Development Co., Ltd.,
Samut Prakan, Thailand.

4. Conclusions

This research aims to examine the feasibility of using GR as a replacement material
in soft clay (SC) prior to cement stabilization to be a subgrade material. TDA was used to
improve the fatigue resistance of cement-stabilized SC–GR. The mechanical and microstruc-
tural investigation of the cement–TDA-stabilized SC–GR were performed to ascertain it as
a sustainable subgrade material. The following conclusions can be drawn from this study.

1. The increase in γd,max and the decrease in OMC were caused by changing the dis-
persed structure to a flocculated SC–GR structure with the addition of cement. There-
fore, γd,max increased with the GR replacement ratio. The GR replacement reduced
the specific surface of SC, but at the same time, increased the water absorption. The
optimum SC:GR ratio was found at 90:10. The 2% cement content for stabilized
SC–GR at SC:GR of 90:10 was the optimum mixture.

2. The UCS and stiffness of cement-stabilized SC–GR were found to reduce with the
increase in TDA content. This is due to the low adhesion property of TDA; the micro-
cracks within SC–GR–TDA matrix were detected with the increased TDA content.
However, the increased TDA content improved the ductile behavior and resulted
in the increased energy absorption before rupture. The optimum TDA content was
found to be 2%. When TDA content was greater than 2%, the excessive micro-cracks
caused excessive plastic deformation and the reduction in energy absorption and,
hence, the reduction in fatigue life.

3. The cement–TDA-stabilized SC–GR at SC:GR of 90:10, cement content of 2% and
TDA content of 2% is suggested as a sustainable subgrade material. Its UCS met the
strength requirements of the Department of Highways, Thailand (DH-S201/2532), and
its fatigue life was found to be the highest when compared to other SC:GR ratios with
the same cement content. The improved fatigue resistance of the cement-stabilized
SC–GR is necessary for durable roads.
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Abstract: The stress–dilatancy relationship for fiber-reinforced soils has been the focus of recent
studies. This relationship can be used as a foundation for the development of constitutive models for
fiber-reinforced soils. The present study aims to investigate the effect of recycled polypropylene fibers
on the shear strength–dilation behavior of two lateritic soils using the stress–dilatancy relationship for
direct shear tests. Results show that fibers improved the shear strength behavior of the composites,
observed by increases in the friction angle. Fibers’ orientation at the sheared interface could be
observed. The volumetric change during shearing was altered by the presence of fibers in both soils.
Overall, results indicate that the stress–dilatancy relationship is affected by inclusions in the soil mix.
Results can be used to implement constitutive modeling for fiber-reinforced soils.

Keywords: polypropylene fibers; lateritic soil; shear strength; drained test; stress–dilatancy

1. Introduction

Aiming to reduce the production of waste generated worldwide in civil construction,
the use of alternative materials has emerged as an urgent need in view of the current
environmental challenges. Different alternatives appear in the geotechnical context for soil
improvement, namely natural and synthetic fibers, rubber fibers, construction waste, and
flakes [1–5]. The improvement of soil in many geotechnical applications (subgrades and
subbases, the reinforcement of soft soils, the control of a soil’s hydraulic conductivity, the
improvement of erosion resistance, the prevention of piping, backfill in retaining structures,
and shrinkage crack mitigation) has been done with the reinforcement of local soils with
fibers [6–9]. The use of fibers to reinforce soils has been used as a sustainable reinforcement
technique since it does not harm the environment and does not promote the removal of
large volumes of soil for later compaction.

Extensive research has proven that reinforcing the soil with short, randomly dis-
tributed fibers (e.g., polypropylene and polyethylene terephthalate fibers) can improve the
mechanical response of the soil, observed by an interception in the potential failure zone,
fiber tensile strength mobilization, and an improvement in the soil ductility [10–13], as well
as provide isotropic behavior and limit the development of weak planes [14]. Anagnos-
topoulos et al. [15] state that the bond’s interfacial strength due to mechanical interlocking
along the friction at the interface seems to be the dominant mechanism that controls the
micromechanical benefits of the reinforcement of soil with fibers.

Recent studies available in the literature regarding clayey soils mixed with short,
randomly distributed polymeric fibers provide evidence of the significant impact of
the inclusion of fibers on the soil shear strength [13,16–20]. Most of these studies as-
sessed the effectiveness of fiber reinforcement using uniaxial, direct shear, and triaxial
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tests [10,13,21–29]. However, comparing the numerous published studies on sand–fiber
mixtures, studies on clayey soils reinforced with fibers are limited despite the equal poten-
tial for geotechnical applications.

For Anagnostopoulos et al. [30], the existing studies on fiber-reinforced clays have not
yet established the fundamental mechanisms or the conditions that may affect the behavior
of these fiber mixtures. According to Freilich et al. [31], there is a need for advancing studies
in this field of knowledge due to the greater complexity related to the fiber interaction
mechanism in cohesive soils. In addition, most studies do not present a deeper analysis
regarding the stress–dilatancy behavior of soils reinforced with fibers. As stated by Li and
Zornberg [32], the main findings in fiber reinforcement research regard increases in the soil
shear strength and the post peak strength and changes in the soil ductility.

The stress–dilatancy relationship for fiber-reinforced soils has been the focus of some
recent studies. The concept of fiber space was introduced by Wood et al. [33] to describe
significant changes in the dilatancy of fiber-reinforced sands [34]. For Kong [35], when a
polypropylene fiber–soil assembly dilates in response to applied shear deformations, the
work done by the driving stress will be dissipated by not only particle sliding but also the
fiber deformation. Eldesouky et al. [14] conducted direct shear tests on polypropylene-
fiber-reinforced sands and proved that as the specimen approaches failure, fiber-reinforced
specimens have higher dilation angles than unreinforced ones, explained by an increase
in the shear zone that leads to higher dilation angles. Kong et al. [34] conducted several
triaxial compression tests to investigate the effect of uniformly distributed fiber reinforce-
ments on the stress–dilatancy relationship of Nanjing sand. The authors propose a new
stress–dilatancy relationship for fiber-reinforced sand based on Rowe’s stress–dilatancy
relationship [36] for granular materials and suggest that the results could be employed as a
foundation for the development of a constitutive model for polypropylene-fiber-reinforced
soils. According to Kong et al. [34], the extension of fibers due to rearrangement and
microstructure disturbances during shearing provides an important contribution to the
increase in strength; however, studies are not conclusive on the observed stress dilatancy
of fiber-reinforced soils.

A recent study by Dołżyk-Szypcio [37] using the stress–dilatancy relationship for
the direct shear tests developed by Szypcio [38] emphasizes that the stress–dilatancy
relationship is a function of moisture, the degree of compaction, and normal stresses and
can be affected by inclusions in the soil mix. Szypcio [38] suggests further experimental
investigation, especially for cohesive soils on different stress–strain paths. Regarding the
stress–dilatancy relationship of fine and cohesive soils, Yousefpour et al. [39] evaluated
the shear strength–dilation characteristics of silty and clayey sands and demonstrate
that the shear strength, dilation angle, and maximum friction angle decreased with an
increase in the clay content and increased with an increase in the silt content. According to
Yousefpour et al. [39], few studies are concerned with the relationship between the strength
parameters and the dilation of silty and clayey sands. The authors suggest that the direct
shear apparatus is a useful tool for the investigation of the shear strength and dilation
characteristics of fine soils.

As exposed by the literature, there is a need for investigations regarding the shear
stress–dilatancy behavior of fine soils and the influence of the inclusion of fibers on the
strength and dilatancy behavior of fine soil mixtures. Studies related to fine-grained
and clayey lateritic soils reinforced with polymeric fibers are scarce in the literature [4,5].
The present study combined an investigation of the shear strength–dilation behavior of
two lateritic fine soils reinforced with short, randomly distributed polypropylene fibers.
Analyses were conducted using the stress–dilatancy model for the drained direct shear
tests developed by Szypcio [38].

2. Materials and Methods

Two lateritic soils (clayey sand and clay), taken from the state of Sao Paulo in Brazil,
were chosen for this research since they represent typical soils that cover a large area in
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Brazil. The lateritic soils, due to their formation process, underwent leaching processes.
The clay fractions are essentially composed of clay minerals from the Kaolinite group and
hydroxides and hydrated oxides of iron and/or aluminum [40,41]. The clayey soil was
collected from the city of Santa Gertrudes, Sao Paulo and classified as CH soil according to
the Unified Soil Classification System [42] although a significant percentage of sand was
present. The clayey sand, classified as SC soil [42], was collected from the city of Bauru, Sao
Paulo. According to X-ray diffraction analysis [43], the predominant clay minerals in both
lateritic soils were Kaolinite, Illite, Gibbsite, and Hematite. In these soils, the formation of
aggregates of finer soil particles is common due to the action of iron and aluminum oxides
and hydroxides, a characteristic that explains the peculiar behavior of lateritic soils.

The soil samples were characterized by particle size analysis [44], specific gravity [45],
Proctor tests [46], and consistency limits [47]. The physical properties of the soils are
presented in Table 1. The particle distribution of the soils is shown in Figure 1.

Table 1. Characteristics of the natural lateritic soils used in this study.

Properties Values Specification

CH SC

Clay fraction (%)
Silt fraction (%)

Sand fraction (%)

50
14
36

14
5.8

80.2
ASTM D7928 [44]

Specific gravity of solids 2.90 2.65 ASTM D854 [45]
Liquid limit (%)

Plasticity limit (%)
Plasticity Index (%)

51
29
22

16
2

14
ASTM D4318 [47]

Maximum dry unit weight (kN/m3) 16.7 19.50
ASTM D698 [46]

Optimum water content (%) 24.0 10.6

Figure 1. Particle size distribution curves of SC and CH soils.

The fibers used in this research were characterized as short, discrete recycled polypropy-
lene (PP) fibers of light weight and high flexibility that were hydrophobic and inert. The PP
fibers had an average diameter of 18 micrometers, a specific mass of 0.9 g/cm3, an average
length of 18 mm, zero water absorption, and a breaking tensile strength of 610 MPa.

Figure 2 presents the PP fibers used in this study and the samples’ preparation. PP
fibers were randomly distributed into the soil mass at a fiber content of 0.1% and 0.25%
by soil dry weight. These fiber contents are representative of the contents used in soil
mixtures in other studies [16,19,31,48–51]. The soil was homogenized using the optimum
water content of the natural soil, which was obtained from the compaction test in normal
Proctor energy by calculating the amount of water in relation to the total weight of the dry
raw material (soil + fiber).
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Figure 2. Sample preparation: (a) fibers; (b) mixture with CH soil; (b) mixture with SC soil.

Fibers were randomly distributed in the soil matrix and a mechanical mixer was used
to reach a homogenous fiber distribution in the soil and to avoid any potential weakness
plane. Fibers’ mixture in the CH soil was done with humidified soil due to the difficulty
of moistening and homogenizing the dry soil with fibers. In the field, special attention to
the mixture’s production is necessary. Some remarks on the limitations of quality control
procedures can be found in Farloca et al. [52].

In order to obtain the target compaction parameters for each soil mixture, standard
Proctor compaction tests [46] were also conducted on the soils with fiber reinforcements.
Prior to compaction, prepared mixtures were preserved in air-proof bags for a minimum of
24 hours for moisture homogenization. The optimum compaction conditions were used as
the target compaction parameters for the direct shear tests.

This study involved drained direct shear tests that were conducted according to ASTM
D3080 [53] on the compacted soil specimens. The specimens (with and without fibers)
were compacted using the optimum water content and a 95% compaction degree. The test
was conducted on a shear box with dimensions of 100 × 100 × 25 mm, where the lower
part of the shear box is restrained, while the upper part is controlled by a motor to apply a
horizontal shear load in displacement-controlled mode. Since the tests were carried out in
different months, the research with clayey soil specimens was initially performed under
vertical stresses of 100, 200, and 300 kPa prior to shearing. Then, the research continued,
and the sandy soil specimens were consolidated under vertical stresses of 100, 200, and
400 kPa. Tests were conducted at a loading rate of 0.15 mm/min in all tests. We did not
use duplicated soil samples to study the effect of structure on the stress–strain behavior of
reconstituted soil samples. Only one test per normal stress level was conducted. During
the tests, loads and displacements in the axial and horizontal directions were recorded
automatically by a computer-controlled data collection system. Shear stress was recorded
as a function of horizontal displacement up to a total displacement of 15 mm in order to
observe the post-failure behavior.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Influence of PP Fibers on Compaction Properties

Figure 3 shows the compaction curves of both soil mixtures with 0.1% and 0.25% fiber
content, compared to the respective natural soils. The behavior of the maximum dry unit
weight did not change with the inclusion of fibers in the clayey soil, while the optimum
gravimetric water content increased by 0.5% for the 0.25% fiber content. The behavior of the
maximum dry unit weight did slightly reduce with the inclusion of fibers in the sandy soil,
while the optimum gravimetric water content did not change. The results of other studies
show similar compaction curves for soils with and without fiber reinforcement [54–56],
where no significant alterations were evidenced.
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Figure 3. Standard Proctor compaction curves for soil with fiber contents of 0.0%, 0.1%, and 0.25%: (a) CH; (b) SC.

3.2. Influence of PP Fibers on Drained Shear Strength

The results of direct shear tests considering each combination of lateritic soil and
PP fibers are presented in Figures 4 and 5, showing the variations in shear stress and
volumetric change with shear displacements. In Figure 4, the inclusion of fibers in the CH
soil improved the shear strength behavior of the composites, beyond which it remained
constant for 0.1% fiber content. The contribution of the fibers to the increase in soil strength
was superior for the highest fiber content (0.25%) and, after the mixtures underwent plastic
deformation, the resistance of fibers was mobilized, and hardening was observed. This
behavior is in accordance with the results presented in the research of Anagnostopou-
los et al. [15] that studied the shear strength behavior of polypropylene-fiber-reinforced
cohesive soils. The continuous increase in shear stress, mainly for the highest normal
stresses, was justified in Khatri et al. [57] by the mobilization of the tensile strength of
the fibers, which increases the deformation imposed on the material at failure. Regarding
the volume change versus shear displacement plots for the CH soil (Figure 4), the results
evidence, at all stress levels, a lower degree of contraction of fiber-reinforced specimens
than that of unreinforced specimens, directly related to the fiber content. This behavior
was also found in the research of Anagnostopoulos et al. [15]. Specimens exhibited a
trend of dilation occurring under drained shearing for lower stresses and contraction
occurring under higher stresses. The volumetric change was altered by the presence of
fibers, mainly at higher stress levels, and indicates that the presence of fibers considerably
limited the tendency for contraction. Similar results were obtained by Sadek et al. [58] and
Ibraim et al. [59]. According to Anagnostopoulos et al. [15], these results suggest that the
volumetric response, from contractive to dilative, could be a consequence of an apparent
densification of the composite matrix resulting from the interaction mechanism between
the fiber net and the soil particles.

Regarding SC soil (Figure 5), the inclusion of polymeric fibers increased the shear
strength of the soil for higher normal stresses and the higher fiber content. The harden-
ing behavior observed for CH soil was not evidenced in SC specimens. Regarding the
volumetric change results, a trend of a decrease (contraction) in the volume variation
was observed at all stress levels, although the addition of fibers did not produce a trend
of a volume increase as in the CH soil. This behavior was also found in the results of
Silveira et al. [5], who used polyethylene strips in SC lateritic soil. Maher and Gray [60] and
Consoli et al. [61] state that the effect of the inclusion of fibers on the dilation and volume
change is more pronounced at higher loads and strain levels. Regarding the initial tangent
stiffness of the shear stress–displacement curves, the inclusion of polymeric fibers in both
CH and SC soils practically did not affect this property.
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Figure 4. Shear stress and volume change vs. displacement for CH soil with fiber contents of 0.0%, 0.1%, and 0.25%:
(a) 100 kPa; (b) 200 kPa; and (c) 300 kPa.

Figure 5. Shear stress and volume change vs. displacement for SC soil with fiber contents of 0.0%, 0.1%, and 0.25%:
(a) 100 kPa; (b) 200 kPa; (c) 400 kPa.

Figure 6 presents the soil–fiber specimens after shear tests, showing the fibers’ orien-
tation at the sheared interface in the CH soil. No deformation or breakage of fibers was
observed. Kumar and Singh [62] state that an improvement in the ductility of soil through
the stretching of the fibers causes an increase in the soil’s cohesion. According to Darvishi
and Erken [51], because of the extensible nature of the fibers, they are stretched in the soil
matrix during the shearing process, increasing the tension strength of fiber-reinforced soils.
Kong et al. [34] state that the extension of fibers due to rearrangement and microstructure
disturbances during shearing provides an important contribution to the increase in strength.
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For Anagnostopoulos et al. [15], this is a confirmation that fibers withstand tension within
the soil matrix without significantly deforming.

Figure 6. Fibers’ orientation during shearing in lateritic CH soil.

The shear strength envelopes for mixtures with 0%, 0.1%, and 0.25% fiber contents are
shown in Figure 7. The failure criterion adopted was the value of peak shear strength. The
results shown in Figure 7 evidence the friction behavior of SC soil and the high cohesion
(69.2 kPa) and friction angle (26.1◦) of the lateritic clayey soil. Indeed, compacted tropical
soils exhibit good shear strength behavior when unsaturated [63]. After the inclusion of
fibers, an increase in the cohesion and the friction angle was observed with increasing
fiber content in the CH soil. The results of Tang et al. [6] on clayey soil reinforced with
12-mm-long PP fibers showed that the values of cohesion and friction angles also increased
with increasing fiber content.

Figure 7. Shear strength envelopes of natural soil and soil with 0.1% and 0.25% fiber content: (a) CH;
and (b) SC.

The effect of the addition of fibers on the shear strength parameters of SC soil was
evidenced by an increase in the friction angle (Figure 7b), although it was not influenced
by the increase in fiber content. The improvement in the friction angle is most probably
associated with the mobilization of friction between the soil particles and the fibers [64,65]
and due to the relative size of the fibers and soil grains [15].

In order to evaluate the variation in the shear strength response with fiber contents
and normal stress levels, the following strength ratio parameter proposed by Darvishi and
Erken [51] was used:

R =
τ

τun
(1)
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where τ and τun are the stresses of fiber-reinforced and unreinforced soil at the peak shear
value, respectively.

Figure 8 presents results on the strength ratio in the evaluated lateritic soils with
different PP fiber contents and with normal stress levels. For the CH soil (Figure 8a,c), the
strength ratios were observed to be as high as 1.2 with increasing PP fiber content and
the CH soil showed decreased strength ratios under higher normal stresses. The SC soil
(Figure 8b,d) presented alterations in the strength ratio, such as a drop with higher normal
stresses, which was also observed in the sand–fiber mixture evaluated by Darvishi and
Erken [51]. In this case, reinforcement with fibers was more effective for specimens under
low normal stress and 0.25% fiber content.

Figure 8. Variation in the shear strength ratio with fiber content and normal stresses: (a) SC; (b) CH.

3.3. Influence of PP Fibers on the Stress–Dilatancy of Soil Mixtures

Figures 9 and 10 show a plot of the stress ratio (τ/σn) against the dilatancy results
of the natural soil and the fiber-reinforced mixtures for the different normal stress levels,
respectively, for SC soil and CH soil. As shown in Figure 9, at all test stages, the specimens
experienced high contraction rates (negative dilation angles) and the influence of the fibers
is evidenced by the stress–dilatancy behavior of the SC soil mixtures. The results on the
stress–dilatancy behavior of reinforced soil mixtures are in accordance with the results
of Eldesouky et al. [14] in which the contraction rates increased with an increase in the
fiber content. Figure 10 shows that adding 0.25% fiber content to the CH soil significantly
alters the stress–dilatancy behavior of the soil mixture as compared with the addition of
0.1% fiber content. In this case, the clayey soil was more susceptible to alterations in the
stress–dilatancy behavior of the soil than sandy soil.
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Figure 9. Influence of the inclusion of fibers on the stress–dilatancy behavior under direct shear conditions for SC soil:
(a) 100 kPa; (b) 200 kPa; (c) 400 kPa.

Figure 10. Influence of the inclusion of fibers on the stress–dilatancy behavior under direct shear conditions for CH soil:
(a) 100 kPa; (b) 200 kPa; (c) 300 kPa.
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Szypcio [38] developed a complex equation that represents the stress–dilatancy rela-
tionship for the simple shear condition, obtained from the frictional state theory. According
to Szypcio [38], the stress–dilatancy Equation (4) for the simple shear test can be used for
direct and ring shear tests, as follows:

τ

σ
=

√
3η cos Φ

◦
cos θ

3 + η
(

sin θ−√
3sin Φ

◦
cos θ

) (2)

where:
η = Q − AD (3)

Q = M
◦ − αA

◦
(4)

M
◦
=

3sin Φ
◦

√
3cos θ− sin Φ

◦
sin θ)

(5)

for the drained condition,

A
◦
=

1
cos(θ− θε)

{
1 − 2

3
M

◦
sin

(
θ+

2
3

π

)}
(6)

A = βA
◦

(7)

θε = arc tan

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

1√
3

δh
δs√

1 +
(

δh
δs

)2

⎫⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎭ (8)

D = −
√

3
δh
δs√

1 + 4
3

(
δh
δs

)2
(9)

where Φ◦ is the critical frictional state angle, α and β are frictional state theory parameters,
h is the growth in the sample’s height during shear, and s is the displacement of the
shear box.

Based on the experimental data on non-cohesive soils, the stress–dilatancy relationship
calculated using the frictional state theory with Φ◦ = Φcυ, θ = 15◦, α = 0, and β = 1.4 is
acceptable [38]. Figure 11 shows an example of the stress ratio–dilatancy relationship for
the mentioned parameters.

Figure 11. Stress–dilatancy relationship developed by Szypcio [38] (modified).

According to the proposed model, parameters α and β represent the mode of defor-
mation in the shear band. Parameter α translates the reference curve obtained for α = 0
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upward for α < 0 and downward for α > 0. Parameter β significantly influences the stress
ratio–dilatancy relationship for dilation and contraction during shearing. For almost all
tests, in the initial phase of shearing, the relationship between τ/σn and δh/δs is not linear,
while in the pre-peak and post-peak phases of shearing, a linear relationship τ/σn—δh/δs
is observed, and parameters α and β can be calculated by use of an approximation tech-
nique [37,38]. In the study of Dołżyk and Szypcio [37], the pre-peak and post-peak phases
of shearing were obtained with parameter intervals of 0.1 < α < 1.1 and 2.1 < β < 6.0 (large
direct shear box) and α = 0 and β = 1.4 (small direct shear box), showing a higher degree of
non-homogeneous deformation in the shear band in the large box apparatus.

The results on stress–dilatancy relationships for the SC soil and the fiber-reinforced
mixtures are shown in Figure 12. The best fit obtained using Equation (2) well approxi-
mates the experimental relationship at failure (pre-peak experimental data) for Φ◦ = 32◦,
−0.15 < α < −0.1, and 2.0 < β < 2.4. According to Figure 12, the increase in parameter β after
the inclusion of fibers in the SC soil demonstrates the influence on the stress ratio–dilatancy
relationship during shear, which was superior for the higher fiber content. As also observed
by Dołżyk and Szypcio [37], this indicates that the stress–dilatancy relationship is affected
by inclusions in the soil mix.

Figure 12. Influence of the inclusion of fibers on the stress–dilatancy relationship under direct shear
conditions for SC soil: (a) 100 kPa; (b) 200 kPa; (c) 400 kPa.

An approach for cohesive soils was used to understand the stress–dilation behavior of
the CH soil. According to BS8002 [66], for fine soils, the critical frictional state angle can be
estimated based on Atterberg limits as follows:

Φ
◦
= 42 − 12.5 log(PI) for 5% < PI < 100% (10)

where PI is the soil plasticity index.
In the natural clayey soil (Figure 13), the best fit obtained using Equation (2) well

approximates the experimental relationship at failure (pre-peak experimental data) for
Φ◦ = 25.2◦, −0.9 < α < −0.8, and 1.0 < β < 1.1. In general, the stress–dilatancy behavior of
the clayey samples was not affected by the inclusion of fibers, which was observed by the
parameters with the same fit. However, the pre-peak and post-peak phases of shearing
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showed different behaviors when comparing the natural and fiber-reinforced samples.
These results can be used to develop constitutive models for fiber-reinforced soils.

Figure 13. Influence of the inclusion of fibers on the stress–dilatancy relationship under direct shear
conditions of CH soil: (a) 100 kPa; (b) 200 kPa; (c) 300 kPa.

4. Conclusions

This study investigated the effect of recycled polypropylene fibers on the shear
strength–dilation behavior of two lateritic soils using the stress–dilatancy relationship
for direct shear tests. The following conclusions can be drawn:

1. The inclusion of PP fibers improved the shear strength behavior of the composites in
both soils, while the soils’ initial stiffness was practically not affected;

2. The contribution of the fibers to the increase in the soil strength was superior in the
clayey soil and for the highest content (0.25%), observed by a substantial increase
in the friction angle. The resistance of fibers was mobilized, and soil hardening was
observed. Fibers’ orientation at the sheared interface could be observed;

3. The volumetric change in the clayey soil was altered by the presence of fibers under
drained shear mainly at higher stress levels. The results indicate that the presence of
fibers considerably limited the tendency for contraction. A trend of a decrease in the
volume variation was observed for higher normal stresses in the sandy soil; and

4. The Szypcio [38] model demonstrated the influence on the stress ratio–dilatancy
relationship during shear, which was superior for the higher fiber content in the
sandy soil. In the clayey soil, the pre-peak and post-peak phases of shearing showed
different behaviors when comparing natural and fiber-reinforced samples. Overall,
the results indicate that the stress–dilatancy relationship is affected by inclusions in
the soil mix.
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Abstract: This study aims at modeling the compaction characteristics of fine-grained soils blended
with sand-sized (0.075–4.75 mm) recycled tire-derived aggregates (TDAs). Model development
and calibration were performed using a large and diverse database of 100 soil–TDA compaction
tests (with the TDA-to-soil dry mass ratio ≤ 30%) assembled from the literature. Following a
comprehensive statistical analysis, it is demonstrated that the optimum moisture content (OMC) and
maximum dry unit weight (MDUW) for soil–TDA blends (across different soil types, TDA particle
sizes and compaction energy levels) can be expressed as universal power functions of the OMC and
MDUW of the unamended soil, along with the soil to soil–TDA specific gravity ratio. Employing
the Bland–Altman analysis, the 95% upper and lower (water content) agreement limits between the
predicted and measured OMC values were, respectively, obtained as +1.09% and −1.23%, both of
which can be considered negligible for practical applications. For the MDUW predictions, these
limits were calculated as +0.67 and −0.71 kN/m3, which (like the OMC) can be deemed acceptable
for prediction purposes. Having established the OMC and MDUW of the unamended fine-grained
soil, the empirical models proposed in this study offer a practical procedure towards predicting
the compaction characteristics of the soil–TDA blends without the hurdles of performing separate
laboratory compaction tests, and thus can be employed in practice for preliminary design assessments
and/or soil–TDA optimization studies.

Keywords: fine-grained soil; tire-derived aggregate; optimum moisture content; maximum dry unit
weight; Bland–Altman analysis

1. Introduction

Lately, many developed and developing countries have initiated the transition to
‘sustainable infrastructure’, a concept that (among other things) encourages the replacement
of natural quarry-based aggregates with recycled solid waste materials. End-of-life tires
(ELTs) from the automotive industry are among the largest and most problematic global
waste streams, prompting recycled tire-derived aggregates (TDAs) to become one of the
most targeted materials for civil engineering applications. Because of their physical and
mechanical attributes, particularly in terms of their relatively low density, high energy
absorption capacity, resilience and low water adsorption–retention potential, granulated
TDA-based products (e.g., crumbs, buffings and fibers) have been well established as
effective soil-blending agents for the development of high-performance (and sustainable)
geomaterials for a variety of practical geotechnical applications, such as soil stabilization,
highway embankment and pavement constructions, as well as for bridge abutment and
retaining wall backfills [1–5]. Further, Shahrokhi-Shahraki et al. [6] investigated the use of
pulverized waste tire, either on its own or mixed with soil (well-graded sand), to act as
an adsorptive fill material, demonstrating adsorption of organic/inorganic contaminants,
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namely benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and xylene (BTEX) components, and two heavy
metal ions (Pb2+ and Cu2+).

Research on soil–TDA mixtures dates back to the early 1990s, where theoretical con-
cepts governing the mechanical performance of this (then-emerging) geomaterial were first
put into perspective. Earlier investigations were mainly focused on coarse-grained soils
(mainly sands), demonstrating that the granular soil–TDA blend, resembling a rigid–soft
matrix, can be optimized in terms of the TDA content and its particle geometry (i.e., its
mean particle size and shape) to achieve any desired balance between the strength/stiffness
and deformability parameters of the TDA-based blend [7–13]. These early investigations
unanimously concluded that the addition of TDA to coarse-grained soils leads to notable
reductions in the soils’ mobilized strength and stiffness while enhancing their ductility
characteristics, which was mainly ascribed to the lower stiffness (and higher deformability)
of the soft TDA particles compared with that of the rigid soil grains. Furthermore, depend-
ing on the TDA content and its mean particle size (in relation to the rigid soil grains), the
stress–strain response of a granular soil–TDA blend can fall into one of three behavioral
categories [12,13]: (i) rigid-dominant; (ii) rigid–soft transitional; and (iii) soft-dominant.
The transitional behavior (by definition) resembles a perfect balance between the blend’s
strength/stiffness and ductility/toughness—a review of the research literature indicates
that the transitional behavior is often encountered at a volumetric TDA content (commonly
defined as the ‘TDA-to-granular soil + TDA’ volume ratio) of 30–50% [14].

Later studies followed suit, confirming the suitability of TDA-based products, particu-
larly when paired with chemical binders, as effective blending agents for compacted fine-
grained soils (including expansive clays) capable of promoting improved shear strength
performance, reduced swell–shrink (and hence desiccation-induced cracking) potential
and improved damping [15–22]. In terms of shear strength, for instance, these studies con-
cluded that the addition of TDA at low TDA-to-fine-grained soil mass ratios (mainly less
than 10%) often produces relatively small improvements, attributed to ‘arching’ between
the TDA particles within the soil–TDA agglomerations [19,22] and induced ‘inter-particle
friction’ generated at the soil–TDA interfaces [16]. These studies also demonstrate that
higher TDA contents tend to cause serious concerns for undrained strength and stiffness,
largely due to the relatively lower stiffness (and higher deformability) of the soil–TDA
agglomerations compared to individual soil agglomerations containing no TDA [17,19].
Accordingly, for projects where the strength and stiffness are of primary importance, the
compacted fine-grained soil–TDA blend requires stabilization by means of conventional ce-
mentitious (e.g., Portland cement and quick lime [15,18]) or polymer (e.g., polyacrylamide
and sodium alginate [22,23]) binders.

Like natural (unamended) fine-grained soils, an essential step towards the production
and placement of suitable soil–TDA earth fills is compaction. The governing variables
which control the compactability of TDA-blended fine-grained soils have been well doc-
umented in the research literature. It is generally accepted that the addition of TDA to
fine-grained soils leads to notable reductions in the optimum moisture content (OMC)
and the corresponding maximum dry unit weight (MDUW), mainly attributed to the
TDA material’s hydrophobic character (water adsorption being mainly less than 4%), rela-
tively lower density and higher energy absorption capacity compared with that of the soil
solids [24–26]. The OMC and MDUW parameters are commonly measured by standard-
ized laboratory compaction tests which, though straightforward in terms of execution, are
fairly labor-intensive and highly time-consuming. Accordingly, several attempts have been
made to devise empirical-type correlations for indirect estimation of the OMC and MDUW
of unamended fine-grained soils, all of which employ the soil consistency (Atterberg)
limits as the primary predictors [27–33]. Common TDA-based products (e.g., crumbs,
buffings and fibers) used in conjunction with fine-grained soils are mainly similar in size
to predominantly medium–coarse sand (0.425–4.75 mm); as such, the soil consistency
limit tests would not be applicable to most soil–TDA blends. This implies that the many
well-established empirical correlations reported for indirect estimation of the OMC and
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MDUW of unamended fine-grained soils cannot be extended to soil–TDA blends; this
limitation highlighting the need to develop an entirely new modeling framework.

A review of the research literature indicates that no modeling framework exists for the
compaction characteristics of fine-grained soil–TDA blends. Accordingly, this study aims
at establishing practical empirical models for indirect estimation of the OMC and MDUW
of TDA-blended fine-grained soils. Model development and calibration are carried out
using a large and diverse database of 100 soil–TDA compaction tests assembled from the
research literature. The empirical models proposed in this study offer a practical procedure
towards predicting the compaction characteristics of soil–TDA blends without the hurdles
of performing separate laboratory compaction tests, and thus can be used for preliminary
design assessments and/or soil–TDA optimization studies.

2. Database of Soil–TDA Compaction Tests

Given that empirical models/correlations are purely data-driven, their predictive capa-
bility is highly dependent on the database from which they are developed. Accordingly, to
establish practical empirical models for the OMC and MDUW of soil–TDA blends, a large
and diverse database of 100 soil–TDA compaction tests was gathered from the authors’ pre-
vious publications [19,22,23,34,35] as well as other recent literature sources [15–17,36–39].
Detailed descriptions of the assembled database are presented in Tables 1 and 2. The
compiled database consisted of 21 datasets (designated as D1–D21), each defined as a
collection of standard or modified (heavy) Proctor compaction tests for a given fine-grained
soil mixed with a particular TDA material (constant particle size/shape) at varying TDA
contents (denoted as f T and defined as the TDA-to-soil dry mass ratio, here expressed as a
percentage value).

Table 1. Soil properties for the compiled database of soil–TDA compaction tests.

Dataset Source
Compaction
Energy Level

N Soil ID GS
s LL (%) PI (%) f fines (%) f clay (%) A Soil USCS

D1 [15] Modified Proctor 4 S1 2.61 49.5 26.2 - - - CI
D2 [36] Standard Proctor 5 S2 2.65 74.0 38.0 97.0 70.0 0.54 MV
D3 [36] Standard Proctor 5 S3 2.65 56.0 36.0 94.0 59.0 0.61 CH
D4 [37] Standard Proctor 4 S4 2.72 53.0 14.0 63.6 52.8 0.27 MH
D5 [16] Standard Proctor 7 S5 2.69 52.2 28.1 96.4 47.2 0.60 CH
D6 [16] Modified Proctor 7 S5 2.69 52.2 28.1 96.4 47.2 0.60 CH
D7 [38] Modified Proctor 5 S6 2.69 34.2 9.4 92.2 60.7 0.15 ML
D8 [17] Modified Proctor 5 S6 2.69 34.2 9.4 92.2 60.7 0.15 ML
D9 [39] Standard Proctor 5 S7 2.65 52.0 31.0 62.0 - - CH
D10 [39] Standard Proctor 5 S8 2.65 60.0 38.0 54.0 - - CH
D11 [34] Standard Proctor 5 S9 2.69 44.2 21.9 99.0 49.0 0.45 CI
D12 [34] Standard Proctor 5 S10 2.67 47.2 29.2 69.0 37.0 0.79 CI
D13 [34] Standard Proctor 5 S11 2.71 59.5 31.6 99.0 53.0 0.60 CH
D14 [34] Standard Proctor 5 S12 2.72 77.6 57.0 80.0 44.0 1.30 CV
D15 [35] Standard Proctor 5 S13 2.73 59.6 32.3 99.1 51.7 0.62 CH
D16 [35] Standard Proctor 5 S13 2.73 59.6 32.3 99.1 51.7 0.62 CH
D17 [23] Standard Proctor 5 S14 2.76 78.4 54.2 78.0 43.0 1.26 CV
D18 [19] Standard Proctor 4 S15 2.77 43.6 21.5 80.0 43.0 0.50 CI
D19 [19] Standard Proctor 4 S15 2.77 43.6 21.5 80.0 43.0 0.50 CI
D20 [19] Standard Proctor 4 S15 2.77 43.6 21.5 80.0 43.0 0.50 CI
D21 [22] Standard Proctor 5 S16 2.73 84.3 52.3 99.0 52.0 1.01 CV

Note: N = number of compaction tests; GS
s = specific gravity of soil solids (in the absence of a reliable value, the typical representative

specific gravity of 2.65 was considered); LL = liquid limit; PI = plasticity index; f fines = fines content (<75 μm); f clay = clay content (<2 μm);
A = activity index (calculated as A = PI/f clay); and USCS = Unified Soil Classification System, as per BS 5930 [40].
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Table 2. TDA properties for the compiled database of soil–TDA compaction tests.

Dataset Source N Soil ID TDA Type GT
s D50 (mm) CU CC TDA USCS TDA Content f T (%)

D1 [15] 4 S1 Tire buffings 1.08 2.36 2.39 0.94 SP 0, 5.3, 11.1, 17.6

D2 [36] 5 S2 Crumb rubber
(425–600 μm) 0.85 - - - SP 0, 5, 10, 15, 20

D3 [36] 5 S3 Crumb rubber
(425–600 μm) 0.85 - - - SP 0, 5, 10, 15, 20

D4 [37] 4 S4 Granular rubber 1.12 1.04 2.55 1.08 SP 0, 5, 10, 20

D5 [16] 7 S5 Rubber powder
(0.075–2 mm) 1.14 - - - SP 0, 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25

D6 [16] 7 S5 Rubber powder
(0.075–2 mm) 1.14 - - - SP 0, 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25

D7 [38] 5 S6 Crumb rubber 1.13 1.54 2.20 1.31 SP 0, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10
D8 [17] 5 S6 Rubber fiber 1.07 1.64 2.95 1.27 SP 0, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10

D9 [39] 5 S7 Crumb rubber
(75–425 μm) 0.85 - - - SP 0, 5, 10, 15, 20

D10 [39] 5 S8 Crumb rubber
(75–425 μm) 0.85 - - - SP 0, 5, 10, 15, 20

D11 [34] 5 S9 Ground rubber 1.09 0.48 2.83 1.19 SP 0, 5, 10, 20, 30
D12 [34] 5 S10 Ground rubber 1.09 0.48 2.83 1.19 SP 0, 5, 10, 20, 30
D13 [34] 5 S11 Ground rubber 1.09 0.48 2.83 1.19 SP 0, 5, 10, 20, 30
D14 [34] 5 S12 Ground rubber 1.09 0.48 2.83 1.19 SP 0, 5, 10, 20, 30
D15 [35] 5 S13 Rubber crumbs 1.09 0.48 2.83 1.19 SP 0, 5, 10, 20, 30
D16 [35] 5 S13 Rubber buffings 1.09 1.58 1.56 1.03 SP 0, 5, 10, 20, 30
D17 [23] 5 S14 Ground rubber 1.09 0.48 2.83 1.19 SP 0, 5, 10, 20, 30
D18 [19] 4 S15 TDA–Fine 1.08 0.46 3.06 1.23 SP 0, 5, 10, 20
D19 [19] 4 S15 TDA–Medium 1.10 1.67 1.85 1.09 SP 0, 5, 10, 20
D20 [19] 4 S15 TDA–Coarse 1.11 3.34 1.89 1.10 SP 0, 5, 10, 20
D21 [22] 5 S16 Ground rubber 1.09 0.46 3.06 1.23 SP 0, 5, 10, 20, 30

Note: N = number of compaction tests; GT
s = specific gravity of TDA particles; D50 = mean TDA particle size; CU and CC = coefficients of

uniformity and curvature, respectively; f T = TDA-to-soil dry mass ratio, here expressed as a percentage value; and USCS = Unified Soil
Classification System, as per BS 5930 [40].

As demonstrated in Table 1, the 21 datasets included a total of sixteen fine-grained soils
(designated as S1–S16), covering reasonably wide ranges of surface texture, plasticity and
mineralogical properties—that is, f clay = 37–70%, LL = 34.2−84.3% and A = PI/f clay = 0.15–1.30
(where f clay, LL, PI and A denote clay content, liquid limit, plasticity index and activity
index, respectively). In terms of classification, the database soils consisted of three silts and
thirteen clays with the following USCS frequencies, as per BS 5930 [40]: ML = 1; MH = 1;
MV = 1; CI = 4; CH = 6; and CV = 3. Referring to Table 2; the compiled database covers
all major types of commercially available poorly-graded sand-sized (i.e., SP classification)
TDA products (e.g., powder, crumbs and buffings), with the TDA mean particle size (or
D50) ranging between 0.46 and 3.34 mm. Furthermore, in terms of mix design, the TDA
content varied between 2.5% and 30% (the latter considered to be the highest possible
whilst still maintaining mixture homogeneity), and each of the 21 datasets, in addition to
the unamended soil (f T = 0), included a minimum of three compaction test data for three
different TDA contents. It should be mentioned that the experimental OMC values ranged
between 12.4% and 28.0% water content, with the complete results of the compaction tests
presented in Figure A1 of the Appendix A.

3. Governing Mechanisms Controlling the Compactability of Soil–TDA Blends

It is generally accepted that the addition of (and content increase in) TDA, with con-
stant particle size/shape, leads to a ‘leftward–downward’ translation of the soil compaction
curve (for a given compactive effort), causing notable reductions in the OMC and MDUW
parameters [24–26]. The TDA material’s lower specific gravity (or density) compared with
that of the soil solids has been reported to be the primary factor responsible for decreas-
ing the MDUW [15]. For the compiled soil–TDA database used in this investigation (see
Tables 1 and 2), the TDA-to-soil specific gravity ratio (i.e., GT

s /GS
s ) was found to range

between 0.31 and 0.44. Moreover, some researchers have postulated that, because of their
high energy absorption capacity (attributed to their high elasticity), the compacted TDA
particles may progressively recover their initial uncompacted shapes through a so-called
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‘elastic-rebound’ recovery mechanism, thereby offsetting the efficiency of the imparted
compactive effort, also contributing towards decreasing the MDUW [17,34,41]. The reduc-
tions reported for the OMC have been mainly ascribed to the TDA material’s hydrophobic
character and hence its lower water adsorption–retention capacity (being mainly less than
4%) compared with that of the fine soil particles, particularly clays [16]. It should be
mentioned that, while the reported results for the MDUW are fairly consistent, a limited
number of studies have reported either negligible or increasing trends for the OMC with
respect to increasing the TDA content [42–44]. These unexpected trends may be attributed
to TDA segregation (and hence TDA clustering) effects caused by inadequate soil–TDA
mixing during sample preparation for the compaction test [19,39]. As such, in compiling
our database for the present investigation, it was decided to include only those datasets
which are consistent with the more unanimous ‘OMC-decreasing’ trend.

It is well accepted that the MDUW and OMC for unamended fine-grained soils
(irrespective of compactive effort) are strongly correlated, following a unique ‘path of
optimums’ somewhat parallel to the standard zero-air-voids (ZAV) saturation line (com-
monly obtained for a typical specific gravity of 2.65 for the soil solids) [27,29,31]. For
instance, in their investigation, Gurtug and Sridharan [27] reported the following ‘path
of optimums’ relationships based on a database of 181 compaction tests (with OMC wa-
ter contents ranging wopt = 7.4–49.0%) involving a variety of ‘unamended’ fine-grained
soils tested at four different compaction energy levels (i.e., reduced, standard, reduced
modified and modified Proctor): (i) γdmax = −0.28 wopt + 22.26 (with R2 = 0.941); and
(ii) γdmax = 23.68 exp[ −0.018 wopt] (with R2 = 0.960), where γdmax is the deduced MDUW
value. Figure 1a illustrates the variations of MDUW against OMC for the compiled database
of 100 soil–TDA compaction tests (data values presented in Figure A1). As is evident from
this figure, the data points are significantly scattered, indicating that the MDUW and
OMC are poorly correlated for the investigated soil–TDA blends. For unamended fine-
grained soils, an increase in the coarse fraction (>75 μm) leads to an ‘upward–leftward’
translation of the compaction curve, with the optimum (peak) point translating along the
previously described universal ‘path of optimums’. For soil–TDA blends, however, an
increase in TDA content (0.075–4.75 mm particle size range), which is essentially similar
to increasing the soil coarse fraction, results in a ‘downward–leftward’ translation of the
optimum point, implying that soil–TDA blends do not conform to the general ‘path of
optimums’ correlation framework. This discrepancy can be attributed to the significant
mismatch in density (and hence specific gravity) between the soil solids and TDA particles,
allowing one to postulate that the lower MDUW values obtained for soil–TDA blends may
not necessarily reflect their lower compactability potential. To achieve a more familiar
visualization of the compaction characteristics of soil–TDA blends, consistent with the
traditional soil compaction framework (for unamended soils), the conventional OMC and
MDUW parameters, wopt and γdmax, should be ‘normalized’ as follows [19]:

w∗
opt = wopt

(
GST

s

GS
s

)
(1)

γ∗
dmax = γdmax

(
GS

s

GST
s

)
(2)

where w∗
opt and γ∗

dmax = normalized OMC and MDUW parameters, respectively; and GS
s

and GST
s = specific gravity of soil solids (values presented in Table 1) and soil–TDA mixture

(values presented in Table A1 of the Appendix A), respectively.
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Figure 1. Variations of MDUW against OMC for the compiled database of 100 soil–TDA compaction tests: (a) Conventional
definition; and (b) Normalized definition according to Equations (1) and (2).

It should be mentioned that the soil–TDA mixture specific gravity GST
s , which de-

creases with increasing the TDA content (i.e., GST
s ∼ f T

−1, as demonstrated in Table A1),
was obtained as follows [34,45]:

GST
s =

GS
s GT

s (MS + MT)

GS
s MT + GT

s MS
=

GS
s GT

s (1 + fT)

GS
s fT + GT

s
(3)

where GT
s = specific gravity of TDA particles (values presented in Table 2); MS and

MT = mass of oven-dried soil and TDA, respectively; and f T = TDA content, defined
as the TDA-to-soil dry mass ratio (or MT/MS).

Figure 1b illustrates the variations of γ∗
dmax against w∗

opt for the compiled database. As
is evident from this figure, the normalized MDUW and OMC, in addition to showcasing
a strong correlation, conform to the general ‘path of optimums’ framework described
earlier for unamended fine-grained soils. As a typical example, exponential-fitting of the
normalized compaction data resulted in γ∗

dmax = 23.44 exp[ −0.017 w∗
opt] (with R2 = 0.818)

for f T ≤ 30%, which is essentially identical to γdmax–wopt relationships previously reported
for unamended fine-grained soils by Gurtug and Sridharan [27] and Sivrikaya et al. [29].

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Modeling Premise

Following a comprehensive trial-and-error investigation employing the 21 soil–TDA
compaction datasets (see Table A1 and Figure A1), it was observed that, for a given fine-
grained soil mixed with a particular TDA material (constant particle size/shape), the
conventional OMC and MDUW parameters (for the standard or modified Proctor energy
level) can be expressed as follows:

wST
opt = wS

opt

(
GS

s

GST
s

)βM

(4)

γST
dmax = γS

dmax

(
GS

s

GST
s

)βD

(5)

where wST
opt and γST

dmax = conventional OMC and MDUW for the soil–TDA mixture, respec-
tively; wS

opt and γS
dmax = intercept parameters for f T = 0 (in % and kN/m3, respectively);

and βM and βD = reduction rate parameters (both < 0).
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The dependent/input variable GS
s /GST

s selected for model development captures the
combined effects of TDA content and TDA specific gravity; the latter well-established
to vary (i.e., 0.85–1.14 for the present investigation, as outlined in Table 2) depending
on the source-tire composition, the adopted tire recycling process, and the TDA particle
size/shape [24,26]. The intercept parameters wS

opt and γS
dmax represent the OMC and

MDUW of the unamended soil, since setting f T = 0 in Equation (3) results in GST
s = GS

s .
Note that these intercept parameters can be either fixed based on measured values or set
as independent fitting parameters. Further, since the soil–TDA mixture specific gravity
decreases with increasing the TDA content (i.e., GST

s ∼ f T
−1 and hence GS

s /GST
s ∼ f T; see

Table A1), the parameters βM and βD (which are both negative) represent the rates of
reduction in the OMC and MDUW, respectively, in relation to increasing the TDA content.

It should be mentioned that the trial-and-error investigation performed by the authors
and leading to the proposal of Equations (4) and (5) involved applying various functional
expressions (i.e., linear, logarithmic, polynomial, exponential and power) to the 21 soil–
TDA compaction datasets and then cross-checking their predictive performances using
routine fit-measure indices; namely, the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) and the
normalized root-mean-squared error (NRMSE), which were calculated as follows [46]:

MAPE =
1
N

N

∑
n=1

∣∣∣∣yn − ŷn

yn

∣∣∣∣× 100% (6)

NRMSE =
RMSE

yn
× 100% (7)

RMSE =

√√√√ 1
N

N

∑
n=1

(yn − ŷn)
2 (8)

where RMSE = root-mean-squared error (in the same unit as OMC or MDUW); yn = measured
variable (OMC or MDUW); ŷn = predicted variable (OMC or MDUW); yn = arithmetic
mean of yn data; and N = number of observations (or compaction tests) in each dataset, as
reported in Table 1.

The regression analysis outputs with respect to Equations (4) and (5) (with wS
opt and

γS
dmax set as independent fitting parameters) are presented in Tables 3 and 4, respectively.

Judging by the high R2 (with median values of 0.989 and 0.987 for the OMC and MDUW
predictions, respectively) and the low MAPE or NRMSE (unanimously less than 4%) values,
the functional expressions proposed in Equations (4) and (5) can be deemed acceptable.
Quite clearly, to employ Equations (4) and (5) for routine prediction purposes, the fitting
parameters βM and βD should be calibrated. In view of their definitions, the intercept
parameters wS

opt and γS
dmax can be simply fixed based on the measured OMC and MDUW

of the unamended soil (f T = 0). Provided that the reduction rate parameters βM and βD can
be practically calibrated without the need for obtaining any specific soil–TDA compaction
test data, it would follow that, having established the OMC and MDUW of an unamended
fine-grained soil (along with the soil and TDA specific gravities; the latter often provided
by the TDA manufacturer), one can predict the OMC and MDUW of the same soil mixed
with any specified TDA content. The following sections describe practical calibration
frameworks for obtaining βM and βD.
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Table 3. Summary of the regression analysis outputs with respect to Equation (4) (OMC model).

Dataset N wS
opt(%) βM R2 MAPE (%) NRMSE (%)

D1 4 20.06 −0.842 0.997 0.32 0.32
D2 5 25.99 −1.275 0.931 3.19 3.77
D3 5 26.56 −1.202 0.977 1.88 1.97
D4 4 25.45 −0.668 0.904 2.54 2.72
D5 7 22.37 −0.639 0.944 1.10 1.33
D6 7 17.37 −0.788 0.993 0.47 0.53
D7 5 20.93 −0.944 0.989 0.38 0.42
D8 5 20.83 −1.057 0.985 0.48 0.59
D9 5 15.87 −0.817 0.991 0.80 0.85
D10 5 16.44 −0.839 0.952 1.74 1.93
D11 5 20.74 −0.925 0.990 0.87 1.02
D12 5 16.53 −0.813 0.992 0.66 0.70
D13 5 25.74 −1.046 0.956 2.05 2.22
D14 5 19.17 −1.263 0.987 1.21 1.40
D15 5 26.28 −0.862 0.987 0.93 1.04
D16 5 26.08 −0.905 0.996 0.45 0.57
D17 5 20.41 −0.976 0.992 0.84 0.90
D18 4 19.80 −1.009 0.977 1.31 1.36
D19 4 19.65 −1.163 0.993 0.78 0.81
D20 4 19.34 −1.241 0.992 0.74 0.93
D21 5 28.04 −1.038 0.999 0.19 0.23

Note: N = number of compaction tests; R2 = coefficient of determination; MAPE = mean absolute percentage
error (Equation (6)); NRMSE = normalized root-mean-squared error (Equation (7)); wS

opt = OMC intercept
parameter; and βM = OMC reduction rate parameter for increasing TDA content.

Table 4. Summary of the regression analysis outputs with respect to Equation (5) (MDUW model).

Dataset N γS
dmax (kN/m3) βD R2 MAPE (%) NRMSE (%)

D1 4 17.72 −0.874 0.996 0.35 0.39
D2 5 15.42 −0.481 0.984 0.51 0.65
D3 5 15.32 −0.265 0.937 0.69 0.73
D4 4 15.27 −0.440 0.995 0.23 0.24
D5 7 16.76 −0.714 0.996 0.34 0.40
D6 7 18.46 −0.655 0.996 0.29 0.35
D7 5 16.56 −1.030 0.944 1.01 1.05
D8 5 16.49 −0.846 0.966 0.62 0.74
D9 5 18.38 −0.454 0.942 1.08 1.24
D10 5 18.29 −0.734 0.938 1.79 2.05
D11 5 15.48 −0.368 0.987 0.36 0.42
D12 5 16.38 −0.404 0.996 0.21 0.27
D13 5 14.66 −0.336 0.968 0.61 0.64
D14 5 15.81 −0.290 0.976 0.42 0.48
D15 5 15.04 −0.360 0.998 0.13 0.16
D16 5 15.03 −0.359 0.997 0.18 0.22
D17 5 15.96 −0.254 0.984 0.33 0.35
D18 4 16.96 −0.371 0.995 0.21 0.22
D19 4 16.92 −0.460 0.989 0.39 0.41
D20 4 16.82 −0.580 0.964 0.91 0.93
D21 5 14.63 −0.415 0.990 0.41 0.44

Note: N = number of compaction tests; R2 = coefficient of determination; MAPE = mean absolute percentage
error (Equation (6)); NRMSE = normalized root-mean-squared error (Equation (7)); γS

dmax = MDUW intercept
parameter; and βD = MDUW reduction rate parameter for increasing TDA content.

4.2. Predictive Models Employing Mean Reduction Rate Parameters

Figure 2a,b illustrates the variations of βM and βD for the 21 soil–TDA compaction
datasets, respectively. In terms of absolute magnitude, βM was found to be consistently
greater than its βD counterpart, indicating that the rate of OMC reduction with respect to
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increasing TDA content is greater than that of the MDUW. Judging by the low standard
deviation (SD) for βM and βD (computed as 0.187 and 0.218, respectively), as well as the rel-
atively small vertical distance between their upper and lower variation boundaries (see ‘UB’
and ‘LB’ in Figure 2), it may be possible to achieve reliable OMC and MDUW predictions
(across different fine-grained soil types, TDA particle sizes/shapes and compaction energy
levels) by adopting mean values for the βM and βD parameters. To examine this hypothesis,
the arithmetic means for the 21 βM and βD values were calculated (i.e., βM = −0.967 and
βD = −0.509, as outlined in Figure 2), and appointed to Equations (4) and (5), resulting in
the following new relationships:

wST
opt = wS

opt

(
GS

s

GST
s

)−0.967

(9)

γST
dmax = γS

dmax

(
GS

s

GST
s

)−0.509

(10)

Figure 2. Variations of (a) βM and (b) βD for the 21 soil–TDA compaction datasets investigated. Note: UB and LB denote
the upper and lower variation boundaries, respectively.

Scatter plots illustrating the variations of predicted (by Equations (9) and (10)) against
measured OMC and MDUW values are presented in Figure 3a,b, respectively. As is evident
from these figures, the predicted and measured values, particularly for the OMC, are
strongly correlated with each other. The R2, MAPE and NRMSE associated with these
predictions were, respectively, calculated as 0.970, 2.7% and 3.2% for the OMC, and 0.908,
2.6% and 3.2% for the MDUW.

The excellent graphical correlation (high R2), together with the low MAPE or NRMSE
values, obtained for Equations (9) and (10) would normally lead to corroborating their
predictive capability. However, a critical examination of the prediction residuals should
also be performed to better perceive the true implications of these predictions for routine
geotechnical engineering applications [47]. This can be achieved by quantifying and criti-
cally examining the statistical ‘limits of agreement’ between the predicted and measured
values, which was conducted using the Bland–Altman (BA) analysis [48]. The BA analysis
involves developing a scatter plot with the y-axis representing the difference between the
two compared variables (e.g., OMCP − OMCM, where the subscripts ‘P’ and ‘M’ denote
predicted and measured variables, respectively) and the x-axis showing the average of
these variables (e.g., [OMCP + OMCM]/2). The 95% upper and lower agreement limits
with respect to the BA plot can be, respectively, quantified as UAL = Mean + 1.96 × SD and
LAL = Mean − 1.96 × SD (where ‘Mean’ and ‘SD’ are the arithmetic mean and standard
deviation of the y-axis data, respectively).
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a b

Figure 3. Variations of predicted against measured compaction parameters for the 21 soil–TDA compaction datasets:
(a) OMC (Equation (9)); and (b) MDUW (Equation (10)).

BA plots for the OMC and MDUW predictions (Equations (9) and (10)) are presented
in Figure 4a,b, respectively. The mean of differences between OMCP and OMCM was found
to be −0.07%, indicating that the OMC predictions were on average 0.07% (water content)
lower than their measured counterparts. The 95% agreement limits between OMCP and
OMCM were calculated as UAL = +1.09% and LAL = −1.23%, implying that 95% of the
predictions made by Equation (9) are associated with errors ranging between these two
water content limits, both of which can be considered negligible for practical applications.
As for the MDUW (see Figure 4b), the mean of differences, UAL and LAL were obtained
as −0.12, +0.80 and −1.04 kN/m3, respectively. Taking into account the nature of the
MDUW parameter and its variations across different fine-grained soil types and also with
standard and modified compaction energy levels (these variations being relatively smaller
compared with that of the OMC [27,31,33]), the errors associated with Equation (10), though
practically acceptable, may require further improvement. Alternatively, having predicted
the OMC by Equation (9), the corresponding MDUW can be estimated with more accuracy
through a practical single-point compaction test (performed at the predicted OMC).

a

LAL:

UAL:

b

LAL:

UAL:

Figure 4. Bland–Altman plots for the (a) OMC and (b) MDUW predictions (made by Equations (9) and (10), respectively).
Note: UAL and LAL denote the 95% upper and lower agreement limits, respectively.
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4.3. Prediction Models Employing Empirical Reduction Rate Parameters

The authors postulate that the reduction rate parameters βM and βD may be systemat-
ically related to basic soil properties (namely those listed in Table 1). Accordingly, attempts
were made to explore the existence of potential links/correlations between these fitting
parameters and other parameters reflective of the soil gradation, plasticity and mineralogy.
Following a comprehensive statistical analysis of the data, no meaningful correlation was
found for βM. However, it was observed that |βD| systematically decreases with increas-
ing the soil activity index (i.e., |βD| ∼ A−1). In other words, as the soil’s principal clay
mineral becomes more active (e.g., kaolinite to montmorillonite), the rate of reduction in
the MDUW (with respect to increasing TDA content) decreases. Figure 5 illustrates the
variations of |βD| against the activity index for the compiled database (excluding datasets
D1, D9 and D10 for which the clay contents were not reported). As demonstrated in this
figure, βD can be expressed as follows (for f T ≤ 30%):

βD = 0.269 ln

(
PI

fclay

)
− 0.311 (11)

Figure 5. Variations of |βD| against the activity index for the compiled database of soil–TDA
compaction tests (excluding datasets D1, D9 and D10 for which the soil activity index could not be
calculated due to non-reporting of their clay contents).

Accordingly, substituting Equation (11) into Equation (5) leads to the following new
relationship for the MDUW:

γST
dmax = γS

dmax

(
GS

s

GST
s

)[0.269 ln ( PI
fclay

)−0.311]

(12)

Figure 6a illustrates the variations of predicted (by Equation (12)) against measured
MDUW values for the compiled database. The R2, MAPE and NRMSE for these new pre-
dictions were calculated as 0.936, 1.8% and 2.3%, respectively; corroborating the predictive
capability of the newly proposed Equation (12). The 95% upper and lower agreement limits,
as shown in Figure 6b, were obtained as UAL = +0.67 kN/m3 and LAL = −0.71 kN/m3,
indicating that 95% of the MDUW predictions are associated with errors ranging between
these two small unit weight limits. Note that Equations (10) and (12) were developed
based on different dataset sizes (i.e., 21 and 18 datasets, respectively); as such, their pre-
dictive performances cannot be directly compared. However, a reliable comparison can
be performed if the R2, MAPE, NRMSE, UAL and LAL parameters for Equation (10) are
recalculated based on the same 18 datasets (i.e., D2–D8 and D11–D21) used for the devel-
opment of Equation (12). The outcome of this recalculation was R2 = 0.920, MAPE = 2.5%,
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NRMSE = 3.1%, UAL = +0.69 kN/m3 and LAL = −1.0 kN/m3, which appear to work
(slightly) in favor of the more elaborate Equation (12). Even so, for prediction purposes,
this performance improvement may not be sufficient to justify the use of Equation (12) over
the more practical Equation (10); the latter making MDUW predictions without the need
for PI and f clay measurements.

a b

LAL:

UAL:

Figure 6. MDUW predictions made by Equation (12) (excluding datasets D1, D9 and D10): (a) Variations against measured
MDUW; and (b) Bland–Altman plot. Note: UAL and LAL denote the 95% upper and lower agreement limits, respectively.

In addition to fundamental soil properties, the authors speculated that βM and βD
may also be related to other variables, such as the TDA mean particle size (or D50) and the
imparted compaction energy level. Even though the compiled database did not permit a
critical investigation of these variables to be performed (i.e., since only a small number of
the database soils included compaction results for varying D50 and/or compaction energy
levels), it is considered that both D50 and compaction energy would likely have minor
effects on βM and βD. As mentioned in Section 4.1, for predominantly sand-sized TDA
materials (0.075–4.75 mm), changes in the TDA mean particle size is normally reflected in
the TDA specific gravity [24,26]. In other words, the dependent/input variable GS

s /GST
s not

only captures the combined effects of TDA content and TDA density, but it is also expected
to account, at least in part, for changes in the TDA mean particle size. Moreover, a review
of the admittedly limited literature (including those listed in Tables 1 and 2) indicates that,
for TDA materials (i.e., powder, crumbs and buffings) having the same specific gravity
but different D50 values, the variations in OMC and MDUW across the two TDA sizes are
relatively small.

The elastic-rebound recovery exhibited by TDA particles in compacted soil–TDA
mixtures has been reported to increase with increasing the compactive effort. In other
words, the higher the imparted compaction energy level (from standard to modified
Proctor), the lower the compaction efficiency of the soil–TDA matrix [25,41]. This may
explain the limited soil–TDA compaction data reported for the modified (heavy) Proctor
energy level (accounting for only four of the twenty-one cases listed in Tables 1 and 2). In
view of this mechanism, it is speculated that the beneficial effects of compaction energy
increase (from standard to modified Proctor) would likely be offset by the TDA material’s
increased energy dissipation potential, allowing one to postulate that the reduction rate
parameters, particularly βD, may not be significantly influenced by compactive effort. As
such, the modeling framework proposed in this investigation allocates similar OMC and
MDUW reduction rates for standard and modified compaction energy levels. Given that the
bulk of the compiled database used for model development consisted of standard Proctor
compaction data (17 datasets out of 21 examined), the predictions made for modified
Proctor should be taken with some caution. Nevertheless, a systematically controlled test
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program involving a variety of TDA particle sizes and a range of compaction energy levels
should be performed with the dual aims of checking the above postulations and potentially
developing improved empirical correlations for the reduction rate parameters βM and βD.

5. Summary and Conclusions

This study aimed at modeling the compaction characteristics of fine-grained soils
blended with sand-sized TDA products (e.g., powder, crumbs and buffings). Model
development and calibration were carried out using a large and diverse database of
100 soil–TDA compaction tests (with f T ≤ 30%) assembled from the literature. Following
a comprehensive statistical analysis of the data, the following general and fundamental
conclusions can be drawn from this study:

• Irrespective of the imparted compaction energy level (from standard to modified
Proctor), the addition of (and content increase in) TDA leads to notable reductions in
the OMC and MDUW parameters, both following exponentially decreasing trends
with respect to increasing TDA content.

• The OMC and MDUW for soil–TDA blends (across different fine-grained soil types,
TDA particle sizes and compaction energy levels) can be expressed as universal power
functions of the OMC and MDUW of the unamended soil, together with the soil to
soil–TDA specific gravity ratio; the latter capable of capturing the combined effects of
TDA content and its lower density.

• Making use of the Bland–Altman analysis, the 95% upper and lower (water content)
agreement limits between the predicted and measured OMC values were, respectively,
obtained as +1.09% and −1.23%, both of which can be considered negligible for practi-
cal applications. For the MDUW predictions, these limits were calculated as +0.80 and
−1.04 kN/m3 and, employing a more elaborate correlation that also considers the soil
activity, as +0.67 and −0.71 kN/m3, which (like the OMC) can be deemed acceptable
for prediction purposes. Accordingly, having established the OMC and MDUW of the
unamended fine-grained soil, the various empirical models proposed in this study
offer a practical procedure towards predicting the compaction characteristics of the
soil–TDA blends without the hurdles of performing separate laboratory compaction
tests, and thus can be used for preliminary design assessments and/or soil–TDA
optimization studies.

Further investigations are warranted regarding the possible application of the new
modeling framework developed for fine-grained soil–TDA blends in predicting the com-
paction characteristics of fine-grained soils when mixed with other recycled solid waste
and/or virgin materials.
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Abbreviations

BA Bland–Altman (analysis/plot)
BS British Standard
BTEX Benzene, Toluene, Ethylbenzene and Xylene
CH Clay with high plasticity
CI Clay with intermediate plasticity
CV Clay with very high plasticity
ELT End-of-life tire
LB Lower (variation) boundary
MDUW Maximum dry unit weight
MH Silt with high plasticity
ML Silt with low plasticity
MV Silt with very high plasticity
OMC Optimum moisture content
SP Poorly-graded (sand)
TDA Tire-derived aggregate
UB Upper (variation) boundary
USCS Unified Soil Classification System
ZAV Zero-air-voids

Notations

A Soil activity index
CC Coefficient of curvature
CU Coefficient of uniformity
D50 TDA mean particle size (mm)
f clay Clay (<2 μm) content (%)
f fines Fines (<75 μm) content (%)
f T TDA content (i.e., TDA-to-soil dry mass ratio) (%)
GS

s Specific gravity of soil solids
GT

s Specific gravity of TDA particles
GST

s Specific gravity of soil–TDA mixture
LAL Lower (statistical) agreement limit (same unit as OMC or MDUW)
LL Liquid limit (%)
MAPE Mean absolute percentage error (%)
MDUWM Measured MDUW (kN/m3)
MDUWP Predicted MDUW (kN/m3)
MS Mass of oven-dried soil (g)
MT Mass of TDA (g)
n Index of summation
N Number of observations (or compaction tests)
NRMSE Normalized root-mean-squared error (%)
OMCM Measured OMC (%)
OMCP Predicted OMC (%)
PI Plasticity index (%)
R2 Coefficient of determination
RMSE Root-mean-squared error (same unit as OMC or MDUW)
SD Standard deviation (same unit as OMC or MDUW)
UAL Upper (statistical) agreement limit (same unit as OMC or MDUW)
wopt Conventional OMC (%)
w∗

opt Normalized OMC (%)
wS

opt OMC of unamended soil (%)
wST

opt OMC of soil–TDA mixture (%)
yn Measured variable (OMC or MDUW)
yn Arithmetic mean of yn data
ŷn Predicted variable (OMC or MDUW)
βD Reduction rate parameter for increasing TDA content (MDUW model)
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βM Reduction rate parameter for increasing TDA content (OMC model)
γdmax Conventional MDUW (kN/m3)
γ∗

dmax Normalized MDUW (kN/m3)
γS

dmax MDUW of unamended soil (kN/m3)
γST

dmax MDUW of soil–TDA mixture (kN/m3)

Appendix A

The specific gravity values of the fine-grained soil–TDA mixtures—that is, GST
s calcu-

lated by Equation (3)—for the compiled database are presented in Table A1.

Table A1. Specific gravity values of the fine-grained soil–TDA mixtures for the compiled database.

Test ID Dataset Source Soil ID GS
s GT

s f T (%) GST
s GS

s /GST
s

T1

D1 Cabalar et al. [15] S1 2.61 1.08

0 2.61 1
T2 5.3 2.44 1.070
T3 11.1 2.29 1.140
T4 17.6 2.15 1.214

T5

D2 Prasad et al. [36] S2 2.65 0.85

0 2.65 1
T6 5.0 2.41 1.100
T7 10.0 2.22 1.194
T8 15.0 2.08 1.274
T9 20.0 1.96 1.352

T10

D3 Prasad et al. [36] S3 2.65 0.85

0 2.65 1
T11 5.0 2.41 1.100
T12 10.0 2.22 1.194
T13 15.0 2.08 1.274
T14 20.0 1.96 1.352

T15

D4 Ramirez et al. [37] S4 2.72 1.12

0 2.72 1
T16 5.0 2.55 1.067
T17 10.0 2.41 1.129
T18 20.0 2.20 1.236

T19

D5 Signes et al. [16] S5 2.69 1.14

0 2.69 1
T20 2.5 2.60 1.035
T21 5.0 2.53 1.063
T22 10.0 2.39 1.126
T23 15.0 2.28 1.180
T24 20.0 2.19 1.228
T25 25.0 2.11 1.275

T26

D6 Signes et al. [16] S5 2.69 1.14

0 2.69 1
T27 2.5 2.60 1.035
T28 5.0 2.53 1.063
T29 10.0 2.39 1.126
T30 15.0 2.28 1.180
T31 20.0 2.19 1.228
T32 25.0 2.11 1.275

T33

D7 Yadav and Tiwari [43] S6 2.69 1.13

0 2.69 1
T34 2.5 2.60 1.035
T35 5.0 2.52 1.067
T36 7.5 2.45 1.098
T37 10.0 2.39 1.126

T33

D8 Yadav and Tiwari [38] S6 2.69 1.07

0 2.69 1
T38 2.5 2.59 1.039
T39 5.0 2.51 1.072
T40 7.5 2.43 1.107
T41 10.0 2.36 1.140
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Table A1. Cont.

Test ID Dataset Source Soil ID GS
s GT

s f T (%) GST
s GS

s /GST
s

T42

D9 Ravichandran et al. [39] S7 2.65 0.85

0 2.65 1
T43 5.0 2.41 1.100
T44 10.0 2.22 1.194
T45 15.0 2.08 1.274
T46 20.0 1.96 1.352

T47

D10 Ravichandran et al. [39] S8 2.65 0.85

0 2.65 1
T48 5.0 2.41 1.100
T49 10.0 2.22 1.194
T50 15.0 2.08 1.274
T51 20.0 1.96 1.352

T52

D11 Soltani et al. [34] S9 2.69 1.09

0 2.69 1
T53 5.0 2.51 1.072
T54 10.0 2.37 1.135
T55 20.0 2.16 1.245
T56 30.0 2.01 1.338

T57

D12 Soltani et al. [34] S10 2.67 1.09

0 2.67 1
T58 5.0 2.50 1.068
T59 10.0 2.36 1.131
T60 20.0 2.15 1.242
T61 30.0 2.00 1.335

T62

D13 Soltani et al. [34] S11 2.71 1.09

0 2.71 1
T63 5.0 2.53 1.071
T64 10.0 2.39 1.134
T65 20.0 2.17 1.249
T66 30.0 2.02 1.342

T67

D14 Soltani et al. [34] S12 2.72 1.09

0 2.72 1
T68 5.0 2.54 1.071
T69 10.0 2.39 1.138
T70 20.0 2.18 1.248
T71 30.0 2.02 1.347

T72

D15 Soltani et al. [35] S13 2.73 1.09

0 2.73 1
T73 5.0 2.55 1.071
T74 10.0 2.40 1.138
T75 20.0 2.18 1.252
T76 30.0 2.03 1.345

T72

D16 Soltani et al. [35] S13 2.73 1.09

0 2.73 1
T77 5.0 2.55 1.071
T78 10.0 2.40 1.138
T79 20.0 2.18 1.252
T80 30.0 2.03 1.345

T81

D17 Soltani et al. [23] S14 2.76 1.09

0 2.76 1
T82 5.0 2.57 1.074
T83 10.0 2.42 1.140
T84 20.0 2.20 1.255
T85 30.0 2.04 1.353

T86

D18 Soltani et al. [19] S15 2.77 1.08

0 2.77 1
T87 5.0 2.58 1.074
T88 10.0 2.43 1.140
T89 20.0 2.20 1.259

T86

D19 Soltani et al. [19] S15 2.77 1.10

0 2.77 1
T90 5.0 2.58 1.074
T91 10.0 2.43 1.140
T92 20.0 2.21 1.253
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Table A1. Cont.

Test ID Dataset Source Soil ID GS
s GT

s f T (%) GST
s GS

s /GST
s

T86

D20 Soltani et al. [19] S15 2.77 1.11

0 2.77 1
T93 5.0 2.59 1.069
T94 10.0 2.44 1.135
T95 20.0 2.22 1.248

T96

D21 Soltani et al. [22] S16 2.73 1.09

0 2.73 1
T97 5.0 2.55 1.071
T98 10.0 2.40 1.138
T99 20.0 2.18 1.252
T100 30.0 2.03 1.345

Note: f T = TDA content (i.e., TDA-to-soil dry mass ratio, here expressed as a percentage value); GS
s and GT

s = specific gravity of soil solids
and TDA particles, respectively; and GST

s = specific gravity of soil–TDA mixture (Equation (3)).

Figure A1 illustrates the variations of the conventional OMC and MDUW param-
eters, wopt and γdmax, against TDA content f T for the 21 fine-grained soil–TDA com-
paction datasets.
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Figure A1. Variations of the conventional OMC and MDUW against TDA content for the 21 soil–TDA compaction datasets.
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Abstract: The civil engineering construction industry is nowadays one of the largest consumers of
natural resources. Therefore, the proposal of using alternative materials that seek to reduce waste
production or the use of previously generated waste is becoming increasingly necessary. This paper
evaluated the effect of recycled polyethylene terephthalate (PET) strips on the mechanical properties
of a cement-treated lateritic sandy soil. Unconfined compression strength (UCS) tests were conducted
in natural and PET strips mixtures in different strips lengths and contents. In addition to UCS
tests, compaction tests were also conducted in order to analyze the effect of these inclusions on the
properties of a lateritic sandy soil. Lastly, direct shear tests were conducted on natural soil-strip,
soil-cement, and soil-cement-strip composites using optimum UCS results. The addition of strips to
the soil-cement composite showed an increase in the soil cohesion parameter. The inclusion of strips
also provided a more ductile behavior to the soil, presenting greater deformations with fewer stress
peaks. Results showed that the recycled strips’ inclusion in soil-cement can provide a material with
high strength, ductility, and a highly sustainable alternative.

Keywords: recycled pet strips; lateritic soil; cement; composite; uniaxial tests; shear strength

1. Introduction

Nowadays, the visible consequences of environmental degradation and the prediction of future
environmentally catastrophic scenarios require drastic solutions for environmental conservation.
Among them is the integrated management of solid wastes, in which a set of actions is proposed in
order to promote sustainability and the preservation of natural resources through three main actions:
reducing consumption, reusing consumed materials, and recycling generated waste.

The use of alternative materials in the civil engineering construction industry aiming to reduce
the production of wastes or the use of previously generated wastes has become indispensable. In the
context of the reduction of natural resource use in civil construction, such as soils, different materials
appear as alternative options to compose soil-mixtures: synthetic or natural fibers, construction and
demolition wastes, ashes or tire fibers. Another sustainable alternative is the addition of polymers,
using previously generated wastes, such as plastic strips.

The study entitled “Fast facts about plastic pollution” by National Geographic written by Laura
Parker [1] exposes the worrying situation of plastic in the world, showing the growing need for
recycling and reusing this material. According to the study, 40% of plastic produced is packaging,
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used only once and then discarded. Worldwide, 448 million tons of plastic have been produced since the
beginning of this materials manufacturing, of which 44% has been made since 2000. Currently, less than
a fifth of all plastic is globally recycled. In Europe, plastic recycling rates are higher than 30 percent,
while in China, the rate of plastic recycling is 25 percent. In the United States, plastic recycling is only
9 percent of total plastic trash.

After numerous studies indicating a high potential for the application of polymeric fiber
reinforced-composites in improving the mechanical properties of soils, recent studies started to
evaluate the influence of using polymeric strips as soil reinforcement materials, e.g., References [2–6].

The main difference between the two types of inclusions is in the shape of the materials.
While polymeric fibers are very thin and elongated materials, such as filaments, polymeric strips
are materials of greater width and thickness, usually cut from existing plastic structures. The use
of Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET) strips as soil improvement has several advantages, such as the
possibility of reusing plastic waste to increase soil strength without the need of a recycling process,
as in the case of synthetic fibers.

Sivakumar Babu and Chouksey [2] evaluated the effect of including strips 12 mm long and 4 mm
wide, in quantities of 0.50%, 0.75% and 1.0% in a sandy soil through unconfined strength tests and
triaxial tests (consolidated and not drained). The authors noted significant increases in the soil shear
strength parameters (cohesion and internal friction angle), which were greater for greater amounts of
strips added. In addition, unconfined strength tests indicated an increase in ductility, proportional
to the inclusion of strips. Soltani-Jigheh [3] studied the inclusion of plastic strips 4 mm wide and
8 mm long in quantities of 0.25; 0.50; 0.75; 1.0; 1.5 and 2% in relation to the mass of a clayey soil by
performing triaxial tests (consolidated and not drained). The results showed a small increase in the
shear strength of the soil. In general, changes obtained in the shear strength of soils were also small,
resulting, in general, in an increase of cohesion and decrease of the friction angle.

Studies have also addressed the use of cement or lime to improve soil properties. The large number
of studies that evaluated the use of soil-cement mixtures may be justified by the characteristics obtained
with this composite, which presents a significant increase in natural soil strength and stiffness [6–17].
Although cement is considered a high-environmental-impact material, these studies aim to obtain a
material with high strength and durability from the inclusion of small amounts of cement, reducing the
use of other polluting materials. Specht et al. [9] suggest that a cement-treated soil usually shows an
increase in soil strength and stiffness, turning this mixture into an ideal material for several geotechnical
applications, such as the base of shallow foundations, slope protection and base/sub-base of flexible
pavements. However, great brittleness and high cracking potential have discouraged the use of such
material in pavement engineering. In this sense, the addition of fibers and strips in a soil-cement
composite can provide a material with high strength and more ductile behavior.

Specht [9] studied the behavior of soil-cement-fiber mixtures submitted to static and dynamic
loads aiming at paving. The author stated that the influence of the inclusion of polypropylene fibers on
the properties of the composite essentially depends on the fiber and matrix. Still, according to Specht [9],
more flexible fibers showed a more pronounced effect on post-peak behavior, increasing ductility,
toughness, and resistance to fatigue, while fibers with greater stiffness pronounced the effect of
increasing peak strength. In addition, longer fibers were more effective.

Guedes [14] analyzed the mechanical performance of a soil-cement micro reinforced with synthetic
polypropylene fibers for use as a primary coating on unpaved roads. The study incorporated fibers of
6 and 24 mm lengths into the soil-cement in proportions of 0.25%, 0.50%, and 0.75%. The incorporation
of fibers into the composite proved to be satisfactory, increasing the peak strength and the drop in
strength after the peak. Other factors that were significantly affected by the inclusion are the increase
in break deformations, decrease in stiffness, increase in elastic and plastic deformations, and reduction
in deformability modules and strength to compaction. The 24 mm fiber incorporated into the soil at
0.75% content proved to be the most influential combination.
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Girardello [15] studied the behavior of pullout tests of embedded plates in soil-cement-fiber layers
using polymeric polypropylene fibers. The results indicated an increase in the strength required for
the removal of the embedded sand-cement, sand-cement-fiber, and sand-fiber plates when compared
to the removal of the embedded sand plates. Changes were observed in the form of soil rupture when
reinforced with fibers and/or cement.

Cristelo et al. [12] analyzed microscopic images of the soil in its pure state, with the addition
of fibers, cement, and with the addition of cement and fibers together. The authors observed the
soil structure and concluded that there is an increase in the void index with the addition of fibers,
which are responsible for a loss of mechanical strength, resulting from the friction between the particles.
The addition of cement, unlike what occurs with the addition of fibers, is responsible for decreasing
the void index of the composite, since it acts as a binder. In the case of the mixture of soil, cement and
fibers, cement acts by reducing voids and increasing the bond strength at the soil-fiber interface,
providing improvement in the mechanical strength of the mixture.

Regarding the inclusion of strips, Olutaiwo and Ezegbunem [16] evaluated the effect of cement
and PET bottle strips in a lateritic soil using Modified Proctor and CBR tests. The amount of cement
varied between 0%, 1%, 3%, 5%, and 7%, and the number of strips (5 mm wide and 10 mm long) in 0%,
5%, 10%, 15% and 20%. Results showed a decrease in the optimum humidity and an increase in the
maximum dry density, which were shown to be greater in the inclusion of 10% of strips for all the
cement quantities. As for the CBR tests, all cement-strip combinations evaluated increased the soil’s
bearing capacity. In all cement inclusions, the inclusion of 10% of strips generated the greatest increase
in strength. The most effective inclusion was 7% cement with 10% strips, generating a 326.8% increase
in soil support capacity. Overall, the addition of the strips to the soil-cement presented a beneficial
alternative to the environment, in addition to being economical when compared to the single addition
of cement.

Tang et al. [17] evaluated the inclusion of natural fiber reinforcements within cemented soils
and found an increase in UCS and changes on the brittle behavior of cemented soil to a more ductile
behavior. Olgun et al. [18] evaluated the effect of polypropylene (PP) fibers inclusion on the strength
of cement-fly ash stabilized clay soil and found that the main advantage of fiber reinforcement was
the improvement in material ductility, particularly above 0.5% fiber content, and with increased
fibers length.

Therefore, the present study aims to expand the understanding of the shear strength and
deformability behavior of a cement-treated lateritic soil mixture with recycled polymeric strips.
Considering the high cost of the cement and the polluting potential of these materials, the recycled
strips were added to a cement-treated soil seeking a low-cost material with high strength, ductility and
a highly sustainable alternative. This practice seeks to assess how much strength can increase
with the addition of the recycled strips in order to maximize their use and minimize the use of
cement. Unconfined compression and direct shear tests were conducted using soil-strip, soil-cement,
and soil-strip-cemented mixtures. A lateritic sandy soil was used in the present study for the evaluation
of the effect of recycled strips and cement inclusion in soils found in tropical zones.

2. Materials and Methods

Sandy soil samples were collected from the experimental campus of the São Paulo State University
(UNESP) at Bauru, in Sao Paulo State, Brazil. Soil samples were characterized according the following
recommendations: particle size analysis—ABNT NBR 7181 [19], liquidity limit—ABNT NBR 6459 [20],
plasticity limit—ABNT NBR 7180 [21], specific density of solids—ABNT NBR 6458 [22], unconfined
compression strength—ABNT NBR 6457 [23] and ABNT 7182 [24], and direct shear—ASTM D3080 [25].
The soil was classified as a medium to fine, reddish brown, clayey sand, according to the classification
adopted by ABNT NBR 6502 [26]. These materials are residual soils formed in humid tropical regions
with a predominance of weathering. Lateritic soils are characterized in their formation by the intense
migration of particles under the action of infiltrations and evaporations, giving rise to a porous surface
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horizon, remaining almost exclusively the most stable minerals (quartz, magnetite, illite and kaolinite).
In these soils, the presence of aggregated clay and silt particles is common owing to the action of
iron and aluminum oxides and hydroxides, which gives these soils characteristics of mechanical
and hydraulic behavior not consistent with their texture. Lateritic fine-grained soils have superior
properties when compacted; however, they can show unfavorable properties such as cracks, shrinkage,
water sensitivity and irregular distribution [27–30]. Table 1 illustrates soil properties obtained in tests
for characterization of this soil.

Table 1. Properties of the lateritic soil.

Parameter Unit Value

Sand % 80.2
Silt % 5.8
Clay % 14.0
Liquid Limit % 16.0
Plastic Limit % NP *
Maximum dry density, ρdmáx g/cm3 1.950
Optimal moisture content, wopt % 10.6
Specific density of solids, ρs - 2.649

* NP = Non-Plastic.

The Portland cement used in this research is type CP II-F-32, manufactured by CSN (Brazil).
This cement was chosen, according to Brazilian Portland Cement Association (ABCP), due to its wide
availability in Brazil. The cement was added to soil in percentages of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10%.

Plastic wastes used in this research were composed by PET bottle. Strips were cut from Coca-Cola®

plastic bottles and randomly distributed in the soil. Bottles were previously sanitized under running
water. After this process, a portion of the bottle in which the label was placed was cut and separated
from the rest of the packaging to form the strip sample. The sample was cut into strips with 1.5 mm
width by 10, 15, 20, and 30 mm length. The percentual of strips (0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.5, and 2%)
was added to soils in relation to the mass of dry soil (Figure 1). The PET strips have a specific mass of
1.30 g/cm3, a tensile strength of 1000 MPa, and a tensile modulus of 15.0 GPa. The aspect ratio (AR) for
the strips having a length of 10 mm, 15 mm, 20 mm, and 30 mm are 20, 30, 40, and 60, respectively.
The cutting process of the PET strips, the final shape of the strips, and an example of soil mixed with
strips are shown in Figure 1.

 

Figure 1. PET strips: (a) PET samples; (b) the cutting process; (c) PET strips after cutting; (d) soil mixed
with PET strips.
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Standard Proctor tests—ABNT NBR 7182 [24] were conducted with the addition of strips to the
soil in order to evaluate the effect of including different sizes and percentages of strips to the soil
compaction parameters (maximum dry density and optimum moisture content). Proctor tests with the
addition of cement—ABNT NBR 12,023 [31] were also conducted in percentages of 2% and 10% to
obtain the optimal parameters for the soil-cement mixture.

Unconfined compression tests—ABNT NBR 12,770 [32] were also conducted for natural soil
and soil-strip mixtures. Due to the small variations obtained with the inclusion of strips in the
compaction parameters (see item 3.1.1), a natural soil compaction curve was adopted for the molding
of the specimens, which were compacted in the optimum moisture (±0.5) and with a 100% degree
of compaction, with an acceptable variation of 3%. UCS tests were performed with 3 specimens
for each length and respective strips content, totalizing 24 unconfined compression strength tests,
allowing an analysis of the effect of the inclusion of strips in the soil in terms of strength improvement
and variability.

The direct shear tests were conducted according to ASTM D3080 [25] with the addition of cement
to soil in percentages of 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10%. In addition to the soil-cement tests, soil-cement-strips tests
were also performed. The direct shear tests were performed with the molding of the specimens in
the optimum soil content, using a previously calculated mass of soil or soil-cement according to the
volume of each mold and the maximum density of the composite. The sought degree of compaction
was 95% for the tests with the soil-cement and soil-cement-strip. For the tests with the soil-strip the
degree of compaction of 100% was adopted for comparison with the unconfined compression test
(UCS) results. The static compaction procedure was adopted, in which a metal plunger was attached
to the same simple compression equipment and introduced into the metal mold of direct shear test
at a constant speed, compacting the amount of soil, strip, and water previously calculated, weighed
with a resolution of 0.01 gf, and homogenized to obtain maximum dry density and optimal moisture
content according to compaction degree (Figure 2a,b). The specimens were then placed inside a capsule
that was attached to the direct shear machine to initiate the shearing (Figure 2c,d). The specimens
were densified with the use of loads of 1, 2 and 4 kg, which resulted in normal stresses of 30.56, 61.11,
and 122.22 kPa, respectively. In the execution of tests with the use of soil-cement and soil-cement-strip
composites, curing was carried out by placing the specimens in a humid chamber, with constant
wetting for periods of 7, 14, and 28 days. The tests were carried out with the specimens of 7 days due
to similarity with the results obtained considering the periods of 14 and 28 days.

 

Figure 2. Molding of the specimens for the direct shear test. (a) Placing the soil on the mold;
(b) compacting the soil using the machine; (c) the molded specimen; (d) placement of the specimen
inside the capsule.
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Considering the high cost of cement and the potential pollutant of the material, the strips were
added to the sandy matrix composites with 2% cement, looking for a low-cost material, with high
strength, ductility and high sustainable potential, seeking to assess how much the strength could
increase with the addition of the strips so to maximize their use and minimize the use of cement.
The analysis of the results was based on the analysis of the shear strength soil parameters (cohesion and
internal friction angle) and the stress-displacement curves taking into account the soil, the soil-cement,
and the soil-cement-strip.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Compaction Tests

3.1.1. Compaction Tests in Soil-Strip Mixtures

Table 2 shows the optimal compaction parameters obtained for soil-strip composites, with strip
inclusions in different sizes and percentages.

Table 2. Proctor test results performed (soil-strip).

Strip Length (mm) Inclusion (%) Optimal Moisture Content (%) Maximum Dry Density (g/cm3)

10

0.25 10.4 1.940
0.50 9.4 1.945
0.75 10.1 1.915
1.00 10.1 1.905
1.50 10,4 1.915
2.00 10.9 1.905

15

0.25 10.4 1.925
0.50 10.2 1.925
0.75 10.4 1.925
1.00 10.4 1,930
1.50 10.7 1.900
2.00 10.9 1.905

20

0.25 10.3 1.945
0.50 10.8 1.900
0.75 9.6 1.925
1.00 10.5 1.940
1.50 10.8 1.895
2.00 10.7 1.880

30

0.25 10.2 1.940
0.50 10.9 1.940
0.75 9.9 1.925
1.00 10.6 1.930
1.50 10.8 1.905
2.00 10.6 1.880

In all cases analyzed it should be noted that there is a decrease in the maximum dry density
obtained due to the inclusion of the strips regarding the results with the optimal parameters obtained
from compaction test on natural lateritic sandy soil (Table 1). The decrease in the maximum dry density
ranged from 3.58% to 0.26%. The highest specific mass was obtained for inclusions of strips in lower
percentages (0.5% inclusions of 10 mm long strips and 0.25% 20 mm long strips). The lowest values
were obtained for inclusions of longer length strips and in the highest percentages evaluated (20 and
30 mm long strips in additions of 2.0% in relation to the dry mass of the soil).

Given that the specific mass of PET (1.30 g/cm3) is less than the maximum dry density of the
analyzed soil (1.95 g/cm3), it is not possible to conclude whether the addition of strips confers strength
to compaction and increases the porosity of the mixture, as stated by Hoare [33] and Festugato et al. [34],
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or if it occurs due to the addition of a reduced specific mass material. Future evaluation of soil and
soil-strip permeability is indicated to obtain more specific results.

3.1.2. Compaction Tests in Cement-Soil Composites

Table 3 shows the compaction parameters obtained for the natural lateritic sandy soil and with a
2% and 10% cement addition. The addition of cement to the soil showed no relevant variations in the
soil compaction parameters, culminating in a very small variation in the maximum dry density and in
a small reduction of de optimum moisture content.

Table 3. Proctor test results performed (soil-cement).

Cement Addition (%) Optimal Moisture Content (%) Maximum Dry Density (g/cm3)

0.0 10.6 1.950
2.0 10.3 1.940
10.0 10.0 1.960

3.2. Unconfined Compressive Tests (UCS)

The medium values of unconfined strength (average from three tests for each combination of
length and strip content) obtained by the inclusion of PET strips in the soil are shown in Table 4
and Figure 3.

Table 4. Values of unconfined compressive strength (kPa) (PET strip content—lateritic sandy soil).

Length (mm)

10 15 20 30

(%)

0 56.72 56.72 56.72 56.72
0.25 73.68 78.92 81.07 84.29
0.50 79.83 86.29 93.19 88.82
0.75 86.41 87.81 99.07 95.86
1.0 90.49 95.98 105.76 99.73
1.5 98.02 100.72 109.34 * 102.10
2.0 91.89 97.99 103.61 99.54

* Highest value obtained.

Figure 3. UCS results of lateritic sandy soil/PET strips. (a) UCS with fiber content increase;
(b) the increase in UCS.

Results show that the unconfined strength of the samples varies for all sizes and percentages
of added strips. In all analyzed cases there is an increase in strength due to the inclusion of strips,
regardless of the length and percentages in which they were included. The optimum soil-strip
parameter, that is, the inclusion of strips in which the size and percentage resulted in greater strength
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increase, was found for the inclusion of strips with 20 mm in length and 1.5% content in relation to the
dry mass of the soil. The result is in an increase of 92.4% in relation to the strength of the natural soil.

Analyzing the behavior of the soil (Figure 3) for different types of strips (either in length or
quantity), there is a tendency to increase soil strength the longer the length of the added strips.

Figure 4 shows the stress-strain curves obtained in the test considering the natural lateritic sandy
soil and the lateritic sandy soil with the inclusion of the optimum soil-strip parameter (strips 20 mm
long and 1.5% in relation to the dry mass of the soil). It is noted that the inclusion of this strip parameter
not only increases the load capacity of the soil, but also the ductility, increasing the deformation of the
soil before rupture by about 1.7%.

 

Figure 4. Stress-strain curves obtained: natural lateritic sandy soil and lateritic sandy soil with the
inclusion of the optimum parameter soil-strips (strips 20 mm long and 1.5% content).

The strength of strip-reinforced soil increases with the increasing aspect ratio (AR) of fibers.
These results are in accordance with the literature, e.g., Shukla [5]. The shear strength of soil increased
with increased PET content and the use of strips contributed to change soil brittle failure into ductile
failure [2,35]. As discussed by Tang et al. [36], the increase in UCS might be related to the bridging
effect of the fiber, which can efficiently avoid the later development of failure planes and strains in
the soil.

3.3. Direct shear tests

3.3.1. Direct Shear Tests in Soil-Strip Composites

Direct shear tests were conducted on lateritic sandy soil (with a 100% degree of compaction) and
on soil with the optimal soil-strip parameter inclusion (1.5% inclusions of 20 mm long strips obtained
from UCS) (Table 5). The inclusion of strips in the evaluated parameter was effective in increasing the
shear strength of the soil for normal stresses smaller than 300 kPa, presenting an increase of 66.7% in
cohesion and a decrease of 3.5% in the friction angle in relation to the parameters obtained for the soil
without the inclusion of strips.

Table 5. Shear strength parameters of soils obtained in direct shear tests for lateritic sandy soil with
and without the inclusion of strips.

Sample c (kPa) φ (o)

Soil with 0% strips 11.7 31.4
Soil with 1.5% (L = 20 mm) 19.5 30.3

c = cohesion; φ = effective friction angle.
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Figure 5 shows the shear stress-displacement curves for both soils (with and without strips).
These curves are very similar considering the highest applied stresses and slightly more distant from
each other considering the lowest stresses.

Figure 5. Direct shear test results: 1.5% content of 20 mm PET strips (S+F) and without strips (S).
(a) shear stress-displacement (lower normal stress); (b) volume-displacement (lower normal stress);
(c) shear stress-displacement (higher normal stress); (d) volume-displacement (higher normal stress);

Considering the volume-displacement curves, an increase in volume variation on the lateritic
sandy soil at the shearing (dilatancy) was observed when lower normal stresses were applied. The soils
with strips presented a slightly higher variation when compared to soil without strips. For higher
normal stresses, there is a trend of decrease in volume variation. The volumetric variation showed
that the soil presented a fragile rupture (with dilation) and the addition of the strips modified the
behavior of the soil for the highest applied stress levels (the material starts to present a ductile behavior).
Maher and Gray [37] and Consoli et al. [10] suggest that the effect of fiber inclusion on dilation and
volume change is pronounced at higher load and strain levels, possibly due to the inhibiting action of
the fibers. Many authors have reported that the addition of fibers tends to increase the ductility and
strength of the soil-fiber composite as well, e.g., References [6,34,38–41].

3.3.2. Direct Shear Tests in Soil-Cement Composites

The tests using soil-cement and soil-cement-strip composites were performed with a 95% degree
of compaction. Table 6 shows the shear strength parameters of the soil and the soil-cement composites
found for each shear strength envelope, and Figure 6 presents the shear strength envelopes with and
without inclusions of cement for comparison purposes.
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Table 6. Shear strength parameters obtained for the soil with cement content.

Cement Addition (%) c (kPa) φ (o)

0 6.2 31.9
2 23.7 46.5
4 116.5 48.1
6 60.2 56.5
8 154.2 56.2
10 95.2 76.5

c = cohesion; φ = effective friction angle.

Figure 6. Failure envelopes with the cement addition.

In all the cases evaluated herein, the addition of cement was mostly effective in increasing soil
shear strength via the increase in both the cohesion and friction angle parameters in large proportions,
even in cases where small contents of cement were added. The reinforcement of the soil with the
use of cement had its main effect in the creation of a cohesive intercept in the composite, making its
application interesting in granular soils. Most of the shear strength of this type of matrix is due to
friction between the particles, which also showed considerable increases. Regarding the increase in
cohesion, the most pronounced effects were noted for additions of 8% and 4% of cement, while the
friction angle shows larger changes for additions 10% and 6% of cement editions.

Figure 7 shows the stress-displacement curves obtained in direct shear tests of soil and soil-cement.
Analyzing the curves, it is possible to notice that the rupture of the specimens with the addition of cement
occurs after greater displacement than that of the soil without the cement addition. However, there is a
trend for greater loss of strength after the peak. This behavior is clearly noticeable for inclusions of 4%
and 6% of cement and accentuated for inclusions of 8% and 10% of cement. Thus, it can be concluded
that the addition of cement alters the rupture of the material, making the rupture fragile so that the
material strength decreases sharply as the deformation increases. In materials that present this type of
rupture, the collapse process can be very fast, generating catastrophic situations.

These results obtained herein are in accordance with the literature [11–13,38]. Also, the results are
in agreement of the conclusions of Festugato et al. [34] and Consoli [42], in which the use of cement
percentages greater than 5%, in relation to the dry weight of the soil, gave a more significant stiffness
to the composite. The addition of percentages of the order of 3% showed partial improvement in the
matrix properties, mainly related to workability, with a certain increase in the carrying capacity.

In this sense, a good alternative to avoid this behavior is the addition of strips in soil-cement
composite. In order to evaluate the influence of the strips on the strength, ductility, and mainly
on the residual (post-peak) strength of the soil-cement composites, a new composite was tested:
the soil-cement-strip. The tests on this composite were performed with the inclusion of PET strips
in different lengths (10, 15, 20, and 30 mm) and percentages (0.75; 1.0; 1.5, and 2.0%—item 3.3.3).
As previously mentioned, considering the high cost of the cement and the polluting potential of these
materials, the strips were added only to a soil-cement with a 2% cement addition, seeking a low-cost
material with high strength, ductility, and a highly sustainable alternative. This expedient seeks to
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assess how much strength can be increased with the addition of the strips in order to maximize their
use and minimize the use of cement.

Figure 7. Stress-displacement curves obtained in soil and soil-cement.

3.3.3. Direct Shear Tests in Soil-Cement-Strip Composite

Figures 8–11 show the shear stress-displacement curves regarding the soil-cement-strip composite.
Results from Figures 8–11 showed that the inclusion of strips provides, in general, a ductile behavior
to the material, presenting greater deformations and lower stress peaks, in comparison with the data
obtained in tests carried out with the addition of 2% cement to the lateritic sandy soil. This behavior is
more pronounced for inclusions of larger strips, 30 mm long, and in larger quantities. The inclusion
of 10 mm strips had a greater effect in decreasing the drop in the post-peak strength of the material,
presenting deformations at peak slightly lower than those obtained for soil-cement with the addition
of 2% cement. The inclusion of strips of 15 and 20 mm presented greater deformations of the material;
however, the drops in strength after the peak were more pronounced in these types of inclusions.
Finally, in relation to the stress-displacement behavior of the material, the inclusion of 30 mm strips in
amounts of 1.5 and 2.0% proved to be more effective, presenting both greater deformations and lower
post-peak strength drops compared to the data obtained in the tests with the addition of 2% cement to
the soil.
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Figure 8. Direct shear results: the soil-cement-strip (2% cement—L = 10 mm).

Figure 9. Direct shear results: the soil-cement-strip (2% cement—L = 15 mm).
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Figure 10. Direct shear results: the soil-cement-strip (2% cement—L = 20 mm).

Figure 11. Direct shear results: the soil-cement-strip (2% cement—L = 30 mm).

The benefits of the addition of strips in increasing the ductility of the composite can be seen in
terms of the variation of the secant elasticity modulus (Eps). The secant modulus of elasticity was
calculated from the strain at peak strength (Eps).

The values presented in Table 7 and Figure 12 show the variation of Eps with strip content and
cement content. It can be noted that the secant modulus decreases with the increase of the strip content
as well as with the increase of the cement content. This is because extensible fibers require an initial
deformation to initiate strength mobilization, resulting in the reduction of fiber-reinforced cemented
soil stiffness. Moreover, the addition of higher fiber contents into the cemented soil matrix may lead to
a significant drop in stiffness [43].
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Table 7. Secant modulus at peak strength for soil-cement-strip with 2% cement content.

Content (%)
L (mm)

0 10 15 20 30

0.0 510 * - - - -

0.75 - 500 470 430 400

1.00 - 480 454 410 390

1.50 - 430 420 380 365

2.00 - 400 390 360 352

* All values are given in kPa.

Figure 12. Variation of secant elastic modulus (Eps) of the strip-reinforced cemented specimen
(2% cement and different strip contents). (a) Eps—strip content (%); (b) Eps—strip length (mm).

Another factor that can be used to check the effect of strips on the composite is the deformation
strain index (DSI) [43]:

DSI =
ε f − εp

εp
(1)

where ε f is the strain at the destruction stage (final test stage), εp is the strain at peak strength and DSI
is the destruction strain index.

Table 8 presents the values of DSI and Figure 13 shows the DSI variation in terms of strip content
and strip length.

Table 8. The DSI values for soil-cement-strip with 2% cement content.

Content (%)
L (mm)

0 10 15 20 30

0.0 0.35 * - - - -

0.75 - 0.27 0.33 0.63 0.75

1.00 - 0.39 0.41 0.65 0.77

1.50 - 0.42 0.45 0.70 0.80

2.00 - 0.45 0.6 0.73 1.0

* Value of the DSI for soil without fiber with 2% cement content.
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Figure 13. Variation of DSI (2% cement and different strip contents). (a) DSI-strip content (%);
(b) DSI-strip length (mm).

DSI values showed an increase with the strip content as well as with the length when compared
to the value of the soil with 2.0% cement without strips. A small initial decrease considering the strip
content of 0.75% for the lengths of 10 and 15 mm was evidenced. However, in general, the value of
the DSI increased for the different contents and lengths. For L = 20 mm (1.5%; 2.0%), the DSI value
increased about two-fold. For L = 30 mm (2.0%), the DSI values increased about three-fold. The DSI
shows the ductile response of the strips reinforced-cemented soil in comparison with unreinforced
cemented soil mixture [17,43].

Tables 9 and 10 present the shear stresses at the peak obtained for each specimen and the shear
strength parameters found for each soil-cement-strip envelope, respectively. Comparing the values
obtained in Table 10 with the shear strength parameters obtained for the lateritic sandy soil with a
2% cement addition (23.7 kPa cohesion and 46.5◦ friction angle), it is possible to notice that all the
analyzed inclusions showed improvement in at least one of the soil shear strength parameters, either in
cohesion or in the friction angle. Only three of the analyzed inclusions presented a reduction in the
cohesion parameters, whereas in relation to the friction angles obtained, eight of the sixteen analyzed
inclusions presented decreases in this parameter.

Table 9. Normal and peak shear stresses: the soil-cement-strip (2% cement).

%/L (mm)
10 15 20 30

τ (kPa) σ (kPa) τ (kPa) σ (kPa) τ (kPa) σ (kPa) τ (kPa) σ (kPa)

0.75
60.0 30.6 98.9 30.6 93.8 30.6 44.2 30.6
69.7 61.1 123.1 61.1 103.5 61.1 80.9 61.1

158.3 122.2 173.1 122.2 143.5 122.2 157.1 122.2

1.00
65.2 30.6 79.6 30.6 44.6 30.6 60.0 30.6

109.2 61.1 110.2 61.1 84.6 61.1 92.3 61.1
180.7 122.2 193.0 122.2 143.5 122.2 153.6 122.2

1.50
79.6 30.6 67.0 30.6 71.0 30.6 64.0 30.6
78.0 61.1 110.2 61.1 78.6 61.1 90.0 61.1

126.6 122.2 175.5 122.2 163.4 122.2 149.6 122.2

2.00
81.0 30.6 65.2 30.6 84.1 30.6 79.2 30.6

107.9 61.1 109.2 61.1 104.0 61.1 95.7 61.1
193.0 122.2 163.4 122.2 114.6 122.2 110.5 122.2

τ = shear stress; σ = normal stress; L = strip length.
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Table 10. Shear strength parameters: the soil-cement-strip (2% cement).

Strip Length (mm) Inclusion (%) c (kPa) φ (o)

10

0.75 15.7 48.4
1.00 29.5 51.3
1.50 55.3 28.9
2.00 38.4 51.3

15

0.75 73.9 39.0
1.00 38.2 51.4
1.50 34.4 49.4
2.00 38.1 46.2

20

0.75 73.8 29.2
1.00 15.2 46.7
1.50 28.6 46.7
2.00 78.8 17.2

30

0.75 6.1 51.0
1.00 29.4 45.5
1.50 34.2 43.2
2.00 71.8 38.6

c = cohesion; φ = effective friction angle.

In general, the inclusion of 2.0% of 10 mm long strips and 1.0% of 15 mm long strips proved
to be more advantageous since it showed significant increases in both cohesion and friction angle.
The cohesions values obtained were 38.4 kPa in the first case and 38.2 kPa in the second case, presenting
increases of 62% and 61.2% in relation to the soil-cement composite and friction angles of 51.3◦ and
51.4◦ resulting in increases of 10.3% and 10.5%, respectively.

Results from Table 9 show an important characteristic of the soil-cement composite. This material
may become heterogeneous. In some cases, adding strips to a cemented matrix made the behavior of
the material unpredictable. The failure envelopes of some of the specimens molded with the lateritic
sandy soil, added with cement and strips, were not consistent with the expected increase in shear
strength. This may be related to a certain increase in the confining tension, as can be seen in the
envelopes of the soil composites-strip-cement for inclusions of 10 mm strips in amounts of 0.75% and
1.5% and for strips of 20 mm in length in amounts of 1.5% and 2.0%.

Additionally, the material presented an altered rupture plain (Figure 14a). At the failure,
the cemented matrix aggregates the strips in order to create a heterogeneous material, for which tensile
strength and the rupture plane will depend on the distribution of the strips, especially on the number
of strips that will be requested during the rupture and the way in which the efforts will be distributed.
The analysis of the samples after the rupture indicated that only a small percentage of the included
strips deformed definitively (showing folds), which occurred due to the efforts applied during loading
or during compaction of the specimens (Figure 14b).

 

Figure 14. Direct shear tests. (a) The rupture plane; (b) random strip positions inside the specimen
after failure.
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In a more detailed analysis of the shear strength parameters, it can be seen that the friction angles
and cohesions are not consistent with the expected values of a soil, so that the cement added to
the analyzed composites leads to characteristics of cemented matrices, which is why the parameters
obtained are so high. These factors are manifested in a more evident way for greater additions of
cement or in cases in which the addition of strips occurred. Few studies have evaluated the effects of
the composite formed by soil, cement, and strips. However, the results obtained are in accordance
with the results of Tang et al. [17] and Olgun et al. [18].

4. Conclusions

This study evaluated the effect of PET strips on the mechanical properties of a cement-treated
lateritic sandy soil. From the results obtained in this study, the main conclusions can be drawn:

• Regarding the uniaxial strength, all analyzed cases showed an increase in the soil strength due to
the inclusion of fibers, regardless of the length and percentages in which they were included;

• Results from direct shear tests in soil-cement composites showed that in all analyzed cases the
addition of cement was effective in increasing the shear strength of the soil, increasing both the
cohesion parameter and the friction angle in large proportions, even when small amounts of
cement have been added;

• As for the addition of fibers to the soil-cement composites, the pronounced effect occurred in
increasing soil cohesion, often presenting a decrease in the friction angle. The inclusion of strips
also provided a more ductile behavior to the material, presenting greater deformations with lower
stress peaks;

• Results showed that the inclusion of recycled strips in soil-cement can provide a material with
high strength, ductility, and a highly sustainable alternative and;

• In general, the fibers and cement addition the lateritic sandy soil mixture proved to be an excellent
option for increasing the strength and deformability of the analyzed natural soil, showing high
potential for applications of these materials in the civil construction industry.
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Abstract: This study evaluated the strength properties of compacted lateritic soils reinforced with
polypropylene (PP) waste strips cut from recycled plastic packing with the goal of promoting
sustainability through using local materials for engineering work and reusing waste materials as
low-cost reinforcements. Waste PP strips with widths of 15 mm and different lengths were uniformly
mixed with clayey sand (SC) and clay (CL) soils with the goal of using these materials as low-cost
fiber reinforcements. The impact of different PP strip contents (0.25% to 2.0%) and lengths (10, 15,
20, and 30 mm) on the unconfined compressive strength (UCS) of the soils revealed an optimum
combination of PP strip content and length. Statistical analysis showed that PP strip content has
a greater effect than the PP strip length on the UCS for both soils. Results led to the definition of
an empirical equation to estimate the UCS of strip-reinforced soils. The results from direct shear
tests indicate that the SC soil showed an increase in both apparent cohesion and friction angle
after reinforcement, while the CL soil only showed an increase in friction angle after reinforcement.
California bearing ratio (CBR) tests indicate that the SC soil experienced a 70% increase in CBR after
reinforcement, while the CBR of the CL soil was not affected by strip inclusion.

Keywords: soil improvement; polypropylene strips; geotechnical properties; sustainable reuse of
plastic waste

1. Introduction

Finding new ways to recycle plastic waste from water bottles, disposable cups, plates, or plastic
packaging for foods has become a major challenge worldwide. According to the World Economic
Forum (2016), a million plastic bottles are bought around the world every minute, and this number
may jump 20% by 2021, potentially leading to an environmental disaster. As also pointed out in this
report, plastic production has increased from 15 million tons in the 1960s to 311 million tons in 2014
and is expected to triple by 2050. Furthermore, the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development [1] sets
out in its goals a substantial reduction in waste generation through recycling, reduction, and reuse and
encourages the use of local materials in engineering works.

Environmental challenges have stimulated researchers to find techniques to improve the strength
properties of geotechnical materials [2]. In the context of alternative or recycled waste materials in
soil improvement, tire shreds and rubber fibers have been extensively studied [3–10]. Further, the use
of fiber reinforcement, especially with local soils, has been recognized as a viable technique for soil
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improvement in numerous geotechnical engineering applications. Fiber reinforcement has been used
in a range of applications, including as backfill in retaining structures, stabilization of subgrade and
subbases, improvement in soil bearing capacity, reinforcement of soft soil embankments, control of soil
hydraulic conductivity, improvement of erosion resistance, piping prevention, and shrinkage crack
mitigation [11–15]. Fiber reinforcements can carry tensile stresses, which are mobilized by friction
between the reinforcements and the soil. The mobilization of tensile stresses in the reinforcements
generally leads to an increase in the shear strength of the soils, namely that generated by redistributing
shear stresses in soils through their tensile strength. Randomly distributed polymeric additions,
such as polypropylene (PP) and polyethylene terephthalate (PET), incorporated in soils improve their
mechanical behavior.

Gathering the idea of plastic recycling and soil improvement, Consoli et al. [16] carried out one of
the first experiments on the utilization of the polyethylene (PET) fibers derived from plastic wastes
(stretched cylindrical shapes) in the reinforcement of natural and artificially cemented sand, showing
plastic wastes improved soil mechanical response. Later, several studies reported the influence of PET
fiber inclusion on the mechanical properties of soils [17–21]. The behavior of soils reinforced with PP
fibers has also been extensively studied [12,22–28]. However, there is a lack of studies involving the
inclusion of polymeric strips taken from recyclable materials as soil reinforcement.

The use of polymeric strips has several advantages, such as the possibility of reusing plastic waste
to increase soil strength without the need to apply a recycling process, as in the case of synthetic fibers.
However, the few available studies used PET strips and not PP strips, e.g., [2,17,29–32].

Sivakumar Babu and Choukey [17] evaluated the effect of including 12 mm long and 4 mm wide
PET strips, in amounts of 0.50%, 0.75%, and 1.0%, in a sandy soil using unconfined compression
strength (UCS) tests and triaxial tests (consolidated and undrained). The authors reported significant
increases in soil shear strength parameters, which were greater for larger numbers of strips. In addition,
UCS tests indicated an increase in ductility, proportional to the inclusion of strips. Soltani-Jigheh [31]
studied the inclusion of PET strips (4 mm wide and 8 mm long) in quantities of 0.25%; 0.50%; 0.75%;
1.0%; 1.5%, and 2% (in relation to the clay soil mass) using consolidated undrained (CU) triaxial tests.
Results showed an increase of around 11% in the shear strength of the soil, resulting from an increase
in apparent cohesion and a decrease in friction angle.

Babu and Choukey [17] suggested a more economic and simple way of recycling plastic bottles
as soil reinforcement using strips cut from PET water bottles. Plastic strips that were 12 mm long
and 4 mm in width showed significant improvement in the strength of two soils due to an increase in
friction and significant reduction in compression parameters. Chebet and Kalumba [30] evaluated
soil improvement using HDPE plastic strips (0.1–0.3% by weight, 15 to 45 mm length, and 6 to 18 mm
widths) obtained from shopping bags mixed with two sandy soils through direct shear tests. Findings
showed that shear strength of sandy soils was sensitive and significantly affected with a small addition
of strips. Luwalaga [2] evaluated sand reinforced with randomly mixed PET plastic waste flakes
with varying percentages in terms of California Bearing Ratio CBR and direct shear box testing.
Results concluded that the appropriate percentage of PET plastic waste to use while reinforcing sandy
soil used is 22.5%. Peddaiah et al. [32] evaluated the addition of PET wastewater bottles cut into strips
to locally available soils and showed enhanced soil engineering properties. Strips were cut with 15 mm
width and lengths of 15, 25, and 35 mm in different contents of 0.2% to 0.8%. Strips randomly mixed
with sandy soil improved the soil strength parameters. It was found that addition of PET strips to sand
could reduce the soil brittleness under low overburden pressures.

According to Fathi et al. [33] recycling plastic waste as reinforcing material has become a
cheap and viable alternative for soil improvement. Peddaiah et al. [32] concludes that the effect
of plastic reinforcement in soil mass vitally depends on nature of the surface (i.e., plain/smooth or
corrugated/undulated) and size of strips, plastic content, and type of soil. For Onyelowe et al. [34] the
fundamental purpose of solving an engineering problem revolves around a sustainable, economic,
efficient, and durable design, with optimal performance to meet certain desirable conditions.
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Hence, the sustainable and economic alternative of plastic waste strips and local soils offers two
advantages in geotechnical applications: reuse of plastic waste materials and reduction in the use of
natural soils, producing materials with required engineering properties.

Although the use of strips from the reuse of waste bottles has high potential for improving soil
characteristics, the field of study for these materials is relatively new, especially regarding lateritic soils.
This fact generates a consensus among several authors regarding the need for a deeper assessment of
different types of plastics and the characteristics of each type of inclusion in conjunction with different
soils, in addition to full-scale studies [2,30,32].

Considering the experience from the literature, as well as the lack of research regarding polymeric
strips as soil reinforcements, the strength properties of compacted lateritic soils reinforced with
polypropylene waste strips cut from recycled plastic packing were evaluated in this study. A series of
unconfined compressive strength (UCS), direct shear, and California bearing ratio (CBR) tests were
conducted in order to evaluate an optimum combination of plastic waste strips in different soils.
A statistical analysis of proposed equations to estimate the UCS of PP strip-stabilized soils is presented.
Results were used to prepare samples for CBR and direct shear tests.

2. Materials and Methods

Lateritic soils (clayey sand and clay) were chosen in this research, since they represent typical
soils that cover a large area in Brazil. These soils are residual sandstone soils, with low compressibility,
unsaturated condition, and high porosity. The clayey sand was collected in Bauru, Sao Paulo,
Brazil (22◦21′6.03” S; 49◦01′57.68” O), and the clay soil was collected in Pederneiras, also in Sao Paulo
state (22◦19′52.5” S; 48◦45′32.26” O). The soil samples were characterized according to the following
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) recommendations: particle size analysis ASTM
D7928 [35], soil classification (USCS) ASTM D2487 [36], Highway Research Board (HRB) classification
ASTM D3282 [37], specific gravity (Gs) ASTM D854 [38], Proctor tests ASTM D698 [39], and consistency
limits ASTM D4318 [40]. The physical properties of the soils including their classification from these
tests are presented in Table 1. The particle distributions and the standard Proctor compaction test
results for the sandy clay (SC) and clay low (CL) soils are shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.

Table 1. Physical properties of soils used in this research.

Property Value Clayey Sand Clay Specification

Soil classification (USCS) SC CL ASTM D2487 [36]
HRB classification A-2-4 A-6 ASTM D3282 [37]
Percent sand (%) 80 8 ASTM D7928 [35]

Percent fines (<0.074 mm) (%) 20 92
Specific gravity, Gs 2.65 2.69 ASTM D854 [38]

Maximum dry unit weight (kN/m3) 19.50 18.4 ASTM D698 [39]
Optimum water content (%) 10.6 16.1

Liquid limit 16 34
ASTM D4318 [40]Plasticity limit NP 23

Plasticity index NP 11
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Figure 1. Particle size distribution of the two lateritic soils.

 
Figure 2. Compaction curves of the two lateritic soils under investigation.

The soil/water retention curves (SWRCs) of the two soils are presented in Figure 3, along with the
fitted SWRC model of van Genuchten [41]. The SWRC data exhibit a bimodal behavior (two air entry
suctions), while the van Genuchten [41] SWRC is unimodal, as follows:

w = wr + (ws −wr) ×
{

1

[1 + (α.s)n]
m

}
(1)

where ws and wr are the saturation and residual water content (%), m and n are curvature parameters,
and s is the matric suction (kPa).
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Figure 3. Soil water retention data for the two soils: sandy soil and clayey soil.

Accordingly, the van Genuchten [41] SWRC was fitted to both of the modes exhibited in the
data. Specifically, the fits were performed in two parts for each curve. This behavior can be attributed
to the presence of macro and micropores in the soil [42]. The fitting parameters of the SWRC of
van Genuchten [41] are shown in Table 2. The curve for the clayey sand (SC) soil shows two air entry
suctions, the first of approximately 3 kPa, and the second of approximately 2 MPa. The curves obtained
for the clay (CL) soil, due to the greater retention capacity, show a great variation of suction pressures
over a small range of gravimetric water content. Similar to the SC soil, two air entry suctions are
observed for the CL soil, the first of approximately 11 kPa, and the second of approximately 6 MPa.

Table 2. Fitting parameters of the van Genuchten (1980) soil/water retention curve (SWRC).

Soil Stretch α (kPa−1) m n wr (%) ws (%) R-Squared

Sandy 1 0.1520 0.6977 2.4762 11.2 16.5 0.996
2 0.0001 1.4349 1.1890 0.0 11.3 0.976

Clayey 1 0.0669 0.3421 1.8113 21.4 29.0 0.985
2 0.0003 0.4974 2.4974 3.00 22.6 0.976

Polypropylene (PP) strips were obtained from plastic packaging that would be discarded without
any reuse. In order to avoid discrepancies in the results, only one specific brand of plastic packaging
was used (without lids, labels, and other parts) in order to assure strip homogeneity. PP strips of
1.5 mm width and 0.5 mm thickness with lengths of 10, 15, 20, and 30 mm were added to the soil
in different percentages by dry soil weight of 0.25%, 0.5%, 0.75%, 1.0%, 1.5%, and 2.0%. In order to
achieve a uniform mixture, the soil and strips were homogenously distributed and mixed with the
soil by hand mixing dry soil, water, and strips. The cutting process of the PP strips, the final shape of
the strips, and an example of soil mixed with strips are shown in Figure 4. To prevent floating of the
strips, the water was added before the strips. In addition, the specimens were destroyed after testing
to verify segregation. In this sense, the visual inspection showed that the process of mixing the strips
and soil provided an excellent integration of soil and strips. In field applications, mixing is performed
according to the recommendations of Falorca et al. [43] and Shukla [14]. The aspect ratios (Ar) for the
strips with a length of 10, 15, 20, and 30 mm are 20, 30, 40, and 60, respectively. The PP strips have a
specific mass of 0.91 g/cm3, a tensile strength of 150 MPa, and a tensile modulus of 3.5 GPa.
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4. Polypropylene (PP) strips: (a) cutting process; (b) PP strips after cutting; (c) soil mixed with
PP strips.

This study involved a combination of UCS, direct shear, and CBR tests to investigate the effect of
strips on soil improvement. The UCS tests were conducted according to ASTM D2166 [44] with samples
compacted at the optimum water content for each soil shown in Figure 2. Considering the importance
of compaction parameters for each soil mixture in unconfined compression strength, standard Proctor
compaction tests were conducted for each soil–strip mixture in order to compact soil specimens for
UCS and shear strength tests. However, no significant alterations were observed in maximum dry
unit weight and optimum water content (OWC) with PP strip addition, and the soil–strip samples
were compacted at the OWC of natural soil conditions (Table 1). In order to examine the variability of
the effect of waste strips in the UCS properties of both lateritic soils, triplicate specimens of 50 mm
diameter and 100 mm height were tested. For each combination of optimum strip content obtained
from the UCS results, drained direct shear tests were conducted according to ASTM D3080 [45] on the
compacted unsaturated soils. Samples were consolidated under vertical stresses of 30, 60, and 125 kPa
prior to shearing. Finally, CBR tests were conducted for each percentage of PP strips according to
ASTM D1883 [46]. The specimens to be tested were also prepared with soil–strip samples compacted
with optimum strip content properties in relation to UCS results.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Influence of PP Strips on Soil Unconfined Compression Strength (UCS)

The axial stress–strain curves from the UCS tests on the SC soil reinforced with PP strips are
shown in Figure 5. Similar stress–strain curves were obtained for the CL soil. The curves in Figure 5
generally show that an increase in the peak value (the UCS) is observed after addition of PP strips.
For both soils the results show that there is no big difference in the axial stress among the PP–soil
mixtures as well as the pure soil before 2.5% of the axial strain. This behavior is in accordance with the
literature [12,14,47]. As reported by Tang et al. [12], the addition of fibers does not affect the initial
stiffness of unreinforced soil. Heineck et al. [47] concluded that the stiffness of soil–strip PP composite
is not influenced at small strains. Shukla [14] states that only after a certain level of shear strain do the
fibers begin to be more effective. The use of PP strips contributed to a change in the soil behavior from
a brittle failure to a ductile failure, as shown in typical post-test photographs in Figure 6.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5. Axial stress–strain curves of clayey sand (SC) soil and PP strips: (a) increasing PP strip
content; (b) increasing strip length.

  

Figure 6. Specimens of natural and SC soil strips after failure.

The UCS values are shown in Figure 7 for the SC and CL soils as a function of PP strip contents for
different strip lengths. For both soils, an increase in UCS was observed with increasing strip contents
and lengths. No suction effects on strips results were noted. This can be explained by the fact that
the strips are inert to the soil as well as by the gravimetric water content. An optimum combination
of strip content and length was obtained for each soil from the UCS results. According to Figure 7a,
the optimum combination for SC soil is 2% PP and 30 mm in length. In Figure 7b, the optimum
combination for CL soil is 1.5% PP and 30 mm in length. These values were adopted, since previous
UCS tests performed using contents of 2.5% and 3.0% of strips led the UCS values to a sharp drop for
SC and CL soils considering all lengths and contents. Note that for CL soil (L = 20 and 30 mm) this
occurred even before reaching 2.5%. This is probably due to the dimensions of the specimen, the length
of the strips, and the excess of strips that accumulated in a concentrated manner in specific points in
the specimen. Samples exhumed after the tests showed this agglomeration of the strips. This excess
of strips complicates the process of compacting the specimens and can lead to lower density values,
which decreases the UCS value. These results are in accordance with the literature; that is, the strength
of fiber-reinforced soil increases with increasing aspect ratio of fibers [10].
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(a) (b)

Figure 7. Unconfined compressive strength (UCS) results for different soils as a function of PP strip
content for different PP strip lengths: (a) SC soil; (b) clay (CL) soil.

The UCS results for the two soils with different strip contents and strip lengths are shown in
Figure 8. Both soils (with and without strips) were compacted at the corresponding optimum water
content. It was observed that the soil highly influenced maximum UCS results. The SC soil presented
higher increase in strength for increasing strip contents and length, showing that the soil friction is
mobilized before mobilization of tension in the plastic strips. Higher strip lengths also indicated higher
increase in SC shear strength, reaching the same strength increase of the clayey soil with 30 mm strip
length. For the clayey soil, low contents of strips presented a significant strength increase, despite strip
lengths. The increase in strip content also showed an increase in UCS.

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 8. Influence of soil type on the UCS of soils with different strip lengths as a function of strip
content: (a) 10 mm; (b) 15 mm; (c) 20 mm; (d) 30 mm.
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As discussed, there are no results from the literature that discuss the use of PP strips in soil
reinforcement. The literature only presents results of research using PP fibers. However, it can be seen
that the results of this research are in accordance with previous results from the literature that evaluated
PP fibers, e.g., [12,48–50]. Santoni et al. [48], for instance, concluded that the inclusion of randomly
oriented discrete PP fibers significantly improves the UCS of sands. An optimum fiber length of
51 mm was identified for the reinforcement of sand specimens. A maximum performance is achieved
at the fiber content between 0.6% and 1% by dry weight. The specimen performance is enhanced in
both wet and dry optimum conditions. Tang et al. [12] evaluated the UCS of clayey soil cylindrical
specimens (diameter = 39.1 mm, length = 80 mm) with inclusion of different contents of PP fibers
(12 mm long). Fiber inclusion with 0.05% fiber content enhances the unconfined compressive/peak
strength of soil. Kumar and Singh [49] used the random inclusion of PP fibers to evaluate the UCS of
fly ash. At an aspect ratio (Ar) of 100, the unconfined compressive strength of fly ash increased from
128 to 259 kPa with an increment in fiber content from 0 to 0.5%. The results show that the variation of
unconfined compressive strength with fiber content is linear, and the optimum fiber length and aspect
ratio were found to be 30 mm and 100, respectively. Zaimoglu and Yetimoglu [50] investigated the UCS
of fine-grained soil (MH, high plasticity soil) effects using randomly distributed PP fiber reinforcement
(length = 12 mm; diameter = 0.05 mm). The main findings show that there is a tendency for UCS
values to increase due to the increase in fiber content. The soil reinforced with a fiber content of 0.75%
showed an expressive increase of 85% in the UCS value when compared to unreinforced soil. As Tang
et al. [12] also discussed in their study, the increase in UCS might be due to the bridging effect of fiber,
which can efficiently prevent the further development of failure planes and deformations of the soil.

The results from an analysis of variance (ANOVA) shown in Figure 9 indicate that the UCS is more
affected by strip length or content. Results showed that strip content has a greater effect on results than
strip length for both soils evaluated in this research. The equations were used to propose an analytical
model to predict UCS of SC and CL soils reinforced with PP strips based on experimental results.
The good agreement between the experimental data and the estimates indicates that the proposed
model is adequate for estimating preliminary soil–strip UCS strength parameters. The limitations of
the models include the type of soils used and PP strips with 15 mm width.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 9. Prediction model for UCS of soil–strip mixtures: (a) SC; (b) CL.

An analysis showing the influence of compaction water content in UCS of soil–strip samples
is shown in Figure 10. Samples at the optimum water content (OWC) had the best combination of
strip length and content for each soil (Figure 7). UCS values were compared with the same mixtures
compacted at OWC −2% and OWC +2% also using optimum strip combinations. The water content
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at compaction influenced the UCS of both soils. OWC −2% presented higher influence on UCS of
both soils but with opposite results. Sandy soil showed superior UCS when compacted at OWC −2%,
while clayey soil showed a lower increase in UCS. The best result for clayey soil in terms of UCS
increase was seen for soil–strip samples compacted at OWC +2%. Results are more attributed to soil
type than strip content.

Figure 10. Influence of compaction water content on UCS results of soil mixtures at optimum
strip combinations.

3.2. Influence of PP Strips on Drained Shear Strength

Results of direct shear tests considering each combination of soil and strips (15 × 30 mm)
representing maximum UCS are presented in Figure 11. The specimens (with and without strips) were
compacted at optimum water content. Figure 11a shows the shear strength envelopes of SC soil with
and without PP strip reinforcement showing an increase in both apparent cohesion and friction angle.
Figure 11b shows shear strength envelopes of the CL soil with and without PP strip reinforcement.
In this case, results presented higher friction and no change in apparent cohesion. An improvement in
shear strength parameters shown in Table 3 is observed with PP strip reinforcement, which can be
attributed more attributed to friction than cohesion. Peddaiah et al. [32] showed results of increasing
trend for apparent cohesion and friction angle with an increase in strip content, and the authors
attribute this phenomenon to combined soil and plastic mass behavior during shearing. According
to the author, increase in shear strength parameters is achieved because there is increase in frictional
surface between soil particles and plastic strips.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 11. Shear strength envelopes of natural and PP strip-soils: (a) SC; (b) CL.
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Table 3. Summary of shear strength parameters for polypropylene (PP) strips mixed with soils.

Soil Type
PP Strip

Content (%)
PP Strip Length

(mm)

Effective
Friction Angle

(Degrees)

Increase in
Effective

Friction (%)

Apparent
Cohesion

(kPa)

Increase in
Apparent

Cohesion (%)

SC 0.0 30 31.4 NA 11.7 NA

SC 2.0 30 35.8 1.18 26.5 2.26

CL 0.0 30 33.1 NA 56 NA

CL 1.5 30 43.8 1.47 64.8 0.86

It is important to note that, besides the fines contents, lateritic soils present good shear strength
behavior when unsaturated. The natural clayey soil has a high friction angle (>30◦), which is expected
for lateritic soils. On the other hand, it is important to note that the soils are in an unsaturated
condition, which could explain the high values of shear strength parameters, mainly the apparent
cohesion (CL soil). The results presented in this research are in accordance with results of the literature,
e.g., [12,14,43,51–54]. Falorca and Pinto [43] evaluated two soils very similar to the soils studied in
this research. Authors carried out direct shear tests (60 mm square box) to evaluate the effect of short,
randomly distributed PP microfibers on the shear strength behavior of two different types of soils:
a poorly graded sandy (SP) soil and a clayey soil of low plasticity (CL). The main results show that
the shear stress always increases up to the maximum deformation allowed, rather than reaching a
peak or constant value typical for unreinforced soils. No significant difference was found when using
straight or crimped fibers. The authors also concluded that the initial stiffness of the reinforced sand
decreases with an increase in fiber content, whereas for reinforced clay there is no significant change.
The reinforced sand is more compressive in the early stages of shear and more dilative subsequently
compared with the unreinforced sand. There is much evidence that the influence of fiber content,
fiber length, and normal stress level is due to the fibers’ capacity to increase the number of contacts
between soil particles and to mobilize a higher number of soil particles during shear. The number of
fibers in the shear plane is a very important parameter.

Yetimoglu and Salbas [51] carried out a direct shear test (60 × 60 mm plane and 25 mm in depth)
on sands reinforced with randomly distributed discrete PP fiber (length = 20 mm; diameter = 0.05 mm)
reinforcements varying from 0.10% to 1%. The results of the tests indicated that the peak shear
strength and initial stiffness of the clean, oven-dried, uniform river sand with particles of fine to
medium size (0.075–2 mm) at a relative density of 70% were not affected significantly by the fiber
reinforcement. Fiber reinforcements, however, could reduce soil brittleness providing smaller loss of
post-peak strength and an increase in residual shear strength angle of the sand.

Tang et al. [12] conducted a series of direct shear tests on clayey soil cylindrical specimens
(diameter = 61.8 mm, length = 20 mm) with inclusion of different percentages of PP fibers (12 mm
long) at vertical normal stresses of 50, 100, 200, and 300 kPa. All the test specimens were compacted at
their corresponding maximum dry unit weight and optimum water content. It was observed that the
values of c and ϕ increased with increasing fiber content.

3.3. Influence of PP Strips on Soil CBR

Results of the CBR tests are shown in Figure 12. SC soil was highly influenced by plastic strips,
with a 70% increase in CBR values. On the other hand, CL soil was not affected by strip inclusion,
not altering CBR values.
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Figure 12. CBR values for SC and CL soils with and without PP strip reinforcement at their optimum
combination identified from the UCS tests.

The results of the present research are in agreement with the results previously found in the
literature for other soils and polymeric reinforcements, e.g., [49,50,55–58]. In this sense, as reported by
Hoover et al. (1982), the CBR test values indicate that inclusion of fibers is most effective in sandy soils
and less effective in fine-grained soils.

When evaluating the results obtained for the SC soil it was noted that they are in agreement with
the results obtained by Fletcher and Humphries [55]. These authors showed that the CBR values of a
silty soil increased significantly after the addition of PP fibers. According to the authors, PP fibers
were used, and their content varied from 0%, 0.5%, 1%, and 1.5% in relation to the dry mass of soil,
compacted with normal energy. The dimensions of the fibers used were 25 mm in length and 0.76 mm
in diameter. According to the authors, there is an optimal fiber dosage that provides the highest CBR
value. Higher than optimal dosages decrease the CBR value, since, with the increase in the number of
fibers, there is a reduction in the amount of soil, which in turn affects the bonding forces at the soil–fiber
interface. Finally, the authors concluded that the addition of fibers resulted in an increase in the CBR
value of 133% when compared to the soil without the addition of fibers. Yetimoglu et al. [56] performed
laboratory CBR tests to investigate the load-penetration behavior of a clean sand fill reinforced with
randomly distributed discrete PP fibers (length = 20 mm; diameter = 0.50 mm) overlying a high
plasticity inorganic clay with a nonwoven geotextile layer at the sand–clay interface as a separator.
It was noticed that the peak load ratio (PLR) value increases with an increase in fiber content and
becomes approximately five times as high as that of unreinforced sand.

Regarding the clayey soil, it was noted that the addition of fibers at the proposed optimum
content generated an increase in expansion and a reduction in CBR due to the number of fibers present,
impairing the contact (friction) between the particles. This behavior is in line with the results obtained
by Pradhan et al. [58]. These authors evaluated the mechanical strength of a clayey soil reinforced with
PP fibers by direct shear, unconfined compression, and CBR tests. The authors used PP fibers of 15, 20,
and 25 mm in length with a 0.2 mm diameter, varying the fiber content from 0.1% to 1.0%, with an
increase of 0.1%.

Chandra et al. [57] evaluated soils with PP fibers (length = 15, 25, 30 mm; diameter = 0.3 mm)
and concluded that the CBR value of reinforced soils continues to increase with both fiber content
and aspect ratio (Ar). However, they suggest that mixing soil and fibers is extremely difficult
beyond the fiber content of 1.5%. The authors also suggest that 1.5% fiber content and an aspect
ratio of 100 can be considered optimum values in the case of soils of low compressibility (classified
as CL and ML), whereas 1.5% fiber content with an aspect ratio of 84 was found to be optimum
for silty sand (classified as SM). Similarly, Kumar and Singh [49] studied fly ash (classified as silt
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of low compressibility, ML) with randomly distributed PP fibers. The soaked and unsoaked CBR
values presented increases with an increase in fiber content at a particular aspect ratio (60, 80, 100,
or 120). Zaimoglu and Yetimoglu [50] also investigated the effects of randomly distributed PP fiber
reinforcement (length = 12 mm; diameter = 0.05 mm) on the soaked CBR behavior of a fine-grained
soil (MH, high plasticity soil) by conducting a series of CBR tests. The main results show that the CBR
value presented a significant increase with increasing fiber content up to around 0.75% and remained
more or less constant thereafter.

According to the design of flexible pavements [59], based on CBR values of pavement layers,
a subgrade thickness for the SC soil used in this area of research (CBR = 28%) is 16 cm for heavy traffic
condition (55 kN wheel load), and it reduces to 10 cm for the same traffic condition for 2.0% plastic
waste mixed with soil (CBR = 48%). The final reduction implies the reduction of natural resources
(aggregate materials) and construction costs. The clayey soil–strip mixture does not meet the required
20% CBR for subbases but can be suitable for other applications.

4. Conclusions

An extensive experimental program was conducted in order to assess the effect of polypropylene
waste strips (cut from recycled plastic packing) mixed with lateritic soils. The experimental program
involved the evaluation of soil UCS properties and an optimum combination of soil–PP strips. Outcomes
of these combinations were used in CBR and shear strength analysis. The following conclusions can be
drawn from this research:

• The use of PP strips as reinforcements in both SC and CL lateritic soils led to an increase in UCS,
as well as a clear influence of PP strip length on the soil stiffness. The use of PP strips contributed
to a change in soil failure from a brittle to a ductile mode;

• The UCS results revealed an optimum combination of PP strip content and strip length: SC soil
and 2% PP and 30 mm in length and CL soil with 1.5% PP and 30 mm in length. The SC soil
had a higher increase in UCS for increasing strip content and strip length, indicating that the
soil friction is mobilized before strip mobilization. For the CL soil, low strip contents led to a
significant increase in UCS regardless of the strip length. Statistical analysis conducted showed
that strip content has a greater effect on the UCS than the strip length for both soils evaluated;

• The compaction water content had an important effect on the UCS of both soils, although opposite
effects were observed in the UCS for both soils when increasing and decreasing the compaction
water content by +2% and −2% from the optimal value;

• Results from direct shear tests indicate that PP strip–SC soil showed an increase in both apparent
cohesion and friction angle, while PP strip–CL soil presented a higher friction angle and no change
in apparent cohesion;

• California bearing ratio (CBR) tests indicate that SC soil was highly influenced by plastic strips
and experienced a 70% increase in CBR after reinforcement. On the other hand, the CBR of the CL
soil was not affected by the addition of plastic strips.
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Abstract: Geosynthetics have proven to provide sustainable solutions for geotechnical and geoen-
vironmental problems when used with natural materials. Therefore, the expected benefits to the
environment when geosynthetics are associated with unconventional or alternative construction
materials will be even greater. This paper addresses the use of geosynthetics with wasted materials
in different applications. The potential uses of alternative materials such as wasted tires, construction
and demolition wastes, and plastic bottles are presented and discussed considering results from
laboratory and field tests. Combinations of geosynthetics and alternative construction materials
applied to reinforced soil structures, drainage systems for landfills, barriers, and stabilisation of
embankments on soft grounds are discussed. The results show the feasibility of such combinations,
and that they are beneficial to the environment and in line with the increasing trend towards a circular
economy and sustainable development.

Keywords: geosynthetics; wastes; tires; CDW; PET bottles

1. Introduction

The preservation of the environment as a whole and specifically of its natural resources
is of utmost importance for current and future generations. In this context, geosynthetics
can provide sustainable engineering solutions for geotechnical and geoenvironmental
problems, reducing the consumption of natural materials and causing less impact to
the environment [1–4]. Geosynthetics can perform different functions in an engineering
project, such as drainage, filtration, barrier, separation, reinforcement, and protection.
Frischknecht et al. [1] showed reductions greater than 70% of some environmental impact
parameters such as water consumption, renewable and non-renewable energy consump-
tion, emissions of gases that contribute to global warming, etc. in some applications of
geosynthetics in comparison with conventional geotechnical solutions. Significant reduc-
tions in energy consumption and CO2 emissions were obtained by Damians et al. [2] when
the environmental impacts caused by geosynthetic reinforced retaining structures were
compared to those from conventional concrete retaining walls. Heerten [3] also presented
two examples of construction infrastructures where the use of geosynthetics showed lower
environmental impacts due to significant reductions of cumulated energy demand and
CO2 emissions. Touze-Foltz [4] presented several other examples of the environmental
benefits of using geosynthetics in geotechnical and geoenvironmental works.

The benefits brought by the use of engineering solutions with geosynthetics discussed
above were obtained using conventional soils as construction materials. When geosyn-
thetics are combined with materials commonly considered wastes, solutions involving
geosynthetics will be expected to be even more beneficial to the environment, since they
will avoid or reduce the utilisation of good-quality natural materials (which are increasingly
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scarce and expensive in several regions) and reduce their exploitation, with positive reper-
cussions for the environment. These are the cases of combinations of different geosynthetic
products with wasted tires, plastic objects, and construction and demolition wastes, for
instance. However, one must bear in mind that some of these wastes can be harmful to
the environment. Thus, due care must be exercised when using wastes in construction to
avoid ground contamination due to the degradation of the waste with time or the presence
of pollutants. In this context, the use of such wastes may still be feasible if appropriate
geosynthetic barriers (geomembranes or GCLs) are employed.

Very little can be found in the literature on the combination of geosynthetic prod-
ucts and alternative/waste construction materials in geotechnical and geoenvironmental
works. The same comment applies to the use of wastes to produce low-cost alternative
geosynthetics. This paper presents the properties and relevant characteristics of some waste
materials, treated hereafter as alternative construction materials, that can be combined
with geosynthetics in geotechnical and geoenvironmental works. Advantages, limitations,
and examples of such combinations are presented and discussed.

2. Some Examples of Alternative Construction Materials Commonly Used
in Engineering Projects

2.1. Wasted Tires

Over the years, population growth has led to higher volumes of wastes, requiring
large areas for disposal. One material that has been pointed out as an environmental
hazard is discarded tire. Used tires have approximately 75% voids and, in some countries,
there are several specific stockpile areas for their disposal. Therefore, these materials can
generate an environmental problem due to the growing demand for space for their disposal.
In geotechnical engineering applications, tires can be utilised as lightweight material after
they are shredded to small pieces.

Tire stockpiles present large groundwater contamination potential once they are over-
all composed of rubbers, carbon black, metals, antioxidants, and polymers [5].
Besides the risk of ground contamination, there is also the possibility of combustion
when the wasted tires are disposed in large areas (Figure 1a). Humphrey [6] reported
self-heating reactions of tires in Washington and Colorado. Another occurrence of this type
took place in Hagersville, Ontario, Canada (Figure 1b), where a large tire stockpile fire
burned for days [7]. The huge amount of wasted tires is a global environmental concern
and the related risk of either soil/groundwater contamination or stockpile fire poses the
need to recycle and reuse these materials.

Figure 1. Environmental hazards produced by wasted tires [7]: (a) tire stockpile disposal; (b) tire stockpile fire in Canada in
1990 [7].

According to the United States Tires Association (USTA) [8], 303.5 million rubber
tires were produced in 2019. The United States has made an effort to recycle these ma-
terials as much as possible and, in 2019, almost 76% of scrap tires were recycled to be
used in rubber-modified asphalts, the manufacturing of automotive products, mulch for
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landscaping, and tire-derived fuel. The USTA also reported that tires are now one of the
most recycled products in the U.S., but end-of-life markets are not keeping pace with their
annual generation [8]. On the other hand, the Canadian Association of Tire Recycling
Agencies reported that 82% of the 421,184 tires collected were recycled in 2019 [9]. In 2020,
Brazil recycled 42 million scrap tires with a produced total amount of 59.5 million [10,11].
However, despite the efforts to recycle these materials, there are still tons of scrap tires
discarded throughout the country.

Based on the above information, there is a need to recycle wasted tires as much as
possible in order to reduce the environmental impacts caused by their disposal, and one
way to tackle this problem is by mixing them with soil. Many applications of mixtures of
wasted tires in geotechnical applications can be found in the literature. It is possible to find
investigations involving laboratory and field tests with different types of soils and rubbers
for different applications [6,12–26]. Despite the relevance of such mixtures, the present
paper focuses on combinations of some wastes, including rubber, with geosynthetics in
geotechnical and geoenvironmental applications.

2.2. Recycled Construction and Demolition Wastes (RCDW)

Important studies have been conducted for decades on raw source material conser-
vation. The relevance of such studies is even more evident today, as human-made mass
has exceeded all living biomass [27]. In 2020, the sub-groups of concrete and aggregates
were estimated to represent approximately 80% of the total amount of anthropogenic
mass—inanimate solid objects made by humans that have not been demolished or taken
out of service. Nowadays, it is imperative to investigate solutions to improve the use of
construction and demolition wastes (CDW).

The need for materials for future construction and renovation of buildings and/or
infrastructure brings recycling as a fundamental strategy, once it can provide a material
with a low-carbon footprint, hereafter called “recycled construction and demolition waste”
(RCDW). Bearing in mind that over 10 billion tons of CDW are generated per year [28],
recycling could significantly reduce the volume of this waste currently destined to final
disposal in landfills. At the same time, it could also reintroduce RCDW into construction
works at a very low cost and reduce the environmental impact since it could mitigate the
demand for natural raw material supply.

Due to the introduction of various legislative measures and the adoption of several
waste management strategies, CDW has been investigated in several disciplines, including
phenomenology, environmental science and environmental engineering, material science
and engineering, the industrial ecology perspective, management science, architecture,
the construction and operation of buildings [28], pavement engineering, and geotechnical
engineering. However, the applications of RCDW are mainly focused on the use of recycled
aggregate in road pavements and concrete, but this is a consequence of the methods usually
adopted by the recycling plants and some economic aspects.

With the potential for consuming a large amount of RCDW, investigations on the
application in pavements have shown geotechnical properties equivalent or superior to
those of typical quarry granular coarse base and subbase materials [29,30]. Laboratory
tests have revealed that the use of recycled concrete aggregate in hot-mix asphalt for base
courses is promising, given that the bitumen absorbed by the aggregate makes its whole
surface be coated by the binder, reducing the porosity and, therefore, the sensitivity to
moisture [31,32]. The adoption of new concepts when designing a cold asphalt mixture
with recycled concrete aggregate may allow the application of such recycled products [33].
Regarding the potential environmental impacts of RCDW, field-site leaching from crushed
concrete was measured after 10 years of exposure in a road subbase and the simplified
risk assessment showed that the released trace elements did not exceed the pre-defined
acceptance criteria for groundwater and fresh water [34].

Given that some countries classify soil as CDW, this material may correspond to a
significant volume received by some recycling plants. Considering those regions where
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measures to promote an efficient on-site sorting process are not developed yet, the CDW
will consist of a mixture of soils (from excavation), inert and non-inert materials, and
materials from site clearance activities (organic matter and other debris). This fraction of
the CDW, composed of soil, is not desirable for producing aggregates for concrete and
pavements due to poor-quality properties. However, the recycling processes usually carried
out by the recycling plants (sorting of non-inert material, crushing, and sieving) can enable
the RCDW to be used as backfill material for geosynthetic reinforced soil structures (GRS).
This use may allow the construction of such structures in places where natural materials are
scarce, reducing the exploitation of new and far quarries and, consequently, their economic
and environmental costs.

2.3. Plastic Bottles

Plastic wastes can also be combined with geosynthetics to fulfil different functions in
geotechnical works. Despite its enormous advantages for society in different areas, when
not properly disposed or confined, plastics can cause damage to the environment as well
as serve as a habitat for organisms that are hazardous to public health. It is estimated that
over 1,000,000 plastic bottles are sold every minute [35], with still a limited amount of
recycling in most countries. In addition, it may take over 450 years for a plastic bottle to
completely degrade in the environment. Plastic bottles may end up in rivers (Figure 2) [36],
beaches, and even far out in the oceans, forming huge floating masses, or accumulating
on remote islands and coral atolls [37], with evident harm to marine fauna. Thus, it is
important to develop and encourage other uses for plastics in general, particularly for
polyester (PET) bottles. As far as geosynthetics are concerned, PET bottles can be used as a
drainage medium associated with a geotextile filter, for instance, as will be seen later in
this paper, as well as being processed to produce recycled geosynthetics.

Figure 2. Plastic bottle accumulation in Tietê River, Brazil [36].

3. Some Combinations of Geosynthetics and Alternative Construction Materials

3.1. Recycled Construction and Demolition Wastes in Geosynthetic Reinforced
Structures—Concerns and Relevant Properties

Some properties and characteristics of RCDW must be evaluated when considering
the use of such material in geotechnical works. Below, some of these characteristics are
described and discussed.

• Particle Crushing
Even when processing a homogenous CDW, the procedures adopted by the recycling

plant may determine several of the properties of RCDW. Gomes et al. [38] investigated the
influence of three different comminution and sizing processes (simple screening, crushing,
and grinding) on the composition, shape, and porosity characteristic of a recycled concrete
aggregate (obtained from concrete block wastes). The results revealed products with differ-
ent chemical and mineralogical compositions, grain size distribution, particle shapes, and
porosity. This case highlights the importance of considering the application of RCDW with
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commonly considered undesirable fractions (soil and powder) in works where material
selection is technically more tolerant.

The compaction process, usually carried out during the construction of a GRS, im-
proves the backfill material strength and promotes better interaction with the reinforcing
element (e.g., geogrid or geotextile). However, this construction procedure may also cause
additional crushing and breakage of RCDW particles, changing its grain size distribution.
In a laboratory investigation, Leite et al. [29] found that the physical changes caused by
compaction (changing grain size distribution and increasing the percentage of cubic grains)
contributed to a better densification of the RCDW aggregate and consequently improved
its bearing capacity, resilient modulus, and resistance to permanent deformation.

The degradation of aggregates and soils during shearing, when subjected to monotonic
or cyclic stresses, has always been a concern for researchers and engineers even for natural
materials such as decomposed granite soil [39], silica sand [40], and latite basalt [41].
When dealing with RCDW, this concern deserves special attention given that these materials
present a very heterogeneous composition due to having different origins. According to
Sivakumar et al. [42], cyclic direct shear tests on recycled aggregate revealed a reduction in
friction angle due to particle crushing (from 43◦ to 38◦ for crushed concrete, and from 43◦ to
39◦ for crushed brickwork). Although special attention is needed for the construction and
maintenance of some geotechnical works, the reported reduction in friction angle would
not prevent the use of RCDW in most geosynthetic applications.

Domiciano et al. [43] conducted a laboratory investigation on RCDW with different
grain size distributions—three products from a local recycling plant—subjected to static
loading (ranging from 150 to 600 kPa). The RCDW more susceptible to particle breakage
when subjected to the static loading process was the one presenting two main characteristics:
(i) uniform grain size distribution and (ii) a composition marked by a significant presence
of ceramic components. The RCDW products that were composed of concrete components
showed a low occurrence of grain breakage. In general, the results revealed the occurrence
of significant changes in the grain size distribution curves, but no abrupt particle breakage
was noticed. It was observed that particles larger than 9.5 mm were the ones most affected
by loading, showing a smooth surface (less rough) caused by the removal of fines particles
around them.

• Interface Shear Strength
Soil–geosynthetic interaction is of utmost importance for the design and performance

of GRS structures, and this interaction can be very complex depending on the nature and
properties of the reinforcement and the soil [44]. The need to understand the interaction
mechanisms in a GRS structure has encouraged researchers to develop new tests and to
modify some classical ones, such as (i) a direct shear test with the geosynthetic specimen at
the shear plane [45,46], (ii) a direct shear test with the geosynthetic specimen inclined to
the shear plane [45,47,48], (iii) a confined tensile test [49,50], and (iv) a pull-out test [45,46].
Several studies have been performed using such testing apparatuses with different types of
soils and geosynthetics, revealing all the main factors (e.g., boundary condition and scale
factor) that may affect the test results. However, due to the few studies carried out with
RCDW, such influencing factors will not be discussed in this paper.

A study conducted by Touahamia et al. [51] investigated the shear strengths of three
waste materials (building debris, crushed concrete, and quarry waste). The tests were
carried out using a medium-size shear box (305 mm × 305 mm) and considered different
conditions of moisture content (dry or wet), the presence of reinforcement (reinforced
or non-reinforced), and contamination (clean or smeared with clay slurry—a condition
investigated only for concrete and quarry wastes). The waste materials were prepared
in the laboratory with grain sizes between 20 and 40 mm. The contaminated condition
was achieved with the addition of kaolin slurry (20% of kaolin powder by dry weight of
the tested material; powder–water relation of 1:1.5). The results revealed that building
debris presented friction angle values (dry, 37◦; wet, 35◦) and behaviour similar to those
observed for crushed concrete. The presence of reinforcement (geogrid specimen at the box
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central plane) increased the dry friction angle by 12◦. Among the wastes investigated, the
increase in friction angle due to the presence of reinforcement was more pronounced for
building debris.

Materials obtained from the demolition of single-family houses and the cleaning pro-
cesses of land with illegal deposition of CDW were recycled and tested by
Vieira et al. [52]. The RCDW was subjected to geotechnical characterisation, a leaching test,
and direct shear tests with and without reinforcement. The grain size distribution revealed
that the material was composed of fine particles (smaller than 20 mm) and the short-term
contaminant release investigation revealed that the RCDW fulfils the acceptance criteria for
inert landfills. The direct shear test results for the unreinforced RCDW showed values of
peak friction angle and cohesion equals to 44.1◦ and 17.3 kPa, respectively. The reinforced
condition presented values of peak friction angle and apparent adhesion equal to 35◦
and 12.6 kPa, respectively, for an extruded geogrid made from high-density polyethylene
(ultimate tensile strength of 68 kN/m, and 16 × 219 mm aperture size). The tests with
an extruded geogrid made of polyester (ultimate tensile strength of 80/20 kN/m, and
30 × 73 mm aperture size) revealed values of peak friction angle and apparent adhesion
equal to 36.6◦ and 19.7 kPa, respectively.

The use of RCDW as backfill in a GRS structure was investigated by Santos and
Vilar [53], who performed geotechnical characterisation and shear and pull-out tests.
The RCDW was obtained from a local recycling plant and consisted of a mixture of a
crushed material (consisting mainly of soil, bricks, and small particles of concrete). Two
other materials were used as reference: (i) river sand (in accordance with the U.S. Fed-
eral Highway Administration—FHWA) and (ii) local soil (sandy clay soil). The RCDW
presented low variability in its geotechnical properties (grain size distribution, specific
gravity, unit dry weight, and moisture content) and an alkaline extract (mean pH = 9.1)
that allowed its use with the PET geogrid tested (ultimate tensile strength, Tult, of 61 kN/
m × 30 kN/m, machine x cross-machine direction; 30 × 20 mm aperture size). The re-
sults of the pull-out tests showed that the RCDW presented a higher interface strength
than that of the river sand and the values of the adherence factor—the ratio between the
RCDW–geogrid interface strength and the RCDW shear strength—in a range (0.52 to 1.30)
observed by other studies for conventional soil–geogrid interfaces.

• Geosynthetic Damage
The reduction in ultimate tensile strength (Tult) caused during the installation process

has been pointed out as the most critical mechanism affecting the short-term durability of
geosynthetics [54]. Besides the intrinsic characteristics of a geosynthetic (e.g., geometry,
shape, and polymer) that affect its durability, the backfill material composition and installa-
tion procedures influence the occurrence and severity of damages. Bearing in mind the
proposal of using RCDW in GRS structures, the damage mechanisms may be influenced by
the physical and chemical characteristics of such new backfill material.

To investigate the factors affecting the short-term damages of a polyester (PET) ge-
ogrid (Tult of 20 kN/m at machine direction) and of a polypropylene (PP) non-woven
geotextile (Tult of 19 kN/m and mass per unit area of 300 g/m2), Santos [55] simulated
the construction procedures used to build two large-scale wrapped-face geosynthetic re-
inforced walls with RCDW as backfill material (classified as sand with gravel, pH equal
to 8.84 at 25 ◦C). The criteria adopted to indicate the occurrence of damage was based
on the mean value of the tensile strength for virgin specimens (T0) (not submitted to
the installation procedure) and a level of confidence of 98% calculated using Student’s
t-distribution—given that only five specimens were tested for each scenario, characterising
a small sample size. For scenarios where the mean tensile strength (Ti) presented values
outside the confidence interval, the occurrence of damage was assumed and the reduction
factor (RF) was calculated. The scenarios investigated were (i) compaction by a lightweight
roller, (ii) a hand tamping plate, and (iii) compaction by a lightweight roller and burial
in RCDW for 450 days. The results revealed that the PP geotextile tested was stronger
than the PET geogrid and that more severe damages were observed for the specimens
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left in contact with RCDW. The results for the geogrid revealed the influences of com-
paction energy and contact with the RCDW. Table 1 presents the values of RF for all the
scenarios investigated.

Table 1. Reduction factor (RF) for geosynthetics with RCDW backfill material [55].

Scheme Nonwoven Geotextile Geogrid

Lightweight roller 1.00 1.12
Hand tamping plate 1.00 1.28

Lightweight roller + 450 days
burial 1.64 1.20

An extensive study on geogrid mechanical damage due to contact with RCDW was
carried out by Fleury et al. [56] considering several factors of influence: (i) RCDW dropping
height H (0.0, 1.0, and 2.0 m, and 2.0 m over a RCDW protection layer of 50 mm) and
(ii) a compaction method (no compaction—to isolate the influence of dropping height,
vibratory roller, and hand tamping plate) and geogrid type (polymer-Tult: PVA-35 kN/m,
PET-35 kN/m, and PET-55 kN/m). The RCDW (mainly composed of soil, concrete, mortar,
and ceramic) was obtained from a local recycling plant and the final compacted layer was
200 mm thick. The combination of the influencing factors totalled 36 scenarios, with five
specimens been tested for each scenario. The results of the tensile tests (wide strip spec-
imens) were obtained according to ASTM D-6637 [57], and the method for determining
damage occurrence followed the one presented by Santos [55]. The results showed that (i)
the RCDW presented variability in its geotechnical properties, (ii) the dropping process
caused slight damages and the increase in the dropping height showed limited influence in
the damage intensity (RF = 0.94 to 1.21), (iii) the adoption of fine-grained RCDW can be seen
as an attractive alternative as a protective layer, (iv) the compaction method was the most
important factor for geogrid installation damage (RF = 0.98 to 1.22) once the severity of the
damage seemed to be directly associated with the compaction degree reached during the
tests, and (v) the multiplication of individual RF values for the investigated factors (drop-
ping height and compaction method) was conservative. The study conclusions highlight
the importance of obtaining RF for specific situations when RCDW is used, the complexity
of damage mechanisms, and the positive technical, economic, and environmental aspects of
using such non-conventional backfill material in GRS structures. Testing the same geogrids,
Domiciano et al. [43] reported no influence of damage (RF = 1.0) on Tult. The tests were
carried out by subjecting the specimen to different values of static loading (ranging from
150 to 600 kPa) and using RCDW with different compositions and grain size distributions.
However, Domiciano et al. [43] showed different RF values for other parameters of interest
(strain at failure, εrup; stiffness at 2%, J2%; and stiffness at 5%, J5%).

3.2. Recycled Construction and Demolition Wastes in Unpaved Roads

Recycled construction and demolition wastes (RCDW) can be effectively used as fill
materials in environmentally friendly solutions for unpaved roads. Góngora [58] carried
out a series of large-scale tests on unreinforced and geosynthetic reinforced unpaved roads
on a weak subgrade. Figure 3 shows the characteristics of the equipment used in these
tests, which consisted of a rigid steel tank (750 mm diameter, 550 mm high). A rigid
circular platen (200 mm diameter) applied the repeated loading (frequency of 1 Hz) on
the fill surface. Geogrids were used as reinforcement, whose main properties are listed in
Table 2. The secant tensile stiffness at a 5% strain of the geogrids tested varied between
130 kN/m and 1500 kN/m, with varying aperture sizes. The subgrade soil consisted of
a fine-grained soil (Table 3) with a California Bearing Ratio (CBR) value of 4.2%. Two
materials were investigated as fill for the roads. The first one was a natural gravel with an
average particle diameter (D50) equal to 10.5 mm, which served as a reference fill material.
The other fill material was a recycled construction and demolition waste (RCDW) with an
average particle diameter of 34 mm. The main geotechnical properties of the soils tested are
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presented in Table 3. Additional information can be found in Góngora [58] and Góngora
and Palmeira [59].

Figure 3. Equipment used in the tests on unpaved roads [58].

Table 2. Reinforcement properties.

Property 1 G1 G2 G3

Aperture dimensions (mm) 30 × 30 20 × 20 40 × 40
Percentage of grid open area (%) 33 73 84

Tensile stiffness at 5% strain 1500 260 130
Tensile strength (kN/m) 200 35 17.5

Aperture stability modulus
(N-m/deg.) 2 1.54 0.029 0.019

Note: 1 Data from manufacturers’ catalogues. Geogrids manufactured with polyester fibres protected by a PVC
cover; 2 also known as in-plane torsional rigidity modulus [60,61], obtained at 2 N-m torque, minimum value.

Table 3. Properties of the soils.

Property Subgrade Gravel RCDW 1

D85 (mm) 2 0.19 16.7 47.4
D50 (mm) 0.025 10.5 34
D10 (mm) — 1.6 5.9

Percent of fines (<0.075 mm) (%)
3 63 1.0 1.0

Soil coefficient of uniformity — 7.1 6.8
Liquid limit (%) 39 — —
Plastic limit (%) 29 — —

Moisture content (%) 27.1 — —
Dry unit weight (kN/m3) 14.0 17.6 16.9

Soil particles density 2.68 2.65 2.74
California Bearing Ratio (%) 4.2 — —

Los Angeles Abrasion Test (%) — 36.0 56

Notes: 1 RCDW = recycled construction and demolition waste; 2 Dn = diameter for which n percent in mass of the
remaining particle diameters is smaller than that diameter, coefficient of uniformity of the soil = D60/D10; 3 tests
using a dispersing agent for the subgrade soil.

Figure 4 shows the results of tests on unreinforced roads, where the target surface rut
depth of 25 mm at the fill surface was reached for close values of a number of load repeti-
tions (N) for both fill materials (N equal to 1630 and 1710 for the gravel and RCDW roads,
respectively). However, the presence of reinforcement (geogrid G1) made a significant
difference on the road performance, as can be seen in Figure 4. In this case, the 25 mm-deep
rut was reached in the reference (gravel) road for a value of N of 24,064, whereas in the case
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of the reinforced RCDW road it was reached for a value of N of 57,235. It should be noted
that up to a rut depth value of 22 mm (N ∼= 11,000) the behaviour of the two fill materials
was very similar. As that rut value came closer to the target maximum rut depth, it may be
considered that both materials behaved similarly under reinforced conditions, with a TBR
(traffic benefit ratio = Nr/Nunr, where Nr and Nunr are the values of N under reinforced
and unreinforced conditions, respectively, for a given rut depth) of the order of 15 at the
end of the tests. Similar tests after road surface repair showed the good performance of the
reinforced roads (gravel and RCDW fills) in terms of TBR values, particularly for tests with
reinforcements less prone to suffering mechanical damage [59].

Figure 4. Rut displacement versus number of load repetitions.

Mehrjardi et al. [62] reported the use of construction and demolition wastes as
fill materials combined with geocell reinforcement in unpaved roads on compressible
subgrade. Figure 5 shows a schematic of the test equipment used in the investigation.
A natural aggregate (gravel, USCS classification = GP, D50 = 4.6 mm, D10 = 0.2 mm and
coefficient of uniformity (CU) of 26.3) layer was also used as fill material for comparison
purposes. The alternative base materials consisted of a waste soil (fine-grained fraction of
the CDW, USCS classification = GW, D50 = 1.3 mm, D10 = 0.12 mm and coefficient of unifor-
mity (CU) of 19) and a recycled concrete aggregate from CDW (USCS classification = GP,
D50 = 3.0 mm, D10 = 0.21 mm and coefficient of uniformity (CU) of 18). The subgrade soil
consisted of the wasted soil with a moisture content of 1.5% and a relative density of 60%.
The geocells utilised were manufactured from a heat-bonded nonwoven geotextile made
of polypropylene, with cells with equivalent diameter and height of 55 mm and 50 mm,
respectively; a mass per unit area of 690 g/m2; and a secant tensile stiffness at 5% strain of
5.7 kN/m.

Figure 5. Tests on unpaved roads reinforced with geocells [62], modified.
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Figure 6 shows some test results obtained by Mehrjardi et al. [62] in terms of permanent
settlement at the fill surface versus number of load repetitions for the tests with the waste
soil and natural aggregate. This figure shows that the geocell-reinforced road built with the
waste soil performed significantly better than its unreinforced counterpart and presented
similar performance to that of the natural aggregate at the end of the test.

Figure 6. Settlement versus number of loading cycles [62], modified.

The results presented in Figures 4 and 6 show the potential of the use of recycled
construction and demolition wastes reinforced with geosynthetics in unpaved roads on
poor subgrades. The utilisation of RCDW will avoid or reduce the use and exploitation of
more expensive natural materials, with favourable repercussions to the environment.

3.3. Recycled Construction and Demolition Wastes in Geosynthetic-Encased Granular Columns

Alkhorshid [63] investigated the use of geosynthetic-encased columns (GEC) to re-
duce excessive settlements and failure of embankments built on soft soils (Figure 7a,b).
In this type of subgrade, there is low confinement at the upper part of the granular column,
reducing its load capacity. A technique that has been applied to increase column lateral
confinement is the use of geotextile encasement (Figure 7b). Large scale tests were carried
out by Alkhorshid [63] on conventional and geotextile-encased granular columns using a
large box (1.6 m × 1.6 m × 1.2 m) to investigate the use of three types of woven geotextile
encasements and three types of infill materials, including RCDW. The GEC models were
1000 mm in height and 150 mm in diameter. Sand, calcareous gravel, and recycled con-
struction and RCDW were used as infill materials for the columns. Bentonite (4% in mass)
was added to the subgrade soil to increase its plasticity and workability, resulting in a soft
subgrade classified as CH by the Unified Soil Classification System (USCS). The properties
of the soft soil and filling materials and the geotextile characteristics are presented in
Tables 4 and 5. If a scale factor of 4 is considered, the tests would simulate a prototype
problem of a 0.6 m-diameter encased column in a soft clay with an undrained strength
of 20 kPa. During the tests, monotonically increasing vertical loads were applied to the
column top by a rigid steel plate.
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Figure 7. Geosynthetic-encased granular columns to stabilise embankments on compressible ground: (a) typical differential
settlement between an abutment on soft ground and a bridge; (b) geosynthetic-encased granular column.

Table 4. Properties of the soft subgrade.

Property
Soil

Clay Sand Gravel RCDW

Liquid limit (%) 60 - - -
Plasticity index (%) 21 - - -

Soil particle density (-) 2.7 2.65 2.66 2.65
Compression index 0.47 - - -

Expansion index 0.03 - - -
Undrained strength (kPa) 5 - - -
Coefficient of uniformity 5.5 3.51 1.6 1.5
Coefficient of curvature 1.05 0.825 0.98 0.92

D50 (mm) 0.304 0.50 6.55 6.64
D10 (mm) 0.073 0.179 4.44 4.78
D30 (mm) 0.175 0.305 5.56 5.64
D60 (mm) 0.401 0.63 7.11 7.21

Maximum void ratio - 0.87 0.74 0.76
Minimum void ratio - 0.6 0.41 0.45

Friction angle (degrees) - 41 43 42
Dilation angle (degrees) - 11 12 12

Table 5. Properties of the geosynthetic encasements.

Property
Geotextile

G-1 G-2 G-3

Tensile strength
(kN/m) 30 16 8

Maximum tensile
strain (%) 22 16 15

Tensile stiffness
(k/m) 120 107 53.4

The G-1-encased column (the column using geotextile G-1, Table 5, with the highest
tensile strength and stiffness) presented higher bearing capacity and lower settlements
than those encased with G-2 and G-3. Moreover, the maximum lateral bulging of the
encased columns was observed for the column encased with the most extensible geotextile
(G-3), at a depth ranging from 1 to 1.5 times the column diameter. Figure 8 shows values
of load capacities of the columns encased by geotextile G1 and with the three different
infill materials tested (sand, gravel, and RCDW). This figure also shows the results for
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the conventional materials (no encasement). A significant increase in column load ca-
pacity was observed with the use of geotextile encasement. It is also noticeable that the
values of load capacity of the RCDW-encased columns were very similar to those of the
traditional natural infill materials, which highlights the potential use of RCDW as infill
material in encased granular columns for the stabilisation of embankments on soft soils.
Additional information on this type of application of RCDW can be found in Alkshorshid [63]
and Alkhorshid et al. [63–65].

Figure 8. Comparison between load capacities of granular columns [63], modified.

3.4. Reinforced Soil Structures Constructed with RCDW: Performance

As part of a research programme on the combined use of CDW and geosynthetics in
geotechnical and geoenvironmental works at the University of Brasília, Brasilia, Brazil, a
research project was responsible for the conception, construction, instrumentation, and
monitoring of two full-scale GRS structures using RCDW as backfill material. The 3.6 m-
high wrapped face walls were constructed over a porous collapsible foundation soil located
at the Foundation and Field Investigation Site of the Graduate Programme of Geotechnics
of the University of Brasilia. Because the walls were monitored through dry and rainy
seasons, it was possible to observe the influence of the properties and performance of
the foundation soil on walls deformations, settlements, horizontal earth pressures, and
reinforcement strains [55,66,67]. The walls were constructed with different geosynthetic
reinforcements (Wall 1: PET geogrid and Wall 2: PP non-woven geotextile) and back-to-back
in a reinforced masonry block facility (Figure 9). Three layers of lubricated polyethylene
sheets were placed on the internal faces of the facility to minimise the influence of soil-
side wall friction on the test results. Tables 6 and 7 present the properties of RCDW and
geosynthetics used in these experiments, respectively.

Figure 9. Complete view of the test facili showing the water reservoirs and main reservoir [55].
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Table 6. Properties of the RCDW backfill material (Santos [55]).

Property Value

D85 (mm) 15.0
D50 (mm) 2.1
D10 (mm) 0.032

CU 106
pH of backfill 8.9

Unit weight (kN/m3) 17.8
Moisture content (%) 6.6

Friction angle (degrees) 41
Cohesion (kPa) 6

Notes: Dn, diameter of particles for which n% in mass of the remaining particles is smaller than that diameter;
CU, soil coefficient of uniformity (CU = D60/D10).

Table 7. Geosynthetic properties [55].

Property
Geogrid
(Wall 1)

Nonwoven Geotextile
(Wall 2)

Polymer Polyester Polypropylene
Aperture size (mm × mm) 20 × 20 NA 2

Tensile strength (kN/m) 20 1 24 3

Secant stiffness (kN/m) 300 at 5% strain 1 15 at 5% strain 3

Strain at break (%) 12 70

Notes: 1 In direction of loading (transverse members); 2 NA = not applicable; data from manufacturer’s literature
unless stated otherwise; tensile properties as per ASTM D6637 [57]; 3 Santos [55].

Besides the expected collapse of the foundation soil due to the natural infiltration
of water through the wall face and backfill surface during the rainy season, artificial
inundation was also carried out to enhance foundation soil collapse in a controlled manner
and thus further investigate its effect on the performance of the walls. To assure the
complete infiltration of water into the foundation soil, a granular drainage layer was
installed at the base of the walls and water reservoirs were constructed adjacent to the test
facility (Figure 9).

Because the walls were built during the dry season, the following rainy season pre-
sented a relevant effect on the performance of the walls, mainly during the first 100 days,
which resulted in approximately 250 mm of cumulative precipitation. Concerning the
horizontal displacements of the wall face, it was noted that after being subjected to the
first rainy season or to artificial inundation (the latter for Wall 1) the values measured
tended toward stabilisation. The artificial inundation of the foundation soil presented a
greater influence on Wall 1 (geogrid) and were shown to be negligible for Wall 2 (nonwoven
geotextile wall). Figure 10 presents the normalised horizontal displacements measured (at
a normalised elevation of 0.83) at the wall faces from the end of construction up to 587 days
after construction. Measures of inward displacement at the crest of both walls were also
observed, which may have been a consequence of the compressibility of the foundation
soil at the wall toe as reported in other studies not related to the use of RCDW as backfill
material [68–71]. Although both walls showed the largest outward displacement at an
elevation equal to 3.00 m (h/H = 0.83, where h is the elevation and H is the height of the
wall), the final values for Wall 2 (Δx/H = 6%, where Δx is the face horizontal displacement)
were about twice those of Wall 1 (Δx/H = 3%). This performance of Wall 2 can be explained
by the fact that nonwoven geotextile presents much lower stiffness under the unconfined
conditions at and closer to the wall face, where the occurrence of greater reinforcement
bulging was marked. The maximum outward post construction movement observed was
greater than the values recorded for conventional wrapped-face walls in a database of wall
case studies collected by Bathurst et al. [72]. Clearly, the performance of the walls can be
attributed to the compressibility of the foundation soil. However, the magnitudes of face
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displacements recorded by Santos et al. [67] could be acceptable for temporary structures in
some jurisdictions (e.g., WSDOT [73]) or even prevented by means of some foundation soil
treatment, which could be carried out before or simultaneously to the wall construction.

Figure 10. Horizontal outward displacement of the wall face at an elevation of 3.0 m.

The displacement of the wall top was influenced by the first rainy season (following the
construction of the walls) in a very significant manner, associated with a value of 250 mm of
cumulative precipitation as a trigger to the process. Differences in settlement profiles were
observed, which can be attributed to differences in the compressibility of the foundation
soil under each wall. The wall crest presented the most significant vertical displacements
for both walls, with the highest values observed for Wall 1 (Figure 11). Considering the
wall top, for x/B = 0.24, where x is the distance from the wall face and B is the wall base
width, the stabilisation of displacements was observed at 261 days after construction, which
was associated with approximately 1250 mm of cumulative precipitation. However, the
artificial inundation showed that this stabilisation was due to the reduction in precipitation
and infiltration of water, because of the dry season’s proximity. In a period of just 48 h after
the artificial inundation process, the vertical displacement at x/B = 0.24 increased by 45%
and 39% for Walls 1 (geogrid) and 2 (nonwoven geotextile), respectively. The effects caused
by the artificial inundation continued for approximately 48 days (during the dry season),
with increments of 8% and 15% for Walls 1 and 2, respectively. The second rainy season
showed no significant influence on the vertical displacements at the wall top up to the end
of monitoring of the walls (587 days after the end of construction).

Figure 11. Vertical displacements at the wall top (x/B = 0.24).
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Concerning the reinforcement strain, much higher values were observed close to the
face of Wall 2 (nonwoven geotextile) compared to Wall 1, particularly for reinforcement
layer 5 (elevation of 2.4 m). Maximum strains in this layer in Wall 1 reached 0.23% just
before the artificial inundation of the foundation, whereas for the same reinforcement layer
in Wall 2 the maximum strain was equal to 12.4%. The maximum reinforcement strains
in Wall 1 reveal the viability of using RCDW as backfill material once such values are
consistent with the low strain levels reported in databases of monitored geosynthetic soil
walls under operational conditions by Miyata and Bathurst [74] and Bathurst et al. [75].
The larger values of strains close to the face of Wall 2 (nonwoven geotextile) are a conse-
quence of the low confinement in that region. Beyond half of the base length, the RCDW
provided enough confinement to the geotextile reinforcement and the strains were low (be-
low 1%) in both walls. The effects of the rainy season on reinforcement strains were noted
more significantly in Wall 1, with the cumulative precipitation of 250 mm working again
as a trigger. On the other hand, the results indicate that reinforcement strain mobilisation
in Wall 2 occurred during the construction process, with the rainy season and artificial
inundation not causing relevant changes.

4. Combinations between Geosynthetics and Alternative Materials in Waste Disposal

Landfills have plenty of materials that can be reused in civil engineering works and to
fulfil some needs of the landfills themselves. This section addresses some combinations of
geosynthetics and waste materials for applications in landfills.

Palmeira and Silva [76] carried out tests to investigate the performance of the com-
bination of geotextile filters and alternative drainage materials using large-scale waste
containers. The containers were made of steel plates and were 3.5 m long, 2.5 m wide, and
1.0 m high, as shown in Figure 12. A lateral drainage trench allowed the flow of leachate
to external tanks for leachate volume and property measurements. The drainage trench
in each container was 300 mm wide and 300 mm deep. Perforated pipes at the top of the
containers allowed the pluviation of water on the waste under controlled conditions. In cell
C1 (Figure 12a) the drainage trench was filled with recycled construction and demolition
wastes (RCDW). A nonwoven geotextile layer covered the entire plan area of the container.
The main properties of the RCDW are listed in Table 8. In cell C2 the drainage system
consisted of a 100 mm-thick layer of shredded wasted tires with a geotextile filter layer on
top (Figure 12b). In both containers the geotextile filter was a nonwoven, needle-punched
geotextile made of polyester, with a thickness of 2.3 mm and a mass per unit area equal
to 200 g/m2. The mass of domestic waste in each cell was approximately equal to 2.5
tons, with the following composition: 44% organic matter, 26% paper and cardboard, 16%
plastics, 4% metal, and 10% other materials. The initial height of the waste was equal
to 900 mm and the waste was disposed in a loose state, with a unit weight of 4 kN/m3

and an initial moisture content of 58%. Figure 13 shows views of the drainage trenches in
containers C1 and C2 before the installation of the geotextile filter.

Figure 12. Waste containers: (a) container C1; (b) container C2 [77].
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Table 8. Properties of the drainage materials.

Property RCDW Tire Shreds

D90 (mm) 1 33 45
D85 (mm) 31 —
D50 (mm) 21.4 —
D10 (mm) 2.0 —

Coefficient of uniformity 12.5 1.5
Dry unit weight (kN/m3) 11.13 3.67

Void ratio 0.95 2.19
Permeability (cm/s) 2,3 10 15
Compression index 2 1.18 0.79

Notes: 1 Dn = diameter for which n percent in mass of the remaining particle diameters is smaller than that
diameter, coefficient of uniformity of the soil = D60/D10; 2 from large-scale laboratory tests [77]; 3 from large-scale
constant head permeability tests [77].

Figure 13. Drainage trenches in containers C1 and C2: (a) C1; (b) C2.

The water pluviation on the waste started 75 days after the waste disposal in the
containers, under pluviation rates of 10 L/week to simulate wet seasons and 2.5 L/week
to simulate dry seasons. The instrumentation used allowed the measurement of waste
settlements and temperature in the waste mass below the geotextile filter and inside the
drainage trench. Effluent volumes were collected for measurements of effluent flow rates
as well as chemical analyses such as the determination of pH, chemical oxygen demand,
sulphate content, ammonium content, nitrate content, and solids content. Additional infor-
mation on materials and testing methodology can be found in Paranhos and Palmeira [77],
Silva [78], and Palmeira et al. [79].

Figure 14 depicts the variation of cumulative effluent volume from the containers
with the cumulative volume of precipitation. The results show a greater discharge capacity
of the drainage trench with tire shreds in comparison with that of the RCDW aggregate.
Some level of waste heterogeneity may have influenced the different responses of the
drainage systems. However, even before the start of the water pluviation on the waste,
effluent flow was already noticed in container C2, whereas effluent in container C1 only
started after water pluviation. This late response from C1 may also be a consequence of
the presence of the horizontal drainage layer in container C2, which was not present in
C1, besides the large coefficient of permeability of the tire shreds (Table 8). It can also be
noted that after 130 L of water pluviation (approximately 138 days since the beginning of
pluviation) the rate of increase in the effluent volume with pluviation volume was very
similar for both drainage systems.
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Figure 14. Variation of cumulative effluent volume with cumulative precipitation volume in contain-
ers C1 and C2.

Figures 15 and 16 show the variation of chemical oxygen demand (COD) and pH with
cumulative precipitation for the two drainage systems investigated. These figures also
present the variation in cumulative precipitation volume with time. Significant differences
between COD values can be noted, and this may have been due to the influence of the
delay in the liberation of leachate from container C1, as mentioned before; the interaction
between the particles and leachate, and the better filtering action of the RCDW layer.
A significant amount of COD reduction in the effluent from container C1 was noted during
the dry season, when the rate of precipitation was smaller, probably due to more favourable
conditions for bacterial activity, as well as when water pluviation was stopped on day 600
(Figure 15). At the end of the tests, some level of degradation of the RCDW grains was
visually observed, which must be considered when using this type of material in drainage
systems under long-term conditions. The initially larger pH values of the effluent from
container C1 (Figure 16) was likely due to the interaction between the concrete particles
and the leachate. As time passed, the pH values became similar for both containers.
The reduction in the pH values with time for container C1 may have been a consequence
of the particles of the drainage system having been covered with a layer of leachate, which
avoided or minimised continuous direct contact between the leachate and concrete particles.
The effluents of both systems presented pH values close to the neutral value at the end of
the experiments. Additional information on the behaviour of the drainage systems in the
containers can be found in Silva [76] and in Palmeira and Silva [80].
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Figure 15. COD variation with cumulative precipitation volume.

Figure 16. Variation of COD and pH of the effluent with cumulative precipitation volume [78], modified.

Junqueira et al. [16] and Silva [78] described the use of wasted tires as drainage layers
in landfills. The authors compared the performance of a conventional gravel layer at the
base of an experimental domestic waste cell to an alternative drainage system consisting of
a layer of whole wasted tires and a nonwoven geotextile filter. The use of the geotextile
filter aimed also to investigate the possibility of its clogging, since clogging of either geo-
textile or sand filters and even of gravel drainage layers have been observed in landfills.
Figure 17 shows the geometrical characteristics of these waste cells, where each cell con-
tained approximately 50 tons of municipal solid waste collected in the Federal District,
Brazil. The main properties of the soils and alternative drainage material involved in this
study are presented in Table 9. The municipal solid waste in the cells had a composition
consisting of 49% (in mass) organic matter, 18% plastics, 22% paper and cardboard, 2%
metals, and 9% other materials. The waste had a unit weight of 5.4 kN/m3. Cell Gr had
a conventional drainage layer at its bottom consisting of a gravel layer 200 mm thick
(Figure 17). Cell T had an alternative drainage system formed by a layer of wasted tires as
the system drainage core with a geotextile filter (nonwoven, needle-punched, 150 g/m2

mass per unit area, 1.5 mm thick, 2.5 s−1 permittivity, and filtration opening size of 0.15
mm). Figure 18 shows images of cell T during construction and filling with waste. HDPE
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geomembranes were used as barriers at the bottom of both cells to avoid the contamination
of the subgrade.

Figure 17. Geometrical characteristics of the experimental waste cells [78], modified.

Table 9. Properties of the materials tested.

Gravel Tire Shreds Cover Soil 3

D10 (mm) 1 53 NA 6 NA
D50 (mm) 60 NA NA
D85 (mm) 65 41 0.20

CU 2 1.2 1.5 NA
Dry unit weight

(kN/m3) 19.7 3.67 13.4

Permeability (cm/s) 4 24 5 15 5 0.003 to 0.009

Notes: 1 Dn is the diameter for which n% in weight of the soil has particles with diameters smaller than that value;
2 CU = soil coefficient of uniformity = D60/D10; 3 79% in mass with particles smaller than 0.074 mm; 4 from field
infiltration [78,81]; 5 from large-scale constant head permeability tests [77]; 6 NA = not applicable.
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Figure 18. Construction and filling of one of the experimental waste cells [78]: (a) drainage layer;
(b) installation of the geotextile filter; (c) filling.

The experimental cells were instrumented with settlement plates and temperature
transducers for waste mass settlement and temperature measurements, respectively.
The variation of the effluent flow rate with time and the pluviometry in the region was
also assessed. In should be pointed out that the region has very well-defined wet and dry
seasons. The dry season runs from May to September each year, whereas the rainy season
runs from October to April. Data acquisition from the instrumentation started in the month
of August, during the dry season. Additional information on the experiments can be found
in Silva [16] and Junqueira et al. [78].

The variation of cumulative effluent volume with cumulative precipitation volume is
presented in Figure 19. It can be observed that the results obtained are very similar, show-
ing the good performance of the alternative drainage system in comparison with that of the
conventional one. The rather constant value of effluent volume between months 7 and 14
corresponds to the dry season in the region. Hence, the response of the drainage systems
in terms of effluent volumes was directly related to the pluviation in the region. Figure 20
shows the ratio between the effluent volume and the volume of water precipitated on the
cells during rainy periods, showing again the similar behaviour of both drainage systems
investigated. The rather constant rate between the effluent and precipitated volumes in
the first three months of monitoring was due to fact that the initiation of flow took place
during a dry season, thus with the effluent from both cells being mainly a consequence
of the decomposition of organic matter. Junqueira et al. [16] showed that similar varia-
tions of settlement and chemical parameters of the effluent with time were also found
for both cells. However, the amount of suspended solids in the effluent from cell T was
smaller than that from cell Gr due to the filtering action of the geotextile layer in the former.
For the duration of the experiment, there was no indication of clogging of the
geotextile filter.
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Figure 19. Cumulative effluent volume versus cumulative precipitated volume.

Figure 20. Ratio between effluent and precipitated volumes versus time.

5. Other Sustainable Combinations of Geosynthetics and Alternative Materials

Other waste materials can be combined with geosynthetics to provide sustainable
engineering solutions. This is the case for PET bottles, which can be used to form a
drainage layer. Figure 21 shows a drainage system consisting of compressed PET bottles
enveloped by a geotextile filter. The compressed bottle layer presented high permeability
coefficients under low stress levels, even greater than those of conventional granular
materials commonly used in drainage systems. Table 10 lists typical values of relevant
geotechnical properties of some alternative drainage materials. These results were obtained
in large-scale permeability (constant head) and compression tests [77,79]. The coefficient of
permeability (50 cm/s) of the compressed PET bottles was of the order of 3.5 to 5 times those
of the tire shreds and rubble aggregate tested. However, PET bottles were significantly
more compressible (Table 10), and this may be an issue depending on the stress level on
the drainage layer.
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Figure 21. Alternative drainage system with a core of compressed PET bottles (images courtesy of H.
Paranhos): (a) compressed PET bottles; (b) geocomposite for drainage formed by compressed PET
bottles enveloped by a geotextile filter in a drainage trench.

Table 10. Properties of some alternative drainage materials [77].

Property
Compressed PET

Bottles
Shredded Tires Rubble Aggregate

Shape Round Lamellar Irregular
D90 (mm) 95 45 35

CU 1.0 1.5 2.0
Unit weight (kN/m3) 92.0 367.0 1113.0

k (cm/s) 50.0 15.0 10.0
e 2.11 2.19 0.95

Cc 4.7 0.79 1.18
Notes: D90 diameter for which 90% of the remaining particles have smaller diameters than that value;
CU = coefficient of uniformity; k = coefficient of permeability (from large-scale constant head tests); e = void ratio;
Cc = compression index (from large-scale compression tests).

Another interesting application of PET bottles is in infiltration trenches for runoff
water to avoid or minimise the consequences of floods in urban areas. Figure 22 shows this
type of application, where a geotextile filter is associated with whole PET bottles to favour
the infiltration of surface runoff water into the ground [82].

Figure 22. Drainage trench with PET bottles for flood control [82].
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Geotextiles can also be combined with alternative drainage materials to produce
low-cost biplanar drainage geocomposites. Figure 23 shows alternative geocomposites
for drainage consisting of a nonwoven filter layer and drainage cores made of PET bottle
caps or rubber strips from wasted tires [83,84]. Transmissivity tests performed on these
alternative geocomposites showed values of transmissivity under pressure similar to those
of some conventional commercially available products [84].

Figure 23. Alternative geocomposites for drainage [83]: (a) drainage core consisting of PET bottle caps; (b) drainage core
consisting of rubber strips from wasted tires.

Rubber grains from wasted tires (Figure 24a) can also be utilised to manufacture
low-cost alternative geocomposite clay liners (GCL, Figure 24b). In this case, the rubber
grains can be mixed with the bentonite to save bentonite. However, this mixture will swell
less than pure bentonite when subjected to moisture content increase. Viana et al. [85]
investigated the influence of the amount of rubber grains (D85 = 0.6 mm, D10 = 0.12 mm,
CU = 4.0) from wasted tires on the permittivity and expansibility of an alternative GCL.
Figure 25a shows that significant permittivity increased with increasing rubber content.
On the other hand, the permittivity decreased with increasing normal stress. The variation
of expansion of rubber-bentonite mixtures with vertical stress is depicted in Figure 25b.
The results show less expansion of the alternative barrier due to the addition of rubber
grains. Despite the increase in permittivity and decrease in expansibility, the use of a
low-cost GCL incorporating rubber grains may be interesting as additional barrier layers
or as bedding or protective layers underneath geomembranes in landfills, particularly in
less critical situations.

Figure 24. Alternative GCL [85], modified: (a) rubber crumbs; (b) alternative GCL.
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Figure 25. Results of tests on an alternative GCL [85], modified: (a) permittivity versus normal stress;
(b) expansion versus normal stress.

Inert mining wastes can also be used as alternative construction materials if the require-
ments regarding geotechnical and geoenvironmental properties are fulfilled.
Fernandes et al. [86] reported on the use of geogrid-reinforced fine mining waste mixed
with local soils in an alternative sub-ballast layer of a railway. Instrumented experimental
sections showed the good performance of the alternative geogrid reinforced sub-ballast
layer in comparison with the conventional and more expensive material traditionally used
in that railway. Some of the benefits brought by the combination of mining waste and
geosynthetic reinforcement were less vertical and horizontal strains in the sub-ballast
layer, an increase in the track stiffness, and less breakage of ballast particles, with positive
repercussions in reducing the maintenance costs of the railway track.

Martins [87] and Gomes and Martins [88] described the use of mining waste as fill
material in a 28 m-high retaining structure (Figure 26). The reinforced mass was 18 m high
and was constructed using ore mining waste as backfill material. This mining waste had
up to 40% fine fraction, with a unit weight of 20.3 kN/m3, a cohesion of 19.7 kPa, and a
friction angle of 39◦. Nonwoven and woven geotextiles were used as reinforcement with
tensile strengths of 40 kN/m and 70 kN/m, respectively. The reinforced structure is already
24 years old and has behaved very well.

Figure 26. Geosynthetic reinforced structure built with mining waste backfill [87].
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6. Conclusions

The preservation of the environment and natural resources is of major importance
for current and future generations. Therefore, the concepts of sustainability and circular
economy have come to stay, and engineers must be encouraged to propose engineering
solutions in line with this new reality. In this context, geosynthetics can already provide sus-
tainable solutions when used in combination with conventional natural materials. Hence, if
combined with properly selected wastes and low-grade construction materials, the benefit
to the environment will be even more significant. This paper presented a review on the
use of wastes as alternative construction materials in geotechnical and geoenvironmen-
tal works, with particular emphasis on their combination with geosynthetics. The main
conclusions obtained are summarised below.

• Although there are environmental concerns regarding the use of rubber tire waste
mixed with soils, this type of mixture has been evaluated over the last decades in
different countries and the investigations have shown that the risk of contamination is
low for constructions involving low rates of waterflow.

• Rubber tires mixed with soils are considered suitable for different types of granular
materials, although the mechanical properties of the mixtures vary depending on the
type of soil and the size and shape of the rubber particles.

• The performance of unpaved roads on soft ground where geosynthetic reinforced
construction and demolition wastes (CDW) were used as fill materials compared
well to the performance of unpaved roads constructed with conventional natural
granular fills.

• Recycled construction and demolition wastes, wasted tires, and plastic bottles may
also provide low-cost and environmentally friendly solutions for drainage systems in
geotechnical and geoenvironmental works, particularly when used in landfills, where
these wastes are abundant.

• Wasted tires and plastic elements such as plastic bottle caps can be combined with
geotextiles to produce low-cost geocomposites for drainage. The use of recycled
plastics to produce geosynthetics should also be encouraged, particularly for less
critical and less severe applications.

• Properly selected recycled construction and demolition waste can be a feasible infill
material for geosynthetic-encased granular columns.

• The reported studies show the influence of waste origin and recycling procedures on
the variability of RCDW geotechnical properties and chemical behaviour. The need
for specific characterisation when RCDW is subjected to surcharge (static or cyclic
loading) and the influence of its component properties (e.g., concrete, ceramic, mortar,
etc.) was observed. However, the results reported in the literature present physical,
mechanical, and chemical properties that allow the effective application of RCDW in
several geotechnical works involving the use of geosynthetics.

• The compaction method was revealed to be of utmost importance for short-term
mechanical damage of geosynthetic reinforcement when RCDW is used as backfill
material. Due to the intrinsic complex mechanisms that are involved with geosynthetic
damage, it is important to use appropriate values of reduction factors based on the
properties of the RCDW, construction site conditions, and reinforced soil structure
characteristics to obtain low-cost and safe designs.

• The performance of two full-scale wrapped-face geosynthetic-reinforced soil walls con-
structed over a collapsible foundation soil revealed the influences of the rainfall regime
(dry or wet season), foundation inundation, and geosynthetic type on the behaviour
of the walls as a whole (face and top displacements and reinforcement strains). Even
under extreme conditions, the walls built with RCDW as backfill material showed
satisfactory performance. The proposal of using such a non-conventional backfill
material further enhances the recognised advantages of geosynthetic-reinforced walls
(cost effectiveness and reduced environmental impacts, for instance) and encourages
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the growth of geotechnical engineering practices in accordance with the concept of
sustainable development. The same comments apply to the use of mining wastes.

• Mining wastes can also be successfully combined with geosynthetics in reinforced
soil structures.

Despite the relevance and benefits to the environment in reusing wastes in geotechni-
cal engineering, one must bear in mind that some of these wastes will degrade with time or
can contain substances that may cause ground contamination. Thus, a careful evaluation of
such aspects must be carried out before using wastes as construction materials in geotech-
nical and geoenvironmental works. In this context, geosynthetics such as geomembranes
and geocomposite clay liners can be properly specified to provide efficient barriers for
such contaminants.
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Abstract: The feasibility of substitute building materials (SBMs) in engineering applications was
investigated within the project. A geogrid-reinforced soil structure (GRSS) was built using SBM as
the fill material as well as vegetated soil for facing and on top of the construction. Four different
SBMs were used as fill material, namely blast furnace slag (BFS), electric furnace slag (EFS), track
ballast (TB), and recycled concrete (RC). For the vegetated soil facing, a mixture of either recycled
brick (RB) material or crushed lightweight concrete (LC) mixed with organic soil was used. The soil
mechanical and chemical parameters for all materials were determined and assessed. In the next
step, a GRSS was built as a pilot application consisting of three geogrid layers with a total height
of 1.5 m and a slope angle of 60◦. The results of the soil mechanical tests indicate that the used fill
materials are similar or even better than primary materials, such as gravel. The results of the chemical
tests show that some materials are qualified to be used in engineering constructions without or with
minor restrictions. Other materials need a special sealing layer to prevent the material from leakage.
The vegetation on the mixed SBM material grew successfully. Several ruderal and pioneer plants
could be found even in the first year of the construction. The porous material (RB and LC) provide
additional water storage capacity for plants especially during summer and/or heat periods. With
regard to the results of the chemical analyses of the greening layers, they are usable under restricted
conditions. Here special treatment is necessary. Finally, it can be stated that SBMs are feasible in
GRSS, particularly as fill material but also as a mixture for the greenable soil.

Keywords: geogrid-reinforced soil structure; geogrid; substitute building material; recycled material;
green infrastructure

1. Introduction

Mineral waste, and especially construction and demolition waste (CDW) as well as
soil material, will be the largest waste stream in terms of volume once a certain level of
urbanization has been reached. At the EU level, this state has already occurred, while at the
global level, developing countries are still in the process of urbanization and a large material
flow of CDW and soil materials will occur with a time lag. Nevertheless, this material flow
represents both a global challenge and a significant resource potential for replacing mineral
primary raw materials. In Germany, the material flow falls under the class of substitute
building materials, i.e., “building materials from industrial manufacturing processes or
from processing/treatment plants (waste, products) used instead of primary raw materials,
such as recycled building materials (rubble), soil material, slags, ashes, railway ballast” [1].
In order to conserve natural raw material resources, substitute building materials should
be preferentially used in construction projects in the future.

In Germany, around 350 million tons of waste are generated every year. Among other
materials, the waste stream consists of about 250 million tons of mineral waste, such as
100 million tons of soil and stones, 73 million tons of CDW, 15 million tons of ashes and
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slags from energy plants, as well as 7 million tons of blast furnace slag, and 6 million tons
of steel slag.

While the majority of CDW is reused [2], other materials are often used for low-value
purposes, such as landfill cover materials or for backfilling of open-cast mines [3]. This kind
of use is considered a downcycling process. Materials like slags, ashes, and CDW which are
reused in the construction process are considered so-called substitute building materials
(SBMs) in Germany. Therefore, the presented study will focus on upcycling applications,
especially on the use of SBMs in green applications. Green applications refer to structures
that will become vegetated. These applications are chosen because green elements will
have a significant positive impact on lowering the local temperature and improving the
living climate in cities. These green applications are called “Green Infrastructure” (GI),
according to the European Commission (2013) [4]. Green infrastructure is “a strategically
planned network of high quality natural and semi-natural areas with other environmental
features, which is designed and managed to deliver a wide range of ecosystem services
and protect biodiversity in both rural and urban settings”.

Widely used examples for GI in civil engineering are green roofs, vegetated gabions,
or vegetated reinforced soil constructions. While these constructions are well established,
the simultaneous use of SBMs in these constructions has rarely been carried out. Exam-
ples of used SBMs (waste silica) are described in Krawczyk et al. [5]. Molineux et al. [6]
investigated the use of different recycled aggregates and combinations of them in green
roof growing substrate. Carson et al. [7] used recycled and waste materials as substrates
for roof greening. They described how to process aggregates from waste drywall, concrete,
roof shingles, glass, and lumber cuttings which can be further used for roof substrates.
Gagari et al. [8] provided a life-cycle assessment for the use of brick material with addi-
tional clay and compost ingredients. Several articles have described the experiences with
recycled materials in geogrid-reinforced earth structures (GRSS), such as Santos et al. [9].
In this article, the authors reported the results of a 3.6 m high GRSS construction built with
CDW material. Despite the construction being carried out on collapsible soil, the behavior
of the wall was found to be satisfactory. Vieira et al. [10] described the performance of
CDW as backfill in reinforced soil structures (RSS) and concluded that the resistance of the
geogrid increases with the specimen size. Fleury et al. [11] investigated the influence of
the drop and compaction of CDW material on the factor of built-in damage (RFID). They
found out that grain size, drop height, and applied compaction method must be considered
when calculating the factor of safety. Sachidanand and Divya [12] described the use of
CDW material in RSS. The authors found that the geotechnical properties of the CDW met
the requirements of an ideal backfill material for RSS. Ferreira et al. [13] reported on the
results of time-dependent shear tests on CDW materials in connection with an underlying
geotextile material. A stress relaxation was discovered in the tests. However, it was found
that the peak and residual shear strength parameters in the long-time tests were similar
to those in the benchmark tests. Viera [14] described the shear and pull-out behavior of
different geosynthetic materials in connection with CDW material.

Most papers dealing with recycled materials in GRSS described the use of CDW. No
applications of materials such as slag or track ballast to be used in RSS are published yet.
This paper fills this gap as not only soil mechanics tests were carried out. In addition,
the chemical constituents were analyzed and assessed with regard to potential hazards.
Possible uses or additional necessary measures were derived. The present study describes
the results of a pilot application in which a GRSS was constructed. For its construction,
only SBM was used as fill materials and soil material for facing. Cost–benefit analyses as a
comparison between conventional materials and SBM as well as life-cycle assessment were
not within the scope of this work and will be subjects of future studies.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. General Approach

This study consists of three parts. Firstly, additional soil mechanical tests were carried
out. These tests complement the test results from preliminary tests. The results of these
tests were reported in [15]. Additionally to the soil mechanical tests, greening tests were
carried out to determine the best seed mixture for the facing material. Based on the results
of these tests, a pilot application was erected.

The SBM materials used in the study are recycled brick material (RB), crushed
lightweight concrete material (LC), blast furnace slag (BFS) electric furnace slag (EFS),
track ballast (TB), and recycled concrete material (RC). The crushed brick material and
lightweight concrete materials were used as greenable material for the GRSS facing. The
remaining materials were tested for use as fill material in GRSS construction. Several
geosynthetic materials, as well as steel grids, were also used.

2.2. Materials for Pilot Application
2.2.1. Fill Materials for Pilot Application

Four types of SBM were used as fill materials. The materials are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Tested SBM as fill material from left to right: recycled concrete (RC), track ballast (TB), blast furnace slag (BFS),
electric furnace slag (EFS). Source: Schneider.

The following properties and parameters were determined for the materials:

• Soil type acc. to EN ISO 14688-1 [16] and EN ISO 14688-2 [17];
• Density of soil particles (g/cm3);
• Ignition loss (%);
• Proctor density (g/cm3);
• Shear resistance acc. to EN ISO 17892-10 [18];
• Friction characteristics acc to EN ISO 12957-1 [19];
• Field capacity (%);
• pH value;
• Chemical analyses.

2.2.2. Materials for Facing Elements of Pilot Application

The materials used in the pilot application for facing and greening purposes consist
either of crushed brick material (RB) or crushed lightweight concrete (LC) which was
mixed with organic soil with a mixture rate of two parts SBM and one part organic soil
(Figure 2). The mixed materials were tested to determine soil mechanical and chemical
properties and parameters. The following tests were carried out:

• Soil type acc. to EN ISO 14688-1 [16] and EN ISO 14688-2 [17];
• Density of soil particles (g/cm3);
• Ignition loss (%);
• Proctor density (g/cm3);
• Field capacity (%);
• pH value;
• Chemical analyses.
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Figure 2. SBM mixed with organic soil, left: before installation, right: after installation in a pilot
application. Pictures: Schneider.

For the initial greening tests, RB and LC were mixed with different materials. There
was a total of 32 test samples. In each of the test pits, either RB material or LC was mixed
with one or several components of compost, bark mulch, expanded clay, peat, and/or
lava mulch. The used seed was a lawn mixture. Additional tests were carried out using
a mixture of two parts RB or LC material and one part organic soil. In these tests, flower
seed was used for greening. In total, 15 test samples were used in this pre-test. The organic
soil was topsoil material from the site of the pilot application.

2.2.3. Additional Materials for Pilot Application and for Greening Tests

Several geosynthetics were used for the pilot application. The reinforcement of the
GRSS was carried out using a laid uniaxial PET geogrid made of extruded monolithic flat
bars which are factory-welded at the crossing points. The maximum tensile force of this
material is 80 kN/m at a strain of less than 7%.

At the surface, a geosynthetic erosion mat was placed. At the bottom of the pilot
construction and between the different chambers a geosynthetic seal layer was placed. The
facing was stabilized with galvanized steel grid with a mesh wide of 5 cm in each direction.
For the prior greening tests, additional materials like compost, bark mulch, expanded clay,
peat, and lava mulch were used. The used seed was a lawn mixture in both tests.

2.3. Pilot Application

The layout of the pilot application can be seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Top view and crosssection of the GRSS with recycled materials. Legend: 1—geogrid; 2—horizontal sealing;
3—facing (steel grid and erosion protection mat); 4—facing material/greenable soil; 5—fill material; 6—underground;
7—greenable soil; 8—drainage pipe; 9—collection shaft for leachate. Facing material 1:2 parts RB+1 part soil; facing material
2:2 part LC+1 part soil; Drawing: Schwerdt, Mirschel.
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The construction is divided into four parts. On each part, the fill material was foreseen
according to the findings in Section 2.2. The construction height was 1.5 m, the slope angle
was 60◦ (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Left: View at the base layer of the pilot application before installation; Right: Northwest
view at the greened construction in October 2020 (6 months after erection). Pictures: Schneider.

At the ground of the steep slope construction, a horizontal sealing layer with a slight
slope to the north side of the construction was placed. The leachate from the rainfall was
sampled and transported in gutters and stored in shafts. The four sections are divided
by vertical panels to make sure the leachate cannot be mixed between the sections. The
leachate was analyzed several times during the lifespan of the construction. The aim was
to identify potential differences in the water quality between the leachate and the results of
the chemical analyses carried out on recycled materials.

The geogrid layers were placed with a 50 cm vertical difference. A PET material was
used as geogrid reinforcement. This material is usable in alkaline environmental conditions.
Additional tests were carried out to determine the reduction factor for installation damage
(RFID/A2 acc. to [20]). Beneath the grid elements, an erosion protection mat and greenable
soil were placed. The greenable soil was only slightly compacted. The facing was carried
out using galvanized steel grid elements.

The RFID tests were carried out according to EBGEO [20] beside the pilot application.
The geogrid was placed on a 15 cm base layer made from the 4 used SBM fill materials. The
layout can be seen in Figure 5. Above the geogrid layer additional 15 cm of SBM was placed.
The SBM materials were compacted using a vibrating plate with a mass of 135 kg and a
performance of 3.1 kW (4.1 HP). The vibration plate was the same used for compaction
in the pilot application. After compacting the top layer, the material was removed and
geogrid samples were taken for tensile tests according to EN ISO 10319 [21].

Figure 5. RFID tests: (a) base layer; (b) geogrid layer with test samples; (c) top layer;
(d) vibrating plate.

After the installation, the construction was covered with greenery. A seed mixture
consisting of grass seeds and flowers seeds was used for this purpose.
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3. Results

3.1. Soil Mechanical and Chemical Test Results

The soil mechanical and chemical test results for the GRSS materials are summarized
in Tables 1 and 2 as well as in Figures 6 and 7.

Table 1. Results of soil mechanical and chemical tests of the fill materials [22,23].

BFS EFS RC TB

Soil classification
(EN ISO 14688-1) mgrCGr cgrMGr Gr mgrCGr

Soil classification
(EN ISO 14688-2)

Uniformly
graded gravel

Uniformly
graded gravel

Medium to
well-graded

gravel

Uniformly
graded
gravel

Density of soil particles
(g/cm3) 2.41–2.83 3.84–3.96 2.55–2.57 2.66

Ignition loss (%) 0 0 0 0
Water absorption (%) 24.5 25.8 n.d. n.d.

Proctor density (g/cm3) 1.51–1.58 2.10–2.16 1.78 1.61
pH value 10.2 10.7 9.3 9.3

Field capacity (%) 2.29 1.81 9.97 n.d.
Air capacity (%) 7.90 6.20 9.53 n.d.

Shear parameter (soil) (ϕ’/c’)
(◦/kN/m2) 54.3/0 53.6/0 53.2/0 59.6/0

Friction ratio (–) 0.91 0.94 0.81 0.75
Chemical classification

according to LAGA M20 * [24] Z2 (sulfate) Z0 Z1.2 (sulfate) Z0

* Legend Chemical classification LAGA M 20: Z0—usable without restrictions; Z1.2—usable with minor restric-
tions above groundwater level; Z2—usable with restrictions (sealing layer).

Table 2. Results of soil mechanical and chemical tests of facing soil materials [22,23].

LC + Soil RB + Soil

Soil classification
(EN ISO 14688-1) grcsiSa csisaGr

Soil classification
(EN ISO 14688-2) Well-graded sand Well-graded gravel

Density of soil particles (g/cm3) 1.89 2.47–2.64
Proctor density (g/cm3) 1.24 1.96

Ignition loss (%) 7.04 2.5
Field capacity (%) 14.96 13.96
Air capacity (%) 2.13 5.55

pH value 8.8 8.0
Chemical classification according to LAGA

M20 * [24] Z2 (sulfate) Z1.2 (sulfate)

* Legend Chemical classification LAGA M 20: Z1.2—usable with minor restrictions above groundwater level;
Z2—usable with restrictions (sealing layer).
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Figure 6. Grain size distribution of fill material.

Figure 7. Grain size distribution of greening soil material.

The results show that the soil mechanical parameters of the tested SBM are without
exception within the range of comparable gravel. Differences are only noticeable for some
Proctor densities or grain densities. The maximum dry density that a material can reach is
called Proctor density. The achieved Proctor density values are shown in Figure 8. This is
due to the source materials.
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Figure 8. Proctor density of the soil materials.

For the shear tests, a large shear box with dimensions of length × width × height of
50 × 50 × 20 cm was used. Each test consisted of three sub-tests with normal stresses of
25, 50, and 100 kPa. The tests were carried out both exclusively on the soil material used
in the construction and additionally with a geogrid layer in the joint between the upper
and lower shear box. The results of the shear tests can be seen in Figure 9. The shear tests
show that the materials can be used without restriction for KBE constructions in terms of
soil mechanics.

Figure 9. Cont.
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Figure 9. Results of shear tests: (a) recycled concrete (RC); (b) blast furnace slag (BFS); (c) electric furnace slag (EFS); (d) track
ballast (TB).

The field capacity refers to the field the maximum water content that an unsatu-
rated soil can retain against gravity under undisturbed soil conditions, according to ISO
11074 [25].

With regard to the chemical investigations, it can be stated that the sulfate contents
were high in nearly all materials (with exception of track ballast and EOS) and mostly
resulted in a classification in recovery class Z2 according to LAGA M20 [24]. This also
resulted in comparatively high specific electrical conductivities (leachate mineralization).
Since sulfate contents are generally not critical, the following evaluation was carried out
neglecting the sulfate values. The RC material has an allocation class of Z1.2 according to
LAGA M 20. Exceeded benchmark values concern polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH)
according to EPA, the specific electrical conductivity, and sulfate. RB has an allocation class
of Z1.2 because the values exceeded the benchmarks for PAH according to EPA, electrical
conductivity, chloride, and sulfate. Blast furnace slag (BFS) has an allocation class of Z0
(neglecting the sulfate value, being Z2). Electric furnace slag (EFS) has an allocation class
of Z0. Track ballast (TB) is to be assigned to allocation class Z0. Lightweight concrete
(LC) is to be assigned to allocation class Z2, having exceeded benchmark values for lead
and sulfate.

With regard to general feasibility, it can be concluded that the materials with a clas-
sification value Z2 can only be installed using a water-impermeable top layer or using
additional technical safety measures. In such a case, Code of Practice M TS E [26] is author-
itative. If sulfate is not considered critical, the materials are to be allocated to allocation
classes Z 0 or Z 1.1. This means that the use of the materials is feasible in the following
kinds of applications [24]:

- Roads, paths, traffic areas (superstructure and substructure);
- Industrial, commercial, and storage areas (superstructure and substructure);
- Substructures of buildings;
- Below the rootable soil layer of earthworks (noise and protection walls);
- Substructures of sports facilities.

The SBM investigation results for the usable field capacity and air capacity show that
water can be stored in RB/topsoil and LC/topsoil mixtures, but not in other materials.
The air capacity values can be considered average due to the large pore space. The use
of blast furnace slag, electric furnace slag, and recycled concrete as a greening layer is
not recommended. Field and air capacity are affected by the capillarity of the material
in relation to the fine particle content. Coarse structures are suspicious of washing and
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producing leachate. The components RB/topsoil and LC/topsoil mixtures are suitable
for this purpose. In summary, it can be stated that the tested SBMs, if necessary with
the use of technical safety measures, are also suitable in chemical terms for the use in
plastic-reinforced earth constructions. The leachate pH value was measured to be alkaline,
which means not usable for use in all geosynthetic GRSS constructions.

The greening material was only slightly compacted in the pilot application. For this
reason, the pore content of the material could not be determined in a meaningful way. The
organic content provides nutrient input for plants. The porosity of the RB and LC material
provides additional water storage capacity. The pH value is also alkaline, which has some
implications for the usability of the materials in GRSS (geogrid, erosion mat) as well as for
the selection of revegetation materials. The chemical results show an expected outcome at
high sulfate levels. The other ingredients except sulfate are within the benchmark ranges.

3.2. Preliminary Greening Test Results

In the greening tests carried out before the erection of the pilot application, the best
results could be found with material mixtures supplemented with expanded clay and lava
mulch. Other mixtures were also successful to different degrees. Even on pure brick or
lightweight concrete material, some plants could be found. In the second part with either
RB or LC mixed with organic soil the most of the greening tests were successful. Finally,
the decision was made to use the ladder mixture for the pilot application. With a focus on
further applications, this mixture will provide the most cost-effective solution.

3.3. Pilot Application

During the erection of the pilot application, the compaction grade of the different fill
materials was determined. The values are within a range of 97 to 98%.

In the RFID tests (A2 value acc. to EBGEO) the results in Table 3 could be achieved:

Table 3. A2 values.

SBM A2–Value (md) (–) A2–Value (cmd) (–)

EFS 1.01 1.03
BFS 1.00 1.00
RC 1.01 1.00
TB 1.08 1.06

It can be concluded that the damages on the geogrid are only minor. This finding
can be confirmed by the results of the visual inspection (see next figures). No damage to
the material was found in the tests with BFS, EFS, and RC. Only in the tests with TB were
minor damages found as can be seen in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Visual inspection of geogrid after RFID test: left: test with TB; some smaller damages can
be seen; right: no damages in tests with BFS, EFS, and RC.
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In terms of vegetation analysis, each GRSS side was investigated separately. The
sowing was carried out in April 2020. On the east side, some germination could be seen
already at the end of April, but mainly on the RB side. From May to June was observed
that the RB/soil side was more densely vegetated than the LC/soil side. On the other hand,
more vegetation appeared on the RB/soil side at the end of September and in mid-October.
The trend shows that the RB/soil is suitable for rapid vegetation and LC/soil has more of a
long-term positive effect.

At the south side of the GRSS, the findings from the east side were confirmed. In
addition to the lush greening, however, it can also be seen that most of the plants have been
dried out by the end of September. The reason is the higher sunlight exposure on the south
side. In autumn (October to December), further greening was observed on the south side,
with particular grass seed sprouting. No distinction can be made between the greening
results of the RB/soil and LC/soil material mixtures. On the west side, the same setting
like on the east and south sides is evident. The rapid vegetation of May and June is clearly
visible on the RB/soil mixture (right) and only partially on the LC/soil mixtures (left). On
the other hand, the vegetation withers faster on the RB/soil mixture than on the LC/soil
mixtures. The north side is by far the best-vegetated slope. Initially, it is again recognizable
that greening and blossoms can be seen earlier on the RB/soil mixtures (left) than on the
LC/soil mixtures. In contrast to the other slopes, the shaded locations did not cause dry
out or wither in summer, so that the slope has the highest degree of greening at the end.

The differences between the building materials can be assessed as follows,

- RB material is coarser-grained compared to LC. As a result, it has a higher pore
volume, which supports water flow and air capacity. The large pore spaces also
give roots better opportunities to grow. The brick acts as a drainage layer. The RB’s
disadvantage is that it has no real storage capacity due to high water permeability. A
long-lasting, stable moisture level can therefore not be expected;

- LC, on the other hand, is very fine-pored, and this property gives it a high storage
capacity. With many small cavities, the water has plenty of room to spread and to
be stored. Due to its good heat capacity, this SBM can store heat well when the
outside temperature is too low and can insulate against heat when it is very hot. This
offers the advantage that plants can thrive even on colder days/months and survive
better in hot conditions. The disadvantage of the fine pores is that there is no good
water permeability. When water enters LC, it runs off on the surface because the
pores are too fine to allow the water to penetrate quickly. This characteristic does not
guarantee fast plant growth. Furthermore, the pores block possible space for rapid
root development. They, therefore, need more time to break through.

Looking at the GRSS as an overall structure, it can be seen that vegetation progressed
in May, peaked in June (vegetation period 1), flowered from July to September, and re-
flowered again in October (vegetation period 2). Figure 11 shows pictures of the pilot
application at different points in time. Not only did the different SBMs have an influence
on plant growth, but weather conditions did as well. The temperature rose since March.
The peak was observed in August with an average of 21.9 ◦C. Since flowering took place
in the period from June to September, the temperatures were possibly too high for the
first vegetation. Comparing the precipitation total with the previous year, the year 2020
was drier. Only in June, August, and September was a higher precipitation level observed.
However, it must be taken into account that the construction was irrigated. This took place
especially in the very dry spring months and, to a lesser extent, in summer. A closer look
at the precipitation patterns shows that there were no continuous rain phases. The final
amount came mainly from short heavy rainfall events. In this situation, the soil cannot
absorb the water fast enough. The rainwater runs off aboveground or into the sewage
system. With normal precipitation events, the greening of the reinforced earth might have
been maintained for a longer period (midsummer).
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Figure 11. Pictures from the pilot application: (a) 1 month after installation view from the southeast;
(b) 3 months after installation view from the southwest; (c) 1 year after installation view from the
east; (d) 3 months after installation view from north.

When looking at the flowering plants, all have low soil quality requirements and are
very undemanding. Among others, the followings plants were found at the GRSS: White
Mustard, Common Sheep weed, Field Bindweed, White Goosefoot, Field Thistle, Jacob’s
Grasswort, and Mallow. These plants are considered pioneer or ruderal plants. Pioneer
plants have a special adaptability for colonizing new, still vegetation-free habitats. These
species occur more frequently in newly created habitats than in existing ecosystems. The
two main characteristics for pioneer plants are,

- Effective long-distance dispersal mechanism: Pioneer habitats emerge unpredictably
and in isolation. Therefore, species with high seed numbers and with dispersal by
wind (anemochory) and animal (ornithochory) are typical pioneers;

- High hardiness: Tolerate extreme environmental conditions, established vegetation
stands reduces occurring maxima e.g., in terms of temperature and soil water; further-
more, the soils usually show nutrient deficiencies or imbalances.

In addition to pioneer plants, there are also ruderal plants. These species prefer to
settle on rubble and debris sites, stony slopes, disturbed roadsides, and similar territories.
All the above criteria apply to the GRSS.

4. Conclusions

From a soil mechanics point of view, the proof was provided that SBM can be used
in GRSS. This can be considered proof of the feasibility of SBM in GRSS and other engi-
neering structures, such as gabion walls, green roofs, bridge abutments, as well as the
construction of noise barrier dams or for backfilling structures. Further investigations are
required in this regard. The soil mechanical parameters Proctor density, grain distribution,
grain bulk density, and shear strength (friction angle) are comparable to those of primary
building materials.

When considering the chemical properties, differentiation is necessary as well as
an adaptation to the detailed conditions. The investigated materials are all suitable for
recycling or reuse respectively, although the recycling feasibility differs depending on
material type. The current legal situation also permits the recovery of Z2 materials in some
areas. The technical prerequisites to prevent precipitation from penetrating the construction
are given. For example, the use of plastic sealing membranes is a suitable measure. For
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the greening layer, other solutions must be sought here. While the RB material only has to
fulfill minor additional requirements, in terms of LC, an additional treatment step must
be interposed in order to immobilize potentially environmentally harmful constituents
that cause classification in recycling class Z2. For obvious reasons, a cover as in the case of
fill soils is ruled out. However, the effort to undertake such developments is justified, as
crushed LC has proven to be an ideal material for greening layers, at least in combination
with an organic admixture/soil material, respectively.

The results of the greening tests have shown that RB/soil and LC/soil mixtures are
well suited for revegetation. First colonizers and ruderal plants can grow and spread very
well. The different SBM properties are reflected in the vegetation. RB is well suited for
quick vegetation success and LC, on the other hand, offers good conditions for long-term
revegetation. The results support the conclusion of the feasibility of SBM-based GRSS as
green infrastructure. In this way, the project results contribute to the closure of SBM loops
for climate adaptation purposes.

Further tests must prove the durability and resistance to deterioration e.g., by freezing
over a longer period of time. For this purpose, the pilot application will continue to be
monitored regularly. The results will be reported in due course.
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Abbreviations

BFS Blast furnace slag
CDW Construction and demolition waste
cmd Cross machine direction (secondary direction of geosynthetics reinforcement)
EFS Electric furnace slag
EPA Environmental Protection Agency
GRSS Geogrid-reinforced soil structure
LC (crushed) Lightweight concrete material
md Machine direction (main direction of geosynthetics reinforcement)
PAH Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
PET Polyethylenterephthalat
RB Recycled brick material
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RC Recycled concrete material
RFID Reduction factor of installation damage
RSS Reinforced soil structure
SBM Substitute building material
TB Track ballast
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Abstract: Recycled aluminum salt slag (RASS) is an industrial by-product generated from the melting
of white dross and aluminum scraps during the secondary smelter process. Insufficient knowledge
in the aspects of engineering characteristics, and the environmental risks associated with RASS, is the
primary barrier to the utilization of RASS as a substitute material for natural quarry materials in the
field of geotechnical construction. In this research, comprehensive geotechnical and environmental
engineering tests were conducted to evaluate the feasibility of utilizing RASS as a sustainable
geomaterial. This was undertaken by comparing the laboratory testing results for RASS with a well-
known recycled material, namely recycled concrete aggregate (RCA), and the relevant specifications
set forth by the local road authority. The geotechnical engineering assessment included particle
size distribution, flakiness index, organic content, pH, particle density, water absorption, modified
Proctor compaction, aggregate impact value, Los Angeles (LA) abrasion, hydraulic conductivity,
and California bearing ratio (CBR). The CBR results of the RASS samples satisfied the minimum
CBR value (>80%) for usage as pavement subbase material in road construction. In addition, the
repeated load triaxial (RLT) tests were carried out on the RASS samples to assess the response of
the RASS under cyclic loading conditions. Furthermore, a range of chemical tests, consisting of
leaching and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon tests, were also performed on the RASS to address
the environmental concerns. Comparing the chemical test results with the environmental protection
authorities’ guidelines provided satisfactory evidence that RASS will not pose any environmental
and health issues throughout its service life as a geotechnical construction material.

Keywords: recycled aluminum salt slag; recycled materials; resilient modulus; leachate analysis;
pavement geotechnics

1. Introduction

The sophisticated lifestyles and urbanization have dramatically increased the gen-
eration of waste materials from both the construction and industrial sectors. Recycling
of waste materials, produced by construction and industrial activities, is becoming one
of the key strategies globally in waste reduction, landfill avoidance, and to facilitate the
movement towards sustainable development [1]. Many countries, such as Australia and
New Zealand, are encouraging the recycling and reutilizing of waste materials by im-
plementing a landfill levy on the disposal of waste to alleviate the pressure on natural
resources and the shortage of landfill sites [2]. Over the last few years, many attempts
have been made to utilize construction and demolition (C&D) waste materials, such as
recycled concrete aggregate, crushed brick, reclaimed asphalt pavement, and waste rock,
as substitution materials of virgin quarry materials in various geotechnical applications:
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for instance, road, embankment, pipe bedding, and ground improvements in the aspects
of soil stabilization and the construction of stone columns [3–7]. Research on stockpiled
industrial by-products, in particular, granulated blast furnace slag, electric arc furnace slag,
ladle furnace slag, copper slag, and gypsum-based waste, have also garnered significant
interest in the past years, used as supplementary or substitution materials in construction,
concrete production, and pavement applications [8–11]. Yi et al. [8] compared carbide
slag-activated ground granulated blast furnace slag (CS-GGBS) with Portland cement (PC),
for use in soft clay stabilization, and reported that the unconfined compressive strength of
the optimum CS-GGBS blend was twice as high as the corresponding PC stabilized clay,
demonstrating the feasibility of utilizing CS-GGBS for the replacement of PC in soft clay
stabilization. Imteaz et al. [9] conducted a series of geotechnical and environmental tests to
evaluate the viability of utilizing gypsum-based waste in geotechnical applications. The
results of the study found that gypsum-based plasterboard waste satisfied the engineering
requirements and caused no environmental impacts for usage as road subgrade and pipe
bedding material. Maghool et al. [10] carried out a study to investigate the shear strength
and stiffness of electric arc furnace slag (EAFS), ladle furnace slag (LFS), and their mixture
(50% LFS + 50% EAFS). The study results demonstrated that both LFS and the mixture of
(50% LFS + 50% EAFS) exhibit high friction angles similar to that of natural quarry mate-
rials. The test results of California bearing ratio and resilient modulus have also met the
requirements for usage as a geomaterial in road applications, such as pavement base and
subbase. Prem et al. [11] performed research to evaluate the influence of substituting 100%
natural sand with high volume copper slag in concrete and reported that concrete samples
on full replacement of natural sand with copper slag improved the compressive/flexural
strength, toughness, and energy-absorbing capacity compared to the concrete made with
river sand. In addition, the durability performance, in terms of chloride penetration and
water absorption, remains unaffected after substituting 100% of natural sand with copper
slag in concrete.

Aluminum is a non-ferrous metal, an indispensable raw material used for making
a wide range of metallic products. According to the data provided by the International
Aluminium Institute Statistics, about 65,000 thousand tons of aluminum yielded from
primary aluminum production in 2020 [12]. During the aluminum making process, three
types of by-products are generated at various stages, including white dross, very rich in
aluminum content ranging from 40–80% produced during the primary aluminum process
and downstream ingot smelting operations. Black dross, also known as aluminum salt
slag, contains a lower aluminum content, typically 5–20% generated from the melting of
white dross and aluminum scraps during the secondary smelters process with the presence
of a salt flux composed of potassium chloride (KCl), sodium chloride (NaCl), and a small
amount of fluorides. Non-metallic products are created from the tertiary smelters during
the water leaching process of black dross/aluminum salt slag [13]. Depending on the type
of furnace used and the manufacturing technique, between 300 to 600 kg of aluminum slat
slag is generated for the production of one ton of aluminum [14]. However, about 95%
of aluminum salt slag was stockpiled in landfill, leading to extensive pressure on landfill
sites and severe environmental concerns [15]. In the past, the use of aluminum salt slag
as a substitute material to natural aggregates, in the field of civil construction, was not so
favorable. It is because the aluminum slat slag is prone to leaching chlorides and releases
unpleasant odorous gases such as methane, ammonia, phosphide, and hydrogen sulphide
when in contact with water [16]. However, with the improvement in aluminum production
technology, black dross/aluminum salt slag can be treated by a wet/dry separation process,
followed by water leaching and filtering to wash away and separate the soluble salt flux
from insoluble oxides. Harmful gases are eliminated through conveyed and burnt odorous
gases (typically hydrogen, ammonia, phosphine, and methane), generated during the
leaching and dissolution process in a combustor, consequently transforming the harmful
gases into water and inert gases. Finally, the separated salt flux is converted into a useable
form through evaporation and crystallization processes. Karvelas et al. [17] conducted
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an economic and technical assessment of recycling systems for black dross/aluminum
salt slag in the secondary aluminum industry. The study found that, if the presence of
aluminum content in the black dross/aluminum salt slag is higher than 10%, the net
revenues from the recovered aluminum and salts are sufficient to cover the operating
and capital cost of the wet/dry separation process [17]. By considering the scarcity of
landfill sites, rapid increase in landfill levy, along with all the environmental concerns,
the treatment for such aluminum industrial by-products that convert aluminum waste
into a useable form is rewarding and worth performing to improve sustainability in the
aluminum industry. As a result, the aluminum salt slag treated by wet/dry separation
technique exhibits very low chloride content, harmful gases are eliminated, and thus, it is
safe to be utilized as a civil construction material and by the cement industry [14].

To date, some studies have initiated the utilization of recycled aluminum salt slag
(RASS) as a supplementary material for making cement composites. A number of recent
studies have demonstrated that incorporating RASS as an ingredient in mortar and concrete,
up to 15%, caused no negative impact on the mechanical performance of the cement
composites; the addition of RASS in mortar and concrete can also enhance the durability of
the cement composites in terms of controlling microstructural cracks, improving abrasion,
and corrosion resistivity [15,16,18–22]. Dunster et al. [23] stated that black dross/RASS
with smaller grain size (<700 μm) had the potential to be used as filler aggregate in asphalt
to enhance the hardness, abrasion, and skid resistance of the pavement. Similarly, López-
Alonso et al. [24] demonstrated the feasibility of using aluminum waste, blended with
recycled aggregates, as a road construction material to enhance the resistance properties
and long-term mechanical behavior of the unbound road layer. Furthermore, several
studies have utilized aluminum waste in stabilizing expansive soil and tropical lateritic
soil. The results of the studies indicated that infusing aluminum waste in the soil specimen
could reduce the swelling and shrinkage behavior of the expansive soil and enhance the
bearing capacity of the tropical lateritic soil notably [25,26].

Over the years, several million tons of RASS were produced annually, and about 95%
of them were sent to landfill instead of being recycled and reused [16]. This is believed
to be the consequence of insufficient knowledge and understanding of RASS in terms
of its engineering and environmental properties. Research on the utilization of RASS
as a geomaterial is still very limited. There have been no known studies thoroughly
investigating the geotechnical and geo-environmental characteristics of the RASS and its
potential to be utilized as an alternative source of aggregate in geotechnical applications. To
fulfil the current research gap, comprehensive geotechnical and environmental engineering
tests were conducted on RASS to assess the feasibility of utilizing RASS as a sustainable
geomaterial. The usage of RASS, as a geomaterial in civil construction, can add value to the
aluminum industrial waste by-products, reduce the cost for landfilling, and lower the usage
of raw quarry materials and the carbon footprint of future civil infrastructure projects.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Geotechnical Engineering Tests

The materials used in this research were comprised of recycled aluminum salt slag
(RASS) and recycled concrete aggregate (RCA), one of the well-known recycled materials
available in the market. RASS was derived from a major aluminum manufacturer located
in Melbourne, Australia. RCA is a by-product of (C&D) activities of concrete structures. It
is produced by crushing large concrete chunks into aggregates of various sizes depending
on the field application. The RCA used in this research was sourced from a recycling
plant in Melbourne, Australia and had a maximum particle size of 20 mm. The RCA was
comprises of 1–2 wt% of crushed brick, reclaimed crushed asphalt pavement aggregates,
and a very small fraction (<1 wt%) of other foreign materials such as glass, wood, plastic,
and gypsum.

An extensive suite of laboratory tests was conducted to assess the geotechnical and
geo-environmental characteristics of RASS and RCA as per relevant international stan-
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dards, including the American Society for Testing Materials (ASTM), Australian Standards
(AS), and British Standards (BS). The experimental program included particle size distri-
bution, unified soil classification, flakiness index, organic content, pH, particle density,
water absorption, modified Proctor compaction, aggregate impact value, Los Angeles (LA)
abrasion, hydraulic conductivity, California bearing ratio (CBR), resilient modulus (MR),
as well as a range of chemical and environmental tests. The morphology studies of RASS
and RCA were also performed by employing scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The
testing results of RASS and RCA were compared to provide a synthetic examination on the
viability of utilizing RASS as a sustainable geomaterial.

Necessary precautions were taken to obtain RASS and RCA samples from different
stockpiles, as per the procedures mentioned in ASTM D75 [27]. The collected materials
were dried in an oven at the standard drying temperature (100 ± 5 ◦C) for 24 h to remove
the natural moisture content. The oven-dried materials were then thoroughly mixed, split,
sieved through a 20 mm sieve, and riffled by different sizes of riffle splitter to prepare the
representative samples for further laboratory testing.

Particle size distribution (PSD) test was carried out on RASS and RCA as per AS
1141.11 [28]. Since both RASS and RCA samples contained fine fraction of less than 5%, the
hydrometer test was not performed further. The particle breakage of the material was also
assessed through conducting additional PSD tests on the RASS and RCA samples, which
underwent the modified Proctor compaction effort, and the PSD curves before and after
the compaction were plotted for comparison and analysis.

Unified Soil Classification System (USCS) was employed for the classification of the
recycled materials according to the sieve analysis results [29]. A flakiness index test was
implemented to examine the particle shape of the recycled materials, in line with the
procedures outlined in BS 812–105 [30]. The percentage of organic content present in
RASS and RCA were determined using the loss of ignition methods described in ASTM
D2974 [31], and an electrometric method was utilized to measure the pH value of both
materials as per AS 1289.4.3.1 [32]. Triplicate samples of both recycled materials were
prepared and tested for their flakiness index, organic content, and pH value to minimize
error margins.

The particle density and water absorption of RASS and RCA samples for both fine
and coarse fraction were established in line with the steps described in AS 1141.5 [33]
and AS 1141.6.1 [34]. Three samples for each recycled material were prepared for the
particle density and water absorption tests, and the average values of three tests were
adopted as final results. Modified Proctor compaction tests were performed to investigate
the relationship between the moisture content and dry density of the samples, according
to the AS 1289.5.2.1 [35]. By following the procedures outlined in AS 1289.5.2.1 [35], the
samples were compacted in five layers in a steel mold with an internal diameter of 105 mm
and 115 mm in height. An automatic Proctor compactor was employed to apply constant
compaction energy to ensure each layer is evenly compacted when making the samples.
Each layer was compacted with a 4.9 kg rammer falling freely from a height of 450 mm by
25 blows. The optimum moisture content (OMC) and the maximum dry density (MDD)
were determined by plotting the compaction curves accordingly.

The aggregate impact value (AIV) of the samples was measured by an impact testing
machine to identify the resistance of the RASS and RCA aggregates subject to sudden
shock as per BS 812-112 [36]. Los Angeles (LA) abrasion tests were conducted to assess the
resistance to degradation performance of RASS and RCA aggregates by employing the Los
Angeles testing machine in accordance with ASTM C131 [37]. Hydraulic conductivity tests
were performed to confirm the coefficient of permeability for the flow of water through
a remolded specimen, according to AS 1289.6.7.1 [38] and AS 1289.6.7.2 [39], in which
a constant head method was selected for a more permeable material (RASS), and a falling
head method was adopted for RCA sample with an expected hydraulic conductivity
between 10−7 to 10−9 m/s. Triplicate samples of both recycled materials were prepared for
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AIV, LA abrasion, and hydraulic conductivity tests to ensure the repeatability and accuracy
of the results.

Three samples for each recycled material were prepared in line with the procedures
detailed in the ASTM D1883 [40] for conducting the California bearing ratio (CBR) test.
The samples were compacted by the modified Proctor compaction effort at the OMC to
achieve the targeted MDD of 98%. The compacted samples were immersed in a water tank
for 96 h to simulate the worst-case scenario of the field conditions. A mechanical dial gauge
was installed on top of the CBR mold to measure the swelling of each material during
the soaking period, and the penetration tests were carried out on the samples after being
soaked for 4 days at a rate of 1 mm/min.

The repeated load triaxial (RLT) test was undertaken to measure the resilient modulus
(MR) of RASS and RCA, as per the procedures outlined in AASHTO T 307 [41] for unbound
granular base/subbase materials. Triplicate samples were prepared using a split mold
with an internal diameter of 100 ± 1 mm and 200 ± 1 mm in height. An automatic Proctor
compactor was used to apply constant Proctor compaction energy of 25 blows per layer
in a total of 8 layers at the OMC to attain the targeted MDD of 98%. Since the RASS
sample contains insufficient fine fraction and cohesion among its particles, the compacted
sample was not able to retain its shape and slumped on the removal of the split mold.
A vacuum pump was employed to produce vacuum pressure inside the membrane to hold
the sample together during the assembling of the triaxial chamber. The vacuum pressure
inside the sample was then released after initiating the RLT test, as the applied air confining
pressure inside the chamber will take place and hold the sample together during the
testing period. According to the RLT testing protocol for unbound granular base/subbase
materials, outlined in AASHTO T 307 [41], the testing sample was subject to five different
confining pressures and 15 load sequences. For each load sequence, 100 repetitions of cyclic
load were applied on the sample with repeated cycles of a Haversine-shaped loading pulse
of 0.1 s and a resting period of 0.9 s to simulate the dynamic traffic loads acting on the
unbound granular base/subbase materials.

2.2. Geo-Environmental Tests

Apart from the above-mentioned tests evaluating the geotechnical properties of the
RASS sample, the chemical characteristics of the RASS, with regard to the environmental
risks and health hazards, are crucial in consideration of utilizing RASS as a geomaterial.
A total contaminant and leachate concentration test, to determine the possible existence
of contaminant constituents such as heavy metals and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons,
were conducted in accordance with the AS 4439.3-1997 [42]. For the preparation of leachate,
the procedures detailed in the AS 4439.3-1997 [42] were followed. A marginally acidic
and alkaline leaching fluid, with pH values of 5.0 and 9.2, were employed as leachate for
the test. The results from the total contaminant and leachate concentration tests of the
RASS sample were then compared with the requirements specified by the Environmental
Protection Authority of Victoria (EPA Victoria) [43,44] and the Environmental Protect
Agency of Washington (EPA USA) [45] to ascertain the environmental impacts of using
RASS as a sustainable geomaterial.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Morphology of RASS and RCA

The physical appearance of as-received RASS and RCA, with maximum grain size
smaller than 20 mm, is shown in Figure 1a,d, respectively. The RASS is a greyish and
silvery color as illustrated in Figure 1a, whereas the RCA is of a brownish color depicted
in Figure 1d. Different types of impurities were present in both recycled materials, of
which wooden particles and some unmelted aluminum products, such as nails, screws and
residual parts of the beverage cans were found in the RASS sample. Natural aggregate,
crushed brick, timber, and plastic were discovered in the RCA sample. For a better
understanding of the particle shapes, and microstructure of RASS and RCA, the SEM
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images were also taken at a magnification of 100 μm and 20 μm to further investigate the
morphology of both recycled materials. SEM image in Figure 1b shows that the RASS
particles appear to be angular and irregular in shape. Some flaky particles are also observed
in the RASS sample. Upon closer inspection of Figure 1c, the surface of RASS particles is
reasonably rough. On the other hand, Figure 1e demonstrates that the RCA particles are
more rounded and oval in shape, and the surface is found to be cratered. Additionally,
noticeable microcracks are observed on the RCA particles at higher magnification, as
depicted in Figure 1f, and the formation of the microcracks could be mainly attributed to
the crushing process of the concrete blocks.

  

  

  

Figure 1. Physical appearance and SEM images of RASS and RCA at 100 μm and 20 μm magnification: (a) RASS actual
sample; (b) RASS 100 μm; (c) RASS 20 μm; (d) RCA actual sample; (e) RCA 100 μm; (f) RCA 20 μm.
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3.2. Geotechnical Characteristics
3.2.1. Particle Size Distribution

The geotechnical characteristics of RASS and RCA were evaluated through undertak-
ing a series of laboratory assessments in accordance with relevant international standards
(ASTM, Australian, and British). The testing results of RASS and RCA are tabulated in
Table 1. Figure 2 illustrates the PSD curves of RASS and RCA samples before and after
applying modified Proctor compaction effort. The gradation curves of RCA lay well within
the grading specification recommended by the local road authority for unbound subbase
materials [46], whereas the PSD curves of RASS are off the subbase lower limit due to the
lack of fine fraction in the sample. According to the USCS, the RASS and RCA sample
were classified as GP and GW, the percentage of fine, sand, and coarse fraction were also
computed and shown in Table 1. By comparing the gradation curves before and after the
modified compaction effort, the (after compaction) gradation curve of RCA shifts upward,
indicating the degradation and particle breakage of the granular material subject to impact
loading. The reason can be ascribed to the formation of microcracks on the RCA granular
material during the crushing process of the concrete blocks (illustrated in Figure 1f). The
presence of microcracks weaken the stiffness of RCA particles and make RCA more sus-
ceptible to degradation under shock loading. Interestingly, no significant alteration was
observed for the gradation curve of the RASS sample after the compaction, which indicates
superior stiffness and excellent performance on resistance to degradation of RASS material.

Figure 2. Particle size distribution curves of RASS and RCA.
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Table 1. Geotechnical Characteristics of RASS and RCA.

Geotechnical Parameters RASS RCA

Fine content: <0.075 mm (%) 1.61 3.01
Sand content: 0.075–4.75 mm (%) 36.18 42.67

Gravel content: >4.75 mm (%) 62.20 54.31
Coefficient of uniformity (Cu) 2.59 25.71
Coefficient of curvature (Cc) 0.93 1.54

Soil classification (USCS) GP GW
OMC (%)—modified Proctor compaction 6.6 10.6

MDD (Mg/m3)—modified Proctor compaction 1.66 1.94
Particle density—coarse fraction (Mg/m3) 2.83 2.72

Particle density—fine fraction (Mg/m3) 2.95 2.85
Water absorption—coarse fraction (%) 3.29 6.49

Water absorption—fine fraction (%) 4.75 9.2
Organic content (%) 1.91 3.51

pH 8.01 12.39
Flakiness index 32.63 8.81

LA abrasion loss (%) 6.23 31.77
Hydraulic conductivity (m/s) 4.16 × 10−6 4.16 × 10−8

Aggregate impact value (%) 2.71 32.36
CBR range (%) 91–106 189–220
CBR swell (%) ≈0 ≈0

Resilient modulus, MR range (MPa) 88.5–288.1 201.5–402.0

3.2.2. Particle Density, Water Absorption, pH and Organic Content

The particle density and water absorption test results for both fine and coarse frac-
tion, of RASS and RCA, are shown in Table 1. The apparent density of RASS for both
coarse (2.83 Mg/m3) and fine (2.95 Mg/m3) fraction is slightly higher than that of RCA
(2.72 Mg/m3 for coarse and 2.85 Mg/m3 for fine fraction). The slightly lower particle
density of RCA can mainly be attributed to the presence of a small fraction of low-density
materials such as timber, plastic, and gypsum. As RCA is derived from construction and
demolition site, such low-density materials including timber, plastic, and gypsum have
a higher chance to be mixed with RCA during the demolishing, recycling, and crushing
process. Interestingly, the percentage of water absorption of RCA is almost twice as high
as that of the RASS for both fine and coarse fractions, indicating a relatively lower water
absorption characteristic of RASS material. In addition, the water absorption of the fine
fraction of both materials was found to be higher than that of the coarse fraction. The
reason can be ascribed to the larger specific surface area of fine particles that absorbs more
water to wet their surface compared to the coarse ones. The average pH value of the RCA
sample was found to be 12.39, which is higher than the pH value of RASS (pH ≈ 8), as
the concrete is alkaline by nature. The percentage of organic content of both materials
are manifested in Table 1. Wooden particles and other impurities were observed in both
materials during the preparation of samples for the organic content test. Since the RCA
is derived from the demolition wastes, there is a higher chance for the impurities, such
as wood and plastic, to be mixed with the RCA during the demolishing, recycling, and
crushing process, which explains the reason for the greater percentage of organic content
in comparison with RASS.

3.2.3. Aggregate Impact Value and LA Abrasion Loss

The results of LA abrasion loss and aggregate impact value (AIV) of RASS and RCA
are depicted in Table 1. A lower percentage of LA abrasion loss and AIV is obtained for the
RASS (6.23% and 2.71%), whereas higher values were acquired for the RCA (31.77% and
32.36%). The lower percentage of LA abrasion loss and AIV indicates an excellent stiffness
and better resistance to degradation properties of the RASS. However, the hardness of
RCA particles is lower than that of the RASS, based on the experimental outcomes of
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LA abrasion loss and AIV. The RCA particles are more susceptible to degradation under
the action of attrition and impact, attributed to the presence of microcracks developed
during the crushing process (shown in Figure 1f), and consequently weaken the structural
integrity of RCA particles. The results of LA abrasion loss and AIV are also consistent with
the findings from the sieving analysis discussed previously, revealing the same intrinsic
properties of both materials. Nevertheless, both recycled materials satisfy the limits (LA
abrasion loss <40%) recommended in VicRoads [46] for pavement subbase applications.

3.2.4. Modified Proctor Compaction

Figure 3 illustrates the modified Proctor compaction curves of RASS and RCA. Typical
bell shape compaction curves are attained for both materials. Since the OMC of a material
is typically influenced by its water absorption characteristic, which explains the reason for
a lower OMC value obtained for the RASS compared to the RCA. Additionally, well-graded
RCA also contains a greater amount of fine particles, with larger specific surface areas to
absorb more water than a coarser material (RASS), and subsequently leading to a higher
OMC value as a result. Despite the fact that RASS has a slightly higher apparent density
than that of RCA, the modified Proctor compaction test results indicated that RASS has
a lower MDD value compared to the RCA. The particle breakage of aggregates in RCA is
more significant compared to RASS. As discussed in Section 3.2.3, the RCA has a much
higher LA abrasion loss and AIV value compared to RASS, which is also consistent with
the occurrence of particle breakage observed from the PSD tests (illustrated in Figure 2)
for the RCA sample that underwent the modified Proctor compaction effort. A previous
study reported that particle breakage, during the modified Proctor compaction process,
can aid the compaction of a material into a denser state [47]. A higher degree of particle
breakage of RCA will lead to a denser arrangement in the fabric of RCA compared to RASS,
and enhance, contributing a higher MDD value of RCA. Apart from that, the substantial
amount of voids retained among the coarse aggregates during the compaction process, due
to the poor gradation of RASS, was considered to be another factor that significantly limits
the compressibility of the material.

Figure 3. Modified Proctor compaction curves of RASS and RCA.
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3.2.5. Flakiness Index and Hydraulic Conductivity

The flakiness index value of RASS was established to be considerably higher than that
of the RCA, indicating a more flaky shape of particles present in the RASS sample. The
flakiness index values of both recycled materials are still within the maximum limit (<35)
specified by the local road authority for usage as a road construction base material [46].
The hydraulic conductivity of both materials was computed and shown in Table 1. The
hydraulic conductivity value of RASS was determined to be higher than that of RCA. The
reason can be ascribed to the insufficient fine particles in the RASS sample to fill up the
voids among coarser aggregates, eventually leading to high voids ratio, which allows
the water to seep through more easily. In contrast, the better compressibility of RCA
material, owing to its excellent gradation accompanied by a low void ratio, reduces the
water seepage rate notably, hence yielding a lower hydraulic conductivity as a result.

3.2.6. California Bearing Ratio (CBR)

Three samples for each material were prepared for the CBR test, and the range of CBR
test results for both RASS and RCA are manifested in Table 1. In light of the specifications
recommended by the local road authority, a minimum CBR value of 80% is typically
required for a subbase material [46]. The results of the soaked CBR tests suggest that both
recycled materials satisfy the minimum CBR value of 80% for usage as subbase material in
road construction. In addition, the swelling behavior was not observed for the RASS and
RCA samples during the soaking period. The CBR values of RASS samples are confirmed
to be noticeably lower than those of RCA samples. This can be related to the lower MDD
value of RASS achieved during the modified Proctor compaction effort, due to the poor
gradation of the RASS. As a consequence, the formation of abundant voids inside the RASS
samples weaken the particle interlocking performance, reduce the friction between the
particles, leading to a poor stress distribution behavior of the RASS samples, and tend
to lower the CBR value. The other reason that could contribute to a lower CBR value
on the RASS samples can be ascribed to the cohesionless nature of the RASS material to
bond the particles together, which also explains the greater CBR value observed on the
RCA material with higher cohesion. It is suggested that RASS can be blended with other
well-graded high-quality recycled material, such as RCA, to improve its CBR value and
widen its applications in road construction.

3.2.7. Repeated Load Triaxial (RLT)

The RLT tests were performed on the RASS and RCA samples to simulate the dynamic
traffic loads acting on the unbound granular base/subbase materials, under a combination
of different confining pressures and deviator stresses. Figure 4 illustrates the MR values
of RASS and RCA at each load sequence, accompanied with different confining pressures.
Figure 5 demonstrates the influence of various axial stresses on the resilient modulus
response of the RASS and RCA samples. According to the RLT results, the MR values of the
RASS were found to be lower than those of the RCA. The reason is mainly attributed to the
poor gradation of RASS with insufficient fine particles to fill up the voids among the coarser
aggregates during the compaction process. This weakens the particle interlocking perfor-
mance, and the sensitivity of resilient modulus response of the tested granular samples
due to the reduction in the contact area between the particles, eventually contributing to
lower MR values of RASS samples. Additionally, a higher content of flaky-shape particles
present in the RASS was considered to be another possible factor leading to lower MR
values of the RASS, in comparison with the RCA, that contains a higher portion of rounded
particles [48]. However, further investigation is needed to verify this hypothesis. Moreover,
the MR values of both materials are increased accompanied by an increase in confinement,
which is similar to the trend observed in previous studies [49,50]. The reason is due to the
fact that the tested samples inside the triaxial chamber became denser and stronger with
an increase in confining pressure, thus contributing to greater MR values. Apart from that,
both materials also exhibited higher MR values when the deviator stress was increased
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under constant confinement. A similar trend was also revealed in previous studies, and
the reason for this phenomenon can be owed to the stress hardening behavior on the
granular samples, in which the material tends to get stiffer under higher axial stresses. As
a consequence, the samples yield lower axial strain, with increments in deviator stress, and
achieved higher MR values [51,52].

σσ σ
σ3 σ3σ3 σ3σ3

σ

Figure 4. MR of RASS and RCA at different confining pressures and deviator stresses.

Figure 5. Influence of different axial stresses on the MR of RASS and RCA.

Apart from the above-mentioned findings, a slightly different trend was observed for
the RCA sample at the ninth load sequence. A sudden drop in MR values of the RCA was
observed at the ninth load sequence with applied deviator stress higher than the eighth
load sequence under the same confinement, suggesting that granular sample does not
always follow the stress hardening behavior under the aforementioned testing condition.
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A softening behavior can also occur on the granular sample, with increments in the deviator
stress, whilst maintaining the same confining pressure. A similar phenomenon was also
observed by Attia and Abdelrahman [53] for different C&D recycled materials experiencing
softening behavior with an increase in deviator stress under constant confinement. The
range of the MR values of RASS and RCA are tabulated in Table 1. The MR values of
the RCA were above the minimum requirements (125 MPa), specified by the local road
authority for an unbound base and subbase material at all load sequences, whereas the MR
value of the RASS was slightly below the limit at load sequences 1 to 4 [54]. Nevertheless,
due to the superior hardness of the RASS, it is suggested that RASS can be blended with
other well-graded recycled materials to overcome the limitation of RASS material, in terms
of poor gradation, and further improve its resilient modulus response to a great extent.

According to the AASHTO test procedures, a two-parameter theta (bulk stress) regres-
sion model is recommended for the analysis of MR test results. The bulk stress model is
expressed by the following equation [55]:

MR = k1 × θk2 (1)

The Equation (1) can be rearranged into a logarithmic form listed as:

log MR = log k1 + k2 × log θ (2)

in which MR is the resilient modulus; θ = bulk stress = (σ1 + σ2 + σ3) = 3σ3 + σd,
representing the triaxial test conditions; k1 and k2 are the regression model parameter.
The regression results of present tests for both materials are depicted in Figure 6. Table 2
demonstrates the regression model parameters, log k1 and k2, as well as the coefficient of
determination R2. The R2 values of the present resilient modulus tests were computed to
be very close to 0.96 for both recycled materials, indicating that a good fit was achieved by
employing the bulk stress model.

Figure 6. Bulk stress regression model of RASS and RCA.

Table 2. Regression parameters of bulk stress model.

Material Log k1 k2 Coefficient of Determination, R2

RASS 2.01 0.50 0.96
RCA 2.73 0.30 0.96
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Although the concise bulk stress model yields a reliable result, the major drawback of
the bulk stress model is owing to the incapability of separating the influence of different
confining pressures and deviator stresses on the corresponding MR. A three-parameter
theta model that takes into consideration both confining pressures and deviator stresses,
proposed by Puppala et al. [52], was also used for the analysis of the present MR test results.
The three-parameter theta model is given by:

MR
σatm

= k1

(
σ3

σatm

)k4

×
(

σd
σatm

)k5

(3)

The logarithmic format of Equation (3) is described as:

log
(

MR
σatm

)
= logk1 + k2log

(
σ3

σatm

)
+ k3log

(
σd

σatm

)
(4)

where σatm = atmospheric pressure; σ3 = confining pressure; σd = deviator stress; log k1,
k2 and k3 are the regression constants of the three-parameter theta model. Table 3 lists
the regression model constant and the coefficient of determination R2. By comparing the
results obtained from both regression models, the coefficient of determination, yielded
by the three-parameter model, was higher than that of the bulk stress model, which is
similar to the findings reported by Puppala et al. [52] and Mohammadinia et al. [56]. The
consideration of the effects, induced by different confinement and deviator stresses on the
MR, produces a better fit and further enhances the accuracy of the results compared to the
bulk stress model.

Table 3. Regression parameters of three-parameter model.

Material Logk1 k2 k3 Coefficient of Determination, R2

RASS 3.29 0.22 0.30 0.99
RCA 3.52 0.19 0.12 0.97

3.3. Environment Risks and Health Hazards

In considering the usage of RASS as a geomaterial in civil construction, any possible
environmental risks and health hazards, in terms of leaching hazards and exposure of
contaminant constituents from such material into the soil, surrounding surface areas, and
underground aquifers during its lifecycle in a project must be ascertained [57,58]. As per
the EPA Victoria regulations, wastes need to be categorized into one of the following types:
(a) fill material, typically made up of natural soil, sand, gravel, and rock, (b) solid inert
waste, comprised of industrial and municipal wastes, such as industrial by-products and
construction wastes (the RASS used in this research seems to fall into this category based
on its source and production method), (c) putrescible waste that can be decomposed by
bacteria activities, and (d) prescribed industrial waste that could have adverse effects on
the environment and human health, sourced from manufacturing sectors or contaminated
soils [43]. The assessments to determine the existence of contaminant constituents of the
wastes are required before the wastes can be recycled, reused, and disposed in a landfill.
The hazard categorization of the RASS sample was evaluated as per the guidelines recom-
mended by the EPA Victoria and the Australian Standard Leaching Procedure (ASLP) [43].
The total contaminant (TC) and leachate concentration tests were carried out on the RASS
to identify the presence of any possible contaminant constituents from such material. Ac-
cording to AS 4439.3-1997 [42], an appropriate type of leaching fluid, used for the leaching
analysis on the material, should be determined based on the field application of the tested
material. The kinds of leaching fluids recommended for conducting the leaching analysis
on material, as per AS 4439.3-1997 [42], include reagent water and three other leaching
fluids with a different pH value of 2.9, 5.0, and 9.2. Since the aim of this research is to
evaluate the suitability of utilizing RASS as a geomaterial in applications such as pavement
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base/subbase material and embankment fills, reagent water that resembles rainwater
seems to be the most suitable leaching fluid for such material. However, it should be noted
that there is a possibility of acid rain (pH 3.6–4.9) resulting from the presence of organic
acids in the atmosphere [59]. Graham [59] states that such organic acids are formed in
the atmosphere by the photochemistry of organic compounds volatilized from terrestrial
vegetation. In addition, the possible occurrence of acidic freshwater (pH 4.0–5.5), in the first
flush at the start of the wet season, should also be considered for determining the suitable
leaching fluid [59]. According to the National Land and Water Resources Audit [60], about
50 million hectares of Australian agricultural land has a surface pH of 4.3–5.5, which
implies the possible occurrence of acidic freshwater in the first flush of the wet season.

With these considerations in mind, it is safer to use a slightly acidic leaching fluid
(pH 5.0), based on the field application of RASS, rather than a reagent water. Furthermore,
take into consideration that RASS could be utilized in blend with other types of recycled
materials such as crushed brick, crushed concrete aggregate, and reclaimed asphalt pave-
ment aggregate to meet specific engineering requirements for various applications. There
is a possibility for RASS to be exposed to a slightly alkaline environment throughout its
service life as a geomaterial. By considering all the aspects, a slightly acidic and alkaline
leaching fluid with a pH value of 5.0 and 9.2 were selected to be used for the leachate
analysis of the RASS. The leachate was prepared in line with the procedures described
in the AS 4439.3-1997 [42]. The results of TC and ASLP values of RASS were compared
with the limits set by EPA Victoria and EPA USA to ascertain the environmental risks and
health hazards of utilizing RASS as a sustainable geomaterial [43–45]. Since RCA’s leachate
analysis was reported in the previous study, the leachability test of RCA was not repeated
in this research [54].

The total contaminant and leachate concentration test results of RASS, illustrated
in Table 4, were compared to the threshold values of TC and ASLP of fill material, solid
inert waste, and drinking water standards specified by the EPA Victoria and EPA USA,
manifested in Table 5. The TC values of the RASS were found to be far below the threshold
values of fill material demanded by the EPA Victoria, suggesting that RASS falls into the
category of fill material, as per the requirements recommended by the EPA Victoria. Such
material can be safely utilized as fill material in geotechnical applications such as the
construction of stone column for ground improvement, pavement layers, and embankment
fill. The leachate concentration test results of RASS, expressed as TC and ASLP values,
by use of both acidic and alkaline leaching fluid listed in Table 4 were, again, confirmed
to be much lower than the acceptable values of solid inert waste according to the EPA
Victoria specifications. The comparison implies that the environmental risks and health
hazards concerning the exposure of contaminant constituents from such material into the
soil, surrounding surface areas, and underground aquifers throughout its service life as
a geotechnical construction material are negligible. Furthermore, based on the EPA USA
specifications, wastes are classified as hazardous material if one’s heavy metal content was
detected at a concentration 100 times higher than the acceptable values of drinking water
standards (illustrated in Table 5) specified by the EPA USA. By following this criterion, the
ASLP values (both acidic and alkaline) of the RASS were also confirmed to satisfy the limit
recommended by the EPA USA. Thus, the comparison indicates that RASS will not pose
any environmental risks to the surface water stream or underground aquifer and is safe to
use as a construction material in geotechnical applications.
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Table 4. TC and ASLP test results of RASS and RCA.

Contaminant

RASS RCA c

TC a ASLP b

(Acetate)
ASLP b

(Tetraborate)
TC a ASLP b

(Acetate)
ASLP b

(Tetraborate)

Arsenic <0.01 <0.01 0.05 <5 <0.01 <0.1
Barium N/A N/A N/A 88 0.34 <0.1

Cadmium <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.2 <0.002 <0.02
Chromium 0.06 0.01 0.03 15 0.05 <0.1

Copper 0.02 0.03 0.05 N/A N/A N/A
Lead 0.11 0.10 <0.01 11 <0.01 <0.1

Mercury <0.005 <0.001 <0.005 <0.05 <0.001 <0.01
Selenium N/A N/A N/A <3 <0.01 <0.1

Silver N/A N/A N/A <5 <0.01 <0.1
Nickel 0.06 0.02 <0.01 N/A N/A N/A
Zinc 0.46 0.18 0.02 N/A N/A N/A

Cyanide <0.25 <0.25 <0.25 N/A N/A N/A
PAH <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 N/A N/A N/A

a mg/kg of dry weight. b mg/L. c Data from Arulrajah et al. [54]. N/A: Not available. PAH: Polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons.

Table 5. EPA Victoria and EPA USA requirements.

Contaminant

Maximum TC
Allowed for Fill

Material

Allowable TC and ASLP
Value for Solid Inert Waste US EPA Drinking

Water Standard b,e

TC a,c TC a,d ASLP b,d

Arsenic 20 500 0.35 0.05
Barium N/A 6250 35 2.0

Cadmium 3 100 0.1 0.005
Chromium 1 (Chromium VI) 500 2.5 0.1

Copper 100 5000 100 1.3
Lead 300 1500 0.5 0.015

Mercury 1 75 0.05 0.002
Selenium 10 50 0.5 0.05

Silver 10 180 5 0.05
Nickel 60 3000 1 N/A
Zinc 200 35,000 150 N/A

Cyanide 50 2500 4 N/A
PAH 20 50 N/A N/A

a mg/kg of dry weight. b mg/L. c EPA Victoria [43]. d EPA Victoria [44]. N/A: Not available. PAH: Polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons. e EPA USA [45].

4. Conclusions

The geotechnical and environmental characteristics of RASS were investigated, in this
research, to fill the knowledge gap on the feasibility of utilizing such aluminum industrial
waste by-products as sustainable geomaterials. The following conclusion can be drawn
based on the laboratory testing results:

1 The RASS was classified as a poorly-graded material, due to the insufficient fine
fraction, and the pH value of RASS was found to be slightly alkaline. The particle
density of RASS was slightly higher that of RCA, whereas the water absorption of
RASS was lower than that of the RCA. In addition, the RASS was also confirmed to
be free-draining, cohesionless, and exhibited a very low organic content.

2 The RASS exhibited much higher stiffness compared to the RCA, based on the experi-
mental outcomes of AIV and LA abrasion loss tests. The test results of flakiness index,
LA abrasion loss, and CBR value of the RASS samples satisfy the requirements speci-
fied by the local road authority for usage as a pavement base and subbase material in
road construction.
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3 The MR values of the RASS were found to be lower than those of the RCA and are
slightly below the minimum MR requirement (125 MPa) recommended by the local
road authority, Victoria, for an unbound base/subbase material, at load sequences 1
to 4, under triaxial test conditions. The reasons contributing to the lower MR values of
the RASS is mainly owing to the poor gradation of RASS material, which weakens the
particle interlocking performance and the sensitivity of resilient modulus response
of the tested granular samples, due to the reduction in the contact area between the
particles. Considering the superior stiffness of RASS, it is suggested that RASS can be
blended with other well-graded recycled materials, RCA for instance, to overcome
the limitation in terms of its poor gradation and further enhance the MR value of the
RASS significantly.

4 The results of the total contaminant and leachate concentration tests have shown
that TC and ASLP values of RASS are far below the threshold values of fill material
and solid inert waste specified by the EPA Victoria. This suggests that RASS can
be safely employed as a geotechnical construction material and cause no harm to
the surrounding environment. Furthermore, the ASLP values of the RASS are also
within the acceptable limits of drinking water standards, according to the EPA USA
specifications, indicating that RASS will not pose any health hazards by contaminating
the surface water stream or underground aquifer.

In this research, the comparison between RASS and RCA provides satisfactory ev-
idence that RASS possesses the capability to be utilized as a sustainable geomaterial in
civil construction. However, it should be noted that the quality of the aluminum industrial
by-product, RASS, is dependent on the machinery used and manufacturing technique. In
developing countries, where manufacturing technique and equipment are outdated, the
percentage of unmelted aluminum products (such as nails, screws, and residual parts of
beverage cans) in the RASS stockpile could be various, which will result in fluctuating in
the overall geotechnical properties of such recycled material. Geotechnical and engineering
assessment should be performed on the RASS sample from a stockpile before utilizing
the RASS in geotechnical applications. The research outcomes of this study can be used
as guidance, assisting relevant bodies in comparing the required geotechnical and engi-
neering parameters, and determining the suitability of a RASS stockpile to be utilized in
geotechnical applications. It is also recommended that future research can focus on the
stabilization of RASS by introducing additive binders, such as cement or alkali-activated
cementitious material, to further strengthen the mechanical performance of RASS and
widen its applications in geotechnical construction. The usage of RASS as a sustainable
geomaterial in civil construction provides a feasible end-of-life option to convert the alu-
minum industrial waste from landfill into a usable material, mitigate the pressure on land
and natural resources, as well as improve sustainability in the civil construction industry.
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Abstract: In this research, large direct shear tests were conducted to evaluate the interface shear
strength between reclaimed asphalt pavement (RAP) and kenaf geogrid (RAP–geogrid) and to also
assess their viability as an environmentally friendly base course material. The influence of factors
such as the gradation of RAP particles and aperture sizes of geogrid (D) on interface shear strength
of the RAP–geogrid interface was evaluated under different normal stresses. A critical analysis was
conducted on the present and previous test data on geogrids reinforced recycled materials. The
D/FD, in which FD is the recycled materials’ particle content finer than the aperture of geogrid, was
proposed as a prime parameter governing the interface shear strength. A generalized equation was
proposed for predicting the interface shear strength of the form: α = a(D/FD) + b, where α is the
interface shear strength coefficient, which is the ratio of the interface shear strength to the shear
strength of recycled material, and a and b are constants. The constant values of a and b were found
to be dependent upon types of recycled material, irrespective of types of geogrids. A stepwise
procedure to determine variable a, which is required for analysis and design of geogrids reinforced
recycled materials in roads with various gradations was also suggested.

Keywords: ground improvement; geogrid; recycled materials; interface shear strength; large-direct
shear test; base course reinforcement; pavement geotechnics

1. Introduction

Roadways and highways are commonly categorized based on the traffic volumes
and service life into two main categories—namely, permanent roads and temporary roads.
Permanent roads are subjected to heavy traffic volumes of more than a million traffic loads
during their service life. Temporary roads, on the other hand, are subject to lower traffic
volumes of less than 10,000 load applications during their service life. Temporary roads
include access roads, haul, detours, and construction platforms, which are used to construct
permanent roads on weak soil layers [1].

Due to the scarcity of high-quality natural materials, marginal soils have been used
for road construction with some form of mechanical or chemical treatment. Chemical
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stabilization such as with cement, natural rubber latex stabilization [2–4], and geopolymer
stabilization [5–7] are often used to enhance the mechanical properties of marginal materials.

Geogrid applications have also been found to improve the mechanical properties
and performance of marginal materials for base/subbase courses [8–11]. Research on
geosynthetics in pavement reinforcement application has reported that the use of a geogrid
within an unbound layer of a pavement structure can improve the stiffness of pavement
layers, especially below and above the location of the geogrid [1,12,13]. Geogrids stabilize
the aggregate layer by increasing aggregate interlocking, enhancing confinement, and
reducing the lateral movement of the pavement structure, leading to deformation reduction.

The advantages of utilizing geogrids in road construction include a decrease in the
thickness of the pavement structure layers and prolonging the durability of the road struc-
ture. Geosynthetics reinforcement in asphalt layers has also been reported to reduce rutting,
pavement material fatigue, as well as thermal and reflective cracking. Geocomposite mate-
rials, such as geotextiles sandwiched within geogrids are also used as a separation layer
to prevent the movement of small particles into open-graded base layers, resulting in
improving the drainage systems and enhancing the road performance [14].

In temporary roads, geogrids are used within the weak foundation to support the
initial construction work. The geogrid-reinforced aggregates are used as a working platform
to mobilize the heavy machinery into the construction sites. For a particular subgrade
stabilization application, geogrids are used to reinforce the soft subgrade and to decrease
the excessive deformation of pavement structures due to the traffic loads [15–18]. For basal
reinforcement applications, geogrids are installed under or within unbound layers of a
flexible road to enhance the bearing capacity of the pavement against cyclic loads [19,20].
For pavement surface reinforcement, geogrids are used within the asphalt layer to decrease
fatigue and rutting of the pavement surface using the marginal quantity aggregate [21,22].

Annually across the globe, the construction industry generates large quantities of con-
struction and demolition (C&D) wastes, including recycled concrete aggregate (RCA), as
well as recycled glass and brick. Similarly, reclaimed asphalt pavement (RAP) is generated
when asphalt pavements are removed for reconstruction and/or resurfacing. Road authori-
ties in many countries have been seeking to develop innovative methods of recycling and
reusing recycled aggregates for partial or total replacement of natural aggregates in road-
work applications. The use of recycled aggregates including RAP [23–25], RCA [26–28],
and recycled glass [29–31] as an alternative aggregate is widely accepted for road con-
struction, especially as pavement base/subbase materials. Reusing recycled materials can
decrease waste and energy consumption and therefore significantly contributes toward
the sustainable road construction industry [32,33]. However, these materials sometimes
require mechanical improvement to meet the local and international standards for both
design and construction.

Several researchers have reported on the successful application of commercial syn-
thetic geogrids reinforced natural materials in road construction. However, the applications
of geogrid-reinforced recycled aggregates remain limited due to the lack of research studies,
accepted design methodology, and construction guidelines. Pioneering research on the
commercial geogrid-reinforced recycled aggregates was recently undertaken by several
researchers [29,34–39]. Suddeepong et al. (2021) [40] investigated the interface shear be-
havior of natural kenaf geotextiles and RCA to promote the use of natural geotextiles with
recycled aggregates for sustainable development of road construction and environmentally
sound technologies. The performance of geogrid-reinforced recycled aggregates relies on
various factors such as geometric forms and stiffness of geogrid, location and depth of
geogrid installation, and particle sizes of aggregates [34,35,40].

This research aims to further contribute to the increased utilization of recycled aggre-
gates in the pavement structure and to also facilitate the analysis and design by developing
a generalized predictive equation of interface shear strength between geogrid and recycled
aggregates. A large direct shear test (LDST) was first conducted to determine the interface
shear strength behavior of RAP reinforced with natural kenaf geogrid in this research.
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The influence of gradation of RAP and aperture size of geogrid on the interface shear
responses of RAP—geogrid under different normal stresses was investigated. The results
were then compared with the previous results to introduce a prime factor for developing a
generalized predictive equation that can be used for rapid estimation of the interface shear
strength of recycled aggregates reinforced with both commercial and natural geogrids.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

Reclaimed asphalt pavement (RAP) samples were obtained from the Bureau of High-
ways, Nakhon Ratchasima, Thailand. A cold milling machine was used to remove the
asphalt pavement for resurfacing in the cold in-place recycling process. The asphalt content
in RAP aggregate is approximately 3–5% by weight. Figure 1 indicates the gradations of
large-sized RAP and small-sized RAP samples. The large-sized RAP is on the lower bound-
ary and the small-sized RAP is on the upper boundary, designated by the Department of
Highways, Thailand (DOH, 2001) [41].

Figure 1. Grain size distribution of RAP.

Table 1 summarizes the basic and engineering properties of the RAP samples. The
large-sized RAP and small-sized RAP samples were classified as poorly graded gravel
(GP) and well-graded gravel (GW), respectively, according to the Unified Soil Classification
System. Although the average particle size of the large-sized RAP sample and small-sized
RAP sample was different, the specific gravity, maximum dry density (MDD) at optimum
water content, California bearing ratio, internal friction angles, and cohesion were almost
the same.

Table 1. Basic engineering properties of RAP samples.

Parameter
Recycled Asphalt Pavement (RAP)

Large Sized Small Sized

Bulk specific gravity 2.6 2.6
Soil classification (USCS) GP GW

Average particle size (mm) 17 3.7
Optimum water content (%) 13.70 13.80

Maximum dry unit weight (kN/m3) 19.56 19.48
California bearing ratio (%) 20 20

Internal friction angle (degree) 56.99 54.81
Cohesion (kPa) 53.68 56.98
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The natural kenaf fibers were obtained from Tai Song Huad Co., Ltd., Sai Mai, Bangkok,
Thailand, and were used to fabricate kenaf geogrid in this research. The handmade biaxial
kenaf geogrid was a planar grid, which possesses the same strength in both ortho-directions
(longitudinal and transversal) (Figure 2). The single rib tensile strength of kenaf geogrid
was 43 MPa, which was obtained from the tensile test using a universal testing machine
with a capacity of 2.5 kN based on ASTM-D6637 (2015) [42]. Two different aperture sizes of
kenaf geogrids: 7 × 7 mm and 21 × 21 mm with a 3 mm rib thickness were prepared.

7 × 7 mm 21 × 21 mm 

Figure 2. Photos of the planar grid of handmade biaxial kenaf geogrids.

2.2. Experimental Program

The LDST was undertaken in accordance with ASTM-D5321 (2020) [43] to investigate
the interface shear strength of RAP–geogrid samples (τreinforced) and the shear strength of
unreinforced RAP samples (τunreinforced). The LDST shear box apparatus with a dimension
of 305 × 305 mm2 and 204 mm high was divided into two parts, whereby the stationary
upper half provides a confined vertical load to the sample, while the lower half of the
box allows the application of horizontal shearing stress. To conduct the shear test, hand
compaction was first carried out on RAP samples at optimum water content in three layers
in the shear box under the modified Proctor effort to attain the MDD. For the consolidation
process, the lower shear box and half of the upper one were filled with de-aired water to
saturate the compacted RAP samples under different normal stresses (σn = 50, 100, and
200 kPa) for 12 h. LDSTs were conducted at the same σn levels with a constant shear rate
of 0.025 mm/min at a controlled temperature of 20 ± 1 ◦C. The tests were completed
when the horizontal shear displacement (HSD) attained 40 mm. Three samples were
carried out for each direct shear test, and the mean value was reported in this study. The
results under the same testing condition were reproducible with a low mean standard
deviation, SD (SD/x < 10%, where x is the mean value). Table 2 illustrates the names of
the prepared sample for LDST. Figure 3 illustrates the LDST apparatus and a photo of the
tested kenaf geogrid.

Table 2. Summary of LDST testing program.

RAP Sample Reinforcement Normal Stress (kPa)

Large size
No reinforcement 50, 100, 200

RAP + 7 × 7 mm geogrid 50, 100, 200
RAP + 21 × 21 mm geogrid 50, 100, 200

Small size
No reinforcement 50, 100, 200

RAP + 7 × 7 mm geogrid 50, 100, 200
RAP + 21 × 21 mm geogrid 50, 100, 200
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Figure 3. (a) LDST apparatus and (b) a photo of the tested kenaf geogrid.

3. Results and Discussion

The shear stresses and dilatation characteristics of unreinforced RAP obtained from
the LDST were demonstrated in Figure 4. The shear stress behaviors of large-sized RAP and
small-sized RAP were similar. The shear strength of unreinforced material (τunreinforced) ver-
sus horizontal shear displacement (HSD) relationship exhibited strain-hardening behavior,
whereby the shear stress increased with horizontal displacement and then became almost
constant after HSD = 20-mm. The maximum τunreinforced increased with the increased σn.

The vertical shear displacement (VSD) versus HSD relationship of both large-sized
RAP and small-sized RAP exhibited dilative behavior, which behaved similar to dense
recycled glass [44] and RCA [35], at high σn of 100–200 kPa. The VSD of large- and
small-sized RAP samples were similar when the HSD < 20 mm. However, the VSD of the
small-sized RAP was higher than that of the large-sized RAP when the HSD was > 20 mm,
especially at a high σn = 200 kPa.

In accordance with the Mohr–Coulomb failure criterion, the friction angle (φ) and
cohesion (c) at the peak for both large-sized RAP and small-sized RAP samples were
determined and are illustrated in Figure 5. The φ and c of small-sized RAP samples
(φ = 54.81◦ and c = 56.99 kPa) and large-sized RAP samples (φ = 56.99◦ and c = 53.68 kPa)
were similar. The high shear strength properties of RAP samples demonstrate that the
material is stiff to withstand the traffic load and can be used as a base/subbase material
based on the Department of Highways (DOH) specification [41]. The results also indicated
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that the RAP samples with gradation within the boundary specified by DOH can be used
as base/subbase materials.

Figure 4. LDST test results of unreinforced RAP.

Figure 5. Shear strength failure envelope for unreinforced RAP.

Figures 6 and 7, respectively, indicate the influence of aperture sizes of kenaf geogrid
(D) on the τreinforced behaviors of large-sized RAP–geogrid and small-sized RAP–geogrid.
The τreinforced behavior of large-sized RAP samples was similar to that of the small-sized
ones. τreinforced, stiffness, and its peak values were found to increase with the increase in σn
from 50 to 200 kPa. The relationship between τreinforced versus HSD of RAP–geogrid sam-
ples for both RAP gradations indicated strain-hardening behavior, similar to unreinforced
RAP samples.
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Figure 6. Effect of aperture size of geogrid on shear interface between geogrid and large-sized
RAP sample.

Figure 7. Effect of aperture size of geogrid on shear interface between geogrid and small-sized
RAP sample.

For the large-sized RAP samples (Figure 6), the peak τreinforced of the samples at
σn = 50 kPa was found at an HSD of approximately 20 to 25 mm. The peak τreinforced of
the samples at σn of 100–200 kPa was, however, found at a large HSD of approximately
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30 to 40 mm. For the small-sized RAP samples, the peak τreinforced of the samples was
at an HSD of approximately 25 to 35 mm for all σn (Figure 7). The peak τreinforced of
kenaf geogrid-reinforced small-sized RAP samples was slightly lower than those of kenaf
geogrid-reinforced large-sized RAP samples at the same σn.

The relationship between VSD and HSD of RAP–geogrid with large- and small-sized
RAP samples is also shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. A contraction behavior is noticed
at an early stage, followed by continuous dilative behavior at the final stage. The dilative
vertical displacements of kenaf geogrid-reinforced both large- and small-sized RAP samples
were higher than those of unreinforced RAP samples at the same σn. This implies that the
interaction between geogrid and RAP particles was improved. The influence of kenaf geogrid
aperture size on VSD versus HSD relation was clearly apparent for the small-sized RAP
samples. At a particular σn, the VSD of kenaf geogrid-reinforced small-sized RAP samples
with 7 × 7 mm geogrid was higher than that of samples with 21 × 21 mm geogrid at the same
HSD. The τreinforced value of RAP–geogrid samples was dependent upon both RAP aggregate
interlocking and the contact surface area between RAP particles and geogrid.

Figures 8 and 9 show the Mohr–Coulomb failure envelopes of RAP–geogrids with
different aperture sizes of geogrid and different gradations of RAP samples, compared
with the failure envelopes of unreinforced RAP samples. For the large-sized RAP sam-
ple (Figure 8), the friction angle of unreinforced RAP samples (φ = 56.99◦) was slightly
higher than the interface friction angles of kenaf geogrid-reinforced RAP samples with
21 × 21 mm geogrid (δ = 55.06◦) and 7 × 7 mm (δ = 54.18◦). In contrast, the adhesion val-
ues of kenaf geogrid-reinforced RAP samples with 21 × 21 mm geogrid (ca = 56.92 kPa),
7 × 7 mm geogrid (ca = 59.29 kPa) were higher than the cohesion of unreinforced RAP sam-
ples (c = 53.68 kPa). For small-sized RAP samples (Figure 9), the interface friction angles of
kenaf geogrid-reinforced RAP samples were similar for both aperture sizes of 21 × 21 mm
geogrid (δ = 51.26◦) and 7 × 7 mm geogrid (δ = 50.34◦). These values were lower than the
friction angle of the unreinforced RAP samples (φ = 54.81◦). The adhesion values of kenaf
geogrid-reinforced RAP samples with 21 × 21 mm geogrid and 7 × 7 mm geogrid were
64.41 kPa and 53.12 kPa, respectively, while the cohesion value of the unreinforced RAP
sample was 56.99 kPa. This reveals that the aperture size of geogrid and gradation of RAP
particles had a significant influence on the τreinforced value of kenaf geogrid-reinforced RAP
samples. The interface shear strength (τreinforced) of RAP–geogrid samples was found to be
lower than the τunreinforced of unreinforced RAP samples, which are consistent with the previous
findings [29,35,40,45]. For all sizes of RAP samples, the higher aperture size of kenaf geogrid
resulted in the higher adhesion but insignificantly affected the interface friction angles.

Figure 8. Interface stress failure envelopes for large-sized RAP samples.
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Figure 9. Interface stress failure envelopes for small-sized RAP samples.

To facilitate the analysis and design for pavement geotechnics applications, particu-
larly by the finite element method, it is useful to interpret the τreinforced using the interface
shear strength coefficient (α) in the following expression [46,47]:

α =
τreinforced

τunreinforced
(1)

The correlation between α and σn of RAP–geogrid samples for large- and small-sized
RAP samples is presented in Figure 10. Though the τunreinforced value of unreinforced RAP
directly influenced the τunreinforced value of RAP–geogrid samples, it was found that the
α was irrespective of σn. The aperture size of geogrid (D) and gradation of RAP samples
were found to strongly affect the interlocking mechanism of geogrid reinforcement and
aggregates. The RAP particle content finer than the geogrid aperture size (FD), which is
related to the influence of gradation of RAP samples on the interface shear strength is
investigated. In other words, FD is the percentage passing obtained from the grain size
distribution of RAP that is smaller than the aperture size of geogrid (D = 7 × 7 mm and
21 × 21 mm). The relationship between α versus D and between α versus FD is depicted in
Figures 11 and 12, respectively.

The effect of FD on the α values of RAP–geogrid samples with different D and gra-
dations of RAP samples is depicted in Figure 12. The effect of FD on the α values was
found to be similar to the effect of D on α values (Figure 11). For the small-sized RAP
samples, the large aperture size (21 × 21 mm) of geogrid exhibited higher α values than the
small aperture size (7 × 7 mm), while the α values were found to be practically the same
for both aperture sizes (21 × 21 mm and 7 × 7 mm) of geogrid-reinforced RAP samples,
although FD was varied from 0.28 to 0.6. However, for the same FD of 0.6, the large-sized
RAP + 21 × 21 mm geogrid had higher α than the small-sized RAP + 7 × 7 mm geogrid.
It seems that FD = 0.28 for large-sized RAP and FD = 0.8 for small-sized RAP yielded the
same α value of 0.96. In other words, both FD and D control the α value.
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Figure 10. Relationship between α and normal stress.

Figure 11. Effect of the aperture width of geogrid on the interface shear strength coefficient.
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Figure 12. Effect of particle content finer than the aperture width of geogrid on the interface shear
strength coefficient.

The relationship between α and D for the small-sized RAP samples (Figure 11) showed
that the large aperture size (21 × 21 mm) of geogrid resulted in higher α values than the
small aperture size (7 × 7 mm) of geogrid. In contrast, the α values of the large-sized RAP
samples were found to be essentially the same for both large and small aperture sizes of
geogrid. In addition, the α values of the large-sized RAP and small-sized RAP samples
were similar for the 21 × 21 mm aperture size of geogrid, while the α value of small-sized
RAP samples was lower than that of large-sized RAP samples with 7 × 7 mm geogrid. This
implies that the aperture size of geogrid influences the α values of kenaf geogrid-reinforced
RAP samples and ideally, a very large D results in the same α for different RAP gradations.

Several researchers have investigated the effect of a ratio of D to average aggregate
particle size (D50) on the τreinforced value of geogrid-reinforced aggregates [8,48,49]. How-
ever, the use of D50 to interpret the influence of the τreinforced behavior of geogrid-reinforced
aggregate remains elusive. The proportion of aggregates indicated by D50 might have a
large variation in large- and small-sized particles, which can significantly influence the
gradation of the recycled materials. Consequently, excessively small or large particles of
aggregates impact the effectiveness of the interlock mechanism or the τreinforced value of
geogrid-reinforced recycled materials [50]. Some researchers studied the effect of a ratio
of D to a single-sized gradation on the τreinforced behavior of geogrid-reinforced aggre-
gates [51]. On the other hand, the use of a single-size particle or a poorly gradation of
aggregate might not be suitable for pavement material in some road projects. Therefore,
the use of the correlation between α versus D/FD compliance for interpreting τreinforced of
geogrid-reinforced recycled materials is a sound principle in this study.

Using the D/FD as a prime parameter and integrating the contribution from D and
FD, the correlation between α and D/FD is presented in Figure 13 and Equation (2) in the
following expression:

α = 0.0037
(

D
FD

)
+ 0.85; 10 <

D
FD

< 35 (mm) (2)

where D is expressed in mm, and FD is expressed in decimal with a high degree of coeffi-
cient, determined as 0.94.
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Figure 13. Relationship between α and D/FD of kenaf geogrid-reinforced RAP samples.

Equation (2) is a useful practical tool for geotechnical and pavement engineers and the
rational development of the equation can be extended to develop a generalized equation for
different types of recycled materials and geogrids. Therefore, the separate set of data from
the previous studies on the τreinforced behavior of the commercial polymer and natural kenaf
geogrid-reinforced recycled aggregates such as RAP and RCA were taken and reanalyzed.
Figure 14 shows the relationship between α and D/FD of geogrid-reinforced RAP and RCA
samples. The general form of the relationship can be expressed as the following equation:

α = a
(

D
FD

)
+ b; 10 <

D
FD

< 40 (mm) (3)

where a and b are constant. It is worthwhile mentioning that values of a and b are ir-
respective of geogrid types (natural kenaf or commercial polymer), while they were
mainly dependent upon the recycled materials. From the regression analysis, the val-
ues of a = 0.0046 and b = 0.8336 were obtained for geogrid-reinforced RAP samples, while
values of a = 0.0057 and b = 0.7185 were for geogrid-reinforced RCA samples. This implies
that the geogrid-reinforced RAP has a higher α value than the geogrid-reinforced RCA at
the same D/FD for both natural kenaf and commercial polymer type. This might be due
to the difference in shear strength, stiffness, and impurity of the recycled materials. The
shear strength and stiffness of unreinforced RCA were higher than that of the unreinforced
RAP material [34,51,52]. In other words, the geogrid-reinforced RCA samples exhibited
a better interlocking mechanism than that geogrid-reinforced RAP samples. The α of
RAP–geogrid is found to be more sensitive to the D/FD than that of RAP–geogrid sample.
Logically, there is no interaction between kenaf geogrid and RAP particles when τreinforced
and τunreinforced are equal (α = 1.0). Based on equation (3), the geogrid-reinforced RAP and
geogrid-reinforced RCA have no interaction when D = 36.2FD and D = 49.4FD, respectively.

The proposed equation was developed based on sound principles and can therefore
be used to predict the α of the recycled materials reinforced with various geogrids once the
values of the constants a and b are known. In practice, a stepwise procedure to determine
α values for the design of geogrids stabilized base/subbase with recycled aggregates is
proposed as follows:

(1) From a selected recycled aggregate, adjust its gradation to meet the requirement for
base/subbase courses specified by local or international standards;

(2) From the gradation, which might be varied along the constructing road, select at least
two gradations to determine D/FD values for a selected geogrid;
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(3) Perform the direct shear test on the selected recycled aggregate at various normal
stresses in the range of field working stress;

(4) Perform the direct interface shear test on the recycled aggregate reinforced with
geogrid at various normal stress and D/FD values;

(5) From Equation (3), determine values of a and b. With these two values, the α values
of the selected geogrid and recycled aggregate can be approximated.

Figure 14. Relationship between α and D/FD of geogrid-reinforced C&D samples.

This proposed general equation can be used to estimate the α for analysis and design
of related geotechnical projects including pavement projects, mechanically stabilized earth
(MSE) wall design, embankment reinforcement construction, and foundation design, which
deal with various types of geogrid-reinforced recycled aggregates. Furthermore, to fully
understand the behavior of natural geogrid-reinforced recycled aggregates, the relevant
experimental program including dynamic flexural strength and fatigue tests are suggested
for further research [53]. The outcome of this research will lead to the promotion of recycled
aggregates as green aggregate for sustainable geotechnical and pavement applications.

4. Conclusions

In this research, a large direct shear test (LDST) was conducted to investigate the
interface shear strength (τreinforced) between reclaimed asphalt pavement (RAP) and kenaf
geogrid (RAP–geogrid) as a sustainable base course material. The influence of gradation of
RAP particles and aperture sizes of geogrid (D) on τreinforced of RAP–geogrid was evaluated
under different normal stresses. Based on the critical analysis of the present and previous
test data on both natural and commercial geogrid-reinforced C&D materials including
RAP and RCA, it is found that the τreinforced value of geogrid-reinforced recycled materials
was controlled by the D/FD, where FD is the recycled materials’ particle content finer than
the aperture of geogrid. The generalized equation for predicting τreinforced is proposed
in the form: α = a(D/FD) + b, where α is interface shear strength coefficient, which is the
ratio of τreinforced to τunreinforced of recycled material, and a and b are constant. The values
of a and b were found to be dependent upon types of recycled material, irrespective of
types of geogrids. This proposed generalized equation is useful to determine α, a required
parameter for analysis and design of geotechnical and pavement work dealt with the
geogrid-reinforced recycled aggregates. It is advantageous to the designer to select the
various aperture sizes of geogrids and gradations of recycled aggregates for geotechnical
and pavement projects.
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Abstract: In recent years, environmental concerns related to the overexploitation of natural resources
and the need to manage large amounts of wastes arising from construction activities have intensified
the pressure on the civil engineering industry to adopt sustainable waste recycling and valorisation
measures. The use of recycled construction and demolition (C&D) wastes as alternative backfill for
geosynthetic-reinforced structures may significantly contribute towards sustainable civil infrastructure
development. This paper presents a laboratory study carried out to characterise the interaction
between a fine-grained C&D material and two different geogrids (a polyester (PET) geogrid and an
extruded uniaxial high-density polyethylene (HDPE) geogrid) through a series of large-scale pullout
tests. The effects of the geogrid specimen size, displacement rate and vertical confining pressure
on the pullout resistance of the geogrids are evaluated and discussed, aiming to assess whether
they are in line with the current knowledge about the pullout resistance of geogrids embedded in
soils. Test results have shown that the measured peak pullout resistance of the geogrid increases
with the specimen size, imposed displacement rate and confining pressure. However, the pullout
interaction coefficient has exhibited the opposite trend with the specimen size and confining pressure.
The pullout interaction coefficients ranged from 0.79 and 1.57 and were generally greater than or
equal to the values reported in the literature for soil-geogrid and recycled material-geogrid interfaces.

Keywords: sustainability in geotechnics; recycled construction and demolition materials; geogrids;
pullout behaviour; pullout test parameters

1. Introduction

Recent years have witnessed an increasing environmental awareness and the recognition of
the importance of reducing the production of wastes and the exploitation of non-renewable natural
resources in order to foster sustainable development. The civil engineering industry is among the
major contributors to the worldwide consumption of natural resources (such as sand, gravel and stone
reserves), being responsible for about 50% of all the materials extracted from the earth’s crust [1]. On the
other hand, construction and demolition (C&D) waste is one of the heaviest and most voluminous
waste streams generated in the European Union (EU), representing approximately 25–30% of all waste
generated in the EU [2].Billions of tons of construction and demolition (C&D) wastes are produced every
year from different activities, including the construction, maintenance and demolition of buildings
and civil infrastructure, which raises severe environmental concerns and intensifies the need for more
efficient waste management in the construction sector. In particular, the large volumes of C&D waste
generated across the EU and their high valorisation potential have led the European Commission to
classify these materials as a priority waste stream [3].
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Geotechnical design and construction, which is often placed early in a civil engineering project,
can significantly contribute to enhance the overall sustainable development by incorporating sustainable
practices, among which is the use of alternative, environment friendly materials and the reuse of waste
materials, such as the C&D wastes [4–6]. In Europe about 40% of the natural aggregates are consumed
in unbound layers of transportation infrastructures [7]. This suggests that the reliance on natural
aggregates in geotechnical applications is high and the inclusion of recycled aggregates can contribute
significantly to preserve the environment. In view of the above, several studies have recently been
conducted to evaluate the feasibility of using recycled C&D wastes in diverse geotechnical applications,
such as ground improvement works [8,9], pipe bedding and backfilling [10,11], construction of paved
and unpaved roads [12–18] and backfilling of geosynthetic-reinforced structures [19–22].

Most of the studies carried out on recycled aggregates from C&D waste are related to recycled
concrete aggregates [9,10,14,23] or reclaimed asphalt pavement materials [16,17]. However, particularly
in Southern European Countries, C&D wastes sent out at the recycling plants are mainly mixed wastes
(comprising concrete, mortars, stones, ceramics,). The recycled aggregates coming from mixed C&D
waste have limited market acceptance, particularly to concrete production and base layers of roadways.
Coarse recycled aggregates are sometimes applied as aggregates in sub-base layers of transportation
infrastructures [13] or unpaved roads [15,24].

During the recycling process of C&D waste, particularly in Portuguese recycling plants, a fine-grain
recycled material (0–10 mm) is produced. This fine grain fraction has reduced market acceptance and
the recycling operators have difficulties in commercialize it. Rodrigues et al. [25] evaluated physical
and chemical properties relevant for the incorporation in concrete of 10 samples of fine aggregates from
C&D waste obtained from seven Portuguese recycling plants and concluded that none of the samples
has all characteristics within the limits imposed in the European Standards to allow its incorporation in
concrete. Based on these evidences, a research study has been carried out to evaluate the feasibility of
using these recycled materials in the construction of structural embankments, in particular geosynthetic
reinforced embankments [11,20,21].

The interaction between the geosynthetic reinforcement and the backfill material is of critical
importance for the safe design and adequate performance of geosynthetic-reinforced structures, such as
walls, slopes and bridge abutments [26,27]. Various test methods have been used by numerous
researchers over the last decades to characterise soil-geosynthetic interaction, such as the direct shear
test [28–31], inclined plane test [32–35], pullout test [36–40] and in-soil tensile test [41], each of which
allows simulating a different type of deformation at the backfill-reinforcement interface. For instance,
the direct shear test is commonly used to analyse soil-reinforcement interaction when sliding of the
backfill on the geosynthetic surface is anticipated, whereas the pullout test simulates the interaction
between the backfill and the reinforcement in the anchorage zone of geosynthetic-reinforced soil walls
and slopes (i.e., beyond the hypothetical failure surface). In fact, a condition for verification of internal
stability of these structures is that the pullout capacity of the geosynthetic in the anchorage zone
should not be lower than the tensile force acting on the reinforcement. The pullout resistance of the
geosynthetic is therefore an important parameter required by design codes for geosynthetic-reinforced
structures [42–45].
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The pullout resistance of the geogrids is developed primarily by the combination of the passive
resistance mobilised against their transverse members and the skin friction at both sides of the
reinforcement [27]. While the latter mechanism depends mainly on the type of backfill material and
geogrid surface roughness, the contribution of the passive resistance mechanism to the overall pullout
resistance is dependent upon several factors, including the confining pressure, geogrid geometry and
ratio of the mean grain size of the backfill material to the geogrid opening size.

The feasibility of using C&D recycled materials in the construction of geogrid-reinforced structures
has been studied in recent years by some research groups [19–21,46,47]. These researches have been
focused mainly on full-scale testing [19] or on the study of interfaces behaviour through direct
shear [20,47–49] or pullout tests [20,22,49]. Nevertheless, the studies on the pullout resistance of
geogrids embedded in C&D recycled materials are limited and based on valid assumptions for soils.

Vieira et al. [20] carried out pullout tests on three geosynthetics for soil reinforcement (a uniaxial
HDPE geogrid, a uniaxial PET geogrid and a high-strength composite geotextile) embedded in a fine
grain recycled C&DW obtained from a Portuguese recycling plant. The tests procedures were defined
in accordance with the European standard for determination of pullout resistance in soil [50], being the
tests were carried out with a constant displacement rate of 2 mm/min and under normal stress of
approximately 31 kPa at interface level. Vieira et al. [22] report an experimental study carried out
to assess the pullout behaviour of two geosynthetics (a uniaxial geocomposite reinforcement and an
extruded HDPE geogrid) embedded in a recycled C&D material under cyclic and post-cyclic loading
conditions. Soleimanbeigi et al. [49] performed pullout tests on a recycled concrete aggregate reinforced
with a woven geotextile or a uniaxial geogrid following the procedures outlined in the ASTM standard
for measuring geosynthetic pullout resistance in soil [51]. walls. A pullout displacement rate of
1.0 mm/min was used and the tests were performed under 20, 30, 50, 100 and 200 kPa normal stress.

The aim of the present study is assessing whether the effects of the different parameters with
influence on the pullout resistance of geogrids (namely, the geogrid specimen size, the displacement
rate and the normal stress) when they are embedded in a C&D recycled material are in line with the
current knowledge about the pullout resistance of geogrids in soils. Previous studies on the pullout
behaviour of interfaces between geosynthetics and C&D recycled materials have been performed
following the guidance for common backfill materials (cohesionless soil soils) [20,22,49]. Thus, it is of
great importance to evaluate whether some assumptions are still valid for alternative backfill materials.
To this end, a series of large-scale laboratory pullout tests were carried out using a compacted C&D
recycled material and two distinct uniaxial geogrids: a laid and welded geogrid consisting of extruded
polyester (PET) bars and an extruded uniaxial high-density polyethylene (HDPE) geogrid. The effects
of the geogrid specimen size, displacement rate and vertical confining pressure on the measured
pullout response of the reinforcements are assessed. The pullout interaction coefficients for the
studied interfaces are then derived, discussed and compared with the values typically reported in
the literature for soil-geogrid interfaces. The main conclusions and the implications to the design of
geogrid-reinforced structures are also depicted.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. General Overview

Figure 1 presents a flowchart of the experimental study for a better understanding of this research.
In this section the materials are characterized, pullout test apparatus and procedures are described,
the test programme is summarised and the processing of the pullout test results is introduced.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the experimental study.

2.2. Construction and Demolition (C&D) Material

A fine-grained C&D recycled material was collected at a Portuguese recycling plant and used
throughout the current study. This fine grain fraction is produced during the recycling process of C&D
wastes and has little market acceptance due, mainly, to the likely high soil content and heterogeneity.
Table 1 lists the respective constituents determined on the basis of the European Standard [52].
This standard refers to the constituents of coarse recycled aggregates, so some adjustments have been
implemented, namely to estimate the “soil” constituent. The presented results clearly show that
this particular C&D material was essentially composed of concrete and mortar products, unbound
aggregates, masonries and soil.

Table 1. Constituents of the recycled C&D material [22].

Constituents Values

Concrete, concrete products, mortar, concrete masonry units [%] 40.0
Unbound aggregates, natural stone, aggregates treated with hydraulic binders [%] 36.5

Clay and calcium silicate masonry units, aerated non-floating concrete [%] 10.8
Bituminous materials [%] 0.5

Glass [%] 1.3
Soils [%] 10.8

Other materials [%] 0.1
Floating particles [cm3/kg] 10.0

The gradation was evaluated by sieving and sedimentation, in accordance with the
Standards [53,54], respectively (Figure 2). It is worth noting that this material complies with the
gradation requirements of the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) [43] for reinforced soil slopes
and of the National Concrete Masonry Association (NCMA) [44] for segmental retaining walls, but does
not fulfil the criteria established by the FHWA for mechanically stabilised earth walls. Following the
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FHWA criteria, this C&D material can be used as backfill material for geosyntetic-reinforced steep
slopes (face inclinations of less than 70 degrees).

Figure 2. Particle size distribution curve of the C&D material.

The relevant geotechnical properties of this C&D material are summarised in Table 2. The optimum
compaction parameters (i.e., maximum dry unit weight, γd,max = 20.1 kN/m3 and optimum moisture
content, wopt = 9%) were estimated using the modified Proctor test, according to [55]. The quality of
fines was assessed using the methylene blue test, following the standard [56]. The methylene blue
value, MB (expressed in grams of dye per kilogram of the 0–2 mm size fraction) was determined as
3.2 g/kg.

Table 2. Geotechnical properties of the C&D material.

Properties Values

D10 [mm] 0.01
D50 [mm] 0.65
D60 [mm] 1.03

Fines fraction (No. 200 sieve) [%] 16.9
Minimum void ratio, emin 0.434
Maximum void ratio, emax 0.877

Particles density, Gs 2.58
Maximum dry unit weight, γd,max [kN/m3] 20.1

Optimum moisture content, wopt [%] 9.0
Methylene blue value, MB [g/kg] 3.2

Peak friction angle, ϕ [◦] 37.6
Cohesion, c [kPa] 16.3

The internal shear strength of the material was estimated by large-scale direct shear tests, using a
prototype facility described in previous publications [28,29]. The C&D material was compacted inside
the direct shear box (600 mm × 300 mm in plan) at the dry unit weight, γd = 16.1 kN/m3 (corresponding
to 80% of its maximum dry density) and at the optimum moisture content (wopt = 9%) and then
subjected to shearing under the normal stresses of 25, 50, 100 and 150 kPa. Based on the Mohr-Coulomb
failure criterion, a peak friction angle (ϕ) of 37.6◦ and cohesion (c) of 16.3 kPa were obtained (Table 2).

The use of C&D materials in geotechnical applications may lead to environmental issues as far as
groundwater contamination is concerned. When the rainfall percolates a solid material (in the case,
solid waste or recycled aggregates) produces a leachate which, in case it contains hazardous substances,
can contaminate groundwater. This issue is even more relevant when C&D recycled materials are
placed in direct contact with the ground, as it is generally the case of geotechnical applications.
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To evaluate the potential short-term release of contaminants, laboratory leaching tests were carried
out on the recycled C&D material, as per the standard [57]. The obtained results are given in Table 3,
which also shows the acceptance criteria of maximum leached concentration for inert landfill according
to the European Council Decision 2003/33/EC [58]. As can be seen from the analysis of Table 3 only the
value of sulphate, SO4, is above the threshold value.

Table 3. Leaching test results and acceptance criteria according to Council Decision 2003/33/EC [58].

Parameter
Value

[mg/kg Dry Matter]
Acceptance Criteria
[mg/kg Dry Matter]

Arsenic, As 0.021 0.5
Lead, Pb <0.01 0.5

Cadmium, Cd <0.003 0.04
Chromium, Cr 0.012 0.5

Copper, Cu 0.10 2
Nickel, Ni 0.011 0.4

Mercury, Hg <0.002 0.01
Zinc, Zn <0.1 4

Barium, Ba 0.11 20
Molybdenum, Mo 0.018 0.5

Antimony, Sb <0.01 0.06
Selenium, Se <0.02 0.1
Chloride, Cl 300 800
Fluoride, F 6.1 10

Sulphate, SO4 3200 1000
Phenol index <0.05 1

Dissolved Organic Carbon, DOC 220 500

pH 8.2 -

The source of sulphates in C&D recycled materials is commonly attribute to the gypsum
drywall [59], as well as, to concrete and mortar, natural aggregates and ceramic components [60].
Table 2 does not provide evidence of high gypsum content, but concrete and mortar, natural aggregates
and ceramic components are the predominant components of the recycled material.

It should be noted however that, according to the above-mentioned Decision [58], if the waste
material does not comply with the value for sulphate, it can still be considered as meeting the acceptance
criteria if the leaching (estimated either by a batch leaching test or by a percolation test under conditions
approaching local equilibrium) does not exceed 6000 mg/kg at a liquid to solid ratio of 10 L/kg (L/S = 10).
Based on that it can be concluded that this recycled material meet the acceptance criteria set out by the
European legislation for inert materials.

The Federal Highway Administration [43] recommends the use of fill materials with pH values
above 3 and in the range of 3–9 for mechanically stabilized earth structures involving geosynthetic
reinforcements manufactured from polyolefin (PP and HDPE) and polyester, respectively. The pH
value of this C&D material (pH = 8.2) fulfils the FHWA specified requirements.

The content of water soluble sulphates was determined by spectrophotometry on the basis of
Section 10 of the standard [61]. Firstly, the specimens of C&D material were sieved through the 4 mm
sieve. The retained particles were crushed so as to pass the same sieve. Then, the specimens were
mixed with hot water to extract water-soluble sulphate ions and barium chloride was added so that
sulphate ions precipitate as barium sulphate. The content of water soluble sulphates obtained by
weighting and expressed as a percentage of sulphate ions by mass of C&D material was about 0.14%.

2.3. Geogrids

Two commercially available geogrids were tested (Figure 3): a laid uniaxial geogrid consisting
of extruded polyester (PET) bars with welded rigid junctions (GGR1) and an extruded uniaxial
geogrid manufactured from high-density polyethylene, HDPE (GGR2). These geogrids in particular
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were selected as they are widely used in Portugal, they are produced with different polymers and
manufacturing processes, they have nominal strength as close as possible and they are suitable for
medium-high reinforced structures (i.e., neither with very low nor very high strength).

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3. Photographic views of the geogrids (ruler in centimetres): (a) GGR1 (b) GGR2.

The tensile load-strain behaviour of the geogrids was assessed by in-isolation tensile tests carried
out on a Universal Testing Machine (LR50K) following the standard [62]. The main physical and
mechanical properties of the geogrids can be found in Table 4.

Table 4. Main physical and mechanical properties of the geogrids.

Property GGR1 GGR2

Raw material PET HDPE
Mass per unit area (g/m2) 380 450

Aperture dimensions (mm) 30 × 73 16 × 219
With of longitudinal members (mm) 10 6
With of transverse members (mm) 7 16

Thickness of longitudinal members (mm) 1.0 1.1
Thickness of transverse members (mm) 1.0 2.5 to 2.7

Mean value of the tensile strength 1 (kN/m) 80 68
Mean value of the tensile strength 2 (kN/m) 92.2 60.3

Elongation at maximum load 1 (%) ≤8 11 ± 3
Elongation at maximum load 2 (%) 5.6 10.1

Secant stiffness at 5% strain 2 (kN/m) 1640 718
1 As per the manufacturer specifications (machine direction). 2 As per the laboratory tensile tests performed in this
study (machine direction).

2.4. Pullout Test Apparatus and Test Procedures

Figure 4a presents an overall view of the large-scale pullout test apparatus used in this study.
The pullout box consists of a modular structure with internal dimensions of 1.00 m wide, 1.53 m long
and 0.80 m deep. A 0.20 m long sleeve is fixed to the front wall to minimise the frictional effects of this
rigid boundary during testing (Figure 4b).

The C&D material was compacted inside the pullout box in several 0.15 m thick layers at the
optimum moisture content (wopt = 9%) and at the dry density of 16.1 kN/m3 (i.e., 80% of its maximum
dry density, based on the modified Proctor test), using an electric vibratory hammer. Once the first
two layers were compacted, the geosynthetic specimen was clamped and laid over the C&D material,
with the machine direction members oriented parallel to the pullout direction. For the geogrid GGR1
(Figure 4c), preliminary testing showed that the inextensible wires used to monitor the displacements
throughout the length of the reinforcement had the potential to damage the geogrid ribs and lead
to rupture of the junctions during testing. Hence, to avoid any reduction of the measured pullout
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resistance due to the presence of the inextensible wires, they were not used in these tests. In the tests
involving the geogrid GGR2, a set of inextensible wires were attached to the specimen (Figure 4d) and
connected to linear potentiometers placed at the back of the pullout box. Two additional layers of C&D
material were then placed and compacted over the geosynthetic specimen, resulting in a total height
of filling material of 0.60 m. To reduce the influence of the top boundary rigidity on the test results
and attain more uniform distribution of the vertical load, a neoprene slab was placed on the top of the
C&D material and beneath a wooden loading plate. The vertical load was applied by ten hydraulic
jacks and monitored by a load cell.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 4. Large-scale pullout test apparatus at the University of Porto. (a) Overall view. (b) Detail of the
pullout box and steel sleeve. (c) GGR1 specimen. (d) Inextensible wires fixed along a GGR2 specimen.

The pullout force was applied to the geogrid specimen through a hydraulic system under
displacement-controlled conditions (i.e., by adopting a constant displacement rate throughout the
test) and the associated front displacement was measured by a linear potentiometer. During the tests,
relevant parameters, such as the imposed vertical pressure, pullout load, front displacement of the
geogrid specimen (i.e., displacement of the clamped end) and displacements along the length of the
reinforcement (for GGR2) were continuously monitored, using an automatic data acquisition system.
A more comprehensive description of the pullout test apparatus can be found elsewhere [36,39].

2.5. Test Programme

A summary of the test conditions adopted in the current study is presented in Table 5. As mentioned
before, two different geogrids were tested (GGR1 and GGR2). To investigate the possible effect of
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specimen size on the measured data, different specimen dimensions were considered for both
reinforcements (200 mm × 600 mm versus 250 mm × 750 mm for GGR1, and 200 mm × 600 mm versus
300 mm × 900 mm for GGR2), while keeping the ratio of the specimen confined length to width equal
to three, as recommended by the European Standard [50]. The role of the vertical confining pressure
(σv) on the GGR1 pullout behaviour was evaluated by imposing vertical stresses at the interface level
of 10, 25 and 50 kPa. According to the European Standard [50], geosynthetic pullout tests involving
free draining soils, where excess pore water pressures are not anticipated should be conducted at a
constant displacement rate of 2 mm/min (±10%). However, the American Standard [51] suggests that
the pullout force be applied at a slower rate of 1 mm/min (±10%). In order to determine whether
the displacement rate affects the pullout test results, different displacement rates (dr) ranging from 1
to 4 mm/min were adopted in the tests involving the geogrid GGR2. To analyse the repeatability of
results, the initial six tests (T1–T6) were carried out three times under identical conditions. Therefore,
22 pullout tests were performed in this study.

Table 5. Test programme.

Test Geogrid
Specimen Size

[mm]
Displacement

Rate [mm/min]
Confining

Pressure [kPa]
Number of
Specimens

T1 GGR1 200 × 600 2 10 3
T2 GGR1 200 × 600 2 25 3
T3 GGR1 200 × 600 2 50 3
T4 GGR1 250 × 750 2 10 3
T5 GGR1 250 × 750 2 25 3
T6 GGR1 250 × 750 2 50 3
T7 GGR2 200 × 600 1 10 1
T8 GGR2 200 × 600 2 10 1
T9 GGR2 200 × 600 4 10 1
T10 GGR2 300 × 900 2 10 1

2.6. Processing of the Test Results

Based on the pullout load continuously monitored by the data acquisition system, the pullout force
per unit width of the geogrid is evaluated and plotted against the front displacement of the geogrid
specimen. The displacements over the geogrid length (only for GGR2 as mentioned in Section 2.4)
recorded through linear potentiometers can be plotted for any value of the pullout force or front
displacement. Graphs of all the relevant parameters (imposed vertical pressure, pullout load, front
displacement of the geogrid specimen and displacements along the geogrid length) as a function of
time can also be prepared.

In the design of geosynthetic-reinforced structures, such as retaining walls and slopes, one of the
essential parameters is the geosynthetic-backfill material pullout interaction coefficient. The pullout
interaction coefficient (fb) can be estimated as the ratio of the maximum shear stress mobilised at the
backfill-geosynthetic interface during the pullout test (τp) to the direct shear strength of the backfill
material (τs), under the same confining pressure:

fb =
τp

τs
(1)

The maximum shear stress developed at the interface during the pullout test can be determined as:

τp =
PR

2 LR
(2)

where PR is the pullout resistance (i.e., maximum pullout force per unit width of reinforcement) and
LR is the confined length of the reinforcement at maximum pullout force.
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The shear strength of the backfill material (τs) was evaluated through direct shear tests carried
out on a large scale prototype. Details on these tests can be found in a previous publication [48].

3. Results and Discussion

In this section the results are presented and discussed, firstly, in terms of pullout force-displacement
behaviour (Sections 3.1–3.3) and subsequently, regarding the values of the pullout interaction
coefficient—Section 3.4 (see Figure 1).

3.1. Effect of Specimen Size

Figure 5 shows the effect of specimen geometry on the variation of the pullout force with the
frontal displacement for geogrid GGR1. Here, the three graphs illustrate the representative curves
corresponding to different vertical confining pressures imposed at the interface level: 10 kPa (Figure 5a),
25 kPa (Figure 5b) and 50 kPa (Figure 5c).

 

(a) (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 5. Effect of specimen size on the pullout behaviour of GGR1 (dr = 2 mm/min): (a) σv = 10 kPa;
(b) σv = 25 kPa; (c) σv = 50 kPa.

The plotted data show that, regardless of the confining pressure applied in the tests, the increase
in specimen size from 200 mm × 600 mm to 250 mm × 750 mm led to an increment in the peak
pullout resistance of the geogrid. Moreover, the influence of specimen dimensions on the peak pullout
resistance appears to be more significant at higher confining pressures. Under the lowest vertical
pressure (10 kPa), the peak pullout resistance of the geogrid increased about 10% (on average) with
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the increase in specimen size, and the frontal displacement at peak load remained nearly constant
(Figure 5a). However, for the vertical pressures of 25 kPa and 50 kPa, the increase in pullout resistance
(associated with the increase in specimen size) was more pronounced (21% and 17%, respectively) and
higher frontal displacements were required for mobilisation of the peak load when larger specimens
were employed (Figure 5b,c).

It is well known that the pullout resistance of the geogrid is developed primarily by the combination
of the passive resistance mobilised against the transverse members and the skin friction at both sides
of the reinforcement. Therefore, the increase in the peak pullout resistance of the geogrid achieved
when the longer specimens were used is associated with an increase in the surface area available for
mobilisation of skin friction along the reinforcement, as well as an increment in the passive resistance
provided by the recycled C&D material due to the presence of two additional transverse members
contributing to the mobilised forces (the shorter specimens had 7 transverse members, whereas the
longer specimens had 9 transverse members). Since the increase in the confining pressure leads to the
increase in the passive resistance of recycled C&D material mobilised against the geogrid transverse
members during pullout movement, greater increments in the pullout resistance were attained when
the longer specimens were subjected to higher confining pressures of 25 and 50 kPa (Figure 5b,c).

The influence of specimen size on the pullout response of GGR2 was evaluated through pullout
tests carried out under a vertical pressure of 10 kPa. The results presented in Figure 6a indicate that,
similar to the trend observed for GGR1, the increase in specimen size resulted in an increment in the
peak pullout resistance of the geogrid. This is mainly related to the fact that the number of transverse
members (i.e., bearing members) increased when the specimen length changed from 600 to 900 mm
(from 3 to 4 bars). Due to the importance of the passive resistance developed against those bars to
the overall pullout resistance of the reinforcement, significantly greater (17%) peak pullout resistance
was achieved when the 900 mm long specimen was tested. However, the frontal displacement at peak
pullout load remained nearly constant in both tests.

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 6. Effect of specimen size on the pullout behaviour of GGR2 (σv = 10 kPa, dr = 2 mm/min):
(a) Pullout force plotted against frontal displacement; (b) Displacements over the geogrid length at
maximum pullout force.

The displacements recorded by the potentiometers throughout the length of the specimens at
maximum pullout force are shown in Figure 6b. It can be noted that the total displacements measured
at the front and rear ends of the reinforcement were rather similar for both specimens. Regardless
of the specimen dimensions, the full length of the reinforcement was mobilised during testing, thus
contributing to the mobilised forces. For the shorter specimen, the deformations (i.e., elongations)
decreased progressively along the reinforcement length. For the longer specimen, the deformations
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at the front half of the reinforcement (i.e., the two sections located closer to the clamp system) were
significantly greater than those at the back half of the geogrid.

3.2. Effect of Displacement Rate

As mentioned previously, the influence of the displacement rate on the pullout test results involving
the geogrid GGR2 was investigated by adopting clamp displacement rates of 1, 2 and 4 mm/min
(tests T7 to T9). These tests were carried out under a vertical pressure of 10 kPa (at the interface
level) and using 200 mm × 600 mm specimens (Table 5). The obtained pullout force—displacement
curves and the profiles of the displacements recorded over the length of the geogrid at maximum
pullout force are presented in Figure 7a,b, respectively. Regardless of the displacement rate adopted
in the tests, all three specimens failed in tension. Nevertheless, the displacement rate affected the
measured pullout resistance of the reinforcement (Figure 7a). In fact, for the conditions investigated,
the peak pullout resistance increased progressively and up to 16.2% with increasing displacement rate.
The variation of peak pullout resistance attributed to the increment in the displacement rate was more
pronounced under lower displacement rates (i.e., 1–2 mm/min). Furthermore, the frontal displacement
at peak increased considerably when the rate of displacement varied from 1 to 2 mm/min, but did not
significantly change upon a further increase in the displacement rate (i.e., from 2 to 4 mm/min).

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 7. Effect of displacement rate on the pullout behaviour of GGR2 (σv = 10 kPa, specimen size =
200 mm × 600 mm): (a) Pullout force plotted against frontal displacement; (b) Displacements over the
geogrid length at maximum pullout force.

The displacements recorded by the potentiometers along the reinforcement length at peak pullout
force (Figure 7b) indicate that the deformations induced by pullout loading were more significant
along the first confined section of the geogrid and reduced progressively with increasing distance to
the point of application of the pullout load (front geogrid end). As expected, the higher the frontal
displacement at peak load, the greater the displacements mobilised over the geogrid length.

Previous studies have shown that, because of the intrinsic viscous, time-dependent response
of polymeric geosynthetic reinforcements, the peak strength is sensitive to rate of loading and
generally decreases with a reduction in the strain rate at failure [36,63]. Lopes and Ladeira [36]
evaluated the influence of the displacement rate on the pullout test results of a uniaxial HDPE geogrid
embedded in a gravelly sand. The authors observed a progressive increment in the measured pullout
resistance of the geogrid with increasing displacement rate from 1.8 to 22 mm/min. Over the range
investigated, the geogrid pullout resistance increased by up to 30%, whereas the displacements along
the reinforcement resulting from elongation tended to decrease. Hirakawa et al. [63] investigated the
loading rate effects on the tensile load-strain behaviour of different geosynthetics and found out that
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the rupture strength increases linearly with the logarithm of the strain rate at rupture. The results
obtained in this study are in good agreement with these previous findings, showing that the strain rate
influences the peak load measured in pullout tests, as well as the deformations along the reinforcement
at maximum load.

3.3. Effect of Confining Pressure

The effect of the vertical confining pressure on the pullout response of the geogrid GGR1 is shown
in Figure 8. Figure 8a presents the pullout force—displacement curves from three representative
specimens tested with initial dimensions of 200 mm × 600 mm and subjected to different vertical
stresses (tests T1 to T3), whereas the results from tests carried out using 250 mm × 750 mm specimens
(tests T4 to T6) are plotted in Figure 8b. These tests were conducted at a constant displacement rate
of 2 mm/min (Table 5). As expected, the pullout resistance increased significantly with the confining
pressure, regardless of the specimen dimensions. Indeed, when the confining pressure varied from 10 to
50 kPa, the pullout resistance of the reinforcement increased by 57% and 67% for 200 mm × 600 mm and
250 mm × 750 mm specimens, respectively. Moreover, the increment in pullout resistance associated
with the confining pressure increase was more pronounced at lower confining pressures (i.e., 10 to
25 kPa).

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 8. Effect of vertical confining pressure on the pullout behaviour of GGR1: (a) Specimen size of
200 mm × 600 mm; (b) Specimen size of 250 mm × 750 mm.

Despite the fact that the increase in the confining pressure from 10 to 50 kPa may have reduced
the tendency of the recycled C&D material to dilate, the increase in the passive resistance of the C&D
material mobilised against the geogrid transverse bars (resulting from the confining pressure increase)
led to substantially greater pullout resistance of the reinforcement.

3.4. Discussion

The pullout interaction coefficients for the interfaces studied herein were obtained based on
Equations (1) and (2), using the results from pullout tests and those from large-scale direct shear tests
on the recycled C&D material.

Table 6 summarises the pullout test results for each individual test specimen, including the pullout
resistance (PR) and corresponding frontal displacement (dPR), the failure mode (i.e., pullout or tensile
failure) observed in the test, the pullout interaction coefficient (fb), as well as the values of τp and τs

used in its calculation. Also shown in this table are the average values of PR, dPR and fb from the
repeatability tests. Values in brackets in the test designation refers to the sample number. The analysis
of the results summarised in Table 6 should be simultaneously performed with Table 5.
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Table 6. Summary of results.

Test
PR

[kN/m]
PR—Average

[kN/m]
dPR

[mm]
dPR—Average

[mm]
Failure
Mode

τp τs fb
fb

Average
[kPa] [kPa]

T1 (1) 30.84
33.27

56.78
55.75

Pullout 28.39 24.01 1.18
T1 (2) 33.23 59.81 Pullout 30.76 24.01 1.28 1.27
T1 (3) 35.73 50.67 Pullout 32.52 24.01 1.35

T2 (1) 41.71
43.32

43.18
47.54

Pullout 37.45 35.92 1.04
T2 (2) 42.48 37.31 Pullout 37.74 35.92 1.05 1.09
T2 (3) 45.76 62.14 Pullout 42.54 35.92 1.18

T3 (1) 49.23
52.12

40.05
42.76

Pullout 43.95 52.21 0.84
T3 (2) 46.45 40.15 Tensile 41.48 52.21 0.79 0.89
T3 (3) 60.69 48.07 Tensile 54.98 52.21 1.05

T4 (1) 40.83
36.67

54.52
54.05

Pullout 29.35 24.01 1.22
T4 (2) 33.19 49.45 Pullout 23.69 24.01 0.99 1.10
T4 (3) 36.00 58.19 Pullout 26.02 24.01 1.08

T5 (1) 51.97
52.42

60.51
57.62

Pullout 37.69 35.92 1.05
T5 (2) 54.62 61.46 Pullout 39.66 35.92 1.10 1.05
T5 (3) 50.67 50.88 Pullout 36.24 35.92 1.01

T6 (1) 64.41
61.17

61.77
56.87

Tensile 46.79 52.21 0.90
T6 (2) 56.91 58.81 Tensile 41.17 52.21 0.79 0.85
T6 (3) 62.20 50.04 Tensile 44.43 52.21 0.85

T7 38.38 - 57.26 - Tensile 32.15 24.01 1.34 -
T8 41.37 - 81.94 - Tensile 34.80 24.01 1.45 -
T9 44.58 - 73.00 - Tensile 37.60 24.01 1.57 -

T10 48.56 - 84.46 - Tensile 27.12 24.01 1.13 -

It can be observed that the interaction coefficients for the interface involving the laid and welded
PET geogrid (GGR1) ranged from 0.79 to 1.35, whereas the values varied from 1.13 to 1.57 for the
interface involving the HDPE geogrid (GGR2).

On average the values of fb decreased with increasing confining pressure, regardless of specimen
dimensions, which is consistent with the findings of the study by Mohiuddin [64] involving cohesive
soil-geosynthetic interfaces.

The increase in the specimen size resulted in an increment in the pullout resistance, PR, for both
geogrids (Table 6). However, it should be noted that the confinement length of the geogrid at maximum
pullout force, LR, depends on the geogrid length, L, and frontal displacement, dPR, (LR = L-dPR)
being higher when the samples are longer. This leads to maximum shear stress (τp) variations and,
on average, to its decrease as the sample size increases. According to Equation (1), the decrease of the
maximum shear stress mobilised at the interface (τp) induces the reduction of the pullout coefficient,
fb. Thus, on average the values of fb decreased when the geogrid specimen size increased.

Comparing the results of tests T7, T8 and T9 carried out on GGR2 samples with dimensions
of 200 mm × 600 mm, one can conclude that the pullout resistance (PR) increased with increasing
displacement rate. Similar trend was observed for the pullout interaction coefficient (fb). These results
follow the know trend for soil-geogrid interfaces [36,63].

The values of fb obtained in this study are generally greater than or equal to the values
usually reported in the literature for soil-geosynthetic and recycled material-geosynthetic interfaces.
Vieira et al. [20] reported values in the range 0.58–0.63 for interfaces between two geogrids and a
fine-grain C&D recycled material under normal stress of approximately 31 kPa. Soleimanbeigi et al. [49]
found that the interaction coefficient for reinforced recycled concrete aggregate decreases with increasing
normal stress and is lower than 0.5.

Goodhue et al. [65] obtained fb values ranging between 0.25 and 1.4 for different soil-geosynthetic
interfaces involving a uniformly-graded quartz sand. Mohiuddin [64] reported values in the range
of 0.44–1.04 for a variety of geosynthetics tested in a cohesive soil. Tang et al. [66] investigated
the interaction between different geogrids and dense-graded crushed stone and obtained pullout
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interaction coefficients in the range of 0.62–1.00. Hsieh et al. [67] reported values of fb ranging from
0.18 and 1.25 derived from pullout tests of geosynthetics embedded in granular soils.

It is worth noting that most of the fb values attained in this study exceed the values typically
assumed in the design of geosynthetic-reinforced soil structures in the absence of test data.

4. Conclusions

An experimental study was carried out to assess the effects of different parameters with influence
on the pullout resistance of geogrids (namely, the geogrid specimen size, the displacement rate and the
normal stress) when they are embedded in a C&D recycled material. Previous studies on the pullout
behaviour of interfaces between geosynthetics and C&D recycled materials have been performed
following the guidance for common backfill materials so, it is important to evaluate whether some
assumptions are still valid for alternative backfills. The most relevant findings of the study are
listed below.

Regardless of the vertical confining pressure imposed in the tests (10, 25 or 50 kPa), the peak pullout
resistance of the geogrids increased with the specimen size. This increment was more pronounced at
higher confining pressures (i.e., 25 and 50 kPa).

The displacement rate adopted in the pullout tests affected the measured pullout resistance of the
HDPE geogrid (GGR2). This is related to the intrinsic viscous response of polymeric geosynthetics
under tensile loads (particularly for geosynthetics manufactured from HDPE). For the conditions
investigated in this study, the peak pullout resistance of GGR2 increased by up to 16% with increasing
displacement rate (from 1 mm/min to 4 mm/min).

The pullout resistance of the geogrid is positively correlated to the confining pressure acting at the
interface level. When the confining pressure varied from 10 to 50 kPa, the peak pullout resistance of the
geogrid GGR1 increased by 57% (for 200 mm × 600 mm specimens) and 67% (for 250 mm × 750 mm
specimens), which is associated with the increase in the passive resistance of the recycled C&D material
developed against the geogrid transverse members.

The values of pullout interaction coefficient, fb, obtained in this study are generally greater than
the values usually reported in the literature for soil-geosynthetic and recycled material-geosynthetic
interfaces. The pullout interaction coefficients, fb, for the interface involving the PET geogrid (GGR1)
ranged from 0.79 to 1.35. For the HDPE geogrid (GGR2), the values of fb were generally higher, ranging
from 1.13 to 1.57.

Although the pullout resistance of the geogrids has increased with the specimen size, the pullout
interaction coefficient, fb, showed in general the opposite trend.

The increase in the displacement rate led to both an increase in the geogrids pullout resistance
and an increase in the pullout interaction coefficient, fb.

Albeit the pullout resistance of the geogrids is positively correlated to the confining pressure,
on average and regardless of specimen size the pullout interaction coefficient, fb, decreased with
this parameter.

This study has confirmed the expected trends regarding the pullout resistance: higher pullout
resistance achieved in laboratory pullout tests for higher confining pressure, displacement rate and
specimen size. However, the conclusions concerning pullout interaction coefficient, fb, are very
interesting and should be properly considered. Even keeping the ratio of the specimen confined length
to width equal to three, as recommended by the European Standard (ASTM standard recommends
two), the pullout results are dependent upon geogrid length. It is important to point out that higher
pullout resistance (expected in longer geogrids) does not imply higher pullout interaction coefficient.
The increase in the confining pressure also led to the decrease of fb.

In the design of geosynthetic-reinforced structures one of the essential parameters is the pullout
interaction coefficient, fb. The fb values attained in this study exceed the values typically assumed in
the design in the absence of test data (0.5–0.7), which allows to follow the usual practices when the
conventional backfill materials (soils) are used.
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It should be noted that while the results of this study support the feasibility of using C&D
recycled materials in the construction of geogrid-reinforced structures, with obvious benefits in terms
of environmental protection and sustainability, the conclusions are limited to the utilized materials and
procedures followed.
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Abstract: In this study, changes in the permeability characteristics of a geotextile–polynorbornene
liner at different oil pollutant contact times were evaluated. Experiments and numerical analyses were
performed, and ASTM D5887 and ASTM D6766 were applied as test methods. The test results show
that, when the pollutant contact time and pressure head were 4 h and 75 kPa, the reaction between
the geotextile–polynorbornene liner and the pollutant was almost complete. Moreover, a numerical
analysis was used to measure the ratio of the concentration of the pollutant that permeated through
the geotextile–polynorbornene liner to the initial pollutant concentration at different pollutant contact
times. The ratio was between 70 and 83% after a pollutant contact time of 0.5 h and between 0.1
and 1.0% after 4 h. The test and numerical analysis results confirm that, as a reactive medium, the
geotextile–polynorbornene liner can effectively prevent the diffusion of oil pollutants by changing its
permeability characteristics.

Keywords: oil-contaminated soils; geotextile–polynorbornene liner; pollutant adsorption; diffusion;
permeability alteration

1. Introduction

The rapid growth of the urban population has resulted in higher population densi-
ties, enhanced urbanization and industrialization, and increased anthropogenic inputs
in the environment, which may threaten sustainable development and worsen several
environmental problems, including groundwater and soil pollution [1–3]. Specifically, as
a result of increased industrialization in South Korea, higher concentrations of chemicals
and increased waste generation from industries have become national concerns because
of their negative effects on the soil matrix. Thus, to protect the population from exposure
to soil contaminants, several countries have established soil quality standards (SQS) and
environmental impact assessments (EIA) for evaluating and monitoring SOC development
projects. In particular, some of the most disastrous effects on the soil matrix are the result of
oil and chemical pollution, as these pollutants have short- and long-term consequences on
the ecosystem and soil makeup. The significant growth in oil and chemical consumption
has resulted in increased concentrations of these pollutants in the soil due to leaks and spills
from oil storage tanks in gas stations and chemical storage facilities, as well as pipeline
ruptures, well blowouts, anthropogenic inputs, and transport accidents. Specifically, total
petroleum hydrocarbon (TPH) is frequently released to the environment through accidents
in commercial and private facilities and from storage facilities in military bases and indus-
trial complexes. Ławniczak et al. [4] reported that crude oil-based hydrocarbons constitute
the largest class of environmental pollutants in the world. With damage at such large scales,
many remediation methods, treatment plans, and control strategies are costly and difficult
to implement.

In the past years, various remediation techniques have been used to restore contam-
inated soils using eco-friendly approaches at a relatively low cost. These methods are
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divided into ex situ (presence of excavation) and in situ (absence of excavation) treatments,
depending on the characteristics of the location, the nature of the pollutants, the degree
of pollution, and the types and characteristics of the pollutants in contaminated soils. Ex
situ treatment is a remediation strategy that involves the physical removal of certain sites
of contamination to another area, preferably within the same location. On the other hand,
in situ treatment methods remediate contaminated soils at the original location without
excavation [5,6]. These remediation technologies restore contaminated soils. However, it
takes considerable time to identify contaminated soil after a polluting event. By the time
it is identified, extensive damage has already occurred due to the diffusion of pollutants.
Therefore, rather than applying remediation techniques after contamination, the appli-
cation of proactive treatments at sites where the leakage of pollutants can be reasonably
anticipated (gas stations, oil storage facilities, and industrial complexes) can significantly
prevent the diffusion of pollutants and reduce the scale of damage. Therefore, researching
technology that can prevent the diffusion of pollutants and restore contaminated areas
is essential.

Many studies have been conducted on the remediation of oil-contaminated soils.
Jeong et al. [7] artificially contaminated soils with different amounts of oil and used TPH
analysis to evaluate the effects on the soil composition. On the other hand, Lee et al. [8]
applied land farming and high-temperature thermal desorption as a remediation method
for petroleum hydrocarbon-contaminated soils and evaluated the pollutant removal ef-
ficiency. In addition, Cho et al. [9] researched a mechanism of pollutant removal from
TPH-contaminated soils using microwave heating. Sayed et al. [10] reviewed several
previous studies on the application of bioremediation to environments contaminated with
crude oil, TPH, and related petroleum products. Han [11] evaluated the removal effi-
ciency of a biopile when it was used to restore soils that had been contaminated with
low-concentration TPH for 100 days.

The main methods used to remediate oil-contaminated soils are chemical oxidation,
which oxidizes pollutants into water and carbon dioxide using an oxidizing agent, and
soil washing, which removes pollutants through contact between an aqueous solution
containing a cleaning agent and contaminated soils (Feng et al. [12]). Lee et al. [13] used
soil washing as a method to reduce the pollutant concentration in oil-contaminated soils
and evaluated its efficiency in removing TPH from diesel-contaminated sand. Previous
studies related to the remediation of oil-contaminated soils using soil washing have mainly
used nonionic and anionic surfactants as cleaning agents. Khalladi et al. [14] reported that
surfactants were effective in removing TPH adsorbed on the surface of soil particles by
reducing the interfacial tension between the soil particles and oil. Vreysen and Maes [15]
used sandy loam that was artificially contaminated with diesel and reported that nonionic
surfactants had a removal efficiency of 50%. In addition, Hernández-Espriú et al. [16]
reported that soil washing could achieve a TPH removal rate of 60%. Jang et al. [17] used
plasma blasting for the remediation of contaminated soils and demonstrated the applicabil-
ity of the technique by evaluating the fluid diffusion effect, the improved permeability of
the contaminated soils, and the purification efficiency.

The diffusion of pollutants is caused by concentration changes that occur in the liquid
state. Previous studies have suggested that this phenomenon can be prevented by applying
a reactive medium that reduces the concentrations of solid (e.g., heavy metals) and liquid
pollutants (e.g., oil) in groundwater. In particular, contaminated groundwater can be
remediated using permeable reactive barriers (PRBs), which utilize effective, eco-friendly,
and cost-efficient reactive media, as well as appropriate construction methods for the
site [18–21]. PRBs are generally installed in the ground where contaminant plumes exist
and then use their hydraulic flow. They remove pollutants by inducing physicochemical
and biological reactions between reactive media and pollutants [18,22].

Moreover, many studies have been conducted on liner systems, PRBs, reactive barri-
ers, and reactive media to prevent the diffusion of pollutants. In particular, geosynthetic
clay liners (GCLs), in which the bentonite layer is surrounded by geotextiles or geomem-
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branes, have been widely distributed to prevent the diffusion of pollutants in fluids.
GCLs have been applied to many geotechnical fields, including landfills, dams, artificial
lakes, sewage treatment ponds, storage tanks, and contaminated soils. The popularity of
PRBs is due to the variety of advantages that they offer, such as low permeability coeffi-
cients, low hydraulic conductivity, high mechanical stability, and simple and rapid on-site
installation [23–27]. Xue et al. [28] conducted permeability tests on GCLs soaked in various
types of solutions with different concentrations and analyzed the relationship between the
expansion and permeability coefficient of GCLs.

Kim and Lee [29] evaluated the treatment efficiency of groundwater contaminated
with heavy metals by applying zero-valent iron, steel slag, activated carbon, and tree
bark to PRBs as reactive media. Ji and Cheong [30] applied PRBs as a method for reme-
diating contaminated leachate from mines on-site and recommended the application of
organic carbon mixtures as reactive media to remove high concentrations of aluminum.
Furthermore, Chung and Lee [31] evaluated the suitability and limitations of Moringa
oleifera mass bentonite (MOM-bentonite) as the reactive media of reactive barriers for
treating aquifers contaminated by the movement of PCE-contaminated groundwater on
site. Guerin et al. [32] evaluated the applicability of PRBs for the remediation of ground-
water contaminated with petroleum hydrocarbons. Moreover, Cho et al. [33] evaluated
the applicability of pyrophyllite as a reactive medium for PRBs to prevent the diffusion
of pollutants in contaminated groundwater and reduce the environmental pollution of
soils. Kim et al. [34] evaluated the concentration of solidifying agents containing fly ash
and lime as well as the optimum water content for the formation of mixed barriers to
purify contaminated groundwater in soils classified as SW-SC. They also evaluated the
performance of a mixed liner and cover materials containing solidifying agents. In addi-
tion, Yun et al. [35] conducted a compaction test on calcium bentonite–sand mixtures to
determine the optimum water content. They also evaluated the permeability characteristics
of the mixed liner and cover materials by conducting variable-head permeability tests
according to the mixing ratio of calcium bentonite.

Incineration or recovery methods applied after using various oil-absorbing materials
are widely known treatments for oil-contaminated soils [36–38]. To prevent soil contam-
ination from oil spills, fabric-based oil absorbents have been primarily used for ground
surfaces. Non-woven fabrics that use hydrophobic hydrocarbon-based fibers have been
most frequently utilized [39,40]. In recent years, oil-absorbing resins that use various
adsorption or gelation-type polymers have been increasingly studied [41–44]. Jeong [45]
evaluated the oil adsorption characteristics of polypropylene (PP) materials treated with a
lipophilic acrylic resin. Gelling agents have a high rate of reaction with oil, and the sub-
stances generated in the reaction can be easily recovered. Therefore, Yun et al. [46] applied
a mixture of calcium bentonite and a gelling agent as a liner and cover material and evalu-
ated its permeability characteristics after it reacted with trichloroethylene (TCE)—a dense
non-aqueous phase liquid (DNAPL) substance—in contaminated soil. Nguyen et al. [47]
(2021) evaluated adsorption materials containing polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) for the
removal of oil, and Taylor et al. [48] evaluated the performance of materials that can adsorb
pollutants from hydrocarbon-contaminated groundwater.

As mentioned above, many studies have been conducted to prevent the diffusion of
pollutants in oil-contaminated soils or to remove such pollutants. However, most of the
studied technologies are applied after the occurrence of pollution accidents. Therefore,
in this study, a geotextile–polynorbornene liner was used as the oil-absorbing material in
reactive barriers to instantly prevent the diffusion of oil pollutants in soils in the event of
an oil spill in facilities where such accidents may occur. As the permeability performance
is the most important factor in preventing the diffusion of pollutants, the applicability of
the geotextile–polynorbornene liner and cover material was evaluated based on changes
in its permeability characteristics when it contacts the oil pollutant. The applicability was
evaluated using experimental and numerical analyses.
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2. Overview of the Geotextile–Polynorbornene Liner

In general, bentonite minerals that constitute GCLs selectively adsorb moisture and
swell. When bentonite particles that exhibit swelling behavior above a certain level are
constrained using upper and lower fabric layers, the GCLs become impermeable. In other
words, if a synthetic resin that adsorbs oil replaces bentonite to prevent the diffusion of
oil pollutants, it exhibits the same behavior as that of GCLs. This concept is illustrated in
Figure 1. The barrier is formed by using upper and lower geosynthetic layers to constrain-
ing an oil-absorbing synthetic resin that reacts only with oil; therefore, before an oil spill,
the groundwater flows normally because water does not react with the synthetic resin.
However, in the event of an oil spill on the ground, the absorption, swelling, and gelation
of the oil-absorbing synthetic resin occur when it contacts the oil. In addition, because an
impermeable layer is formed by the chemical reaction of the synthetic resin, it is possible to
prevent the diffusion of oil. In this study, polynorbornene, which has excellent gelation
properties, was applied as a reactive material to oil, and a geotextile was applied as a
geosynthetic liner that constrains polynorbornene. Therefore, the oil-absorbing material
was named the geotextile–polynorbornene liner.

Figure 1. The generation of impermeable barriers of the geotextile–polynorbornene liner.

If the geotextile–polynorbornene liner is applied as a reactive medium to form reactive
barriers such as PRBs. Then, in the event of an oil spill, the reaction of the material
can prevent the diffusion of oil pollutants. Figure 2 shows a conceptual diagram of the
prevention of oil pollutant diffusion.

Figure 3 shows the morphology of polynorbornene powder at 100× magnification.
Polynorbornene powder particles have a very irregular geometry. To examine the degree
of adsorption and swelling of the polynorbornene powder, a simple test on the change
in state was conducted, as shown in Figure 4. It can be inferred from the figure that 24 h
after mixing polynorbornene powder with diesel, the weight and volume increased as the
powder reacted with and absorbed the oil. This indicates that polynorbornene powder can
be utilized as an impermeable material through its gelation.
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Figure 2. Conceptual diagram of reactive barriers with the geotextile–polynorbornene liner.

 
Figure 3. Morphology of polynorbornene powder at 100× magnification.

The impermeability performance of polynorbornene after completing gelation must
be confirmed before applying it as a liner. From the perspective of geoenvironmental engi-
neering, the impermeability performance of a material is evaluated using its permeability
coefficient, which is defined as 10−7 cm/s or less for a typical impermeable layer. As it is
necessary to evaluate the permeability coefficient of the geotextile–polynorbornene liner
over time, experiments were conducted in this study to measure changes in its permeability
characteristics over time.
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(after; 130.1 g) 
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Figure 4. Adsorption and expansion of polynorbornene powder: (a) weight change after reaction
with diesel; (b) gelation over time.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Test Apparatus and Materials

To evaluate the permeability of the geotextile–polynorbornene liner, a permeability
coefficient similar to that of typical soils in the absence of pollutants was employed with
a range of 10−2 to 10−4 cm/s. Soil that comes into contact with pollutants has a typical
impermeability of 10−7 cm/s or less.

There are several test methods used to evaluate the permeability performance of mate-
rials, but methods based on reactions between pollutants and the liner and cover materials
are limited. Conventionally, permeability tests for typical liners and cover materials such
as GCLs have been conducted using water after swelling for ≥48 h. Furthermore, the
impermeability performance of the materials against oil pollutants with varying concentra-
tions must also be assessed. Therefore, test methods that consider these conditions were
used in this study. Two American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) International
methods for evaluating the permeability and impermeability performances of liners and
cover materials were adopted: ASTM D5887 is the standard test method for measuring
the index flux through saturated geosynthetic clay liner specimens using a flexible wall
permeameter, and ASTM D6766 is the standard test method for evaluating the hydraulic
properties of geosynthetic clay liners permeated with potentially incompatible aqueous
solutions. In addition, a test apparatus that can evaluate changes in the permeability
characteristics of the geotextile–polynorbornene liner according to its contact time with the
oil pollutant was also adopted. As shown in Figure 5, the test apparatus consists of a water
and air controller, a pressure controller, and an upper/lower pressure cell controller.
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Figure 5. Test apparatus used for permeability performance evaluation.

Figure 6 shows the cross-section of the geotextile–polynorbornene liner used in the
test. This material has a non-woven fabric made of PP and polyethylene (PET) at the top
and a woven fabric made of PP at the bottom. In addition, polynorbornene powder was
located between the non-woven fabric (top) and woven fabric (bottom). Lastly, diesel was
used as an oil pollutant to induce a reaction with the geotextile–polynorbornene liner.

 

Figure 6. Cross-section of the geotextile–polynorbornene liner.

3.2. Test Procedure

Changes in the permeability characteristics of the geotextile–polynorbornene liner
were tested using the following procedure, in accordance with the methods of ASTM D5887
and ASTM D6766: (1) 100 mm diameter circular samples (geotextile–polynorbornene liner)
were prepared; (2) the sample holder was installed at the bottom inside the cell, the lower
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porous plate was installed, the sample was placed in the holder, and the upper porous plate
was installed; (3) the membrane and O-ring were installed to prevent the leakage of the oil
pollutant (diesel) during the reaction; (4) the cell pressure (35 kPa) and upper/lower back
pressure (7–14 kPa) were established; (5) the cell and back pressures were increased every
ten minutes; (6) the final pressures (cell pressure = 550 kPa, back pressure = 515 kPa) were
established; (7) the sample was stabilized under pressure for 40 h; (8) a pressure head of
15 kPa was generated after setting the lower back pressure to 530 kPa to cause the upward
penetration of the pollutant; (9) the burette reading was recorded over time after inducing
the permeation of the oil through the sample; and (10) the flux and permeability coefficient
were calculated. The procedure is summarized in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Test procedure.

The flux was obtained to calculate the permeability coefficient. The flux is the laminar
flow per unit volume, that is, the flow of water that passes through the cross-section of
the sample per unit time, and it is expressed in units of velocity. The flux calculation
results were used to determine the permeability coefficient, which is defined as the laminar
flow that passes through the cross-section per unit time under the influence of a hydraulic
gradient and is expressed in units of velocity. Therefore, the permeability coefficient can be
calculated based on the flux using Equations (1)–(4).

F =
Q
A

(1)

V = ki (2)

i =
Δh
L

(3)

Δh =
ΔP
ρg

(4)

where F is the flux (m3/m2·s), Q is the flow rate (m3/s), A is the cross-sectional area (m2),
V is the discharge velocity (cm/s), k is the permeability coefficient (cm/s), i is the hydraulic
gradient, L is the specimen length (m), ΔP is the pressure head (kPa), Δh is the total
head (m), ρ is the density of water (ton/m3), and g is the gravitational acceleration.

Table 1 lists the test conditions used in the study. The pollutant contact time started
at 0 h (before contact with the pollutant) and was monitored 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 16, and 24 h
after initial contact with the pollutant. The pressure head ranged between 15 and 45 kPa
(three times), 75 kPa (five times), and 105 kPa (seven times) to analyze the discharge time.
In addition, the discharge time was set according to the pressure head to ensure a constant
flow for each pollutant contact time.
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Table 1. Test conditions.

Contact Time
of Oil

Pollutant

Pressure
Head

(ΔP, kPa)

Total
Head

(Δh, m)

Discharge
Time
(t, s)

Flow Rate
(Q, cm3/s)

Specimen
Area

(A, cm2)

Specimen
Length
(L, cm)

0 h

15 1.53 8.2

40

50.27 2

45 4.59 3.8
75 7.65 2.8

105 10.71 2.3

0.5 h

15 1.53 16

0.5

45 4.59 13
75 7.65 12

105 10.71 9

1 h

15 1.53 540
45 4.59 94
75 7.65 34

105 10.71 15

2 h

15 1.53 780
45 4.59 110
75 7.65 57

105 10.71 29

4 h

15 1.53 8242
45 4.59 2438
75 7.65 967

105 10.71 195

16 h

15 1.53 8402
45 4.59 2631
75 7.65 990

105 10.71 210

24 h

15 1.53 8420
45 4.59 2638
75 7.65 970

105 10.71 195

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Changes in the Permeability Characteristics of the Geotextile–Polynorbornene Liner over Time
after Contacting the Pollutant

Table 2 reports the test results, and Figure 8 shows the corresponding graphs. The
test results for each test condition in Table 2 are the mean values of three experiments.
In each test condition, the three experimental results had different values. However, the
error was ignored because the difference between the values was outside the range of
significant figures. When there was no contact with the oil pollutant (pollutant contact
time = 0 h), the permeability coefficient ranged from 10−3 to 10−4 cm/s depending on
the size of the pressure head, which is similar to the flow velocity of groundwater in the
weathered granite soils in Korea. Hence, the flow of groundwater was not affected by
contact with the geotextile–polynorbornene liner.
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Table 2. Test results.

Contact Time of
Oil Pollutant

Pressure Head
(ΔP, kPa)

Hydraulic
Gradient

Flux
(F, cm3/cm2·s)

Permeability
Coefficient

(k, cm/s)

0 h

15 77 9.68 × 10−2 1.26 × 10−3

45 230 2.11 × 10−1 9.17 × 10−4

75 383 2.88 × 10−1 7.53 × 10−4

105 536 3.46 × 10−1 6.46 × 10−4

0.5 h

15 77 6.22 × 10−4 8.12 × 10−6

45 230 7.65 × 10−4 3.33 × 10−6

75 383 8.29 × 10−4 2.17 × 10−6

105 536 1.11 × 10−3 2.06 × 10−6

1 h

15 77 1.84 × 10−5 1.24 × 10−6

45 230 1.06 × 10−4 7.64 × 10−7

75 383 2.93 × 10−4 4.61 × 10−7

105 536 6.63 × 10−4 2.41 × 10−7

2 h

15 77 1.28 × 10−5 6.40 × 10−7

45 301 9.04 × 10−5 4.56 × 10−7

75 383 1.74 × 10−4 3.01 × 10−7

105 536 3.43 × 10−4 1.67 × 10−7

4 h

15 77 1.21 × 10−6 9.52 × 10−8

45 230 4.08 × 10−6 2.69 × 10−8

75 383 1.03 × 10−5 1.78 × 10−8

105 536 5.10 × 10−5 1.58 × 10−8

16 h

15 77 1.18 × 10−6 8.84 × 10−8

45 230 3.78 × 10−6 2.63 × 10−8

75 383 1.00 × 10−5 1.65 × 10−8

105 536 4.74 × 10−5 1.55 × 10−8

24 h

15 77 1.18 × 10−6 9.52 × 10−8

45 230 3.77 × 10−6 2.68 × 10−8

75 383 1.03 × 10−5 1.64 × 10−8

105 536 5.10 × 10−5 1.54 × 10−8

Figure 8. Permeability coefficient according to the pressure head.
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As shown in Figure 8, changes in the permeability coefficient according to the pressure
head were measured at different pollutant contact times. First, regardless of the pollutant
contact time, the permeability coefficient decreased as the pressure head increased (the
hydraulic gradient increased). When the pollutant contact time was 4 h or longer, the
permeability coefficient was 10−7 cm/s or less, which is defined as almost an impermeable
layer. The values showed a tendency to slowly converge when the pressure head was
75 kPa or higher. In other words, the geotextile–polynorbornene liner was likely to further
react with the pollutant when the contact time was shorter than 4 h and the pressure head
was lower than 75 kPa. However, when the contact time was longer and the pressure head
was higher, the reaction between the geotextile–polynorbornene liner and the pollutant
was almost complete.

Figure 9 shows the permeability coefficient over time under different pressure head
conditions. The permeability coefficient was high when there was no contact with the
pollutant, but it sharply decreased at a pollutant contact time of 0.5 h. In addition, regardless
of the pressure head, the permeability coefficient did not substantially change once a
pollutant contact time of 4 h was reached. Thus, the reaction between the geotextile–
polynorbornene liner and the pollutant was completed after 4 h of contact. This result
indicates that it is possible to form an impervious layer that can block pollutants.

Figure 9. Permeability coefficient according to contact time.

Changes in the permeability characteristics of the geotextile–polynorbornene liner
mentioned in this section were measured by applying diesel as an oil pollutant. As oil spills
on the ground occur at various concentrations, changes in the permeability characteristics
of the reactive material must be analyzed at different oil concentrations to evaluate its
applicability. Therefore, a three-dimensional (3D) numerical analysis was conducted to
simulate different oil concentrations, and the results are presented in Section 4.2.

4.2. Numerical Analysis
4.2.1. Finite Difference Analysis (FDA)

In this study, FDA was conducted using the well-known environmental simulation
software MT3D (Visual MODFLOW; USGS, Denver, CO, USA) to analyze changes in the
permeability characteristics of the geotextile–polynorbornene liner resulting from different
concentrations of the oil pollutant. MT3D facilitates the 3D FDA of a hydraulic model
for solute movement in a complicated hydrogeological structure. This software has been
widely used for pollutant diffusion analysis because it can account for the steady-state flow,
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transient flow, anisotropic dispersion, first-order decay, chemical reactions between solutes,
and linear and nonlinear adsorption.

Figure 10 shows the analysis model implemented in 3D and its plane view. The analy-
sis model was composed of an oil tank that can generate the pressure head of the oil pollu-
tant, soils with a permeability coefficient of 10−4 cm/s, and the geotextile–polynorbornene
liner in the soils. For the mesh in the analysis, a square of 0.1 m was used for the oil tank
and soils. The thickness of the geotextile–polynorbornene liner was 0.06 m. In addition,
pollutant monitoring wells at four locations were simulated to examine the concentration
of pollutants that passed through the geotextile–polynorbornene liner. The dimensions of
the oil tank and soils were set to 0.24 × 0.5 × 1.2 m and 1.0 × 0.5 × 0.5 m (L × W × H). It
is worth noting that a soil box can be used in further research.

 
(a) 

(b) 

Figure 10. The 3D FDA model: (a) 3D FDA model; (b) plane view of the analysis model.
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The hydraulic conductivity represents the degree of smoothness of the liquid material
flow in the soil. A higher hydraulic conductivity indicates a smoother flow of the liquid
material. Therefore, the hydraulic conductivity of the oil tank was set to 1000 cm/s so
that the oil could be smoothly introduced to the simulated soils. In addition, 10−4 cm/s
was applied as the permeability coefficient of the soils. Table 3 lists the conditions for the
analysis model.

Table 3. FDA model conditions.

Classification Oil Tank Soils

Porosity 0.9 0.25
Horizontal permeability coefficient (cm/s) 1 10−4

Vertical permeability coefficient (cm/s) 1 10−4

Specific storativity (m−1) 10−5 10−5

Specific yield 0.9 0.15
Contact time of oil pollutant (h) 96

In general, the processes that govern the transport of pollutants include groundwater
flow, pollutant adsorption, advection, diffusion, dispersion, and biodegradation. The
purpose of this study, however, was to examine the impermeability performance of the
geotextile–polynorbornene liner when oil pollutants with different concentrations are
released in soils. Therefore, only the influences of advection, diffusion, and dispersion were
considered for the prediction of pollutant movement by FDA. TPH, which can simulate
diesel, was applied as the pollutant type. In addition, because the coefficient results show
that permeability changed to impermeability as the pollutant contact time increased from
0.5 to 4 h, the permeability coefficients obtained when the geotextile–polynorbornene liner
was in contact with the pollutant for 0.5 and 4 h were applied in the FDA. Preliminary
analysis confirmed that a pressure head of 15 kPa was too small to affect the FDA results.
Therefore, 45, 75, and 105 kPa were applied as pressure head conditions. Table 4 lists the
FDA cases.

Table 4. FDA cases.

Analysis Cases
Pollutant (TPH)
Concentration

(ppm)

Contact Time
of Pollutant

(h)

Pressure Head
(ΔP, kPa)

Permeability Coefficient of
Geotextile–Polynorbornene Liner

(cm/s)

Case HC-1

6000

0.5
45 3.33 × 10−6

Case HC-2 75 2.17 × 10−6

Case HC-3 105 2.06 × 10−6

Case HC-4
4

45 2.69 × 10−8

Case HC-5 75 1.78 × 10−8

Case HC-6 105 1.58 × 10−8

Case MC-1

2000

0.5
45 3.33 × 10−6

Case MC-2 75 2.17 × 10−6

Case MC-3 105 2.06 × 10−6

Case MC-4
4

45 2.69 × 10−8

Case MC-5 75 1.78 × 10−8

Case MC-6 105 1.58 × 10−8

Case LC-1

500

0.5
45 3.33 × 10−6

Case LC-2 75 2.17 × 10−6

Case LC-3 105 2.06 × 10−6

Case LC-4
4

45 2.69 × 10−8

Case LC-5 75 1.78 × 10−8

Case LC-6 105 1.58 × 10−8
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4.2.2. Changes in the Permeability Characteristics of the Geotextile–Polynorbornene Liner
According to the Concentration of the Oil Pollutant

Figures 11–13 show the concentration of the pollutant at each observation point over
time after the pollutant passed through the geotextile–polynorbornene liner at different
TPH concentrations.

  
(a) (d) 

  
(b) (e) 

  
(c) (f) 

Figure 11. FDA results for the high concentration (6000 ppm) condition: (a) HC-1; (b) HC-2; (c) HC-3; (d) HC-4; (e) HC-5;
(f) HC-6.
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(a) (d) 

  
(b) (e) 

  
(c) (f) 

Figure 12. FDA results for the moderate concentration (2000 ppm) condition: (a) MC-1; (b) MC-2; (c) MC-3; (d) MC-4;
(e) MC-5; (f) MC-6.
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(a) (d) 

  
(b) (e) 

  
(c) (f) 

Figure 13. FDA results for the low concentration (500 ppm) condition: (a) LC-1; (b) LC-2; (c) LC-3; (d) LC-4; (e) LC-5;
(f) LC-6.

Figure 11a–c (cases HC-1–HC-3) shows the concentration change over time for 0.5 h of
contact between the pollutant and the geotextile–polynorbornene liner. As the permeability
coefficient of the geotextile–polynorbornene liner decreased, the concentration of the pollu-
tant tended to decrease at each observation point, but the concentration continued to in-
crease over time. In addition, for each permeability coefficient, a higher concentration of the
pollutant was released at the observation points adjacent to the geotextile–polynorbornene
liner, and the pollutant concentration significantly increased within a short period of time.
As the distance from the geotextile–polynorbornene liner increased, however, the pollutant
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concentration decreased, and the rate of pollutant increase was lower than that in the
adjacent observation points.

Figure 11d–f (cases HC-4–HC-6) shows the concentration change over time for a
contact time of 4 h between the pollutant and the geotextile–polynorbornene liner. As the
permeability coefficient of the geotextile–polynorbornene liner decreased, the concentration
of the pollutant tended to decrease at each observation point. In addition, the pollutant
concentrations at the observation points adjacent to the geotextile–polynorbornene liner
were higher than those at the observation points far away from it. However, the change
in concentration with the pollutant contact time significantly decreased for the same
permeability coefficient and observation point. Furthermore, at most observation points,
the pollutant concentration did not substantially change over time. This is the result of the
impermeability effect of the geotextile–polynorbornene liner as well as the influence of the
distances of the observation points.

The same tendencies of the analysis results mentioned above were observed at mod-
erate (Figure 12) and low concentrations (Figure 13). Under each analysis condition, the
maximum pollutant concentration was the highest at the observation point that was closest
to the geotextile–polynorbornene liner, as shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Maximum pollutant concentration at the observation points adjacent to the geotextile–polynorbornene liner.

Analysis Cases
Pollutant (TPH)
Concentration

(ppm)

Contact Time of
Pollutant

(h)

Pressure Head
(ΔP, kPa)

Maximum Concentration of
Observed Point 1

(ppm)

Case HC-1

6000

0.5
45 4985.8

Case HC-2 75 4379.6
Case HC-3 105 4200.9
Case HC-4

4
45 46.1

Case HC-5 75 6.0
Case HC-6 105 3.2

Case MC-1

2000

0.5
45 1660.5

Case MC-2 75 1453.2
Case MC-3 105 1405.3
Case MC-4

4
45 15.4

Case MC-5 75 2.0
Case MC-6 105 1.0

Case LC-1

500

0.5
45 415.13

Case LC-2 75 363.31
Case LC-3 105 351.32
Case LC-4

4
45 3.8

Case LC-5 75 0.5
Case LC-6 105 0.2

At an initial pollutant concentration of 6000 ppm and a contact time of 0.5 h, the ratio
of the concentration of the pollutant that permeated through the geotextile–polynorbornene
liner to the initial pollutant concentration ranged from 70.02 to 83.1%. For a pollutant
contact time of 4 h, however, the concentration ranged from 0.08 to 0.92% compared to that
at 0.5 h, and the ratio ranged from 0.05 to 0.77%. When the initial pollutant concentrations
were 2000 and 500 ppm, the concentrations of the pollutant that permeated through the
geotextile–polynorbornene liner over time were similar to the results for 6000 ppm. In
other words, the numerical analysis results show that the geotextile–polynorbornene liner
has a pollutant blocking effect over time.

5. Conclusions

In this study, changes in the permeability characteristics of an oil-absorbing medium
were tested, and experiments and numerical analysis were used to evaluate a geotextile–
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polynorbornene liner for its ability to prevent the diffusion of pollutants. The results are
as follows:

1. When changes in the permeability coefficient were examined at different pressure
heads and different pollutant contact times, the permeability coefficient decreased
as the pressure head increased (the hydraulic gradient increased) regardless of the
pollutant contact time. In addition, when the pollutant contact time was 4 h or longer,
the permeability coefficient of the geotextile–polynorbornene liner was 10−7 cm/s or
less, which is defined as almost an impermeable layer.

2. Changes in the permeability coefficient were examined over time under different
pressure head conditions. There was almost no change in the permeability coefficient
starting from the pollutant contact time of 4 h. Thus, when the pollutant contact time
reaches 4 h or more, the geotextile–polynorbornene liner has an impermeable layer
that can block pollutants.

3. The results of the 3D pollutant diffusion analysis showed that, for a pollutant contact
time of 4 h, the maximum concentration of the pollutant that permeated through the
geotextile–polynorbornene liner was less than approximately 0.8% compared to the
initial pollutant concentration. Therefore, the numerical analysis results confirm that
the geotextile–polynorbornene liner has a pollutant blocking effect over time.

4. The test and numerical analysis results confirm the impermeability performance of
the geotextile–polynorbornene liner against oil pollutants. Therefore, it has potential
as an application for the prevention of pollutant diffusion.
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Abstract: High-density polyethylene (HDPE) geomembranes have been used for different applications
in engineering including sanitation, such as landfills and waste liquid ponds. For these applications,
the material can be exposed to aging mechanisms as thermal and chemical degradation, even to UV
radiation and biological contact, which can degrade the geomembrane and decrease the material’s
durability. This paper aims to present an experimental evaluation of two exhumed HDPE geomembranes,
the first was used for 2.75 years in a sewage treatment aeration pond (LTE sample) and another was
used for 5.17 years in a municipal landfill leachate pond (LCH sample). Physical and thermal analyses
were used such as thermogravimetry (TG), differential thermal analysis (DTA), differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) and dynamic mechanic analysis (DMA). The thermogravimetric analyses showed
significant changes in the LCH sample’s thermal decomposition probably caused by the interaction
reactions between the polymer and the leachate. For the DSC analyses, the behavior seen in the
LTE sample was not observed in the LCH sample. In the DMA analyses, the behavior of the LTE
sample storage module shows which LCH sample is less brittle. The LTE sample presented low stress
cracking resistance and low tensile elongation at break, following the DMA results.

Keywords: geomembrane; HDPE; durability; thermal analysis; sewage; leachate

1. Introduction

A geomembrane is a product of the geosynthetics family used as a liner in the environmental
protection system. This polymeric product can be manufactured by the industry in different polymers
and it is installed in the field. The high-density polyethylene (HDPE) geomembrane is the most used
type of geomembrane in the world, especially for landfills and waste liquid ponds. The high chemical
and mechanical resistance of HDPE associated with a low permeability coefficient and low cost of
production are the advantages of this product [1–5].

For landfill liner applications, the HDPE geomembrane can be exposed to aging mechanisms such
as thermal and chemical degradations. Moreover, for slopes, in the installation time, UV radiation
exposition occurs. For leachate ponds and liquid waste treatment applications, the product can be
exposed to UV radiation and high temperatures, as well as the chemical and biological contact. This set
of aging mechanisms can degrade the geomembrane and decrease the material’s durability [6–9].

The synergic effects of aging mechanisms can significantly reduce the lifetime of the product.
A package of additives is incorporated into the resin to protect the polymer and guarantee the long-term
service life [10,11]. In general, carbon black (2–3%) is incorporated into the polymeric resin as UV
protection and antioxidants and thermostabilizers (0.5–1.0%) as thermal and oxidative protection [12–14].
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Islam and Rowe [15] carried out a study with high-density polyethylene geomembranes with
nominal thicknesses of 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 mm immersed in synthetic leachate at four temperatures
(22, 55, 70 and 85 ◦C). The authors used the standard oxidative induction time (OIT) test to evaluate
the antioxidant depletion of the samples. They understood which samples with thicker thicknesses
demand more time to consume the additives. They concluded that the thicker geomembranes have
longer service lives.

Research conducted by Rowe et al. [16] studied an HDPE geomembrane sample (1.5 mm of
thickness) in contact with four synthetic leachates with different combinations of volatile fatty acids,
inorganic nutrients, trace metal solution and surfactant at four temperatures (the lowest was 22 ◦C and
the highest was 85 ◦C). The Arrhenius modeling was used to analyze the antioxidant depletion of the
geomembrane. The four leachates examined were similar in terms of the antioxidant depletion rate,
but the faster depletion occurred in acidic and basic leachates.

Rowe et al. [17] evaluated a 2.0 mm thick HDPE geomembrane for 8 to 10 years exposed to synthetic
leachate, water and air in some temperature incubations. The sample contained approximately 97%
polyethylene, 2.5% carbon black, and trace amounts of antioxidants and heat stabilizers. The synthetic
leachate compound was based in the Keele Valley Landfill leachate in Canada. Several properties
of the product were investigated, including the antioxidant depletion, stress cracking resistance,
melt flow index and surface analysis. Using the Arrhenius Method to predict the durability of the
sample, the results showed that the service life of the product can reach more than 50 years at 50 ◦C,
about 300 years at 35 ◦C and more than 700 years immersed in leachate at 20 ◦C.

Lodi and Bueno [18] studied HDPE geomembrane samples with thicknesses of 0.8 and 2.5 mm
immersed in synthetic leachate and exposed to weathering using the thermogravimetric analysis (TG).
The time in both leachate and weathering expositions was 30 months. It was observed that for the
0.8 mm sample, the thermal stability temperature was higher for the exposed samples compared with
the fresh (virgin) sample. The 2.5 mm sample was observed at the same behavior, but the difference
among the temperatures was lower than in the 0.8 mm sample. It was observed that the carbon black
content of these samples was very low compared to the specifications. The authors commented that
the use of multiple analysis such as TG, melt flow index (MFI) and oxidative induction time (OIT) can
support the degradation analysis for HDPE geomembranes.

Research was conducted by Ewais et al. [19] over 17 years on an HDPE geomembrane immersed
in synthetic leachate, water and air at some temperatures. A stress cracking test, OIT test, MFI test and
tensile test were used in the analysis. The authors concluded that the losses in the tensile properties and
the stress cracking resistance confirm the oxidative degradation in the polymer. The predicted nominal
failure estimated was about 18 years at 60 ◦C for water and about 13 years at 60 ◦C for leachate.

Reis et al. [20] carried out a huge field study about HDPE geomembranes exposed by the weather
in eight different parts of Portugal. The authors noted that for the higher UV indexes regions, the
consequences were higher for tensile properties of the samples. Moreover, the exposed geomembranes
had changes in other properties, especially in the OIT results.

Antioxidant depletion analysis was carried out by Safari et al. [21] in an exhumed HDPE
geomembrane that was 1.5 mm thick after 25 years of operation in a hazardous waste landfill in Canada.
The authors used modern HDPE geomembranes to compare it with the exhumed geomembrane.
The results showed that the leachate exposure condition could significantly influence the antioxidant
depletion because the bottom samples presented higher OIT depletion than the wall samples. For this
study, the sample location and, consequently, the exposure condition differences can represent different
behaviors of the samples. The OIT (standard) and some HP-OIT (HP—high pressure) values were
found to be significantly lower than those of modern virgin geomembranes.
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Some studies evaluated the behavior of high-density polyethylene geomembranes immersed in
chlorinated solutions showing a huge polymer degradation capacity of this chemical solution. Abdelaal
and Rowe [22] immersed an HDPE geomembrane without HALS (hindered amine light stabilizers) in
chlorinated water solutions (0.5, 1.0, 2.5 and 5.0 ppm of free chlorine) at 25, 40, 65, 75 and 85 ◦C for
over 3 years. The authors observed that the antioxidant depletion and the stress cracking resistance
in a solution of 5.0 ppm were much faster than synthetic leachate. Abdelaal et al. [23] analyzed the
behavior of a high-density polyethylene geomembrane with HALS immersed in four chlorinated
solutions with concentrations of 0.5–5.0 ppm at different temperatures for over 5 years. According
to the authors, the sample degradation occurred quickly after immersion in all concentrations and
incubation temperatures, except for the lower temperature (25 ◦C). Properties such as tensile and
stress cracking decreased when the free chlorine concentration was increased. Finally, the authors
noted that the behavior of geomembrane samples with and without HALS showed a huge difference
for the chlorinated water solution incubation, but the same difference was not noted for other
solution incubations.

Therefore, this work evaluated the final conditions of two exhumed geomembrane samples in
sanitation applications using thermoanalytical, physical and mechanical analyses to contribute with
the knowledge of HDPE geomembrane behavior applied in environmental facilities.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

Two different high-density polyethylene geomembrane samples were evaluated exhumed from
sanitation construction works. The first sample was exhumed from a sewage treatment aeration pond
(called LTE) after 2.75 years of operation. This geomembrane was damaged during the operation,
entailing the pond liner exchange. Table 1 presents the typical characteristics of the sewage. Figure 1
shows the sewage pond which presented an HDPE geomembrane with 1.0 mm of nominal thickness.
Another sample was exhumed from a municipal landfill leachate pond (called LCH) after 5.17 years of
operation. The exhumation of the geomembrane occurred because the site was used for the landfill
expansion. Table 2 presents the chemical characteristics of the municipal landfill leachate. Figure 2
shows the landfill leachate pond that presented an HDPE geomembrane with 2.0 mm of nominal
thickness. Both construction works are located in Brazil.

Table 1. Typical characteristics of the sewage [24].

Characteristic Unit Result

Fixed Suspension Solids mg/L 80
Volatile Suspended Solids mg/L 320

Total Suspended Solids mg/L 350
Fixed Dissolved Solids mg/L 400

Volatile Dissolved Solids mg/L 300
Total Dissolved Solids mg/L 700
Sedimentable Solids mg/L 15

Total solids mg/L 1100
pH - 6.5–7.5

BOD mg/L 100–400
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Figure 1. Sewage treatment aeration pond under operation.

Table 2. Chemical characteristics of the municipal landfill leachate [25].

Characteristic Unit Result

Total alkalinity mg CaCO3/L 6912
Calcium mg/L 366

Cadmium mg/L Not Detected
Lead mg/L Not Detected

Chloride mg Cl-/L 3502
Total Coliforms NMP/100 mL 8.3

Conductivity μS/cm 23,210
BOD mg O2/L 775
Iron mg/L 11.4

Magnesium mg/L 0.165
Mercury mg/L Not Detected
Nickel mg/L 0.230

pH - 8.19
Mineral Oils and Greases mg/L Not Detected

 

Figure 2. Municipal landfill leachate pond under demobilization.

2.2. Physical Properties

The thickness [26] was determined by measuring the difference between the dead-weight loading
gauge and the geomembrane specimen thickness with 0.001 mm precision, applying a pressure force of
200 ± 0.2 kPa. The carbon black content (CBC) [27] was determined using a muffle furnace at 605 ± 5 ◦C
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for 3 min in an aluminum dish by pyrolysis. It had been used for 1 ± 0.1 g of each geomembrane
specimen. The masses before and after being burned were determined using an analytical balance
with 0.0001 g precision. The measure of density [28] was performed in isopropyl alcohol at 21 ± 0.1 ◦C,
mass sample 1.0 g ± 0.1 g in apparatus that included an analytical balance with 0.0001 g precision
and an immersion vessel and a beaker. The melt flow index (MFI) [29] of the studied samples were
obtained using a plastometer with a smooth bore 2.095 ± 0.005 mm in diameter and 8000 ± 0.025 mm
long. The polymer was extruded with 190 ± 0.08 ◦C with a deadweight load of 5.0 kg and its mass was
measured for 10 min using an analytical balance with 0.0001 g precision.

2.3. Mechanical Properties

Tensile and tear tests were performed using an EMIC Universal Machine, model DL 3000,
manufactured by EMIC at São José dos Pinhais, Brazil, with pneumatic grips and a 2-kN load cell.
The tensile test was performed using the type IV dog bone specimen with a test speed of 50 mm min−1,
which is the speed test indicated for HDPE geomembranes [30]. The tear test was performed using
a test specimen which produces tearing in a small area of stress concentration at rates far below
those usually encountered in the field. This test uses a test speed of 51 mm min−1 with an initial jaw
separation of 25.4 mm [31].

2.4. Stress Cracking (SC) and Oxidative Induction Time (OIT) Properties

The stress cracking test was performed using an equipment manufactured by WT Indústria at
São Carlos, Brazil, with a capacity for 20 specimens simultaneously. The test used was the NCTL-SP
(notched constant load test-single point) [32]. Moreover, 30% of yield tensile stress was applied at the
specimen using a deadweight with a 10 g precision. The specimen was immersed in a solution of 10%
Igepal CO 630 and 90% of water at 50 ± 1 ◦C. A notch of 20% of the specimen thickness with 0.001 mm
of precision was taken in each specimen. The rupture sample time (1 s precision) was measured using
an electronic device for each specimen.

For measurements of high-pressure oxidative induction time (OIT-HP) [33], DSC equipment,
model Q20, manufactured by TA Instruments at New Castle, United States of America, with high-pressure
cell Q series DSC Pressure Cell with a sample mass of 5.0 mg was used. The measurements were
proceeded in an open aluminum crucible, under a heating rate of 20 ◦C min−1, with nitrogen gas purge
at a constant pressure of 5 Psi, from ambient temperature to 150 ◦C. After this stage, nitrogen was
exchanged for oxygen at a constant pressure of 500 Psi, maintaining the isotherm of 150 ◦C until the
complete sample oxidation.

2.5. Thermal Analysis Methodology

The thermal analysis was used mainly to evaluate the samples’ conditions and observe the possible
changes that occurred. The TG/DTG and DTA curves evaluate the thermal stability temperatures.
Furthermore, the activation energy of each sample can be obtained. DSC curves can evaluate the glass
transition temperature (Tg), crystallization temperature (Tcrist.) and the melting point of each sample.
In addition, the DMA curves evaluate the effects precisely of applied stresses and temperatures under
the sample, which allows better precision in the data on molecular relaxation. The knowledge of
molecular relaxation helps in the analysis of physical changes in the material, providing information on
the protection of the polymer, as molecular relaxation makes the material susceptible to a short lifetime.

The samples were evaluated on dynamic mechanic analysis (DMA) equipment, in a flexural
mode, using a DMA thermal analyzer, model Q800, manufactured by TA Instruments at New Castle,
United States of America. The samples had a dimension of 35 × 13 mm and were performed under a
heating rate of 10 ◦C min−1 with nitrogen purge gas (flow of 50 mL min−1). The oscillation amplitude
of 20 mm was used, with a frequency of 1 Hz and a temperature range from −80 to 125 ◦C.

The thermogravimetry (TG/DTG) and differential thermal analysis (DTA) were performed at an
SDT 2960 (TA Instruments, USA) with heating rates of 5, 10, 20 and 30 ◦C min−1 under carbonic gas
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and synthetic air purge gases, with a flow of 100 mL min−1. These polymers were evaluated in an
α-alumina crucible in a temperature range of 30 to 600 ◦C. The activation energy was obtained by the
Flynn-Wall-Ozawa method using the DTG curves to obtain the data [34–36].

In this study, DSC was used to measure the changes in both materials. Measurements were
conducted using a DSC1 Stare, manufactured by Mettler Toledo at Columbus, United States of America,
with samples of a diameter of 3 mm2 and masses around 7.5 mg to LTE and 15.5 mg to LCH. These samples
were performed in the aluminum crucible in the temperature range of −80 to 200 ◦C. The first step was
cooling from 25 to −80 ◦C, followed by the second step, where the samples were heated from −80 to
200 ◦C; in the third step, the samples cooled again from 200 to −80 ◦C; in the fourth step, the sample
was heating from −80 to 200 ◦C and finally, the fifth step, the sample was cooling from 200 to 25 ◦C.
The heating and cooling rate was 30 ºC min−1 under nitrogen purge gas (flow of 50 mL min−1).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Physical Evaluations

Table 3 shows the results of exhumed samples’ physical tests. The average values of the thickness
are following the minimum values of the GRI-GM13 [37]. The carbon black content values obtained are
also according to the GRI-GM13 [37], which determines values between 2–3%. The obtained density
values follow the GRI-GM13 [37], which requires a minimum density value of 0.940 g/cm3. According
to Telles et al. [38], low MFI values exhibit good stress cracking environmental resistance for HDPE
geomembranes. The obtained results showed low MFI values for both tested samples.

Table 3. Physical test results of exhumed samples.

Sample Thickness/(mm) CBC/(%) Density/(g/cm3) MFI/(g/10 min)

LTE 1.001
(±0.038)

2.49
(±0.47)

0.959
(±0.001)

0.4555
(±0.0061)

LCH 2.075
(±0.036)

2.36
(±0.11)

0.946
(±0.002)

0.5008
(±0.0072)

The standard deviations are shown between brackets. CBC = carbon black content.

3.2. Mechanical Evaluations

Table 4 shows the results of the exhumed samples’ mechanical tests. The tests were conducted
only for the machine direction. The samples’ results are according to the GRI-GM13 [37] concerning
the minimum values of the tensile break (27 kN m−1 for 1.0 mm of thickness and 53 kN m−1 for 2.0 mm
of thickness) and tear resistance (125 N for 1.0 mm of thickness and 249 N for 2.0 mm of thickness).
For the analyzed samples, only the LCH sample presented tensile elongation at breaks higher than
700%, which is the minimum value prescribed by GRI-GM13 [37].

Table 4. Mechanical test results of exhumed samples.

Sample Tens. Break Resist./(kN m−1) Tens. Break Elong./(%) Tear Resist./(N)

LTE 27.12
(±1.30)

679.33
(±27.53)

170.13
(±2.05)

LCH 60.40
(±7.66)

752.60
(±81.38)

321.80
(±8.92)

The standard deviations are shown between brackets.

3.3. Stress Cracking (SC) and Oxidative Induction Time (OIT) Evaluations

Table 5 shows the results of the stress cracking test (Notched Constant Tensile Load Test–Single
Point-NCTL-SP) and the high-pressure oxidative induction time test (OIT-HP). According to the
GRI-GM13 [37], the minimum required value for the stress cracking test (NCTL-SP) is 500 h. The LCH
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sample performed an average value higher than 500 h but presented a high variation in each specimen
value tested, two of the five specimens tested obtained values higher than 1000 h, but the other two of
the five specimens obtained values less than 200 h. The mean stress cracking value is in agreement
with the tensile behavior of this sample. For the other exhumed sample tested, the results showed a
low value of stress cracking resistance. The LTE sample, despite having good tensile behavior and an
adequate melt flow index, presented unexpected stress cracking results.

The minimum required value for the OIT High-Pressure test, for the GRI-GM13 [37] is 400 min.
According to Mueller and Jakob [39], the main function of antioxidants is to prevent initiation of
oxidation chain reactions. Antioxidants are more effective over a certain range of temperatures. As an
instance, phosphites are more effective at higher temperatures whereas hindered amine light stabilizers
(HALS) are effective at ambient temperature. Hindered phenols, however, are used as long-term
stabilizers since they are effective over a wide range of temperatures. None of the samples presented
OIT-HP values equal to or higher than 400 min. The presence of HALS in the additive package increases
the results of the OIT-HP, as this test is performed at 150 ◦C. Probably none of the samples presented
HALS in the additive package. Both samples presented result values lower than 400 min. The LCH
sample obtained the highest OIT-HP value of the exhumed samples tested.

Table 5. Tests conducted to the SC and high-pressure oxidative induction time (OIT-HP) of the exhumed
high-density polyethylene (HDPE) geomembrane samples.

Sample
SC (NCTL-SP)

(hours)
OIT-High-Pressure

(min)

LTE 30.89
(±12.31)

180.0
(±1.41)

LCH 542.15
(±508.17)

231.50
(±2.12)

The standard deviations are shown between brackets.

3.4. Thermal Analysis Evaluations

3.4.1. Thermogravimetry (TG) and Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA)

An experiment series was systematically carried out using TG-DTA analysis simultaneously,
with heating rates of 5, 10, 20 and 30 ◦C min−1. The obtained results from both HDPE geomembrane
samples are shown in Figures 3–6.

Figure 3 shows the TG, DTG and DTA curves of the LTE sample in synthetic air with different
heating rates. It was observed that the thermal stability of the LTE sample (TG curves in Figure 3A),
which was in contact with the sewage, reached 238 ◦C for the heating rate of 5 ◦C and gradually
increased to 262 ◦C for the heating rate of 30 ◦C. The first sample’s mass variation for the heating rate of
5 ◦C occurs in one stage only, in the range of 248–369 ◦C, as seen in the TG curve, whereas in the DTG
curve (Figure 3B) only a small deviation from the baseline is seen. The second stage, attributed to the
material’s thermal decomposition process, occurs with overlapping reactions, which have presented
variations in the intensity of the reactions for the different heating rates, as seen in the TG curves.
Furthermore, in the DTG curves it can be observed that with the increase in the heating rate, there is a
widening in the decomposition events. For the verification of the mass variations and the respective
temperature ranges, the values of each stage are shown in Table 1. For both LTE and LCH samples,
at the end of the analyses, the ash formation was observed, which was easily removed from the crucible
by a breath. From the DTA curves (Figure 3C), endothermic peaks can be observed at 127, 130, 135 and
140 ◦C, respectively, for the heating rates of 5, 10, 20 and 30 ◦C min−1, which were attributed to material
melting. This melting point temperature variation is due to the speed of the sample heat absorption,
which occurs for different heating rates. Other exothermic peaks are linked to the different stages
of the material’s thermal decomposition and, as an effect of the speeds of the different heating rates,
the peaks widened.
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Figure 3. (A) TG curves for LTE sample in the synthetic gas purge, with mass samples around 7.50 mg;
(B) DTG curves for the LTE sample in the synthetic gas purge, with mass samples around 7.50 mg;
(C) DTA curves for the LTE sample in the synthetic gas purge, with mass samples around 7.50 mg.
(all analyses conducted with heating rates of 5, 10, 20 and 30 ◦C min−1 with the flow of 110 mL min−1

in α-alumina crucible).

In the LTE sample analysis, there were no changes in the thermal behavior of the geomembrane,
despite the contact of the sample with the sewage for 2.75 years, compared with the results of virgin
HDPE geomembrane samples studied by Valentin et al. [40]. However, for the LCH sample evaluation
which had been in contact with the leachate for 5.17 years, it was observed that the thermogravimetric
behavior presented significant changes in the sample’s thermal decomposition. To ensure this result,
two other TG curves were performed in each heating rate to verify the thermal behavior observed once
again. Indeed, the other analyses showed that there had been undoubtedly a change in the sample’s
thermal behavior due to contact with the leachate. The leachate is a highly concentrated organic
substance and this fact added to the 5.17 years of sample exposition can explain the changes in the
sample’s thermal behavior. Thus, as seen in the TG curves (Figure 4A), the organic material absorption
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by the geomembrane probably changed the material’s behavior, causing interaction reactions between
the polymer and the leachate. Figure 4A shows that the heating rate of 10 ◦C min−1 is different from the
other curves. In this specific curve, the first mass variation occurs between 259–406 ◦C and the second
mass variation occurs from 406 ◦C, in two stages, which can be seen in the DTG curve (Figure 4B).
The 5 ◦C heating rate curve shows three stages of mass variation, in the temperature ranges of 248-369,
369–392 and 392–459 ◦C. For the heating rates of 20 and 30 ◦C from the second mass variation, the DTG
curves are wider, which indicates that the decomposition occurs with overlapping reactions. The mass
variation data for each thermal decomposition stage are shown in Table 6.

Figure 4. (A) TG curves for LCH sample in synthetic gas purge, with mass samples around 15.50 mg;
(B) DTG curves for the LCH sample in synthetic gas purge, with mass samples around 15.50 mg;
(C) DTA curves for the LCH sample in synthetic gas purge, with mass samples around 15.50 mg
(all analyses conducted with heating rates of 5, 10, 20 and 30 ◦C min−1 with the flow of 110 mL min−1

in α-alumina crucible).
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The obtained results from the DTA curves are shown in Figure 4C for the LCH sample. It can be
observed that the first event is an endothermic reaction (without mass variation in the TG/DTG curves),
which occurs at temperatures of 127, 132, 138 and 150 ◦C, for the four heating rates, respectively,
representing the samples’ melting point. As both samples (LTE and LCH) were produced with the same
type of polymer, the melting point values differ slightly from each other probably due to their different
uses of the conditions. The following stages of thermal decomposition are exothermic reactions for the
four heating rates. The heating rate of 5 ◦C min−1 showed a sharp peak in the second stage of thermal
decomposition, which is attributed to a sample combustion reaction. In addition, as with the LTE
sample, it can be observed that with the increase in the heating rate, there is a widening effect of the
exothermic reactions due to the overlapping reactions.

Table 6. Temperature intervals (◦C) obtained from TG/DTG curves for the thermal decomposition
stages in synthetic air and carbonic gas, with heat flow rates of 5, 10, 20 and 30 ◦C min−1.

Sample 5 ◦C min−1 10 ◦C min−1 20 ◦C min−1 30 ◦C min−1

LCH Synthetic air

248–369 ◦C 259–406 ◦C 264–352 ◦C 264–358 ◦C
5.33% 4.64% 3.47% 2.95%

369–392 ◦C 406–465 ◦C 352–392 ◦C 358–578 ◦C
29.15% 89.52% 8.68% 91.89%

392–459 ◦C 465–600 ◦C 392–484 ◦C 578–600 ◦C
55.77 ◦C 4.85% 82.48% 2.72%

459–600 ºC —- 484–600 ◦C —-
9.51% —- 3.35% —-

Residue Residue Residue Residue
0.24% 0.99% 2.95% 2.44%

LTE Synthetic air

238–363 ◦C 241–364 ◦C 249–362 ◦C 262-372 ◦C
7.89% 8.40% 6.33% 6.01%

363–422 ◦C 364–417 ◦C 362–426 ◦C 372–500 ◦C
44.09% 48.08% 49.29% 90.57%

422–468 ◦C 417–475 ◦C 426–497 ◦C 500–580 ◦C
42.77% 38.92% 39.65% 1.34%

468–600 ◦C 475–592 ◦C 497–586 ◦C —-
3.77% 3.46% 2.85% —-

Residue Residue Residue Residue
1.48% 1.14% 1.88% 2.08%

LCH Carbonic air

378–498 ◦C 383–435 ◦C 387–443 ◦C 401–451 ◦C
96.38% 3.66% 1.33% 3.00%

—- 435–508 ◦C 443–523 ◦C 451–530 ◦C
—- 92.93% 94.89% 93.48%

Residue Residue Residue Residue
3.62% 3.41% 3.78% 3.52%

LTE Carbonic air

376–496 ◦C 381–507 ◦C 405–518 ◦C 410–525 ◦C
94.04% 94.28% 94.97% 96.15%
Residue Residue Residue Residue
5.96% 5.72% 5.03% 3.85%

The TG/DTG curves in a non-isothermal condition, shown in Figures 5 and 6, in carbon dioxide
purge gas, with the analyses at different heating rates, were used to obtain the kinetic data of the LTE
and LCH samples, respectively.

For the LTE sample, as seen in Figure 5, there was no change in mass between the initial
temperature and 376 ◦C for the analysis in the heating rate of 5 ◦C, while for the other heating rates,
the values were: 381 ◦C (10 ◦C min−1), 405 ◦C (20 ◦C min−1) and 410 ◦C (30 ◦C min−1). The mass
variation values are shown in Table 1. It can also be observed that the TG curves show similarities
since the beginning of the thermal decomposition behavior, with the presence of a shoulder at the
beginning of the decomposition reaction and later homogeneity during the thermal decomposition.
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For the LCH sample, as seen in Figure 6, the geomembrane thermal stability occurs up to the
following temperatures and respective heating rates: 378 ◦C (5 ◦C min−1), 383 ◦C (10 ◦C min−1), 387 ◦C
(20 ◦C min−1) and 401 ◦C (30 ◦C min−1). The thermal decomposition process showed that at the
beginning of the reaction, a small shoulder was formed and then a thermal decomposition occurred.
During the main decomposition process, a shoulder formation also occurred in the DTG curves, except
for the heating rate of 5 ◦C min−1 which was attributed to overlapping decomposition reactions.

At the end of the thermal decomposition reaction, for the analysis of both samples, the presence
of carbonaceous material impregnated in the crucible was observed, which was removed.

The activation energy values are shown in Table 2, which presents the intervals used to obtain the
kinetic values for the analyses in carbonic gas and synthetic air, except for the LCH sample. This sample
presented an altered decomposition behavior, that is, the heating rates did not show homogeneous
displacement among them, as seen in the other analyses. Therefore, this sample was not analyzed in
the synthetic purge gas.

Figure 7 shows the behavior of the activation energy during thermal decomposition. For the
analysis of the LTE sample in synthetic air, it can be observed that the activation energy has a lower
value than the analysis carried out on carbon dioxide and shows that there is a gradual decrease.
This shows that the thermal decomposition of the material occurred using the purge gas during the
reaction, that is, an oxidation reaction occurs between the oxygen present in the synthetic air and the
polymer. For the LTE sample reaction in carbonic gas, it can be observed that the initial value of its
activation energy is close to the synthetic air analysis. However, there is a gradual increase in the
activation energy. This gradual increase indicates which decomposition occurs due to the increase
in temperature, considering that carbonic gas is inert. Likewise, for the LCH sample, in addition to
having initial activation energy values higher than those of the LTE sample, the same behavior of a
gradual increase in activation energy also occurs. The HDPE activation energy values under a nitrogen
atmosphere were reported by Valentin et al. [40]. These authors showed that the activation energies
values were similar to those obtained in this work, however, the authors did not proceed with any
evaluation in another atmosphere.

Additionally, the correlation coefficient values (Table 7) show a linear pattern for the analyzed
samples, which shows that the kinetic data follow the same behavior trend.

 
Figure 5. LTE sample TG/DTG curves in carbonic purge gas, with mass samples around 7.50 mg, with
analyses conducted with heating rates of 5, 10, 20 and 30 ◦C min−1 with the flow of 110 mL min−1 in
α-alumina crucible.
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Figure 6. LCH sample TG/DTG curves in carbonic purge gas, with mass samples around 15.50 mg,
with analyses conducted with heating rates of 5, 10, 20 and 30 ◦C min−1 with the flow of 110 mL min−1

in an α-alumina crucible.

 
Figure 7. Activation energy versus degree conversion for LTE and LCH samples.

Table 7. Temperature intervals used for the kinetic analysis, activation energy and correlation coefficient values.

Purge Gas and Sample
Temperature Ranges for

Kinetic Evaluation
(DTG Curves)

Ea/kJ mol−1 R

Synthetic air
LTE

(5 ◦C) 243–281 ◦C
(10 ◦C) 250–287 ◦C
(20 ◦C) 258–294 ◦C
(30 ◦C) 262–300 ◦C

137.94
(± 0.15) 0.99357

Carbonic gas
LTE

(5 ◦C) 376–490 ◦C
(10 ◦C) 386–503 ◦C
(20 ◦C) 406–516 ◦C
(30 ◦C) 418–525 ◦C

237.83
(± 0.09) 0.99634

Carbonic gas
LCH

(5 ◦C) 390–492 ◦C
(10 ◦C) 405–507 ◦C
(20 ◦C) 425–524 ◦C
(30 ◦C) 441–533 ◦C

253.07
(± 0.04) 0.99945

The standard deviations are shown between brackets.
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3.4.2. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

Figures 8 and 9 show, respectively, the LTE and LCH samples analyses under heating and cooling
conditions performed to verify the materials’ transitions.

Figure 8A shows that during the first cooling there was a decrease in the LTE sample heat flow,
which coincides with the baseline of the second cooling between 5 to −28 ◦C. The first heating of the
sample (Figure 8B) shows that there had been a change in the baseline of the curve between −55 to
−25 ◦C. For the second cooling, there was a heat flow decrease in the range of −28 to −40 ◦C, which is
attributed to a difference in the heat capacity of the sample. However, in the second and third heating,
there was an inverse behavior, that is, there was an increase in the material’s heat flow. These changes in
the sample’s heat flow occurred due to the behavior of the material’s molecules, which during cooling,
the polymer molecules undergo contraction due to low temperature, getting closer to one another,
and consequently changing the sample dimensions. During heating, the molecules tend to distance
themselves from each other, and thus, the heat capacity changes, causing the accumulated energy to be
released [41]. In contrast, in the first heating, the material melted and then there was a crystallization,
where there is a molecular reorganization and a temperature decrease. Then, the molecular structure
experiences a decrease in the heat flow between −25 and −39 ◦C, which shows an energy loss that
corresponds to a material’s molecular approximation. As the material was heated and recrystallized
again, there was an even more random molecular reorganization, which causes the change in the
heat flow. When reheating this sample again, in the second heating (Figure 8B) there is an increase in
the sample’s heat flow, and then the new fusion, which has a wider peak area than the first fusion.
When recrystallizing again, as seen in the third cooling, the peak is also smaller and wider. However,
as seen, there was a small change in the baseline between −4 to −19 ◦C. Finally, in the third heating,
there was an overlap with the event observed in the second cooling, attributed to the molecular distance.

Figure 8. LTE sample DSC curves with a heating rate of 30 ◦C min−1 under nitrogen gas purge with
the flow of 50 mL min−1 in an aluminum crucible with sample masses around 3.50 mg: (A) heating and
(B) cooling.
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For the LCH sample, the behavior seen in the LTE sample was not observed. It indicates that
there was probably an effect of leachate in the sample, causing a change in the heat flow. As seen in
Figure 9A, the first cooling and the first heating have the same behavior observed for the LTE sample.
After the melting and the first crystallization, a slight change in the baseline is seen in the second
cooling (17 to 8 ◦C) and the third cooling (7 to −2 ◦C), both in agreement with what is seen in the
third cooling of the LTE sample. It is important to note that during the heating of this sample, there
was no change in the material’s baseline between (−54 to −16 ◦C). Thus, it can be reaffirmed that the
effect caused on the DSC curve for the LCH sample is attributed to the presence of leachate molecules,
which altered the material’s behavior after the melting process.

Figure 9. LCH sample DSC curves with a heating rate of 30 ◦C min−1 under nitrogen gas purge with
the flow of 50 mL min−1 in an aluminum crucible with sample masses around 3.50 mg: (A) heating and
(B) cooling.

3.4.3. Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA)

DMA was used to track changes in the molecular relaxation of the materials, to learn whether
these changes were a function of the time in operation and an indication of the material’s degradation,
and to learn about the effects of leachate and sewage on the material. DMA analyses usually have
different modules, which allow a better characterization of the material, that is, the material’s capacity
to store energy (storage modulus), its capacity to lose energy (loss modulus) and the proportion of
these effects (tan-δ), which is called damping (damping factor) [42].

Figure 10 shows the DMA analysis under nitrogen purge gas, at a range temperature of −80 to
120 ◦C for both samples, where it is possible to verify that both samples have different behavior
between each other. The temperature range utilized in this analysis is situated above the glass transition
temperature, which is a region of high hardness and therefore, the information obtained from the
temperature of −80 ◦C refers to the transition region performed in this work [43]. The behavior of the
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LTE sample storage module (Figure 10A) shows that this sample has a higher value than the LCH
sample, which means that the LCH sample is less brittle, that is, more elastic. The basic definition
of the storage module is given as a measure of the mechanical energy that the material is capable of
storing, in the form of potential or elastic energy [44]. This result shows that the potential energy of the
LTE sample decreases gradually until the temperature of 32 ◦C, and after this temperature, this sample
increases its potential energy again until the temperature of 78 ◦C. This effect is attributed to the
simultaneous effect of raising the temperature and the interaction of the geomembrane polymer with
molecules from the sewage which were impregnated in the geomembrane, which causes an increase in
stiffness (becomes less elastic). The same effect is observed for the LCH sample, but to a lesser degree.
The expected trend would be an increase in the elasticity of the material and a consequent decrease
in stiffness.

Figure 10. DMA curves of LCH and LTE samples with a heating rate of 5 ◦C min−1 under nitrogen gas
purge with a flow of 50 mL min−1: (A) storage modulus, (B) loss modulus and (C) tan delta.

These results show that the geomembranes’ contact with the sewage and leachate caused the
alteration in elastic potential, which is attributed to the molecular interaction in the structure of the
polymeric matrix. Furthermore, from temperatures of 72 ◦C for the LTE sample and 85 ◦C for the
LCH sample, both samples tend to increase viscosity since the increase in temperature leads to the
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melting stage, that is, the polymer chains start to have a greater movement due to the increase in the
temperature with loss of stored energy, until the consequent fusion.

The loss module (E′′) is shown in Figure 10B, which shows that the LTE sample has a much
higher curve behavior than the LCH sample curve in the same temperature range (32 to 125 ◦C).
This information indicates that the LTE sample, when dissipating the energy stored in this interval,
shows that its elasticity decreases again, while the LCH sample has a constant behavior, showing
variations in different temperature ranges [45].

In Figure 10C, tan-δ is shown, which is a relationship between the material’s elastic/stiffness
behavior [42,43]. As both materials are stiffer at low temperatures, tan-δ tends to increase with the
temperature increasing. Thus, for the LTE sample at the temperature of 32 ◦C a peak of tan-δ, there was
a peak in the decrease in the material’s stiffness and after this temperature there was a decrease in the
tan-δ, indicating an increase in stiffness. For the LCH sample there was the same behavior but with the
tan-δ peak at 63 ◦C, which corresponds to the temperature at which is the value of the lowest potential
energy of this sample (Figure 10A), that is, after this temperature, this sample increases its potential
energy up to 82 ◦C. As with the LTE sample, there was an increase in the LCH stiffness, and therefore,
the tan-δ peak (63 ◦C) corresponds to this situation. Tan-δ decreases with increasing stiffness, that is,
if the material is at a constant stiffness, tan-δ will be constant (will have a zero value) [46,47].

4. Conclusions

This paper analyzed two HDPE geomembrane samples exposed to different sanitation
environments. The interaction and the aging of the studied samples may be different, not only in
relation to the different fluids but also in relation to the different geomembranes’ thicknesses and to the
different exposed periods of time. The samples presented some similarities and some differences in
their behaviors. The thermogravimetric analyses showed significant changes in the LCH sample’s
thermal decomposition. The organic material absorption by the geomembrane probably changed the
material’s behavior, causing interaction reactions between the polymer and the leachate. In the LTE
sample analysis, no changes were observed in the geomembrane thermal behavior.

In the kinetic evaluation, for the analysis of the LTE sample, with a synthetic air purge gas, it can
be observed that the activation energy has a lower value than the analysis carried out in carbon dioxide.
For the LTE sample reaction in carbonic gas, it can be observed that the initial value of its activation
energy is close to the synthetic air analysis. However, there is a gradual increase in the activation
energy. This gradual increase indicates which decomposition occurs due to the increase in temperature,
considering that carbonic gas is inert. The LCH sample presented an altered decomposition behavior,
that is, the heating rates did not show homogeneous displacement among them, as seen in the
other analyses.

For the DSC analyses, the behavior seen in the LTE sample was not observed in the LCH sample.
It indicates that probably there was an effect of leachate in the sample, causing a change in the heat
flow. For the LCH sample, after the melting and the first crystallization, a slight change in the baseline
is seen in the second cooling and the third cooling, both in agreement with what is seen in the third
cooling of the LTE sample. It is important to note that during the heating of this sample, there was no
change in the material’s baseline. Thus, it can be reaffirmed that the effect caused on the DSC curve
for the LCH sample is attributed to the presence of leachate molecules, which altered the material’s
behavior after the melting process.

The DMA analyses showed different behaviors between the samples. The behavior of the LTE
sample storage module shows that this sample has a higher value than for the LCH sample, which means
that the LCH sample is less brittle, that is, more elastic. These results follow the physical results,
because the LTE sample presented low stress cracking resistance and low tensile elongation at break.
By analyzing the loss module, can be observed that the LTE sample, when dissipating the energy stored
in this interval, shows that its elasticity decreases again, while the LCH sample has a constant behavior,
showing variations in different temperature ranges. Both samples presented the similar behavior in the
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tan-δ analysis, but the temperature at which is the value of the lowest potential energy was different
for the samples. All polymeric materials, with rare exceptions, are elastic. The molecular interaction
will determine the elasticity of the material, that is, the greater the molecular disorganization, the more
amorphous the material will be.

For future studies, we recommended obtaining and characterizing the virgin sample and
monitoring the exposed samples during the exposition at predetermined times. Besides, to characterize
the fluids in contact with the geomembranes and to monitor their properties along the exposed time
is recommended.
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Abstract: Using geotextile tubes as dewatering technology may significantly contribute to sustainable
treatment of sludge generated in different industries, such as the water industry. This is an economical
alternative for dewatering sludge from a Water Treatment Plant (WTP), which prevents sludge from
being directly deposited in water bodies and makes it possible to then transfer the sludge to landfills.
This paper presents a laboratory study and a statistical analysis, carried out to evaluate the geotextile
tube dewatering of sludge from a WTP, discussing the relation between the independent variables
(initial Total Solids (TS) of the sludge and polymer dosing) and dependent variables (performance
indices used in the literature) evaluated using semi-performance tests. Sludge from a WTP and
three different types of geotextiles bags were used. Changes in the geotextiles’ characteristics
after dewatering were also evaluated, quantitatively using permittivity tests and qualitatively by
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). The results indicated turbidity of effluent that met the Brazilian
regulations for the discharge of effluents into Class 2 water bodies, as well as higher percent-solids
than those obtained with mechanical dewatering technologies. This study underscores the importance
of semi-performance tests to understand dewatering in geotextile tubes.

Keywords: geosynthetics; geotextile tubes; sludge; dewatering; total solids; polymer dosing;
response surface

1. Introduction

Surface water sources have been increasingly mistreated by releasing debris, which is a result of
population growth, industrial activities, and the disorderly occupation of protected areas [1]. Due to
the low-quality conditions of water bodies, increasing quantities of chemical products need to be used
to treat the water, thus increasing the generation of sludge. A Water Treatment Plant (WTP) sludge is a
high-water content material, with a granulometric distribution of fine sediments. It originates mainly
in decanters and filter washing, and its characteristics depend on different factors, such as the type and
quality of crude water, chemical products used in treatment systems, and the operational conditions of
the WTP [1–3].

Most Brazilian WTPs dispose of their sludge into watercourses, contradicting current legislation
and causing environmental impacts [4], although Brazilian legislation (Law 9.605/98 and Law 12.305/10)
establishes that the release of effluents into water bodies, when not approved by environmental
agencies, is considered an environmental crime [5,6].

As environmental awareness is raised and more stringent regulations related to the treatment of
WTP sludge emerge, technologies that aim to dewater sludge to facilitate its treatment and disposal
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become increasingly more important. Approximately two decades ago, sludge dewatering was carried
out almost exclusively with conventional technologies such as settling ponds, mechanical presses,
and centrifuges [7]. Despite the various alternatives and technologies available on the market, the main
obstacles to WTP sludge dewatering are the high cost and operational complexity [3]. In this context,
geotextile tube technology emerged. It was used for the first time in the 1990s by Fowler et al. [8] for
dewatering sludge from a sewage treatment plant. It led to the initial understanding of how geotextile
tubes can be used in dewatering applications [9]. Thus, showing the importance and relevance of the
environment segment [10].

Geotextile tubes foster the natural physical separation between the solid and liquid fraction of the
sludge, in addition to possibly containing contaminants present in the sludge [9], showing, in some
cases, a better performance compared to conventional dewatering technologies. The solid fraction
can be transferred directly to sanitary landfills and the liquid fraction (effluent) can be returned to
the interior of the system, or sent directly to water bodies, as long as it complies with environmental
regulations, which, if not met, will require a secondary treatment [11].

Chemical conditioning of the sludge and the filter cake formation is a fundamental aspect to
be considered in geotextile tubes dewatering. Adding polymers, particularly polyacrylamide-based
ones, to the sludge has become an essential component for the dewatering process in geotextile tubes,
where the polymers act as flocculants, improving dewatering characteristics, increased dewatering
rate, particle retention, and reducing the risk of clogging [9,12–19].

Another important aspect is the filter cake, which is a type of clogging inherent to the dewatering
process, which occurs due to the suffusion of the fine particles of sludge, which form a layer on
the inner surface of the tube. This layer is usually formed after the first filling cycle of the system,
and substantially reduces the drainage capacity of the geotextile, governing the filtration [20–28].
Weggel and Ward [29] developed a numerical model of the formation of the filter cake in the geotextile
tube during the dewatering process where the size distribution of the particles in various layers within
the filter cake can be determined from the model. The model was verified by Weggel and Dortch [30]
through tests with two low permittivity woven geotextiles and three types of sediments, where they
compared the flow rate through the experiments with the rate predicted by the theory, obtaining
satisfactory results in the prediction of the filter cake accumulation on geotextiles.

In order to improve the dewatering performance in geotextile tubes, several works have already
been developed, using different treatments, test methodologies, residues or sludge, and polymers.
Bourgès-Gastaud et al. [26] evaluated the dewatering of residues with different clay content using
nonwoven geotextiles, showing the feasibility of using this type of geotextile in dewatering residues
with fine granulometric characteristics. They also observed that the samples of residues with less
than 25% of silt in the composition obtained less dewatering efficiency than the others, indicating that
the sludge composition, and not the geotextile characteristics, determines the system’s dewatering
efficiency, confirming the statement by Christopher and Fischer [31].

Compared with other natural technologies of dewatering, geotextile tubes show a lower
dependence on meteorological conditions, as there is a lower input of rainwater through the
geotextile [28]. These systems can be manufactured in different sizes, are simple to transport
and use, and are significantly more economical [9]. Geotextile tubes in the national and international
panorama present great potential for application, making them an efficient and viable solution from a
technical and economical point of view.

The filtration criteria of geotextiles have limited applicability in geotextile tubes, due to the fact
that the properties of the sludge are the dominant control factors in the filtration process [21,25].
However, knowledge of its filtration, operation, and improvement of design procedures is essential.
The success of this application, and the duration of the dewatering and consolidation, depends on the
filtration compatibility between the sludge and the geotextiles used to make the tubes [21,32]. Therefore,
making preliminary performance tests is fundamental to assess the design conditions before installing
the technology. Researchers and professionals have used several test methods alike as a means of
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evaluating the dewatering performance. These procedures comprise laboratory or field tests [33].
These methods include bench-scale tests (not standardized) such as the cone test (e.g., [28]), Falling Head
Test (e.g., [34,35]), Pressure Filtration Test (e.g., [14,22,25,36,37]), and the Pressurized 2-Dimensional
Dewatering Test (e.g., [33,38]). Moreover, midscale tests or semi-performance tests such as the Hanging
Bag Test (HBT) formalized as a standard by the Geosynthetics Research Institute—GT14 [39] and
the Geotextile Tube Dewatering Test (GDT) formalized as a standard by the Geosynthetics Research
Institute—GT15 and the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) D7880 [40,41]. Finally,
full performance tests have limited use due to their complexity [9,25].

In studies carried out to compare the two methods of semi-performance tests, Koerner and
Koerner [15] concluded that the GDT has more advantages compared to the HBT as it is user friendly
and it evaluates more parameters such as the filling pressure. Therefore, carrying out this type of
semi-performance test together with bench-scale tests is recommended when a full-scale test cannot
be done.

The present study aims to contribute to the discussion and knowledge on geotextile tube technology
used in WTP sludge dewatering. The implementation of this dewatering technology in the WTP could
reduce the environmental impacts related to the disposal of WTP discharge. In addition, the present
study seeks to evaluate the viability of using nonwoven geotextiles, a material with better filtration
characteristics than the commonly used materials (woven geotextiles) that can be produced at a
lower cost [42] and its use can economically benefit the installation of the systems. For this purpose,
tests were carried out concurrently under the same conditions on two nonwoven geotextiles and a
woven geotextile commonly used for this application, in order to have a performance reference. Thus,
the study presents an evaluation of the dewatering of WTP sludge through GDT (semi-performance
test) using sludge from a Brazilian WTP and bags made from geotextiles commercially used for
dewatering application. Besides, a series of permittivity tests and SEM were carried out to analyze
the geotextile characteristic changes due to sludge dewatering. Moreover, response surfaces graphs
that establish the relationship between the dependent and independent variables that influence the
dewatering performance are presented.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Sludge From WTP

The sludge used in the research was from a conventional WTP located in Nova Odessa, state of
São Paulo, Brazil. This WTP treats an average of 15.5 million liters of water per day and uses poly
aluminum chloride in the coagulation process. In order to carry out the tests, a single sludge sample
was collected at the outlet of the decanter while washing one of the four decanters (Figure 1a,b) in a
1000-L reservoir (Figure 1c). The determination of total, fixed, and volatile solids was carried out in the
WTP laboratory, according to test procedures of the Standard Methods for Examination of Water and
Wastewater [43]. The results obtained in the tests of the solids contents are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Total, fixed, and volatile solids of the sludge.

Parameter %

Total Solids (TS) 3.80
Fixed Solids (FS) 41.20

Volatile Solids (VS) 58.80
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Figure 1. Sludge from a Water Treatment Plant (WTP): (a) WTP decanters. (b) Washing the decanter.
(c) Sludge sample collected.

The specific gravity of the grains test and granulometric analysis was carried out in the Soil
Mechanics Laboratory at the University of São Paulo (USP) in São Carlos, state of São Paulo, Brazil.
These tests were carried out according to the procedures of NBR 7181 and NBR 6458 [44,45], where the
weight of the samples had to be adapted. The sample sludge presented specific gravity of the grains of
2.4 g/cm3. Figure 2 shows the granulometric distribution of the sludge. The granulometric curve of the
sludge shows that the grain size distribution comprises 0.5% sand, 16.5% silt, and 83.0% clay.
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Figure 2. Particle size distribution curve of the WTP sludge.

2.2. Geotextiles

Three types of geotextiles were chosen that are commercially available in Brazil for dewatering
applications. They consisted of two nonwoven (NW1 and NW2) and one woven geotextile (W1).
The properties of the geotextiles are presented in Table 2. All the geotextile tests were carried out in the
Geosynthetic Laboratory at the University of São Paulo (USP) in São Carlos, state of São Paulo, Brazil.

Table 2. Geotextile properties.

Properties Test Method NW1 NW2 W1

Structure, polymer type 1 - NW, PET NW, PET W, PP

Mass per unit area (g/m2)
ABNT NBR ISO

9864 [46] 612 895 414

Thickness (mm) ABNT NBR ISO
9863-1 [47] 3.96 4.87 2.81

Apparent opening size (μm) ABNT NBR ISO
12956 [48] 52 44 200

Permittivity (s−1) ASTM D4491 [49] 1.36 0.80 0.84

Tensile strength per unit
width MD × CD 2 (kN/m)

ABNT NBR ISO
10319 [50] 35 × 28 53 × 40 109 × 106

1 NW, nonwoven; W, woven; PET, polyester; PP, polyester. 2 MD, machine direction; CD, cross direction.

2.3. Polymer Floculant

The polymer was selected using jar test and cone tests. These tests were carried out in the WTP
laboratory, aiming to identify the optimum polymer (flocculant) and dosage to increase the dewatering
rate and minimize the effluent turbidity in the geotextile tubes. Ten polyacrylamide-derived polymers
(anionic, cationic, and nonionic) were tested and the polymer that presented the best performance was
the cationic polymer C8396. In recent years, many Brazilian studies have been carried out using the
polymer C8396 (e.g., [28,51]).

2.4. Performance Index

The most common indexes for evaluating the dewatering performance are the Filtration
Efficiency—FE (retention index) and Dewatering Efficiency—DE (dewatering index) [25]. Moo-Young
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and Tucker [36] expressed FE as the relation between the Total Solids (TS) of the sludge filtrate (effluent)
and the TS of the sludge:

FE =
TSinitial − TS f inal

TSinitial
× 100 (%) (1)

where TSinitial is the initial TS of the sludge (mg/L) and TS f inal is the final TS of filtrate (mg/L).
However, determining the final TS concentration in the effluent is difficult if it has a low solids
content. The retention performance can also be expressed in terms of effluent turbidity, as turbidity is a
parameter that indicates the amount of TS present in the effluent, which consequently passed through
the geotextile. On the other hand, the dewatering index DE measures how effectively fluid is drained
from the sludge and is defined as:

DE =
PS f inal − PSinitial

PSinitial
× 100 (%) (2)

where PSinitial is the initial percent solids of the sludge and PS f inal is the final percent solids of the sludge
retained inside the tube. Equation (2) shows that DE has an inverse correlation with the initial percent
solids content, indicating that DE can exceed 100%, hampering the interpretation. Bhatia et al. [25],
recommend adopting of the index Percent Dewatered (PD) that can be easier to interpret because its
maximum value its 100%, regardless of initial sludge concentration, and is defined as:

PD =
Winitial −W f inal

Winitial
× 100 (%) (3)

where Winitial is the initial water content of the sludge, and W f inal is the final water content of the
sludge retained inside the tube. The retention index and dewatering index adopted in this paper were
turbidity and PD, respectively.

2.5. Statistical Analysis

The optimization of the GDT was carried out using the response surface methodology.
Experimental planning called the Faced Centred Design (FCD) was carried out aiming to evaluate
the dewatering according to Rodrigues and Iemma [52], in the function of the variable’s initial TS of
the sludge and the polymer dosing. The FCD was carried out with one genuine repetition and three
central points. Table 3 shows the levels of variables used in the experimental design.

Table 3. Levels of variables used in the experimental design.

Variable Code
Level

−1 0 1

Initial TS of the sludge (g/L) x1 0.25 10.13 20.00

Polymer dosing (mgPol/gTS) x2 0.80 1.70 2.60

For the initial TS variable (x1), the levels assessed by Queiroz and Guimarães [37,53] were adopted,
where the maximum (20.00 g/L), medium (10.13 g/L), and minimum (0.25 g/L) were established as
characteristic values for the discharge from the decanters, the equalization tank (filter washing water
and the decanter discharge) and the filter washing water, respectively. The levels for polymer dosing
(x2) were defined based on the literature and the jar test and cone test carried out.

The statistical analysis was carried out with a 90% confidence level and all data generated in the
experimental designs were treated in the Protimiza Experimental Design software, obtaining the significance
level of each researched variable (p-value). p-values equal to or greater than 0.10 (significance level)
indicate that there was no statistical effect on the analyzed dependent variables. Mathematical models
were obtained only with the results that showed statistical significance. Each mathematical model was
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subjected to analysis of variance (ANOVA) that incorporated the nonsignificant parameters into the
residuals for the calculation. The adequacy of the predicted values with the experimental values was
verified, and later the response surface graphs were generated for each dependent variable evaluated.

Statistical analysis using the Student’s t-distribution was carried out to validate the geotextile
permittivity values after dewatering in all the test scenarios, with a confidence level of 98%.

2.6. Test Programme and Procedures

Table 4 shows the test program (scenarios), result of the experimental design with the coded
values and the real values (between parentheses) of the studied variables. Moreover, 11 tests were
carried out on each type of geotextile studied (totalized 33 GDT), whereby three of the tests were
repeated at the central point (Tests No. 9, 10, and 11). A name was signed for each test number in
order to facilitate the identification of the scenarios.

Table 4. Test program (scenarios).

Test Independent Variables

No. Name Initial TS (g/L) Polymer Dosing (mgPol/gTS)

1 −1A −1 (0.25) −1 (0.8)
2 1A 1 (20.00) −1 (0.8)
3 −1C −1 (0.25) 1 (2.6)
4 1C 1 (20.00) 1 (2.6)
5 −1B −1 (0.25) 0 (1.7)
6 1B 1 (20.00) 0 (1.7)
7 0A 0 (10.13) −1 (0.8)
8 0C 0 (10.13) 1 (2.6)
9 0B1 0 (10.13) 0 (1.7)
10 0B2 0 (10.13) 0 (1.7)
11 0B3 0 (10.13) 0 (1.7)

All the GDT were carried out in the WTP installations. The sample sludge collected with TS of
38 g/L was diluted in water from the same decanter until reaching the TS established in the experimental
design for each scenario. The test methodology (apparatus) was adapted from ASTM D7880 [41] with
0.5 × 0.5 m bags (Figure 3).

The bags were filled with a 50 mm diameter tube, and the filling pressure resulted from the
hydrostatic pressure due to the elevation of the reservoir above the geotextile bag specified in the
ASTM D7880 [41] standard (1.10 m). The tube was connected to a system consisting of an elevated
reservoir with a capacity of 100 L and a butterfly valve, which allowed us to control the volume of
sludge inserted into each bag. The volume of sludge inserted was equal in all the tests (30 L), and the
butterfly valve remained closed until the total volume of sludge required for each test was inserted
in the reservoir. In order to allow the effluent to flow, the bags were supported on a metallic mesh,
which was fixed to an easel made of PVC tubes. An impermeable layer was placed under the metallic
mesh that led the effluent to the reservoirs placed at the bottom of the test configuration.

The solutions with the polymer dosing corresponding to each scenario were prepared in the WTP
laboratory. The polymer was added directly to the elevated reservoir. The sludge and the polymer
solution were homogenized with a metallic rod fixed to a drilling machine (for 1 min) keeping the
solids in suspension. Subsequently, the test was started by opening the butterfly valve. The bottom
reservoirs were changed at each time interval established in the procedure (5 min, 25 min, 1 h, 2 h,
and 24 h), to collect and measure the effluent.

Dewatering was observed for one week. In the first 24 h, the volume and turbidity of the effluent
were monitored, and samples of the sludge cake were collected within 24 to 168 h to calculate the
evolution of the percent-solids.
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Figure 3. Geotextile tube dewatering test scheme.

In order to observe the changes (degradation) in the geotextiles after dewatering in the different
scenarios analyzed, samples were collected from the bottom face of each bag to measure the permittivity
property and for the SEM analyses. From each bag, five specimens were collected for permittivity tests
according to the ASTM D4491 [49] standard. The exhumation was performed one month after each test,
during which the bags remained closed. The SEM photomicrographs were obtained from the Chemical
and Instrumental Analysis Center at the São Carlos Institute of Chemistry (CAQI/IQSC/USP) using
ZEISS LEO 440 equipment (Cambridge, England) with an OXFORD detector (model 7060), operating
with electron beam 15 kV, 2.82 A current, and 200pA I probe. The samples were covered with 6nm gold
in a Coating System metallizer BAL-TEC MED 020 (BAL-TEC, Liechtenstein) and kept in a desiccator
until the moment of analysis. The samples were covered with 6nm gold, in a Coating System metallizer
BAL-TEC MED 020 (BAL-TEC, Liechtenstein) and kept in a desiccator until being analyzed.

3. Results and Discussion

In this section, the results of the dependent variables evaluated are presented and discussed:
performance indices adopted in this work (effluent turbidity and PD), the dewatering rate, and the
percent-solids observed at the end of the monitoring (Sections 3.1–3.3). The permittivity test and SEM
analyses after dewatering are also shown (Sections 3.4 and 3.5).

3.1. Effluent Turbidity

The results of turbidity obtained for each type of geotextile are analyzed in two steps, the initial
step equal to 5 min after the start of the GDT and the second step 25 min after. The results of turbidity
were presented in the initial periods evaluated of 5 and 25 min in Nephelometric Turbidity Unit (NTU),
because data on the turbidity were missing in some scenarios in the periods of 1 h, 2 h, and 24 h due
to the fact that the percolated volume was not sufficient to measure the turbidity. Considering that
the bags were filled in a single cycle, a tendency to decrease turbidity was observed in the scenarios
where it was possible to monitor the turbidity evolution during the 24 h. The second-order polynomial
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equations associated to the effluent turbidity results in each step for experimental design (geotextile
type) are:

Turbidity at 5 min in NW1 (NTU) = 31.31 − 34.01 x2 + 80.45 x2
2 − 44.20 x1 x2 (4)

Turbidity at 5 min in NW2 (NTU) = 24.55 + 14.31 x1 + 33.73 x2
2 + 16.01 x1 x2 (5)

Turbidity at 5 min in W1 (NTU) = 114.49 + 63.88 x1 − 130.23 x2 + 144.84 x2
2 − 161.76 x1 x2 (6)

Turbidity at 25 min in NW1 (NTU) = 7.22 + 15.27 x1 + 13.62 x1
2 + 7.80 x1 x2 (7)

Turbidity at 25 min in NW2 (NTU) = 9.75 + 19.81 x1 + 17.58 x1
2 + 8.63 x1 x2 (8)

Turbidity at 25 min in W1 (NTU) = 25.48 + 23.31 x1 − 12.36 x2 − 15.82 x1 x2 (9)

The mathematical models of the turbidity evaluated in the two times, showed that the two variables
analyzed x1 (initial ST) and x2 (polymer dosing) presented statistical significance. The mathematical
models were subjected to ANOVA and later the response surface graphs were generated. Figures 4–6
show the response surfaces of turbidity in the GDT carried out with a bag made in NW1, NW2,
and W1, respectively. The determination coefficients obtained for each response (Figures 4–6) show
that the regression models fit the experimental data, considering the inherent variability of the sludge.
The values of determination coefficients (R2) were between 0.79 (Figure 5a) and 0.98 (Figure 6a).

Figure 4. Turbidity response surfaces in NW1: (a) at 5 min. (b) At 25 min.
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Figure 5. Turbidity response surfaces in NW2: (a) at 5 min. (b) At 25 min.

Figure 6. Turbidity response surfaces in W1: (a) at 5 min. (b) At 25 min.
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After 25 minutes of testing (Figure 4b, Figure 5b, and Figure 6b) it was observed that in the three
types of geotextiles evaluated there was a reduction in turbidity values, indicating that the filter cake
was formed between the first 5 and 25 min of testing. Figures 4b and 5b show that after 25 min the
influence of the polymer dosing on the turbidity was weak for NW1 and NW2 (nonwoven geotextiles).
Turbidity, in addition to being considered a retention index, is a parameter that indicates water quality.
Analyzing turbidity as a quality parameter, turbidity values below 100 NTU were observed in all
the experimental designs, indicating that after 25 min of test time, the effluent from the bags can be
released into Class 2 water bodies, complying with Brazilian legislation [54,55]. It should be mentioned
that turbidity is only one of the different parameters that evaluates the quality of the effluent and
other physical–chemical parameters of the effluent established in the Resolution No. 430 [55] must
be verified.

Regions that indicate a tendency to remove turbidity in the tests performed with NW1 and
NW2 were observed (Figures 4b and 5b). In the NW1 (Figure 4b), this region is delimited by the
initial TS concentration below 5.75 g/L and polymer dosing above 2.33 mgPol/gTS. On the other hand,
the turbidity removal effect in the NW2 (Figure 5b) was observed for sludge with initial TS also below
5.75 g/L and polymer dosing above 2.46 mgPol/gTS.

For Class 2 water bodies, the Brazilian National Environment Council (CONAMA) Resolution
No.357 and No.430 [54,55] establish the effluent characteristics to discharge. However, in Brazil,
there are no specific rules or legislation for the recirculation of effluents in the WTP [37,53]. As a
result, internationally recommended values are used, such as the recommendation for recirculation of
filtered washing water in the United Kingdom, which establishes a maximum value of turbidity of
5 NTU [56]. In compliance with the recommendation and considering the possible recirculation of the
effluent generated in the dewatering of sludge, the response surfaces of the bags manufactured in each
geotextile type were analyzed. In the bags made in NW1 (Figure 4b), the region that presents turbidity
below 5 NTU is delimited by the initial TS concentration below 9.15 g/L and polymer dosing greater
than 1.2 mgPol/gTS. In the bags made in NW2 (Figure 5b), this region is bounded by the initial TS
concentration between 1.7 and 6.95 g/L and polymer dosing greater than 1.55 mgPol/gTS. Finally, in the
bags made in W1 (Figure 6b), the region is delimited by the initial TS concentration below 1.85 g/L and
polymer dosage below 2.50 mgPol/gTS. It is observed that for the three types of geotextile, the region
that presented turbidity below 5 NTU is related to low initial TS concentrations.

3.2. Dewatering Rate

The rate of sludge dewatering in the bags manufactured in different types of geotextiles was
evaluated in the initial and final monitoring stages. The rate of the initial stage was calculated with the
volume of effluent collected during the first 5 minutes of testing, and the final rate calculated with the
accumulated volume of effluent collected during the 24 hours of testing. The mathematical models of
initial dewatering rate in each geotextile type are:

Initial dewatering rate in NW1 (cm3/s) = 57.97 − 20.01 x1 + 17.12 x1
2 + 4.95 x2 (10)

Initial dewatering rate in NW2 (cm3/s) = 56.68 − 24.04 x1 + 13.84 x1
2 + 11.93 x2 (11)

Initial dewatering rate in W1 (cm3/s) = 59.47 − 23.08 x1 + 21.49 x1
2 + 6.44 x2 − 9.11 x2

2 + 8.04 x1 x2 (12)

In all mathematical models (Equations (10)–(12)), the independent variables analyzed (x1 and x2)
were statistically significant. The initial dewatering rate in the nonwoven geotextiles (Equations (10)
and (11)) presented a second-order polynomial equation according to the same terms (x1, x1

2, x2),
and the woven geotextile (Equation (12)) presented an equation according to all possible terms in a
second-order polynomial equation.

The response surfaces for each type of geotextile and the determination coefficients are presented
in Figure 7. It can be concluded that the models adjusted well to the experimental data. In fact,
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the minimum R2 value obtained in the response surfaces of the initial dewatering rate is 88% (Figure 7b),
indicating that 12% of the total variation is not explained by the model.

Figure 7. Initial dewatering rate response surfaces: (a) in NW1. (b) In NW2. (c) In W1.

Analyzing the response surfaces of the initial dewatering rate in the three geotextiles (Figure 7),
it is observed that the dewatering responses in bags manufactured from NW1 geotextile (Figure 7a),
presented higher dewatering rates compared to those observed in the other response surfaces (Figure 7b,c).
The surface response (Figure 7a) shows dewatering rates greater than 50 cm3/s, with the exception of
the sludge with TS concentration greater than 11.90 g/L and polymer dosage between 0.80 mgPol/gTS
and 1.32 mgPol/gTS.

On the other hand, the mathematical models of the final dewatering rate presented the same
equation (Equation (13)) in the different types of geotextile evaluated.

Final dewatering rate (cm3/s) = 0.30 − 0.03 x1 (13)
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The equation indicates that only the linear term of the variable x1 (initial TS) have statistical
significance in the model. The response surfaces of the final dewatering rate of each geotextile and the
values of R2 are presented in the Figure 8. The decrease in the final dewatering rate may be related to
evaporation, due to the fact that this rate is determined in function to the volume of effluent collected.
It is noteworthy that the effluent was stored in the reservoir during the 24 h of testing and exposed to
environmental conditions.

Figure 8. Final dewatering rate response surfaces.

3.3. Percent-Solids and PD

The results of the percent-solids presented, referred to the end of the monitoring (168 h after
testing). To calculate the dewatering index PD using Equation (3), the final water content of the sludge
was the retained in the bag 168 h after testing. The mathematical models of percent-solids and PD are:

Percent-solids in NW1 (%) = 58.66 + 17.83 x1 − 40.82 x1
2 (14)

Percent-solids in NW2 (%) = 41.37 + 13.27 x1 − 28.10 x1
2 (15)

Percent-solids in W1 (%) = 46.11 + 15.06 x1 − 31.04 x1
2 (16)

PD in NW1 (%) = 99.05 + 48.16 x1 − 50.90 x1
2 (17)

PD in NW2 (%) = 98.44 + 47.13 x1 − 51.31 x1
2 (18)

PD in W1 (%) = 98.51 + 47.63 x1 − 50.88 x1
2 (19)

As in the mathematical model of the final dewatering rate, the models of percent-solids and PD
have statistical significance only of the variable initial TS (x1). The equations are presented in the
function of the linear and quadratic terms of the variable x1. Figure 9 shows the response surfaces of
percent-solids and PD generated after the ANOVA.

The values of determination coefficients of percent-solids were between 0.70 and 0.88 (Figure 9a).
It is observed that the maximum percent-solid point for the three types of geotextiles is obtained when
the sludge has an initial TS concentration of 12.1 g/L. The maximum values of final percent-solids for
NW1, NW2, and W1 are 60.59%, 42.9%, and 47.9%, respectively.

The determination coefficients obtained for the PD responses show that the regression model fits
the experimental data correctly. In fact, R2 in PD was 99.90% in the three response surface models. It is
observed that the maximum PD point is obtained at the initial TS concentration of 10.13 g/L (level 0 of
the variable x1) for the three types of geotextiles. It is noteworthy that the PD response surface shown
in Figure 9b shows values greater than 100%, because in the analysis of variance that influences the
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creation of the response surface, the maximum value is not established. However, the maximum values
of the final PD in the experimental design for the geotextiles NW1, NW2, and W1 were 99.05%, 98.44%,
and 98.51%, respectively, as observed in the mathematical models (Equations (17)–(19)) when x1 = 0.

Figure 9. Response surfaces of the geotextiles: (a) Percent-solids. (b) Percent Dewatered (PD).

It is observed that the GDT carried out in bags made in NW1 reached the highest final percent-solids
and PD. The values of percent-solids obtained from tests with bags manufactured in W1 are within
the range of values obtained by Guimarães [53] after 168 h of testing (from 40% to 60%). It should be
stressed that the author followed the evolution of the content of solids inside the bags until reaching
values above 90% (for approximately 40 days). Such results show the efficiency of sludge dewatering
in the three types of geotextiles evaluated when compared with the literature that recommends solids
content inside geotextile tubes above 20% [53], to a subsequent transfer to sanitary landfills.

Analyzing the evolution of percent-solids inside the bags during the test period in the three
geotextiles tested (Figure 10), evaporation influences in the dewatering performance are clear by
observing the increase of the percent-solids. According to Müller and Vidal [57], water loss occurs
most significantly at the beginning of the dewatering process, through drainage, representing a large
initial volume reduction, and subsequently, the evaporation represents the main water exit path of
the geotextile tubes. Unfortunately, the evaporation of dewatering performance could not quantify
in the GDT. It should underscore that the bags remained closed during the monitoring (168 h) and
its feeding sleeve opened quickly only to collect samples of the sludge cake. In addition, the bags
did not filter a significant volume of effluent after 24 h of testing. It was not possible to present the
evolution of the percent-solids of the tests with an initial TS of 0.25 g/L (scenarios −1A, −1B, and
−1C), as there was not enough volume of sludge kept inside the bag to determine the percent-solids.
Figure 10a shows the evolution of the percent-solids for sludge with an initial TS of 10.13 g/L (scenarios
0A, 0B*-the average value of the central points of each experimental design, and 0C) and Figure 10b
the evolution of the percent-solids for sludge with an initial TS of 20 g/L (scenarios 1A, 1B, and 1C).
In general, it is observed that the GDT with initial TS of 10.13 g/L presented a final percent-solids (after
168 hours) higher than the GTD with an initial TS of 20 g/L. Comparing the test scenarios, the scenario
with the highest final percent-solids was 0B* (with polymer dosing of 1,7 mgPol/gTS) in the GDT with
bags elaborated in NW1 (Figure 10a), followed by the GDT in scenario 0A (with polymer dosing of
0.8 mgPol/gTS) where the evolution of the percent-solids in the GDT in the three types of geotextiles
showed similar behavior (Figure 10a).
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Figure 10. Evolution of the percent-solids in the Geotextile Tube Dewatering Test (GDT) scenarios with:
(a) initial TS of 10.13 g/L (0A, 0B* and 0C) and (b) initial TS of 20.00 g/L (1A, 1B and 1C).

3.4. Geotextiles Permittivity

Table 5 shows the average values of permittivity carried out according to the ASTM D4491 [49],
with the confidence interval (in parentheses) in each evaluated scenario where the reference is the
permittivity value of the virgin sample of the geotextiles, and 0B* is the average permittivity value of
the central points of each experimental design (average value of scenarios 0B1, 0B2, and 0B3).

Table 5. Permittivity properties of the geotextiles before and after dewatering of sludge.

Scenario
Permittivity (s−1)

NW1 NW2 W1

Reference 1.36 (±0.25) 0.80 (±0.12) 0.84 (±0.07)
−1A 0.93 (±0.23) 0.60 (±0.07) 0.48 (±0.05)
0A 1.02 (±0.13) 0.52 (±0.08) 0.51 (±0.05)
1A 0.77 (±0.16) 0.55 (±0.13) 0.46 (±0.02)
−1B 0.92 (±0.13) 0.57 (±0.05) 0.44 (±0.02)
0B* 0.87 (±0.19) 0.46 (±0.03) 0.50 (±0.01)
1B 1.02 (±0.09) 0.62 (±0.13) 0.50 (±0.04)
−1C 0.89 (±0.10) 0.40 (±0.07) 0.50 (± 0.04)
0C 0.98 (±0.16) 0.61 (±0.12) 0.56 (±0.02)
1C 0.88 (±0.18) 0.65 (±0.13) 0.46 (±0.03)

Intervals with a 98% confidence level in parentheses; 0B* (average value of triplicate).

Figure 11 shows the average permittivity values of the three types of geotextiles after dewatering
in the nine scenarios (scenarios 0B1, 0B2, and 0B3 = scenario 0B*) resulting from the experimental
design and the permittivity values of the virgin samples (Reference). In each bar (scenario), the sample
variation is illustrated. After dewatering, it was observed that there was a decrease in permittivity
in all scenarios evaluated in all the geotextiles (NW1, NW2, and W1) in relation to the average
permittivity value of the virgin sample (Reference), highlighting that the reduction of this property
over time is considered for the assessment of clogging in geotextiles [58–60]. It was found that the
dewatering of the sludge generated a drastic reduction in the permittivity values, which affects the
permeability, the decrease of which is related to the formation of the filter cake, which according to
Moo-Young et al. [21], after its formation improves the characteristics of the effluent, but reduces the
permeability of the system.
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Figure 11. Geotextiles permittivity—effects of sludge dewatering.

In the general analysis, the percentages of permittivity reduction varied from 19.27%
(scenario 1C—NW2) to 50.04% (scenario −1C—NW2), in which NW2 was the geotextile with the
greatest variation. Comparing the geotextiles in the scenarios with the same initial TS (Table 5 and
Figure 11), it is observed that for the initial ST of 0.25 g/L (level −1) in nonwoven geotextiles (NW1 and
NW2), the permittivity decreased with the increase in the polymer dosing. As for the initial TS of
10.13 g/L (level 0) in the three types of geotextile evaluated (NW1, NW2, and W1), the 0B* scenario with a
dosage of 1.7 mgPol/gTS was the one that showed the greatest decrease in permittivity. In scenarios with
initial TS of 20 g/L (level 1) in the nonwoven geotextiles (NW1 and NW2), scenario 1A with a dosage of
0.8 mgPol/gTS showed the greatest decrease in permittivity in relation to the virgin sample, and in the
woven geotextile (W1) the scenarios 1A and 1C showed the same decrease in permittivity (45.20%).
It was observed that the formation of the filter cake reflects in the decrease of the permeability [21],
in this case in the permittivity that is directly proportional to the permeability.

3.5. SEM

Using SEM photomicrographs to evaluate geotextiles characteristics has been considered in the
scientific literature, particularly for estimating the pore size distribution of nonwoven geotextiles used
for filtration [61]. The SEM analyses were used to evaluate qualitatively the changes in the geotextiles,
and highlight details of the disposition of sludge particles in the geotextiles fibers, complementing the
results obtained in permittivity tests. SEM images are presented of the scenarios where there was a
greater and lesser reduction in the permittivity. Figures 12 and 13 show the nonwoven geotextiles SEM
images that are presented with magnification 500×.

Figures 12a and 13a show the virgin samples of the NW1 and NW2 geotextiles (both of polyester)
where tiny portions of material adhered to the filaments and cracks in the fibers of the geotextiles are
noted, which, according to the supplier, are due to the oil content used in the manufacturing process
to reduce the friction between the polyester fibers during the needling process. This technique is
commonly used in the manufacturing of nonwoven geotextiles. It noted that these characteristics do
not compromise the filtration function of the geotextiles. The SEM analyses showed similar fiber sizes
between the geotextiles, but the spacing is greater between the NW2 geotextile fibers, which represent
its larger filtration opening.

Figure 12b,c show the images of the scenarios with the lowest (scenario 1B) and the largest
(scenario 1A) reduction in permittivity in relation to the virgin sample in the geotextile NW1. In the
scenario 1A (Figure 12c) the presence of larger sludge particles adhered to the geotextile fibers is high
compared with the presented in the scenario 1B (Figure 12b). This particle adhesion can cause blinding,
explaining the reduction of permittivity in the NW1.
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Figure 12. NW1 SEM (magnification: 500×). (a) Virgin sample. (b) Sample with less permittivity
reduction (scenario 1B). (c) Sample with high permittivity reduction (scenario 1A).

Figure 13. NW2 SEM (magnification: 500×). (a) Virgin sample. (b) Sample with less permittivity
reduction (scenario 1C). (c) Sample with high permittivity reduction (scenario −1C).
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The NW2 geotextile is the material with the highest mass per unit area (895 g/m2) used in the
study and the geotextile that presented the scenario with the greatest reduction in permittivity between
the three types of geotextiles evaluated. NW2 underwent a permittivity reduction of 50% in the
1C scenario (Figure 13c), as a result of the partial closure of the pores of the geotextile due to the
amount of sludge particles adhered to the fibers. In the NW2 geotextile as well, it is noted by SEM
analysis that in scenario 1C (Figure 13b) there were smaller particles adhered to the geotextile filaments,
which influenced to a lesser extent the decrease in permittivity.

In the virgin sample of the W1 presented in Figure 13a, there are tiny portions of adhered material
resulting from the manufacturing process. The images of this type of material were obtained with a
magnification of up to 75× (Figure 14), as it was not necessary to have more detail, due to the fact that
the fibers are organized and of larger size when compared to nonwoven geotextiles.

Figure 14. W1 SEM (magnification: 60× and 75×). (a) Virgin sample. (b) Sample with less permittivity
reduction (scenario 0C). (c) Sample with high permittivity reduction (scenario −1B).

When evaluating the image of geotextile W1 in the scenarios with less and greater reduction in
permittivity (Figure 14b,c), it was noted that the images do not provide much information, as only some
sludge particles were deposited at the intersection of the fibers in both scenarios, showing the importance
of carrying out an analysis of the cross section of the geotextile as performed by Mlynarek and Rollin [62],
which in this case was not possible due to the difficulty of obtaining a sample of the unformed cross
section. The importance of the representativeness of the samples is highlighted, which could be
improved with the comparison of samples collected at different points of the same material.

The fact of not observing differences between the scenarios can also be related to the sample
chosen to perform the SEM, considering the sample size is approximately 1 cm2 and considering that
there could be places with greater representativeness, which can be a disadvantage in the time to
evaluate the results obtained.
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4. Conclusions

The present experimental study aims to contribute to the knowledge and the dissemination of the
geotextile tubes technology used in the WTP sludge dewatering. Based on the results, the following
conclusions are presented below:

• The use of the Faced Centered Design of the Response Surface Methodology was presented
as an efficient tool for the experimental planning of the tests, optimizing the results obtained
and facilitating their interpretation. The levels adopted for the analyzed independent variables
(initial sludge TS and polymer dosing) were effective, since these were statistically significant.

• Despite the fact that the independent variable polymer dosing did not have statistical significance
in all the dependent variables analyzed, such as the final dewatering rate, the percent-solids, and
the PD. The result is debatable as several related studies and preliminary cone tests carried out in
this work have shown the importance of the chemical conditioning of the sludge as an accelerator
in the dewatering. It is noteworthy that the results analyzed for percent-solids and PD were the
final results obtained 168 h after the beginning of the test, and the final dewatering rate obtained
24 h after the beginning of the test, which could indicate that the polymer dosing influences the
initial dewatering stage.

• The GDT carried out proved to be adequate for the achievement of the proposed objectives,
showing the importance of carrying out tests to evaluate the dewatering in geotextile tubes.

• After dewatering, there was a decrease in permittivity in the three types of geotextile in all the
evaluated scenarios, thus verifying the formation of the filter cake in the geotextile bags that
was corroborated by the SEM analyses. It was also verified that the formation of the filter cake
contributed to the improvement of the effluent quality.

• In order for the effluent, resulting from sludge dewatering, to be directly deposited in water bodies
or recirculated in the same WTP, it is proposed that the effluent collected at the beginning of the
dewatering (before the formation of the filter cake) should be recirculated inside the geotextile
tube so that it can be filtered again, and therefore improve its quality.

• Analyzing the performance indices, the quality of the effluent, and the final percent-solids, this
latter a fundamental parameter in the routine of treatment of WTP sludge. It is concluded that under
the same test conditions, the dewatering performance was better in the bags fabricated in NW1
(nonwoven geotextile), followed by the bags fabricated in W1 (woven geotextile commonly used),
indicating the feasibility of using nonwoven geotextile tubes for the dewatering of WTP sludge.

• It is recommended to quantify the influence of evaporation on the dewatering of geotextile tubes
in future research, due to this form of water loss is the one that runs the dewatering in the
post-drainage stage. It is also interesting that full performance tests (real scale) are performed to
verify the scale-effect and the influence of the dependent variables evaluated in the present work
(initial TS and polymer dosing) in the dewatering performance.
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Abstract: The recycling and reuse of materials is crucial to reducing the amount of generated waste
and the exploitation of natural resources, contributing to achieving environmental sustainability.
During the incineration process of municipal solid waste, a residue known as incinerator bottom
ash is generated in considerable amounts, being important the development of solutions for its
valorization. In this work, three nonwoven geotextiles were submitted to mechanical damage under
repeated loading tests with incinerator bottom ash and, for comparison purposes, with three natural
aggregates (sand 0/4, gravel 4/8 and tout-venant) and a standard aggregate (corundum). Damage
assessment was carried out by monitoring the changes that occurred in the short-term tensile and
puncture behaviors of the geotextiles. Results showed that the damage induced by incinerator bottom
ash on the short-term mechanical behavior of the geotextiles tended to be lower than the damage
induced by the natural aggregates or by the standard aggregate. Therefore, concerning the mechanical
damage caused on geotextiles, there are good prospects for the use of incinerator bottom ash as a
filling material in contact with those construction materials, thereby promoting its valorization.

Keywords: incinerator bottom ash; geotextiles; mechanical damage; sustainable engineering;
waste valorization

1. Introduction

Environment, economy and society are the three dimensions that make up the universal purpose
known as Sustainable Development. The quality of life of current and upcoming generations depends
on how consistent the measures that are being implemented in terms of environmental policies are.
In the European Union, Directive 2008/98/EC [1] establishes key measures regarding the protection
of the environment and human health. The success of environmental policies cannot be assigned
to a particular person or institution but to several agents that comprise our society, particularly
legislators, researchers, and manufacturers, who should be responsible for involving the population in
the overall process.

Actions should be carried out to avoid unreasonable exploitation of natural resources and
consumption of energy, which are overwhelming the sustainability and health of planet Earth. Circular
economy emerged as a model that aims to extend the lifetime of products, materials and resources,
and to reduce the generation of waste. For that purpose, solutions should be developed to promote the
reuse and recycling of products and materials, which lead to the reduction, for instance, of incineration
and/or landfilling. In addition, efforts should be carried out to understand how residues that are
generated can be introduced into valorization chains, in which they could be labelled as raw materials.

Incinerator bottom ash (IBA) is a residue that results from the incineration of municipal solid
waste. According to Blasenbauer et al. [2], there are 463 municipal solid waste incineration plants
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currently functioning in the European Union, Norway, and Switzerland, leading to the generation of
17.6 megatons of IBA per year. Considering the large amount of IBA that is produced, and in order to
prevent its landfilling, there is a need to develop innovative solutions in which IBA plays the role of a
noble raw material. The academic community has started on this path, since different investigations
have been carried out to find useful roles for IBA, namely: (1) its use in cementitious materials, (2) as
a recycled aggregate, or (3) in geotechnical projects. Due to its chemical composition, IBA has been
the subject of research aiming to develop alternative cementitious materials to ordinary Portland
cement [3–6]. In the domain of concrete, IBA showed potential to be used as a recycled aggregate to
replace natural aggregates [7–9]. Regarding the geotechnics field, IBA was evaluated as a raw material
in road construction, where it was used in asphalt concrete or in cement-bound mixtures [10], and it
was also studied as an aggregate in road pavements [11–13]. In the latter example, IBA may have
contact with geosynthetics. Despite the encouraging findings of the previous works, the environmental
behavior of IBA must be deeply studied in order to understand its suitability for being introduced into
innovative solutions. Indeed, it is crucial to ensure that IBA does not contain hazardous substances
that can be released into soil or water.

Geosynthetics are construction materials that can perform many different functions,
e.g., reinforcement, protection, separation, drainage, filtration, erosion control or fluid barrier. This high
versatility, associated with their high efficiency, low cost and ease of installation, provides the
possibility of using these materials in a wide range of engineering projects such as embankments,
roadways, railways, landfill sites or coastal protection structures. Within the framework of geotechnical
engineering structures, in which IBA may be used as a filling material (for example, in roadways or
railways), geotextiles (one of the main types of geosynthetics) can be suitable construction materials to
perform the functions of protection, filtration or separation.

Installation on site may cause damage to geosynthetics, resulting in undesirable changes to their
mechanical and/or hydraulic properties. The damage that occurs during the installation process
(for example, cuts in components, tears, formation of holes or abrasion) is essentially caused by
handling the geosynthetics and by the placement and compaction of filling materials over them.
In some cases, the stresses induced during the installation process can be higher than those considered
in the design for service conditions [14].

Mechanical damage is often associated with the installation process of geosynthetics. In order to
induce mechanical damage to geosynthetics, the European Committee for Standardization developed
a standard method (EN ISO 10722 [15]). This method has been used by some authors to evaluate the
damage that occurs during the installation of geosynthetics [16,17], while others tried to correlate it
with field installation conditions [18,19]. The evaluation of installation damage can also be carried
out by field tests, which provide more reliable data about the behavior of geosynthetics. However,
these tests are more expensive and time-consuming and require the use of heavy equipment and
skilled workers, making them unsuitable for routine analysis. Damage assessment is usually carried
out by monitoring changes in the mechanical behavior of geosynthetics [20–22]. Some authors have
also monitored changes in their hydraulic behavior [23–25].

Filling materials (which can come into contact with geosynthetics in many applications) are often
natural and may, in some cases, be replaced by recycled aggregates. When considering the use of
recycled aggregates in applications where they will be in contact with geosynthetics, it is expected
that the recycled aggregates do not cause higher mechanical damage to these construction materials,
compared with the natural aggregates commonly used. Existing studies about the use of recycled
aggregates in contact with geosynthetics are relatively few. Vieira and Pereira [26] and Vieira et al. [27]
developed investigations in which the interface properties between recycled aggregates resulting from
construction and demolition waste and geosynthetics were studied. The mechanical damage induced
to geosynthetics by recycled aggregates resulting from the previously mentioned waste stream was
also addressed, namely by Vieira and Pereira [28] and Carlos et al. [29], whose findings offered positive
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perspectives when it came to exploiting the use of recycled aggregates in applications involving contact
with geosynthetics.

Similar to other recycled aggregates, one relevant aspect that has to be evaluated when considering
the possibility of using IBA as a filling material in contact with geosynthetics is the degree of mechanical
damage induced by IBA to those construction materials. If the outcomes are positive, a door is opened
to using IBA in this particular application, which would contribute to promoting more environmentally
friendly practices towards a circular economy in the domain of geotechnical engineering.

In this work, three nonwoven geotextiles were submitted to laboratory mechanical damage under
repeated loading tests with IBA and also, for comparison purposes, three natural aggregates (sand 0/4,
gravel 4/8 and tout-venant) and a standard aggregate (corundum). The changes that occurred in the
short-term tensile and puncture behaviors of the geotextiles were monitored. The main goals of the
work included: (1) evaluation of the effect of IBA on geotextiles, (2) comparison between the damage
induced by IBA and by the natural and standard aggregates, and (3) evaluation of whether IBA can be
a viable alternative as a filling material in replacement of natural aggregates (in terms of mechanical
damage induced on the geotextiles).

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Geotextiles

The experimental campaign conducted in this work included the use of three nonwoven
polypropylene geotextiles, which were designated by GT100, GT300 and GT450 (the number following
the abbreviation ‘GT’ (geotextile) corresponds to the mass per unit area of the geotextile, as defined
by its manufacturer). Depending on the requirements defined by the designers, GT100, GT300 and
GT450 may be adequate to perform functions like separation or filtration. GT300 and GT450 may also
be suitable to accomplish the function of protection. The physical properties (mass per unit area and
thickness) of the geotextiles can be found in Table 1.

Table 1. Physical properties of the geotextiles.

Geotextile Mass per Unit Area 1 (g.m−2) Thickness 2 (mm)

GT100 117 (± 6) 0.96 (± 0.06)
GT300 322 (± 15) 3.83 (± 0.11)
GT450 457 (± 14) 4.54 (± 0.17)

1 Determined according to EN ISO 9864 [30]. 2 Determined according to EN ISO 9863-1 [31]. (95% confidence
intervals in brackets).

2.2. Mechanical Damage Under Repeated Loading Tests

2.2.1. Equipment and Test Method

The mechanical damage (MD) under repeated loading tests (hereinafter designated by MD tests)
were performed according to the procedures described in EN ISO 10722 [15] (with an exception for the
use of different aggregates other than corundum).

The equipment used in the MD tests was a laboratory prototype developed at the Faculty of
Engineering of the University of Porto in accordance with the specifications of EN ISO 10722 [15].
The equipment included a test-container (a rigid metal box where the geotextiles and aggregates
were placed), a loading plate (with dimensions of 200 mm × 100 mm) and a compression machine.
The test-container, having a square base with a side of 300 mm, was divided into two parts: a lower
box and an upper box, each with a height of 87.5 mm. A schematic representation of the equipment is
illustrated in Figure 1. In this outline, the upper box is represented in a distinct plane to provide a
better understanding of the elements of the equipment.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of equipment used for the MD tests: (1) loading plate, (2) upper
box, (3) lower box, (4) test-specimen, (5) aggregate.

The MD tests comprised of several steps. First, a sublayer of aggregate (five different aggregates
were used) with a height of 37.5 mm was placed in the lower box and submitted to compaction.
Then, the remaining half of the box was filled with another sublayer of aggregate (with a height of
37.5 mm), followed again by compaction. Each compaction process consisted of placing a flat plate
over the sublayers of aggregate and applying a pressure of (200 ± 2) kPa for 60 s (pressure was applied
over the whole area of the box).

The next step was the placement of a test-specimen (with a width and length of 250 and 500 mm,
respectively) over the compacted layer of aggregate, followed by the installation of the upper box.
A single layer of loose aggregate with a height of 75 mm was afterwards introduced into the upper box
(it is important to stress that this layer was not submitted to a compaction process). Damaging actions
were induced in the test-specimen by applying a vertical dynamic loading between (5.0 ± 0.5) kPa and
(500 ± 10) kPa at a frequency of 1 Hz for 200 cycles. At the end of the MD test, the test-specimen was
carefully removed, avoiding additional damage.

A total of 50 test-specimens of each geotextile were submitted to MD tests, in accordance with the
following plan: 10 test-specimens for each aggregate, of which 5 were further characterized by tensile
tests and 5 by static puncture tests.

2.2.2. Aggregates

The aggregates used in the MD tests included IBA and, for comparison purposes, corundum
(a synthetic aggregate of aluminum oxide used in the procedure described in EN ISO 10722 [15]) and
three natural aggregates: sand 0/4 (river sand), gravel 4/8 and tout-venant (well graded untreated
mixed aggregate) (Figure 2). IBA was supplied by a Portuguese incineration plant (Lipor II-Maia) and
resulted from the incineration of municipal solid waste. This recycled aggregate was used as provided
by the supplier, without further treatment other than drying. Both IBA and the other aggregates were
dried to constant mass in a ventilated oven at 110 ◦C.
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Figure 2. Aggregates used in the MD tests: (a) IBA, (b) sand 0/4, (c) gravel 4/8, (d) tout-venant,
(e) corundum.

The particle size distribution of the aggregates was determined by sieving (tests carried out
according to EN 933-1 [32]) and can be found in Figure 3. The main parameters for the characterization
of the particle size distributions (D10–effective 10% particle size, DX–particle size corresponding to X%
passing, and DMax–maximum particle size) are summarized in Table 2.

Figure 3. Particle size distribution of the aggregates.
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Table 2. Characterization of the particle size distribution of the aggregates.

Aggregate %<0.063 mm D10 (mm) D30 (mm) D50 (mm) D60 (mm) DMax (mm)

IBA 4.7 0.19 1.33 3.83 5.48 14.0
Sand 0/4 0.2 0.20 0.52 0.86 1.07 4.0

Gravel 4/8 0.4 2.92 4.37 5.79 5.97 8.0
Tout-venant 8.0 0.08 1.04 3.67 6.07 31.5
Corundum 0.1 5.77 7.05 7.91 8.36 10.0

2.3. Evaluation of the Damage Suffered by the Geotextiles

The damage suffered by the geotextiles (in the MD tests) was evaluated qualitatively by
visual inspection and quantitatively by monitoring the changes that occurred in their tensile and
puncture properties.

Tensile tests were performed in the machine direction of production of the geotextiles according to
EN ISO 10319 [33], under displacement control at a constant rate of 20 mm.min−1 (the test-specimens
had a length of 100 mm (between grips) and a width of 200 mm). Elongation was determined by
expressing the relative displacement of the grips as percentage of the original length (100 mm).

Static puncture tests, which were conducted under displacement control at a constant rate of
50 mm.min−1, followed the guidelines of EN ISO 12236 [34]. In these tests, a stainless steel plunger
(a cylinder with a diameter of 50 mm and a leading edge with a radius of 2.5 mm) was pushed-through
the test-specimens, which had a diameter of 150 mm between the clamping rings.

Tensile and static puncture tests were performed using a Lloyd Instruments LR10K Plus testing
machine (Bognor Regis, UK) fitted with a load cell of 10 kN. The mechanical parameters resulting
from the tensile tests included tensile strength (T, in kN.m−1) and elongation at maximum load (EML,
in %), while puncture strength (FP, in kN) and push-trough displacement (displacement at maximum
force) (hP, in mm) were the parameters obtained from the static puncture tests. The results for the
tensile and puncture properties of the geotextiles, which correspond to the mean values of 5 specimens,
are presented with 95% confidence intervals determined according to Montgomery and Runger [35].

The changes that occurred in T and FP are also presented in terms of residual strengths. The residual
tensile strength (TResidual, in %) was obtained by dividing the T of the damaged samples by the respective
strength of the reference samples (undamaged). Residual puncture strength (FP Residual, in %) was
determined as TResidual, taking into account the FP of damaged and undamaged samples.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Geotextile GT100

The MD tests affected GT100 distinctively, depending on the aggregate. Tests with sand 0/4,
tout-venant and IBA induced practically no visible damage to the nonwoven structure, only some minor
abrasion on the contact surfaces between the geotextile and the aggregates. On the other hand, gravel
4/8 and corundum provoked visible damage in GT100 like some small cuts, punctures and abrasion
(the damage caused by corundum appeared to have been slightly higher than that induced by gravel
4/8). In all cases, it was possible to find some fine particles (constituent particles of the aggregates
or particles resulting from their fragmentation during the MD tests) imprisoned in the nonwoven
structure. The mechanical properties of GT100, before and after the MD tests, can be found in Table 3.
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Table 3. Tensile and puncture properties of geotextile GT100 before and after the MD tests.

Mechanical Damage Test T (kN.m−1) EML (%) FP (kN) hP (mm)

Undamaged 7.92 (± 0.34) 48.4 (± 5.6) 1.58 (± 0.07) 50.1 (± 5.7)
MD test with IBA 6.12 (± 0.52) 36.2 (± 5.6) 1.14 (± 0.16) 42.0 (± 4.3)

MD test with sand 0/4 6.36 (± 0.58) 36.8 (± 3.7) 1.17 (± 0.09) 45.1 (± 6.6)
MD test with gravel 4/8 4.79 (± 0.52) 29.1 (± 1.6) 0.74 (± 0.17) 39.7 (± 5.6)
MD test with tout-venant 5.88 (± 1.32) 34.2 (± 6.0) 1.11 (± 0.15) 42.8 (± 5.5)
MD test with corundum 3.94 (± 0.56) 28.6 (± 2.7) 0.68 (± 0.09) 40.9 (± 4.3)

(95% confidence intervals in brackets).

Contrary to what was expected, the MD tests with sand 0/4, tout-venant and IBA (aggregates that
apparently did not induce relevant damage) caused reductions (between 19.7% and 25.8%) in the T of
GT100 (the decrease was slightly more pronounced after the MD tests with tout-venant). These results
indicated that, although not visibly detectable, the MD tests induced some physical damage on the
nonwoven structure.

Like the previous aggregates, gravel 4/8 and corundum also provoked reductions in T, but these
were much more pronounced (39.5% and 50.3%, respectively). These reductions were, once again,
much more significant than those expected, taking into account the damage visibly found in GT100.
Yet, as expected from visual analysis, the MD tests with gravel 4/8 were less damaging than the MD
tests with corundum.

Similar to T, EML also suffered some changes (Table 3). The highest reductions in EML occurred
after the MD tests with gravel 4/8 and corundum (reductions from 48.4% to 29.1% and to 28.6%,
respectively). Like the losses in T, the reductions in EML after the MD tests with sand 0/4, tout-venant
and IBA were relatively similar and lower than the reductions induced by gravel 4/8 and corundum.

The puncture properties of GT100 also suffered relevant changes after the MD tests (Table 3).
These changes depended, once again, on the characteristics of the aggregates. Like T, FP experienced
pronounced losses after the MD tests with gravel 4/8 and corundum (53.2% and 57.0%, respectively).
The reductions provoked by sand 0/4, tout-venant and IBA were identical (between 25.9% and 29.7%)
and significantly lower than those caused by gravel 4/8 and corundum. Besides the losses in FP,
reductions also occurred in hP (reduction trend not as evident as that found for FP). It should be
highlighted that the reductions in FP were slightly more pronounced than those that occurred in T.

3.2. Geotextile GT300

The tests with sand 0/4, tout-venant and IBA did not lead to visible damage in GT300. On the other
hand, the tests with gravel 4/8 and corundum induced minor visible damage, namely small punctures
and some abrasion. Like for GT100, the damage caused by gravel 4/8 seemed to be slightly less than
the damage provoked by corundum. In all cases, and like before, fine particles were found imprisoned
in the nonwoven structure. The tensile and puncture properties of GT300 can be found in Table 4.

Table 4. Tensile and puncture properties of geotextile GT300 before and after the MD tests.

Mechanical Damage Test T (kN.m−1) EML (%) FP (kN) hP (mm)

Undamaged 22.43 (± 1.03) 135.3 (± 12.3) 4.25 (± 0.21) 76.2 (± 1.6)
MD test with IBA 18.89 (± 0.87) 93.7 (± 7.3) 3.81 (± 0.42) 58.7 (± 3.8)

MD test with sand 0/4 18.31 (± 1.03) 85.1 (± 5.0) 3.57 (± 0.30) 58.3 (± 7.6)
MD test with gravel 4/8 14.99 (± 1.06) 75.5 (± 2.1) 2.82 (± 0.21) 60.6 (± 1.5)
MD test with tout-venant 17.36 (± 1.45) 88.5 (± 2.6) 3.47 (± 0.21) 65.3 (± 1.9)
MD test with corundum 12.08 (± 1.18) 68.6 (± 9.3) 2.19 (± 0.24) 54.5 (± 3.7)

(95% confidence intervals in brackets).

As observed in GT100, the MD tests with sand 0/4, tout-venant and IBA also induced reductions
in the T of GT300. These reductions were relatively similar (between 15.8% and 22.6%) but more
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pronounced than those expected from the apparent non-existence of relevant physical damage on
the geotextile. The losses provoked by the MD tests with gravel 4/8 and corundum (33.6% and 48.5%,
respectively) were significantly more pronounced than those caused by sand 0/4, tout-venant and IBA.
The trend observed in the variation of EML was, in general, identical to the trend found in T (Table 4).

Losses that occurred in FP were relatively identical to those observed in T (comparing the same
MD tests). For example, the MD tests with IBA induced, respectively, reductions of 15.8% and 10.4% in
the T and FP of GT300. The same trend was observed for gravel 4/8 (there were reductions of 33.2%
and 33.6%, respectively) and corundum (with reductions of 46.1% and 48.5%, respectively). The hP also
decreased after the MD tests (again, the reduction trend was not as evident as that found for FP).

Resistance losses that occurred after the MD tests were more pronounced for GT100 than for
GT300, particularly regarding FP. This indicates that the mass per unit area influences the degree
of degradation of the geotextiles in MD tests (there was better survivability for the geotextile with a
higher mass per unit area).

3.3. Geotextile GT450

Similar to what was observed for GT300, only minor defects (such as small punctures and abrasion)
were detected in GT450 after MD tests with gravel 4/8 and corundum. The tests with IBA, sand 0/4
and tout-venant did not cause detectable damage. The results obtained for the tensile and puncture
properties of GT450 are exhibited in Table 5.

Table 5. Tensile and puncture properties of geotextile GT450 before and after the MD tests.

Mechanical Damage Test T (kN.m−1) EML (%) FP (kN) hP (mm)

Undamaged 36.16 (± 2.01) 133.3 (± 17.6) 7.17 (± 0.47) 74.3 (± 3.6)
MD test with IBA 32.42 (± 2.14) 100.0 (± 6.5) 6.52 (± 0.73) 58.9 (± 3.6)

MD test with sand 0/4 29.30 (± 1.37) 97.4 (± 10.8) 5.96 (± 0.71) 54.8 (± 6.2)
MD test with gravel 4/8 27.64 (± 1.60) 94.0 (± 7.9) 5.84 (± 0.79) 54.7 (± 3.4)
MD test with tout-venant 29.46 (± 2.35) 97.3 (± 11.5) 6.37 (± 0.54) 60.0 (± 4.3)
MD test with corundum 25.38 (± 1.79) 82.5 (± 8.2) 5.29 (± 0.41) 53.5 (± 2.9)

(95% confidence intervals in brackets).

The behavior of GT450 after the MD tests was relatively identical to the behavior of GT100 and
GT300, leading to analogous conclusions. However, reductions that occurred in its T and FP tended to
be less pronounced than those observed in GT100 and GT300. For example, the MD tests with IBA led
to reductions in T of 22.7%, 15.8% and 10.3% in GT100, GT300 and GT450, respectively. It is worth
mentioning that the losses that occurred in the T of GT450 tended to be slightly higher than those
found in FP. The higher resistance of GT450 (compared with the other geotextiles) shows, once again,
that the increase of mass per unit area resulted in a better performance with regard to the MD tests.

3.4. Comparison of the Effect of the Aggregates

The effect of the different aggregates was compared by the impact that they caused on the tensile
and puncture properties of the geotextiles. Comparison of the TResidual of the geotextiles after MD tests
can be found in Figure 4. Figure 5 illustrates a similar comparison for FP Residual. It is worth mentioning
that the points representing the residual strengths of the geotextiles in Figures 4 and 5 were joined by
lines in order to highlight the effect of mass per unit area on the resistance of the geotextiles against
mechanical damage.
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Figure 4. Comparison of the residual tensile strengths of the geotextiles after the MD tests.

Figure 5. Comparison of the residual puncture strengths of the geotextiles after the MD tests.

The MD tests with sand 0/4 led to some reductions in the T of the geotextiles (the TResidual was
between 80.3% and 81.6%). Regarding the effect on FP, GT100 was slightly more affected (there was
a reduction of 25.9%) than GT300 and GT450 (with reductions of 16.0% and 16.9%, respectively).
Compared with the other aggregates, sand 0/4 was one of the less damaging. The geometry and
dimensions of this aggregate (D10, D50 and D60 of, respectively, 0.20, 0.86 and 1.07 mm) fostered
the formation of a plane and regular surface after compaction. Therefore, there was a high contact
surface area between sand 0/4 and the geotextiles, which could have contributed to a good distribution
of the applied loads (and, thus, would have minimized the occurrence of damage). However, as a
consequence of the non-cohesive nature of sand 0/4, considerable settlements occurred during the
MD tests, which affected the aforementioned good distribution of the applied loads. Even though the
particles were of low dimensions, they had a rough texture, which may have induced some damage
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(not very pronounced nor visibly detected) on the nonwoven structures (which explains the relatively
minor deterioration of the mechanical properties of the geotextiles).

As sand 0/4, tout-venant also did not provoke extensive degradation in the geotextiles. The lower
degradation caused by tout-venant (when comparing with gravel 4/8 or corundum) may be related to
its well graded classification. Indeed, despite having the highest DMax (31.5 mm), tout-venant had
a relatively high percentage of fine particles (8.0% of the particles had a particle size lower than
0.063 mm) and a low quantity of larger particles compared with other aggregates (for example, the D50
of tout-venant was lower than the D50 of gravel 4/8 or corundum). Hence, tout-venant originated in a
fairly flat and smooth surface when compacted (the particles of lower dimensions were surrounding
their counterparts of higher dimensions and thereby fulfilling the voids), thus creating a large contact
area with the geotextiles and allowing for better distribution of the applied loads. Yet, the particles of
higher dimensions with angular shape were capable of inducing some damage to the geotextiles.

The MD tests with gravel 4/8 provoked pronounced losses in the mechanical resistance of the
geotextiles. Gravel 4/8 was a poorly graded aggregate (D10, D50 and DMax of, respectively, 2.92, 5.79 and
8.0 mm) formed by rough particles with angular shape, which explains it being the natural aggregate
that caused the highest reductions in the T and FP of the geotextiles.

The reductions in resistance imposed by the natural aggregates were lower compared with
corundum, which was a poorly graded synthetic aggregate (D10, D50 and DMax of, respectively, 5.77, 7.91
and 10.0 mm). In addition, the particles forming corundum had an angular shape (which can promote
cuts in the nonwoven structures), were rough and had a high abrasive effect (the abrasive effect of
corundum was noticeably higher than the other aggregates). Therefore, the use of corundum in EN ISO
10722 [15] seems to establish a conservative approach to evaluating the mechanical damage suffered by
geotextiles. Indeed, all natural aggregates induced lower reductions in the resistance of the geotextiles
than those caused by corundum. The execution of field tests (with the same natural aggregates and
geotextiles), and further comparison with laboratory results, may allow reliable conclusions about
the suitability of corundum (and the MD test described in EN ISO 10722 [15]) in simulating field
installation conditions.

Finally, the effects of IBA were identical to the effects of sand 0/4 and slightly less pronounced
compared with tout-venant. The particle size distribution of IBA and tout-venant were much identical
(Figure 3), which explains the similarities between the effects of these aggregates on the mechanical
properties of the geotextiles. Indeed, despite having different DMax (higher for tout-venant), the D30,
D50 and D60 of IBA and tout-venant were not significantly different. As tout-venant, IBA also had
a relatively high number of fine particles (when compared with sand 0/4, gravel 4/8 or corundum),
which surrounded the larger particles and originated a relatively plane and regular surface for the
transference of stresses during the MD tests. Although IBA had a higher DMax than gravel 4/8 and
corundum (14.0 mm for IBA and, respectively, 8.0 and 10.0 mm for gravel 4/8 and corundum), D60, D50,
D30 and D10 were lower compared with those aggregates. This circumstance also contributes to the
lower degradation induced by IBA to the geotextiles when compared with gravel 4/8 or corundum.
The damaging effect of IBA may be ascribed to the presence of some cutting materials in its composition
(such as glass, metals and ceramic waste), which may have induced some cuts (not detected by naked
eye) on the geotextiles.

The behavior of IBA was very promising for the possible use of this recycled aggregate as a
filling material that comes into contact with geotextiles. For instance, in embankment projects, the
substitution of local soils with soils with proper properties is a common practice when they are not in
compliance with demanded requirements. This procedure implies removing soils from their original
location, leading to negative environmental impacts. Another solution is the potential use of IBA as
a replacement of tout-venant in the construction of transport infrastructures, since they have similar
particle size distributions. If IBA meets the requirements to be considered as a recycled aggregate that
can be used in place of natural aggregates in engineering projects, steps are being taken towards more
environmentally friendly practices within this domain.
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4. Conclusions

MD tests with IBA caused some deterioration of the tensile and puncture properties of three
nonwoven geotextiles. However, the damage caused by IBA was not that different (in some
cases, even lower) to the damage induced by sand 0/4 or by tout-venant (two natural aggregates).
When compared with gravel 4/8 (another natural aggregate) and corundum (a synthetic aggregate used
in the standard method for inducing mechanical damage on geosynthetics), the effect of IBA on the
mechanical behavior of the geotextiles was significantly less pronounced.

Regarding the possibility of using IBA as a filling material in contact with geotextiles (and/or
other geosynthetics), this research does not allow definitive conclusions, since it only evaluated
the mechanical damage induced by that recycled aggregate on geotextiles. Still, and as previously
stated, the effect of IBA on the short-term mechanical behavior of the geotextiles tended to be less
pronounced than (or, at least, identical to) the effects of natural aggregates or the effects of corundum.
These results open good potential for using IBA as a filling material that comes into contact with
geotextiles. However, before assigning this role to IBA, field damage tests should be carried out to
verify if the conclusions obtained in the laboratory effectively represent the behavior of the geotextiles
under real conditions.

Even if IBA shows positive behavior in terms of the mechanical damage induced to the geotextiles,
additional studies are required before its application as a filling material is carried out. Indeed, it is also
important to evaluate the effects of IBA on the long-term behavior of geotextiles. The use of alternative
filling materials, like IBA, may also address environmental concerns (for example, the possible
contamination of soils and water). Therefore, the characterization of the chemical composition of
IBA and the performance of leachate tests may help in assessing the potential amounts of hazardous
substances that could be released into the environment. It is also important to evaluate if IBA meets the
requirements established for the use of recycled aggregates in the domain of geotechnical applications.

Current circumstances require the development of solutions including the reuse and recycling of
residues. Considering the interesting performance exhibited by IBA in this research, it seems reasonable
to recognize its potential use as a filling material that comes into contact with geotextiles, allowing for
its valorization and thereby contributing to more sustainable solutions within engineering applications.
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Abstract: Due to increased carbon emissions, the use of low-carbon and low-cost cementitious
materials that are sustainable and effective are gaining considerable attention recently for the
stabilization/solidification (S/S) of contaminated soils. The current study presents the laboratory
investigation of low-carbon/cost cementitious material known as limestone-calcined clay cement (LC3)
for the potential S/S of Zn- and Pb-contaminated soils. The S/S performance of the LC3 binder on Zn-
and Pb-contaminated soil was determined via pH, compressive strength, toxicity leaching, chemical
speciation, and X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) analyses. The results indicate that immobilization
efficiency of Zn and Pb was solely dependent on the pH of the soil. In fact, with the increase in
the pH values after 14 days, the compressive strength was increased to 2.5–3 times compared to
untreated soil. The S/S efficiency was approximately 88% and 99%, with increase in the residual
phases up to 67% and 58% for Zn and Pb, respectively, after 28 days of curing. The increase in the
immobilization efficiency and strength was supported by the XRPD analysis in forming insoluble
metals hydroxides such as zincwoodwardite, shannonite, portlandite, haturite, anorthite, ettringite
(Aft), and calcite. Therefore, LC3 was shown to offer green and sustainable remediation of Zn- and
Pb-contaminated soils, while the treated soil can also be used as safe and environmentally friendly
construction material.

Keywords: low carbon materials; heavy metal immobilization; sustainable remediation;
environmentally friendly materials

1. Introduction

Soil contaminated with heavy metals is a serious threat to the sustainable development and global
food security [1–4]. In contrast to water and air pollution, heavy metal pollution in soils is an invisible
and unseen problem [1,5–9]. Many of the world’s contaminated sites have become the dump sites of
various industrial by-products that contain inorganic pollutants such as heavy metals. As these heavy
metals come in contact with water, the human health and environment within the ecosystem become
potentially at risk [10,11]. Among the hazardous heavy metals zinc (Zn) and lead (Pb) are considered
as the harmful pollutants that exist at elevated levels in most of the contaminated sites around the
world [12]. Further, Zn and Pb are not only harmful to human health and environment, but also
lead to mechanical–chemical degradation of contaminated soils, which in turn results in unfavorable
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conditions for the redevelopment of contaminated sites. It is therefore imperative to identify a time- and
cost-effective remediation method for the treatment of heavy metal-contaminated soils, consequently
the treated soils can be reused as safe and environmentally friendly construction materials.

Stabilization/solidification (S/S) is considered to be most appropriate method for immobilization
of heavy metal-contaminated soils due to its ease and workability among the available effective
remediation methods [13–16]. Besides, the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA)
recognizes S/S as the best demonstrated available technology (BDAT) for treating hazardous
metals [7,17,18]. The mechanisms involved in S/S treatment is as follows: stabilization refers to
reducing the hazard potential by converting contaminants into their least soluble/toxic form [19,20],
whereas solidification is the encapsulation of waste in a monolith mass of high structural integrity
that involves both mechanical binding and chemical interaction between solidifying agents such as
cementitious materials, which further restricts the movement of heavy metals by isolating them into
less/insoluble crystalline phases [14]. The performance of S/S depends on the nature of the contaminants
(organic/inorganic) and binders used. Inorganic heavy metals are commonly immobilized via chemical
reaction and physical encapsulation by forming barely insoluble metal hydroxides. Thus, the binder
plays a key role in the S/S process, and the development of novel binders has gained special attention
recently, specifically low carbon/cost binders. In a previous study, the authors revealed that partial
replacement of calcined clay (CC) and limestone (LS) with ordinary Portland cement (OPC) has
better immobilization efficiency for Zn-contaminated soils (Reddy et al. [21]). In addition, various
hydration products, such as portlandite, ettringite, tri-calcium silicate, and wulfingite, were found to
be responsible for the immobilization of Zn-contaminated soils. In addition, Wang et al. [6] reported
that supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) such as CC and LS have improved immobilization
efficiency in treating both oxy-anionic As- and cationic Pb-contaminated soils. The leachability
efficiency of CC and LS was approximately 96% and 99% for As and Pb, respectively. Further, addition
of LS to CC promotes the transformation of metastable hydroxyl-rich Afm to stable carbonate rich Afm,
which increases the degree of polymerization in calcined clay hydrates, resulting in enhancement of
mechanical properties. Therefore, replacing SCMs with the conventional cement binders has a better
performance in treating heavy metal-contaminated soils.

Recently, a new ternary blend known as limestone-calcined clay cement LC3 was successfully
demonstrated in the authors’ previous study on Zn-contaminated soils [21]. LC3 is known as a
low-carbon and low-cost binder since the production process involves replacement of low grade
calcined clays (CC) and limestone (LS). Typically, LC3 is a ternary blend of 30% CC, 15% LS, and 5%
gypsum replaced with 50% cement clinker. The replacement of low-grade limestone and low-grade
kaolinitic clay with (kaolinite content > 40%) when calcined at 750 ◦C undergoes hydroxylation to
form CC/metakaolin (MK) [6] as presented in Equation (1), which possess high pozzolanic reactivity
due to the presence of alumina- and silicate-rich phases. Further, when LS reacts with CC it produces
carboaluminosilicates-rich mineral phases that are responsible for the formation of primary and
secondary hydration products such as calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H), calcium hydrate (C-H), calcium
aluminate silicate hydrate (C-A-S-H), and calcium aluminate hydrate (C-A-H) [14–16]. Furthermore,
the production of 1 ton cement produces 0.82 ton CO2 whereas 1 ton CC produces 0.175 ton CO2

emissions. Therefore, replacing 50% OPC with CC and LS reduces the carbon footprint up to
40% [22–24], which makes the binder low-carbon/cost and also an environmentally friendly alternative
material [24–28]. Although the influence of LC3 is validated for Zn alone, its effectiveness and
mechanism involved for the immobilization of Zn and Pb when they co-exist are unknown and need
additional investigations.

Al2O3(SiO2)2·(H2O)2 (Kaolinite)→ Al2O3(SiO2)2·(H2O)x(calcined clay)+(2− x)H2O. (1)

The objective of the study was to evaluate the feasibility of the LC3 binder upon S/S of Zn-
and Pb-contaminated soils individually as well as combined at elevated levels in terms of strength,
toxicity leaching, chemical speciation, and XRPD analysis. The research aimed to provide scientific
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insights on environmentally friendly alternative LC3, such as: (1) to investigate the immobilization
mechanisms involved in the soils treated with Zn and Pb; (2) to study the effect of curing time and
binder dosage on physical strength and pH; and (3) to elucidate the hydration products responsible
for the S/S of treated soils. This study provides the feasibility of using a sustainable binder LC3 for
the treatment of contaminated soils, while the treated soil can be reused as safe and environmentally
friendly construction material.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

Clean soil used in this study was collected from the nearby open area at Sardar Vallabhbhai
National Institute of Technology, Surat, India. Approximately 250 kg of the soil sample was collected
from the 0.5–1.0 m depth. Later, soil was homogenized, then air dried and passed into a 2 mm screen
before use. The soil was classified as CH as per the Unified Soil Classification System based on ASTM
D2487 [29], where initial water content, specific gravity, and pH were 19.7, 2.59, and 6.8, respectively,
and the detailed chemical composition of the clean soil is shown in Table 1. Further, the binder LC3

was procured from Technological Action and Rural Advancement (TARA), Delhi, India and the major
oxides present were CaO, SiO2, Al2O3, and Fe2O3 of 61.4%, 24.38%, 6.52%, and 4.31%. In addition,
the remaining physicochemical parameters of soil and chemical composition of LC3 binder used in the
study can be found in authors’ previous study [21].

Table 1. Chemical composition of clean soil used in the study.

Oxide Value (%) a

Silicon oxide (SiO2) 54.26
Aluminium oxide (Al2O3) 17.86

Ferric oxide (Fe2O3) 12.17
Calcium oxide (CaO) 4.24

Magnesium oxide (MgO) 7.17
Potassium oxide (K2O) 0.06
Titanium oxide (TiO2) ND c

Sulphur trioxide (SO3) 1.28
Loss on ignition b 2.67

a Analyzed using Rigaku WD-XRF machine. b Value of loss on ignition is referred to as 950 ◦C. c Not Detected.

2.2. Artificially Contaminated Soil and S/S Samples Preparation

The target metals used in the study were lead (Pb) and zinc (Zn) as they are considered as the most
commonly encountered heavy metals at contaminated sites worldwide [15,18]. The analytical grade
zinc nitrate hexa-hydrate Zn (NO3)2·6H2O and lead nitrate hexa-hydrate Pb (NO3)2.6H2O were used
and nitrate anion was chosen because it is inert and also eliminates unexpected precipitates with other
ions during hydration and pozzolanic reaction [5,15]. Further, the essential volume of stock solutions
was added to the air dried soil until the stock solution content reached to 29%, i.e., the optimum
moisture content (OMC) of the soil, and then stayed untouched for 14 days to ensure the necessary
contact between soil and heavy metals Pb and Zn. Similar procedure for the preparation of artificially
contaminated soil was reported by Du et al. [18,30]. Further, the concentrations of 5000 mg/kg and
10,000 for both Zn and Pb and the combination of both at 10,000 mg/kg were used to represent typical
field concentration levels. In addition, for comparison purposes, the untreated soil concentration
was maintained at 10,000 mg/kg. The samples were designated as ZnU, PbU (untreated Zn and Pb),
and Zn 0.5, Zn 1.0, Pb 0.5, Pb 1.0, and ZnPb 1.0 in the study. Furthermore, the binder LC3 was added
to artificially contaminated soil on predetermined dry soil weight basis at 8%. The soil–binder mixture
was thoroughly mixed using an electronic mixer for 5–10 min in order to obtain a homogenous mix,
until the water content reached a predetermined OMC and maximum dry density (MDD), which are
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shown in Table 2. The mixture was compacted in three layers of 5 cm-diameter and 10 cm-height PVC
molds using a hydraulic jack until it reached the MDD. The molds were carefully sealed in a polythene
bags and demolded after curing periods of 3,7,14, 28, and 56 days. The mixing, curing, and compaction
procedures were followed as per ASTM C192 [31] to ensure the similarity among all the samples.

Table 2. Maximum dry density (MDD) and optimum moisture content (OMC) of untreated and 8%
limestone-calcined clay cement (LC3)-treated Zn- and Pb-contaminated soils.

Sample Designation OMC (%) MDD (kg/m3)

ZnU 29 1.47 × 103

PbU 29 1.46 × 103

Zn 0.5 32 1.42 × 103

Zn 1.0 33 1.43 × 103

Pb 0.5 32 1.43 × 103

Pb 1.0 33 1.43 × 103

ZnPb 1.0 33 1.44 × 103

2.3. Testing Methods

The primary objective of the study was to determine the mechanical strength, leaching, chemical
speciation, and mineralogy of the untreated and LC3-treated specimens. Physical strength was
determined using an unconfined compression strength (UCS) test as per ASTM D2166 [32] with a
controlled strain rate of 1%/minute. Later, the crushed samples were taken for determination of
leaching, chemical speciation, and mineralogy tests. In addition, pH values were measured in the
leachate by using HANNA waterproof tester, as per ASTM standard [33].

Toxicity leaching was performed as per standard toxicity characteristic leaching protocol (TCLP)
EPA method 1311 [34]. In total, 10 g of the soil was mixed in TCLP fluid#1, i.e., CH3COOH and
NaOH mixture at pH 4.93 ± 0.05, and the soil solution mixture was rotated for 18 ± 2 h at 30 rpm
using an end-to-end shaker. Later, the leachant solution was separated using centrifuging/decantation
at 3000 rpm for 8–10 min. Finally, the leachate was subjected to pH analysis and acidified using
HNO3 at (pH ≤ 2) before proceeding to heavy metal analysis. All the samples were tested in
triplicates/quadruplicates for ensuring the repeatability of results, and average values of the results are
reported in the study. In addition, to understand the leaching performance, S/S efficiencies of heavy
metals [35] were determined using Equations (2) and (3), where S represents S/S efficiency and L is the
leaching factor, which is defined by heavy metal concentration in leachate divided by the initial soil
contamination condition.

S = 100− L (2)

L =
Mass o f contamination in leachate (mg)
Initial mass o f soil contamination (mg)

∗ 100. (3)

Further, the chemical speciation analysis was performed using a modified Community Bureau
of Reference three step sequential extraction procedure (BCR-SEP) [36–38]. The test method was
comprised of four phases P1 = acid soluble phase, extraction in 0.11 mol/L CH3COOH at pH 2.8;
P2 = reducible phase, extraction in 0.5 mol/L NH2OH·HCl at pH 1.5; P3 = oxidizable phase, oxidation
in acid using 30% H2O2 and extraction in 1 mol/L in CH3COONH4, both at pH 2; and P4 = residual
phase, extraction with total digestion using mixture of (3:1) concentrated 70% HNO3 and 30% HCl
using 11,466 protocols [39]. Furthermore, the P1 phase was comprised of heavy metals that were
precipitated and co-precipitated in a carbonate phase, which were present in a bioavailable form.
The P2 phase was made-up of iron (Fe) and manganese (Mn) oxides that can be activated in high pH
conditions (acidic). The P3 phase was incorporated into a stable organic matter and sulfides that were
mobilizable and not bioavailable during oxidation. The P4 phase contained primary and secondary
minerals, which could hold the heavy metals within the crystal lattices [2,38]. The P4 phase was
expected to remain for longer periods in the contaminated soil and very difficult to release, even at
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high pH conditions. In addition, to measure the reliability of sequential extraction procedure, metal
recovery rate (MRR), given in Table 4, is the most commonly used parameter [38,40]. It is defined
as the sum of four phases divided by total concentration obtained from the complete digestion as
presented in Equation (4).

MRR (%) =
P1 + P2 + P3 + P4

Total Concentration
× (100). (4)

Moreover, XRPD analysis was performed after hydration stoppage in the treated samples.
The samples were powdered using 75 μm mesh and tested using a Rigaku X-ray diffractometer with
(Cu-Kα) radiation λ = 1.540538 Å at the 2θ (Theta) of 10◦–70◦ with the step size of 0.02◦ under room
temperature conditions. The system was operated at 45 kV and 30 mA, with a scan time of 20 s at each
step in the step scan mode, and XRPD results were analyzed using PANanlytical Xpert High Scomlre
plus software V.3e (Malvern Panalytical, Worcestershire, United Kingdom) [41] for attaining phase
identification of minerals.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Leachate pH

Figure 1 represents the leachate pH of Zn- and Pb-treated soil with varying curing periods.
It can be seen that LC3 treatment significantly increased by approximately 1.3–2.4 and 1.1–1.4 units,
respectively, for Zn and Pb at 7 days of curing as compared to untreated soil. However, Pb failed
to reach the remediation goal compared to Zn. This may be due to the molar concentration of Pb,
which is much lower than that of Zn, which induces more significant retardant effect on hydration in
the system. For instance, at 28 days, mean pH values increased from 8.33 to 9.12 and 7.22 to 7.94, i.e.,
2.66–3.45 and 1.98–2.7 units for Zn and Pb, respectively. Further, it can be noted that the pH values
of Pb 1.0 and ZnPb 1.0 showed similar trends, which indicates Pb at higher concentrations retards
the hydration mechanism in the system, which agrees well with Wang et al. and Xia et al. [17,42].
Furthermore, the increase in the pH values was noted at 56 days curing time by 8.71–9.36 and 7.37–8.38,
which is 3.06–3.71 and 3.17–2.16 units. The increase in the pH values is attributed to the chemical
composition of the binder, which facilitates the release of OH−, Ca+, and Al+ ions in the pore water,
creating an alkaline environment in the system [43,44]. Further, the dissolution of aluminates and
silicates expedite the pozzolanic reaction over time, which are responsible for the binding of heavy
metals to form insoluble metal hydroxides [24,45,46]. Therefore, the increase in pH over time in the
treated system supports the formation of various hydration products, such as [ZnAl(OH)2(SO)2],
[Pb2O(CO3)], [Ca(OH)2], Ca3O5Si, [CaAl2Si2O8], (Aft) [Ca6Al2(SO4)3(OH)12.26H2O], and [CaCO3],
which is also validated by XRPD analysis Section 3.5 in the study.

3.2. Zn and Pb Leachability

Figure 2 shows the leached Zn and Pb concentrations in the TCLP test. It was observed that
leached Zn and Pb concentrations exceeded Hazardous Waste Management (HWM) rules [47] limits of
Zn (250 mg/L) and Pb (5 mg/L), respectively, suggesting that the soil is toxic and requires remediation.
The average leached concentrations of LC3-stabilized soils decreased with the rising curing time.
Besides, the leached Zn concentrations were below regulatory limit after 14 days of curing. Whereas,
Pb reached the regulatory limit only after 28 days of curing, showing the solidification efficiency of
approximately 88% and 99% with leaching factors 11.89 and 1.22 for Zn and Pb. The decrease in the
leached concentrations could be due to increased pH values in the previous Section 3.1 and formation
of metal hydroxides in the presence of freely available Ca (OH)2 and Ca+ ions in the binder [43].
Moreover, LS, when added with CC, reacts to form carbo-aluminates, which produces C-S-H and
C-A-H-based hydration products that have a tendency to arrest the heavy metals in forming insoluble
metal hydroxides that increase the immobilization efficiency and reduce leaching. Overall, it can be
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concluded that LC3 stabilization promotes the immobilization of Zn- and Pb-contaminated soils, which
further reduces leachability.

 

Figure 1. pH of the untreated and LC3-treated soils with varying curing periods.

Figure 2. Toxicity characteristic leaching protocol (TCLP) of leached Zn and Pb concentrations with
varying curing times.
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3.3. Unconfined Compressive Strength

Figure 3 represents the unconfined compressive strength behavior of LC3-treated samples with
varying curing time. In all the treated samples, increasing compression strength was observed over
untreated soil with curing time. However, Pb has the retardation effect on the treated soil at higher
concentrations, which ultimately decreases the strength values. For instance, the increase in the strength
values of LC3-treated soil was approximately 1.50–1.62 and 2.42–2.57 for Zn, whereas 1.46–1.69 and
2.46–2.94 for Pb at 7 and 28 days of curing, and the additional values can be found in Table 3. Moreover,
it was seen that increases in the strength values were observed even after 28 days of curing, which is
because LC3 can improve strength even up to 365 days of curing [48] as a consequence of hydration
reactions [45,49]. In addition, binder LC3 includes partial replacement of cement with calcined clay
and limestone, and during the hydration process the combination of Ca (OH)2 and CC increases the
pozzolanic reactivity [24,28,41,43,50], which produces more binding phases, resulting in improved
density and reduced pore spaces that ultimately lead to increased compressive strength. Therefore,
the results demonstrate that Zn and Pb concentrations at higher levels have synergetic effects that
could favorably affect the strength behavior of contaminated soils.

Figure 3. Compressive strength results of the untreated and LC3-treated soil with varying curing period.

Table 3. Unconfined compressive strength values of initial soil contamination condition and curing time.

Initial Soil Contamination Condition
ZnU PbU Zn 0.5 Zn 1.0 Pb 0.5 Pb 1.0 ZnPb 1.0

Curing (Days)

3 - - 599.65 586.35 422.54 394.22 447.35
7 - - 689.67 638.37 569.54 492.33 587.26
14 - - 812.34 754.32 733.51 688.34 713.35
28 423.35 336.84 1089.38 1025.37 986.82 829.64 1121.67
56 - - 1364.38 1296.35 1195.24 1027.33 1142.54

Note: Units for compressive strength values are (kPa).
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3.4. Chemical Speciation of Heavy Metals

Typically, four phases of soil sample are analyzed to recognize the environmental activity and
bioavailability of heavy metals, namely acid soluble (P1), reducible (P2), oxidizable (P3), and residual
phases (P4). Commonly, P1 and P2 phases are considered to be bioavailable in nature due to their
weak binding capacity in the acidic/low pH environment [38]. The higher the proportion of P1 and
P2 in an active fraction, the greater the heavy metal’s ion mobility [36,51,52]. Therefore, the phases
P1 and P2, particularly the P1 phase, are not stable and impose environmental risks resulting from
leached heavy metals in the environment. Further, to assess the reliability of the phase extractions,
the metal recovery rate (MRR) is given in Table 4. Figure 4a,b shows the histograms of Zn and Pb
metal distribution after LC3 treatment at 28 and 56 days of curing. As shown in Figure 4a, the P1 of Zn
in LC3-stabilized soil was 21–32% lower than 61% of ZnU (untreated Zn) and approximately 37–51%
of Zn in the stabilized soil was bound to the P4 phase. Besides, the P1 phase of Pb in the LC3-stabilized
soil ranged from 33–46% lower than 58% of PbU (untreated Pb), and 36–44% of Pb in the stabilized soil
was bound to the P4 phases after 28 days of curing. While at 56 days of curing, as shown in Figure 4b,
the increase in the P4 phase in the stabilized soil ranged from 53–67% and 41–58% for Zn and Pb,
respectively. The increase in the P4 phase thus promotes the development of highly insoluble and
immobile complexes that are responsible for making the heavy metals less bioavailable in nature under
low pH/acidic environmental conditions. It can be concluded that LC3 stabilization/solidification
results in the transformation of (acid-soluble) P1 phases of Zn- and Pb-contaminated soil into more
insoluble (residual) P4 phases.

Table 4. Metal recovery rate (MRR) after modified BCR-sequential extraction test.

Sample Designation ZnU PbU Zn 0.5 Zn 1.0 Pb 0.5 Pb 1.0 ZnPb 1.0

Metal recovery rate (MRR%) 91 82 86 93 88 94 95

3.5. XRPD Analysis

The mineralogical analysis was conducted after 28 days of curing for both untreated and
LC3-treated samples to examine the effect of hydration and pozzolanic reaction on various phases
of the contaminants, i.e., Pb and Zn in a stabilized matrix, as shown in Figure 5. The results show
quartz [SiO2], muscovite [(KF)2(Al2O3)3(SiO2)6(H2O)], albite [NaAlSi3O8], wulfingite [Zn(OH)2],
zinc silicate [Zn2SiO4], and lead silicate [Pb2SiO3] were the primary minerals in the untreated Zn and
Pb soil. Whereas hydration products such as zincwoodwardite [ZnAl(OH)2(SO)2], shannonite
[Pb2O(CO3)], portlandite [Ca(OH)2], haturite Ca3O5Si, anorthite [CaAl2Si2O8], ettringite (Aft)
[Ca6Al2(SO4)3(OH)12.26H2O], and calcite [CaCO3] were the major cementitious products responsible
for stabilization in the treated samples and these hydrated products controlled the heavy metal
migration in the LC3 samples, which agrees well with Wang et al. [48]. The formation of aluminates
and silicates-based products after LC3 treatment was also noticeable, which was due to the availability
of carbo-aluminate phases in the hydroxyl-rich calcined clay and limestone [24,28,46]. The changes in
the structural and crystalline phases were due to lime, which is effectively activated by calcined clay,
which further enhances metal hydrates and hydroxide phase formation. Accordingly, these products
are normally insoluble, promoting Zn and Pb immobilization, which improves soil stabilization and
reduction in the leaching of contaminated soils.
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Figure 4. Distribution of heavy metals in the untreated and LC3 treated soils after (a) 28 days (b) 56
days of curing.
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Figure 5. X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) analysis of untreated and LC3-treated soils after 28 days
of curing.

4. Conclusions

The present study investigated the role of LC3 on Zn- and Pb-contaminated soils and evaluated
the S/S performance through analyses of unconfined compressive strength, chemical speciation,
leaching, and XRD. XRD results showed that Zn and Pb had become an integral part of the crystalline
phase physically and chemically in forming Si- and Al-based carbo-alumino-silicate products such as
Ca(OH)2, Ca3O5Si, CaAl2Si2O8, and Ca6Al2(SO4)3(OH)12.26H2O (Aft), which were responsible for
the immobilization of heavy metals. The compressive strength results indicated that the addition of
the LC3 binder at 8% could improve the strength values up to three times compared to untreated
Zn- and Pb-contaminated soils. The pH transformation of acidic to alkaline nature after a 14 day
curing period allowed the adsorption of heavy metals in forming various insoluble metal hydroxides.
Leachability of Zn-contaminated soil reached the regulatory limit after 14 days of curing, whereas
Pb-contaminated and mixed contaminated soil, ZnPb, reached the limit only after 28 days of curing.
Chemical speciation results indicated that reduction in the acid-soluble phases and increased residual
phases significantly supported the formation of insoluble hydration products, which were responsible
for increased immobilization efficiency and strength. The results illustrated that LC3 is a promising
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binder in solidifying/stabilizing the contaminated soils and the treated soils can be reused as safe and
sustainable construction materials.
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Abstract: This study evaluated the efficacy of enzyme induced calcite precipitation (EICP) in restricting
the mobility of heavy metals in soils. EICP is an environmentally friendly method that has wide
ranging applications in the sustainable development of civil infrastructure. The study examined
the desorption of three heavy metals from treated and untreated soils using ethylene diamine
tetra-acetic acid (EDTA) and citric acid (C6H8O7) extractants under harsh conditions. Two natural
soils spiked with cadmium (Cd), nickel (Ni), and lead (Pb) were studied in this research. The soils
were treated with three types of enzyme solutions (ESs) to achieve EICP. A combination of urea of
one molarity (M), 0.67 M calcium chloride, and urease enzyme (3 g/L) was mixed in deionized (DI)
water to prepare enzyme solution 1 (ES1); non-fat milk powder (4 g/L) was added to ES1 to prepare
enzyme solution 2 (ES2); and 0.37 M urea, 0.25 M calcium chloride, 0.85 g/L urease enzyme, and 4 g/L
non-fat milk powder were mixed in DI water to prepare enzyme solution 3 (ES3). Ni, Cd, and Pb
were added with load ratios of 50 and 100 mg/kg to both untreated and treated soils to study the
effect of EICP on desorption rates of the heavy metals from soil. Desorption studies were performed
after a curing period of 40 days. The curing period started after the soil samples were spiked with
heavy metals. Soils treated with ESs were spiked with heavy metals after a curing period of 21 days
and then further cured for 40 days. The amount of CaCO3 precipitated in the soil by the ESs was
quantified using a gravimetric acid digestion test, which related the desorption of heavy metals to
the amount of precipitated CaCO3. The order of desorption was as follows: Cd > Ni > Pb. It was
observed that the average maximum removal efficiency of the untreated soil samples (irrespective of
the load ratio and contaminants) was approximately 48% when extracted by EDTA and 46% when
extracted by citric acid. The soil samples treated with ES2 exhibited average maximum removal
efficiencies of 19% and 10% when extracted by EDTA and citric acid, respectively. It was observed
that ES2 precipitated a maximum amount of calcium carbonate (CaCO3) when compared to ES1
and ES3 and retained the maximum amount of heavy metals in the soil by forming a CaCO3 shield
on the heavy metals, thus decreasing their mobility. An approximate improvement of 30% in the
retention of heavy metal ions was observed in soils treated with ESs when compared to untreated soil
samples. Therefore, the study suggests that ESs can be an effective alternative in the remediation of
soils contaminated with heavy metal ions.

Keywords: heavy metals; soil; enzyme solutions; desorption; extractant
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1. Introduction

Increase in population and attempts to satisfy the ever-growing demands of the same have led
to industrialization, widespread construction activity, and extensive mining. Industrial effluents
contaminate land and thereby pose a threat to the environment [1,2]. The number of contaminated
sites identified in the United States of America alone until 2004 was 294,000 [3], which indicates
an alarming need to implement remediation and decontamination methods to maintain a balance
in nature. Remediation of the sites is costly because conventional remediation methods, such as
excavation and dumping on unused land, are outdated, and contaminant removal by physical methods
is difficult. As a result, contaminated soils arrive in engineered landfills. Engineered landfills, which are
identified as the most viable means of landfilling solid municipal wastes, have also become sources of
leachates rich with high levels of toxicity, fluorides, nitrates, and heavy metals [4–6]. Hence, attempts
to mitigate the adverse effects of hazardous wastes present in landfills has attracted significant research
attention. Urbanization also poses a worldwide challenge for landfill management. Developing an
environmentally friendly method to decontaminate soils is a priority research topic.

One of the methods adopted to decrease landfill hazards involves adding liners to landfills that
act as barriers relative to leachate infiltration from the landfills to the soil beneath [7–9]. A liner is an
essential part of an engineered landfill and should be durable and properly designed for the safety
of the circumferential environment [10]. The use of locally available, fine, and cohesive soil as liner
material is an easy and convenient option [11]. However, not all locally available material is suitable
for such uses. In such cases, suitable material is imported, which adds to the overall costs of the project.
Another method of decontaminating soils is by washing the soils with suitable chemicals to neutralize
the contaminants. In general, these methods for decontaminating soils are costly owing to difficulties
involved with physical separation or soil washing. Furthermore, due to the heterogeneous soil texture,
removal of soil contaminants by soil washing solutions becomes difficult [3].

Another method to strengthen the landfill liner is to stabilize the soil using lime or cement.
Stabilization of soil by cement and lime have been vastly used [12–15] in landfill liners, and these
methods contribute to the emission of greenhouse gases, leading to large scale global warming.
Production of cement and lime result in about 800–900 and 600–700 kg CO2 per ton, respectively [16].
The cement industry contributes about 5% of CO2 emissions globally [17,18]. With such an alarming
situation, researchers have searched for sustainable stabilization methods for soil, wherein partial or
total replacement of the cement or lime binders are tested for their reliability. These stabilizers include
palm oil fuel ash [19], flyash [20], rice husk ash [21,22], residue of calcium carbide [23], alkali-activated
agro-waste [24], and so forth.

As an attempt to contribute to the field of soil stabilization, bio cementation by CaCO3 is also
employed as a sustainable method of soil stabilization [25–29], which includes improvement of
geotechnical properties of soil as well as contaminant remediation. This study evaluates the use of one
such method, known as enzyme induced calcite precipitation (EICP), to immobilize heavy metals as a
method of decontaminating soil. The main objective is to study the ability of the EICP method to retain
heavy metal contaminants such as nickel, cadmium, and lead in soil and to determine the dosage of
Enzyme Solution (ES) that leads to the maximum retention of heavy metals. Another aim is to identify
the percentage of heavy metal contaminants retained in the soil as a result of EICP.

2. Background

The dumping of contaminated soils into landfills has made landfill management a major challenge,
as these sites become major sources of leachates rich in heavy metals, fluorides, and other contaminations.
Furthermore, the intrusion of leachates from landfills has been found to introduce large quantities
of heavy metals, fluorides, and nitrates to ground water used for irrigation, industrial purposes,
and drinking [30]. High concentrations of metals in a low-pH soil increase soil acidity, thereby making
the soil vulnerable to contamination [6]. The presence of less than 1000 mg/kg of heavy metals in soil is
rarely toxic, although human activities involving the disposal of them into the soil above these levels
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poses a threat to the flora and fauna. Heavy metals that are naturally present in the soil cause less
damage than those that accumulate due to human activity [31]. Specifically, Cd is naturally available
in earth’s crust with a concentration of 0.1–0.5 ppm associated with zinc, copper, and lead ores [32].
Industries play an important role in increasing heavy metal concentrations in surface soils above
permissible levels by releasing toxic fumes into the atmosphere, because traces of fumes find their way
to the soil surface [33,34].

Soil in its natural form exhibits different components, such as phyllosilicates, humic substances,
and carbonates, which contribute to the sorption process of heavy metals [35]. Concentrations of
metals in the soil are governed by anthropogenic effects, pedogenic processes, and parent material [36].
Immobilization [37], phytoremediation [38,39], and soil washing [40] methods are adopted to achieve
remediation of heavy metals in soils [7,41,42]. Remediation of contaminated soils can be performed
using in situ or ex situ methods based on site conditions [4,43]. Landfill management continues to
constitute a complex issue and should be examined further [39].

Industries also emit toxic elements into water bodies. These elements are then absorbed by aquatic
plants, making them unsafe for consumption. Sahu et al. [44] examined concentrations of different heavy
metals in macrophytes and observed an average of 13 mg/kg of Pb in seven aquatic plants from the
Kharun River in India. Metal contaminants also pose a threat to terrestrial plants because of the increase in
anthropogenic activities, which eventually leads to their intrusion in the food chain [45]. Heavy metals that
are most harmful to human health include Pb, Cd, As, Zn, Cu, Hg, Cr, and Ni. Heavy metals happen to
be the most commonly found carcinogens among the pollutants; for example, Hg leads to mutations and
genetic damage, and Cu and Pb can affect the brain and bones [46]. Heavy metals are generally removed
from the soil via precipitation–dissolution, oxidation-reduction, and adsorption–desorption processes,
among which adsorption–desorption is observed as the most effective geochemical process for contaminant
remediation [47]. The removal of metals can also be performed by chemical precipitation, bio-precipitation,
ion exchange, adsorption, biosorption, physical separation, electrochemical separation, solvent extraction,
flotation, and cementation [48,49]. Another technique adopted to decrease the hazardous effects of heavy
metals involves retaining contaminants in soil via encapsulation. Methods adopted for retaining heavy
metals by encapsulation decrease the mobility of heavy metal ions in the soil. The use of nano calcium
silicate in retaining Cd, Ni, and Pb was observed as an effective [50,51] approach towards contaminant
remediation. However, the costs associated with production of nano compounds on a macro scale is not
economically feasible.

Among the approaches to encapsulate heavy metals in soils, the use of microorganisms is also
adopted by researchers. This method, popularly known as bioremediation, involves processes such as
microbial induced calcite precipitation (MICP) to encapsulate heavy metals inside the precipitated
calcium carbonate. The MICP technique fosters metabolic activity in certain types of soil bacteria
(Sporosarcina pasteurii), which results in the formation of inorganic compounds (such as CaCO3) outside
the cellular structure; these compounds can bind soil particles together and stabilize the soil. In addition,
it is possible to encapsulate heavy metals present in the soil inside the CaCO3 crystals. Another branch
of bioremediation, known as enzyme induced calcite precipitation (EICP), uses plant-based urease
enzymes to precipitate calcium carbonate. The use of enzymes is advantageous, because they are
non-toxic and ecofriendly [52].

Nathan et al. [53] found the enzyme treatment effective in reducing the heavy metals in paper pulp.
EICP is a biologically inspired soil improvement process designed to initiate urea hydrolysis using
urease enzyme extracted from jack beans [25,54–57] or watermelon seeds [58]. The precipitation
of CaCO3 through enzyme activity is obtained by mixing urea, calcium chloride, and urease
enzyme with deionized water. This solution can then be mixed with soil to prepare soil samples for
testing [59]. Additionally, MICP is a process in which CaCO3 is precipitated by the activity of bacteria,
such as Sporosarcina pasteurii, to improve the geotechnical properties of soil [60]. Calcium carbonate
precipitates are observed to fill the voids between soil grains, thereby reducing the permeability of
soil and improving unconfined compressive strength (UCS) [61,62] and shear strength of the soil [63].
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Furthermore, the precipitates mitigate liquefaction below the existing structures, stabilize roadways,
control the flow of groundwater, immobilize contaminants [37], and remediate hazardous trace metals
in soils [64]. The urease enzyme used in the study was crystallized from jack beans (Canavalia ensiformis)
and formed the main source of urea hydrolysis [65]. Plant-based urease is optimal if obtained from jack
bean and is identified as the first crystallized enzyme as well as the first nickel metalloenzyme [66].
Concerning remediation of soil contaminants, CaCO3 precipitates are relatively easy to implement,
useful in retaining the contaminants, and economic. They are readily accepted in society, based on an
approximate scoring proposed by Dejong et al. [67].

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Soil

The present study was performed on two soils, namely black cotton soil collected from Yadgir
district (16◦45′20.556′′ N, 77◦9′4.5072′′ E) and red soil from Bangalore district (13◦2′14.1396′′ N,
77◦37′11.928′′ E) in Karnataka, India. The dominant mineral in black cotton soil was identified as
montmorillonite (henceforth referred to as ‘Soil M’) and kaolinite in red soil (referred to as ‘Soil K’).
Basic tests of these soils were conducted and are listed in Table 1. Soil M was classified as clay with
high plasticity (CH), whereas Soil K was classified as clay with low plasticity (CL) according to the
Unified Soil Classification System.

Table 1. Engineering properties of tested soils.

Property Soil K Soil M

Color Red Black
Specific gravity 2.6 2.5
Liquid limit (%) 30 54
Plastic limit (%) 17 27

Plasticity index (%) 13 27
Classification (USCS) CL CH

pH 5.7 8.3
Organic content % 0.87 0.77

Optimum water content (%) 16.8 15.2
Maximum dry density (kN/m3) 17.9 15.8

Unconfined compressive strength (MPa) 0.07 0.013

3.2. Heavy Metal Contaminants

Three heavy metals, namely cadmium (Cd), nickel (Ni), and lead (Pb), were spiked in the soils
by preparing a stock solution with predetermined load ratios to obtain the target concentrations of
contaminants in the soil as described by Mohammed and Moghal [2].

Analytical reagent grade (AR) nitrates of nickel (Ni(NO3)2), cadmium (Cd(NO3)2), and lead
(Pb(NO3)2) were used to prepare the stock solutions. The target load ratio was identified as 50 and
100 mg/kg of heavy metal contaminants. Salt solutions were prepared in containers of borosilicate
glass to maintain a sufficiently wet consistency to spike soils with contaminants. Oven-dried soil
samples of a predetermined quantity were placed in glassware and properly washed with deionized
double-distilled water (DI), and the heavy metal stock solution was added to the soil samples and
mixed thoroughly to achieve the target Ni, Cd, and Pb load ratios [68]. Soil containers were covered
with thin sheets of aluminum with minute perforations to ensure free airflow and to avoid dust
intrusion and cross-contamination [51]. Subsequently, the samples were placed on a flat dry platform
in a temperature- and humidity-controlled room where the temperature was maintained at 23–27 ◦C
with proper ventilation and average relative humidity of 45%. The soil samples were left to cure for
40 days such that the probability of contaminants desorbing from the soil in the initial stages was
minimized. After the soil samples were cured for 40 days, acid digestion was conducted, and the
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actual amount of heavy metal concentration in the soils was established using an atomic absorption
spectrophotometer (AAS) (PerkinElmer Model A-Analyst 400). The results are tabulated in Table 2.

Table 2. Determination of actual load ratio of metal ions via acid digestion method.

Load Ratio Available with 50 mg/kg Initial Load Ratio

Metal Ion Soil K Soil K + ES1 Soil K + ES2 Soil K + ES3 Soil M Soil M + ES1 Soil M + ES2 Soil M + ES3

Ni 49.37 48.67 46.19 47.69 48.37 47.65 45.61 46.97
Cd 48.97 47.68 44.93 46.37 48.69 47.86 45.57 46.59
Pb 49.01 48.79 46.82 48.03 48.04 47.63 45.39 46.55

Load Ratio Available with 100 mg/kg Initial Load Ratio

Metal Ion Soil K Soil K + ES1 Soil K + ES2 Soil K + ES3 Soil M Soil M + ES1 Soil M + ES2 Soil M + ES3

Ni 99.09 98.67 95.98 97.64 99.12 98.36 95.63 97.86
Cd 98.39 98.49 96.15 97.35 98.87 98.65 95.58 97.55
Pb 99.2 98.52 96.28 97.36 99.24 99.83 96.05 97.64

The same procedure was repeated for the soils treated with ESs, and the concentrations of
the contaminants in the soils treated with the ESs were determined for comparison with those of
untreated soils.

3.3. Enzyme Solutions

Three types of enzyme solutions were prepared to treat the soil using Analytical Reagent (AR)
grade materials. Specifically, the following materials were used to prepare the ESs:

• Urea (CH4N2O)
• Calcium chloride (CaCl2·2H2O)
• Urease enzyme (Canavalia ensiformis (jack bean) Type III, powder, 15,000–50,000 units/g solid)
• Non-fat milk powder

The chemicals were procured from Winlab Chemical, Market Harborough, United Kingdom,
and the urease enzyme was procured from Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA. The composition of
each of the ESs is presented in Table 3. It can be noted here that ES1 and ES2 have similar compositions,
except for the use of non-fat milk powder, which aided in developing nucleation sites in the soil masses,
thereby leading to the precipitation of CaCO3 at the contact points [25]. Similarly, ES2 and ES3 differ
by the concentration of the urease enzyme, used as per Almajed et al. [25].

Table 3. Composition of ESs.

Solution

Concentration of
Component 1

Concentration of
Component 2

Concentration of
Component 3

Concentration of
Component 4

Urea (CH4N2O)
Calcium Chloride

(CaCl2·2H2O)
Urease Enzyme Non-Fat Milk Powder

ES1 1.00 M 0.67 M 3.00 g/L -
ES2 1.00 M 0.67 M 3.00 g/L 4.00 g/L
ES3 0.37 M 0.25 M 0.85 g/L 4.00 g/L

3.4. EICP Treatments

Enzyme-treated soil samples were prepared by compacting soil passing through a 425-μ sieve and
mixed with an ES to obtain a moisture content equal to the optimum moisture content of the soil by
weight. The soil was mixed with ES in a 5-cm diameter mold with a depth of 10 cm in three layers to
ensure maximum density and minimal voids. Subsequently, the soil samples were cured in a desiccator
for 21 days after they were sealed in an airtight seal pack to ensure proper calcite precipitation.
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3.4.1. UCS Tests

UCS tests were also performed for the enzyme-treated soil samples as per ASTM D2166 [69] to
gain a better understanding of the effect of ESs on the strength properties of soils. Figure 1 shows the
UCS results obtained for soil samples using ESs cured for 7, 14, and 21 days. It was observed that the
UCS values of the soil samples increased to the maximum level when the samples were treated with
ES2 and cured for 21 days. Non-fat milk powder in ES2 is the main strength booster, because it creates
sites of nucleation in the soil, enhancing the precipitation of CaCO3. However, non-fat milk powder is
also used in ES3, and the strength gain is less than that of the ES2, because the amount of urease enzyme
used in ES3 is 0.85 g/L, which is less than that of ES2 [25]. The same reason potentially holds in terms
of understanding the amount of CaCO3 precipitated in the soil when ES3 is used, which constitutes a
reduction in CaCO3 precipitated when compared to precipitation given the use of ES2.

Figure 1. UCS results of EICP treated soils with different enzyme solutions: (a) Soil K (b) Soil M.

3.4.2. Measurement of Calcium Carbonate Precipitation

The ES-treated soil samples were kept in a desiccator after they were sealed in air-tight packs and
were tested to identify the amount of CaCO3 precipitated by gravimetric acid digestion. 40 to 50 g of soil
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specimens was soaked in 1 M hydrochloric acid for an hour until the disappearance of the effervescence
was observed after soaking (due to the dissolution of CaCO3 in the soil). Subsequently, the samples
were rinsed and placed in an oven for drying at a temperature of 105 ◦C. The difference in the masses
of the soil samples before and after soaking in 1.0 M hydrochloric acid was determined to calculate
the percentage of CaCO3 precipitated in soil. The soil samples were tested for the amount of CaCO3

precipitated over 7, 14, and 21 days to understand the precipitation trend. These results are presented
in Table 4.

Table 4. Calcium Carbonate Precipitation (%) as obtained by gravimetric acid digestion test.

Curing Period (Days)
Soil K Soil M

ES1 ES2 ES3 ES1 ES2 ES3

7 1.315 1.387 1.367 1.581 2.631 1.671
14 1.769 2.286 1.933 2.463 4.722 2.632
21 1.689 2.043 1.811 2.026 4.582 2.328

3.5. Extractants

The extractants used for the desorption tests included ethylene diamine tetra-acetic acid (EDTA) and
citric acid in three molar concentrations (i.e., 0.1, 0.25, and 0.5 M) for the removal of heavy metals retained
in the soil by acid digestion. A solid-to-liquid ratio of 1:20 was maintained. Both EDTA [70] and citric
acid [71] were proven to be effective in extracting heavy metals from soil surfaces. Gu and Yeung [71]
noted that citric acid dominant industrial wastewater is effective in desorbing Cd from soil surfaces in
the pH range of 4 to 8.

3.6. Desorption Tests

A desorption test was conducted on the soil samples spiked with contaminants after a curing
period of 40 days. Five grams of contaminated soil samples was placed in 0.1, 0.25, and 0.5 M extractants
in 50-mL polytetrafluoroethylene bottles and shaken as per ASTM D3987 [72] in a mechanical shaker at
30 rpm for 24 h to ensure that the soil particles were uniformly distributed in the solution, and thereby
releasing heavy metal contaminants. Subsequently, the slurry was filtered through filter papers
(Whatman No. 42) to obtain solutions that were tested in AAS to identify their metal contamination
levels. Each set of tests was performed with three samples, and an average of the three results was
considered as the final value. The pH values of the solutions tested in AAS were determined, and their
removal efficiencies were calculated as follows [73].

Removal Efficiency (%) =
Contaminant mass from desorption

Initial contaminant mass in soil
(1)

4. Results and Discussions

The data obtained from the desorption experiments were plotted (Figures 2–4) with the molar
concentrations of the extractants on the abscissa and heavy metal removal efficiencies (%) on the
ordinate. A lower removal efficiency percentage is favorable, as it means that heavy metal contaminants
are immobilized in the soil and cannot be extracted from it. Among the three heavy metals, it was
observed that the removal efficiency of Cd was minimal when compared to that of Ni or Pb.

The formation of CaCO3 was initiated in the soil by the reaction between urea and calcium chloride;
this occurs when the calcium ions and carbonate ions combine [74]. The process of precipitation of
calcium carbonate is accelerated by the urease enzyme [75]. The recipe of the ESs adopted provides an
environment for efficient utilization of enzyme for CaCO3 precipitation [76]. CaCO3 is precipitated
along the nucleation sites with ES2 due to the use of non-fat milk powder [25]. The main process that
leads to the formation of calcite is hydrolysis of urea by the urease enzyme into CO2 and NH3, and the
speciation of NH3 leads to the development of NH4+ ions, which creates a suitable environment for
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precipitation of CaCO3 in calcium rich solution of CaCl2 [26]. It is also proposed that the heavy metal
ions with ion radii close to that of Ca2+ (e.g., Pb2+, Cu2+, Cd2+, and Sr2+) are incorporated in CaCO3

crystal lattice by replacing Ca2+ ions or by creating defects on the calcium carbonate crystals, or even by
penetrating the CaCO3 interstice. This indicates that the EICP technique can be used for the remediation
of heavy metals [77]. The formation of carbonates of heavy metals occurs in the microenvironment
of the mineral carbonates, and the process is even applicable for radionuclides such as strontium
forming strontium carbonate (SrCO3) [74]. Metal ions in soil tend to cluster with carbonates that are
already present in the soil, and heavy metal retention is expected due to the precipitation of heavy
metal carbonates [78,79]. Enzymatic mechanism of bioremediation is found to be effective in issues
concerning heavy metal bioaccumulation in paper pulp [53].

Figure 2. Effect of extractants on ‘Cd’ removal efficiencies of soils treated with different enzymatic
solutions with (a) EDTA extractant and load ratio of 50 mg/kg, (b) Citric acid extractant and load ratio
of 50 mg/kg, (c) EDTA extractant and load ratio of 100 mg/kg, (d) Citric acid extractant and load ratio of
100 mg/kg.
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Figure 3. Effect of extractants on ‘Ni’ removal efficiencies of soils treated with different enzymatic
solutions with (a) EDTA extractant and load ratio of 50 mg/kg, (b) Citric acid extractant and load ratio
of 50 mg/kg, (c) EDTA extractant and load ratio of 100 mg/kg, (d) Citric acid extractant and load ratio of
100 mg/kg.

4.1. Cd Retention in Soils

The highest removal efficiency of Cd was observed as 50.39% for untreated Soil M and 46.37%
for untreated Soil K (see Figure 2). The lowest removal efficiency for Cd when extracted by 0.5 M
citric acid was observed as 3.97% for Soil M and 5.39% for Soil K treated with ES2 (see Figure 2).
An increase in clay or silt particles in the soil decreases the release of Cd due to strong deposits of
heavy metal traces that occur in the finer fractions of clay [80]. Hence, it was observed that higher silt
or clay content expanded soil capacity for heavy metal retention [81,82]. Our results are in line with
these observations.

The Cd removal efficiency was also low due to the precipitation of a comparatively large amount
of CaCO3 in soil treated with ES2 (see Table 4). Wang et al. [83] found that the presence of CaCO3

played a major role in immobilizing heavy metals, as observed in their study, when treating soils with
CaCO3. The EICP method used in this study for the retention of heavy metals is comparatively more
effective in immobilizing Cd. Therefore, the EICP treatment can be termed an adsorbent selective to
Cd contamination.

The role of pH is also important in the retention of Cd in the soil, and the desorption of Cd
is observed to increase when pH decreases. Additionally, increase in the pH of soil results in
immobilization of Cd ions [32]. Citric acid is observed to desorb Cd to a lesser extent at lower molar
concentrations and to a greater extent at higher molar concentrations (see Figure 2). This can be
attributed to the formation of Cd-citric acid complexes in an aqueous state, which detach from soil
surfaces. EDTA is observed to retain greater amounts of Cd, even at a pH of 5.05 [84]. The range of
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pH was between 5–8 with citric acid as chelant with 0.1 M for extraction of Cd. This pH reduced
(within range of 3–6) at 0.5 M molarity, leading to comparatively higher removal of Cd. The removal
efficiencies and associated standard deviation values are provided in the Supplementary Materials
(Tables S1 and S2 respectively).

Figure 4. Effect of extractants on Pb removal efficiencies of soils treated with different enzymatic
solutions with (a) EDTA extractant and load ratio of 50 mg/kg, (b) Citric acid extractant and load ratio
of 50 mg/kg, (c) EDTA extractant and load ratio of 100 mg/kg, (d) citric acid extractant and load ratio of
100 mg/kg.

4.2. Ni Retention in Soils

Figure 3 shows the plots for Ni extracted from both soils using EDTA and citric acid. Figure 3a,b
shows the removal efficiency for load ratios of 50 mg/kg. Figure 3c,d shows the removal efficiency
for load ratios of 100 mg/kg. The plots indicate that the encapsulation of Ni in the soils with ES2
exceeded that in the soils with ES1 and ES3. The difference in removal efficiency was not significant
between the two load ratios (50 and 100 mg/kg). Both load ratios yielded removal efficiency values of
approximately 15–20%.

The maximum range of Ni desorption was observed as approximately 72.36–57.2% for soils M
and K, respectively, and the minimum amounts of Ni desorption were 34.48% for Soil M and 20.26%
for Soil K when extracted by 0.5 M EDTA. Nickel is one of the most commonly found contaminants
in the brownfields, and nickel contamination originates from the discharge of industries involving
metal plating, nickel refinement, and mining sites. Nickel precipitates into a stable compound in the
form of nickel hydroxide [Ni(OH)2] in slightly alkaline and neutral solutions. Nickel can be effectively
removed by citric acid and EDTA chelating agents [70], and nickel retention can be understood from
the relationship between the sorptive surface and ion concentration that decreases metal ion removal.
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When metal ion concentrations are low, the number of binding sites for heavy metals is initially
high and results in the immobilization of heavy metals [85]. The mechanism of Ni retention can
also be expressed as a mechanism in which metal binds to a carboxylic group, given the competition
between protons, metals, and ion exchange interactions in the solution, and leads to the immobility of
Ni ions [86]. Precipitation of heavy metals occurs when a solution is saturated with a specific element
through a homogeneous or heterogeneous aggregation processes. The former aggregation process is
an outcome of nucleation of the supersaturated phase in the soil solution, whereas the latter process
involves precipitation formed by the nucleation of other materials (i.e., soil particles), which hold
metals as sorbents on the surface [87]. The urease enzyme used in the study is reportedly active and
stable when the EDTA solution exhibits a neutral pH. The enzymatic activity plays a major role in
already present nickel ions in the urease enzyme. It is also established that nickel ions are active in
strengthening the enzyme activity completely; thus, attempts to remove nickel from the urease enzyme
were not successful [66]. Thus, it can be assumed that preexisting nickel in urease and added nickel
potentially cluster and this behavior leads to the retention of Ni in the soil. This can explain the results
shown in Figure 3.

4.3. Pb Retention in Soils

Figure 4 shows the Pb removal efficiency. As shown in the figure, Pb retention was minimal when
compared to Ni and Cd retention. Raw soil K contaminated with Pb demonstrated very high removal
efficiency, which ranges from 99.96% to 97.52% for soil treated with 0.5 M EDTA extractant and with
load ratios of 50 and 100 mg/kg, respectively. The removal efficiencies after acid digestion by citric
acid decreased to 11.2% and 26.26% for the same soil with 50 and 100 mg/kg load ratios, respectively,
when Soil K was treated with ES2.

Pb and Cd get adsorbed on CaCO3 precipitates, limiting their mobility. The retention of Pb and
Cd was observed as predominant by polydopamine CaCO3 when compared to natural CaCO3 [88].
Thus, it was inferred that decreases in Cd and Pb removal efficiency observed in the present study
occurred due to the presence of CaCO3 in the soil. Pb retention can also occur via diffusion of
solid-state and precipitation reactions resulting in PbSO4 and PbCO3 precipitates when the metal
contamination levels exceed solubility levels of the carbonates and hydroxides at a given pH [89,90].
Kumpiene et al. [91] performed Pb immobilization studies via phosphorus-containing chemicals,
such as apatites and hydroxyapatites, in synthetic and natural forms. This is because precipitation
and ionic exchange of pyromorphite-type minerals decrease Pb mobility, and because compounds of
Ca are generally efficient in performing Pb immobilization as soil pH increases within the range 8–9,
thereby leading to the retention of Pb. Almost 99% of Pb retention was obtained by Wang et al. [83]
using reagent-grade stabilizers, namely Ca(H2PO4)2 and CaCO3 in a dumpsite in Taiwan.

The heavy metal desorption process is affected by the pH of the pore fluid solution [42]. Even waste
soils with neutral pH values exhibit significant levels of heavy metal sorption [92]. Harter [93] examined
the effects of soil pH on heavy metal adsorption and stated that the degree to which metal ions hydrolyze
at a specific extractant pH (leading to their release from the host soil) is unknown. In a previous study,
Harter [93] suggested that retention of univalent Pb hydroxides (when compared to divalent ions) can
increase by 60% when pH increases from 6 to 8 and forms precipitates of metals at high pH levels.
The same study revealed that Ni was retained due to a reaction that formed precipitates at high pH
levels and concluded that the validity of pH, as a deciding factor in ascertaining the quantity of heavy
metal that can be safely retained in the soil, is uncertain, although the pH of the extractants used for Pb
retention was within the range 3–5.

Gupta and Lataye [94] indicated that the pH of a solution affects the charge and process of
ionization of the sorbent in the solution. Therefore, it is presumed that pH increases the duration
for which metal contaminants are released by extractants. The process of heavy metal removal was
performed in the study by conducting separate desorption tests on soils spiked with individual
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contaminants, because the simultaneous removal of heavy metals using a single extraction method is
difficult [95].

5. Conclusions

The aim of this study was to examine the efficacy of EICP in fixing Cd, Ni, and Pb that were
spiked in Soil M and Soil K in addition to improving their strength characteristics. The following
conclusions were made from the study:

• Soil grains adhered to each other due to CaCO3 precipitation initiated by the urease enzyme,
and there exists a high probability that metal ions are encapsulated between the soil grains and
CaCO3 precipitates. This leads to the effective retention of heavy metals in the soil matrix.

• Heavy metal retention in the soil occurred in the following order: Cd >Ni > Pb. The EICP-treated
soil retained the maximum quantity of Cd among all the heavy metals. Additionally, Cd retention
exceeded Ni or Pb retention even after treatment with chelants EDTA and citric acid. This was
potentially due to the formation of CdCO3 in the soil matrix.

• EICP treatment using ES2 was observed to be better in terms of retaining heavy metals in the soil
when compared to ES1 and ES3.

• The use of non-fat milk powder in the preparation of ES2 played a major role in boosting the UCS
strength of the soil and also in retaining heavy metals in the soil due to the precipitation of CaCO3.
Overall, the effects of CaCO3 precipitation due to the ESs consisted of improvements in heavy
metal retention and UCS strength when compared to those of raw soils. Hence, it was concluded
that the precipitates of CaCO3 hold heavy metals and improve UCS strength irrespective of
whether the quantity of precipitation varies for different ESs.

• Based on these results, it is clear that EICP has sufficient ability to immobilize heavy metals in
contaminated soil. This study portrayed appreciable outcomes for Cd when compared to Ni
and Pb; this technique can be employed to immobilize specific contaminants by identifying its
effectiveness on other heavy metals also. However, further testing in the field is necessary before
drawing this conclusion.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/12/17/7019/s1,
Table S1: Removal efficiencies (%) for different contaminants for EDTA and Citric Acid extractants, Table S2:
Standard deviation values obtained for the removal efficiencies.
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Abstract: Controlling and preventing soil erosion on slope surfaces is a pressing concern worldwide,
and at the same time, there is a growing need to incorporate sustainability into our engineering works.
This study evaluates the efficiency of bioengineering techniques in the development of vegetation
in soil slopes located near a hydroelectric power plant in Brazil. For this purpose, twelve different
bioengineering techniques were evaluated, in isolation and in combination, in the slopes (10 m high) of
two experimental units (approximately 70 m long each) located next to the Paraíba do Sul riverbanks,
in Brazil. High-resolution images of the slopes’ frontal view were taken in 15-day interval visits in all
units for the first 90 days after implantation, followed by monthly visits up to 27 months after the
works were finished. The images were treated and analyzed in a computer algorithm that, based on
three-color bands (red–green–blue scale), helps to assess the temporal evolution of the vegetative cover
index for each technique adopted. The results showed that most of the solutions showed a deficiency
in vegetation establishment and were sensitive to climatological conditions, which induced changes
in the vegetation phytosanitary aspects. Techniques which provided a satisfactory vegetative cover
index throughout the investigated period are pointed out.

Keywords: bioengineering techniques; vegetative cover index; slope’s superficial erosion;
phytosanitary aspects; climatological conditions

1. Introduction

Soil erosion in slopes is a natural process that involves several processes such as landslides and
detachment, dissolution and/or wear of soil particles, followed by their transport and deposition
caused by the action of an erosive agent (e.g., water, wind, and/or gravity [1]). Human activities
aggravate this process by removing existing vegetation, influencing agriculture and overstocked
pasturing, and causing change in natural slopes by cutting operations routinely used in transportation
works. This accelerated erosion shows relevant environmental, social, and economic impacts around
the world, reducing soil fertility and promoting soil sedimentation in river flows [2]. Therefore, erosion
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control is a present concern and different techniques have been proposed over the last decades to
address this issue, from hard engineering to more sustainable solutions, such as bioengineering [3,4].

Bioengineering is an ancient technique that has recently regained interest and popularity for use
in erosion control [5]. It combines live vegetation with or without inert components (e.g., rocks, wood,
metal, geosynthetics, etc.) to reinforce soil, prevent and stabilize the erosion process, decrease surface
runoff, and increase water infiltration, promoting ecosystem restoration [6–8]. The key aspect of this
technique, according to Bischetti et al. [5], is that it is intentionally used considering an environmental
and landscape perspective.

In a context with an increasing need to account for sustainability in engineering projects,
bioengineering systems have clear advantages, because they show lower environmental impact
compared to conventional stabilization methods that rely on hard structures such as retaining walls [2,9].
In this context, in Europe and North America, soil bioengineering has been widely used [10].

Research on soil bioengineering has experienced a significant increase over the last decades,
leading to major advances over the past 20 years according to Stokes et al. [11], who highlight the
relevance and interest of the scientific community [9]. Focus was given to the history and types of
bioengineering techniques and applications [5,10,12–14], their technical, economic, environmental,
and ecological benefits [15–19], the characterization of relevant physical and mechanical attributes of
plant species application in such systems [20–22], and some successful case studies in transportation,
urban settings, or riverbank restoration in the European Alps [23,24], North America [6,9,25], Central
America [26], and South Asia [15,27,28]. The life cycle assessment (LCA) model for soil bioengineering
constructions was also proposed [29].

In Brazil, the favorable climate to plant growth (especially the tropical one—characterized by
a dry winter and rainy summer) supports the use of bioengineering techniques. However, few studies
investigated the use of bioengineering systems in the Brazilian context, especially in large field test
studies such as the one presented in this paper. Nonetheless, soil degradation is a major problem
throughout the entire country [30]. Sattler et al. [31] highlight that the use of soil bioengineering in
southeast Brazil (the economic pole of the country) for restoration and rehabilitation of degraded areas
is still incipient, and when applied, relies mostly on the use of non-native plant species that have
been shown to work in other tropical regions. After a 15-month monitoring period, the authors [31]
reported successful riverbank slope protection when using hedgerow terraces (which work as living
fences) with rooted or unrooted live cuttings of five native plant species (shrub or tree) associated with
a biodegradable polymer.

Outside the Brazilian context, several studies reported the use of soil bioengineering techniques.
Ansted et al. [29] monitored two willow spilling projects (used to prevent riverbank erosion) during
the first year after installation to assess their biological and geomorphological function. Rey and
Labonne [32] observed a 45% survival rate of willow (Salix) cuttings (after four growing seasons) on
bioengineering structures installed in the Francon Catchment (Southern French Alps). Brush layer
inclusions were used to stabilize steep slopes along a roadway in Massachusetts [6]. Petrone and
Preti [16] assessed which native species were most suited (survival rate higher than 60%) for soil
bio-engineering purposes in Nicaragua. Dhital and Tang [15] reported the effectiveness of vegetative
check dams and wire net check dams along with vegetation in the stabilization of riverbanks located in
Nepal. Furthermore, a laboratory study was carried out by Muhammed et al. [33].

Monitoring restored sites is as important as the planning stage of the restoration program.
It can significantly influence the success of the solution used and provides invaluable data for future
bioengineering projects, such as the lifetime and efficacy of the bioengineering system on slope stability
and erosion control in different regions [2,34]. Nonetheless, studies on the ecological efficiency of slope
restoration techniques are still scarce [15].

This study aims to assess the performance of 12 soil bioengineering techniques (systems) in
erosion prone slopes of the Simplício Hydroelectric Power Plant-FURNAS in Brazil. We evaluated
their viability and performance over 27 months after implantation. The latter was evaluated by
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periodic qualitative observations (integrity, anchoring, soil stability, germination, phytosanitary aspect,
pests’ occurrence, nutritional status, and other general aspects) in site visits, and, most importantly
by a quantitative evaluation of the evolution and success of vegetative cover index throughout three
years to access the long term erosion protection via permanent vegetation establishment. In this way,
we intend to contribute to the knowledge building on using soil bioengineering techniques in Brazilian
territory, possibly helping to broaden its use in the country.

2. Methodology

This study reports the application and monitoring of different bioengineering techniques for
superficial slope erosion control and analyses the evolution of the vegetation developed in the slope
surfaces evaluated. It is worth mentioning that the experimental units have been subjected only to
the erosion process caused by the rainfall, which means the river was not in contact with any section
of both experimental units (even during the flood seasons). The bioengineering techniques adopted,
their application and monitoring, and procedures for determining the vegetative cover index are
detailed as follows.

2.1. Experimental Units

Two slopes located on the Paraiba do Sul riverbanks, close to the Simplício Hydroeletric Power
Plant (Chiador-MG in Brazil; Figure 1) were selected as experimental units in this study. In terms of the
geology context, the experimental units are located on a Proerozoic gneiss-magmatic terrain (part of
Juiz de Fora and Paraíba do Sul geological complexes), grouped in two lithological types: high-grade
paragneisses and orthogneisses (dominant in the area of experiment).

Figure 1. Location of the experimental units I (EU1; 22◦1′40.06′′ S; 43◦0′1.49′′ W) and II
(EU2; 22◦1′16.49′′ S; 42◦59′30.36′′ W).

Experimental unit I (EU1) consists of two 90-m-long slopes (west facing slope) of approximately
9.5 m height (H) and a slope angle (α) close to 32◦, as indicated in Figure 2a. Similarly, the experimental
unit II (EU2) consists of two 70-m-long slopes (northwest facing slope): the bottom one with 8.5 m
height (H) and α equal to 35◦, and the upper one with H = 9.5 m and α = 32◦ (Figure 2b). To avoid
people traffic and animal trampling, the units were demarcated with fences (appropriate materials
and equipment were used). The soil samples were collected 300 mm deep from the slopes’ surfaces
(15 m distant apart from each other) along both units (EU1 and EU2) to provide a representative
characterization of its fertility. A total of 10 soil samples was tested for the unit EU1, whereas for the
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EU2, 6 soil samples were collected and tested. Following the test procedures recommended by the
Brazilian Agricultural Research Corporation (EMBRAPA [35]), the soil fertility test results (Table 1;
classification according to CFSEMG (1999)) indicate that the experimental units show similar fertility,
with a low content for all parameters evaluated and medium acidity.

 

Figure 2. Topographic and division of the experimental units (a) I (EU1) and (b) II (EU2) into sections.
[Note: Representative cross-sections are shown in the figure’s upper region].

Additionally, Table 2 summarizes characterization and soil strength test results for the experimental
units, performed based on the Brazilian Standard (NBR) proposed by the Brazilian Association
of Technical Standards (ABNT). The laboratory tests consisted of specific gravity of soil solids
(NBR 6458 [36]), grain size distribution (NBR 7181 [37]; classification according to American Society for
Testing and Materials (ASTM; D 2487-06 [38]), Atterberg limits (NBR 6459 [39]; NBR 7180 [40]), standard
Proctor compaction (NBR 7182 [41]), and a direct shear test (unsaturated soil samples compacted at
similar density to the soil from the slopes; ASTM D 3080-98 [42]).

Prior to following the bioengineering techniques, the superficial soil of the slopes of the
experimental units was prepared to provide an adequate slope (inclination) and condition for the
execution process. The preparation included cleaning, removal of bulges and poorly consolidated soil
masses, and manual conformation. Additionally, linear erosions (gullies and deep grooves) close to the
experimental units that could impair this study were recovered using organic sediment.

Table 1. Soil fertility test results for the experimental units’ slope surface (mean values from samples
taken 30 cm deep from soil surface at 15-m linear intervals).

Parameter Unit
EU1 a EU2 b

Value Classification c Value Classification c

pH - 5.8 (0.2) Medium acidity 5.4 (0.2) Medium acidity
Hydrogen (H) d meq/100 cm3 1.7 (0.5) - 1.7 (0.3) -

Aluminum (Al) d meq/100 cm3 0.2 (0.2) Low 0.6 (0.4) Medium
Calcium (Ca) d meq/100 cm3 1.1 (0.8) Low 1.0 (0.5) Low

Magnesium (Mg) d meq/100 cm3 0.4 (0.5) Low 0.2 (0.2) Low
Phosphorus (P) e ppm 2.3 (2.5) Low 2.2 (0.8) Low
Potassium (k) e ppm 37.7 (55.3) Low 19.7 (17.3) Low

Organic matter (O.M.) % 0.10 (0.14) Low 0.07 (0.07) Low

Note: standard deviation values are shown in parenthesis; a ten soil samples tested; b six soil samples tested;
c classification according to CFSEMG [43]; d exchangeable content; and e available content.
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Table 2. Geotechnical characteristics of the experimental units.

Characteristic Value Standard

Specific gravity of soil solids (ρs) 2.657 g/cm3 NBR 6458 [36]

Soil classification Sandy silt (ML) NBR 7181 [37]
ASTM D 2487-06 [38]

Liquid limit (LL) 44% NBR 6459 [39]
Plastic limit (PL) 27% NBR 7180 [40]

Plasticity index (PI) 17% -
Maximum dry unit weight (γd_m) 16.57 kN/m3 NBR 7182 [41]

Optimum water content (wop) 17.8% NBR 7182 [41]
Friction angle (ϕ) 33.9◦ ASTM D 3080-98 a [42]

Cohesion (c) 16.54 kPa ASTM D 3080-98 a [42]

Note: a Direct shear tests performed in unsaturated soil samples compacted at similar density to the soil from the
slopes (normal stresses of 12.5, 25, 50, and 100 kPa).

Retainers (OSRs; 0.20-m or 0.40-m width). OSRs consists of polypropylene screen coating filled with
herbaceous straw or coconut fiber, prepared to become a suitable substrate for developing vegetation.

2.2. Bioengineering Techniques

This study assessed 12 different techniques: 6 isolated bioengineering techniques (IBT) and 6 mixed
bioengineering techniques (MBT, more than one technique), both summarized in Table 3. The techniques
were chosen based on bibliographic research and consulting to specialized bioengineering companies
(information of most common bioengineering techniques adopted in Brazil). The experimental units
were divided into sections (EU1: S01 to S11; EU2: S01 to S14; dimensions indicated in Figure 2),
and the bioengineering techniques were executed contiguously (randomly) along the experimental
units (Figure 3) according to Table 3. A brief description of each technique is shown in the following
table. Manual seeding was adopted as the control technique to evaluate the efficiency of the other
techniques adopted herein. Manual seeding consists of the manual launch of seeds (species and
quantity described in Table 4), and it was adopted in isolation conditions in EU1-S08 and EU2-S07 and
in combination with organic sediment retainers (OSRs) in EU1-S06, EU1-S11, and EU2-S12. Manual
seeding attached with organic material (cellulose mulch) was installed in EU1-S09 and in EU1-S10
(combined with OSRs) as an alternative to help germination and vegetation. The specimens presented
in Table 4 were chosen based on bibliographic research, an indication of specialized Brazilian companies
(including nurseries) and professors from Spellman College, California State University, Universidade
Federal de Viçosa, and Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais.

Table 3. Bioengineering techniques evaluated and respective installation site—Experimental Unit (EU)
and Section (S).

Code Bioengineering Technique
Section Installed

EU1 EU2

Isolated bioengineering techniques (IBT)

IBT-1 Manual seeding S08 S07
IBT-2 Live stakes - S01
IBT-3 Live Organic Sediment Retainer (L-OSR) - S06
IBT-4 Live Rolled Erosion Control Products (L-RECPs) S01 S02; S03

IBT-5
Rolled Erosion Control Products (RECP-01) S02
Rolled Erosion Control Products (RECP-02) S11
Rolled Erosion Control Products (RECP-03) S09

IBT-6 Geocellular containment system (GCSs) S07 S05
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Table 3. Cont.

Code Bioengineering Technique
Section Installed

EU1 EU2

Mixed bioengineering techniques (MBT)

MBT-1 Manual seeding + Cellulose mulch S09 -
MBT-2 Manual seeding + Organic Sediment Retainer (OSR) S06; S11 S12

MBT-3 Manual seeding + Cellulose mulch + Organic Sediment
Retainer (OSR) S10 -

MBT-4 Live stakes + Live Organic Sediment Retainer (L-OSRs) - S04

MBT-5 Live stakes + Live Organic Sediment Retainer (L-OSRs) +
Manual seeding S03; S04 -

MBT-6
Rolled Erosion Control Products (RECP-02) + Organic

Sediment Retainer (OSR) S05 S08;

Rolled Erosion Control Products (RECP-03) + Organic
Sediment Retainer (OSR) - S10

 

Figure 3. Contiguous execution of the bioengineering techniques with the experimental unit.

Table 4. Vegetative species (scientific and common name) adopted in bioengineering techniques.

Scientific Name Common Name a Quantity (g/m2)

Alternanthera ficoidea b White carpet 2.0
Avena strigose c Black oats 4.0

Brachiaria humidicola b Koronivia grass 2.5
Brachiaria decumbens b Palisade grass 2.5

Hyparrhenia rufa b Jaragua grass 2.5
Lablab purpureus b Lab lab bean 3.0

Calopogonium mucunoides d Calopo 1.5
Melinis minutiflora b Molasses grass 1.5
Mucuna aterrima b Florida beans 3.0

Cajanus cajan b Pigean bean 3.0

Notes: a The common names may depend on the region/country; b introduced species; c non-native species;
and d native species.

Live and rootable vegetative cuttings, herein called “live stakes”, were installed (tamped) into
the ground of EU1-S01 in isolation conditions and in EU1-S03, EU1-S04, and EU2-S04 combined
with organic sediment retainer (OSR). The live stakes were cultivated in greenhouses and treated
with fungicidal solution (Benomyl, 0.03%), nutritive fertilizer (Nitrogen (N), Phosphorus (P) and
Potassium (K) (NPK) 20:20:20; 10 g/L), and rooting inductors (indole-butyric acid; 100 ppm). Live stakes
were comprised by non-native (Eritrina mulungu, Croton urucurana, Hibiscus tiliaceus, Morus alba,
Psidium guajava, Mimosa sp., Ficus gameleira, Joanesia princeps, Psidium cattleianum and Chorisia speciosa)
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and native (Hymenea corbaril, Caesalpinia leiostachya and Inga sp.) species. Images of the root system
and installation procedures are available in Appendix A (Figure A1).

This study also investigated the adoption of flexible organic or synthetic rolls manufactured in
greenhouses (live rolled erosion control products; L-RECPs). Structural geogrids (three-dimensional
UV-stabilized polypropylene mesh) were layered in a levelled watertight surface followed by a layer of
organic RECP. Over the RECPs surface, a mix of fast-growing herbaceous and legume seeds (indicated
in Table 4, 10 g/m2), chemical fertilizer (5 g/m2), organic compounds (500 g/m2), and hydrogel (5 g/m2)
was spread. Finally, irrigation (2–5 L/m2) was conducted at regular intervals. Images of L-RECPs
storing and installation procedures are available in Appendix A (Figure A2). These elements were
installed in isolation at EU1-S01, EU2-S02, and EU2-S03.

Live elements associated with organic sediment retainers (L-OSRs) were cultivated in greenhouses,
with dimensions of 0.20 × 2.00 m and 0.40 × 1.60 m (diameter × length). They were installed in
isolation (EU2-S06) and associated with live stakes (EU1-S03, EU1-S04, and EU2-S04). The seedlings
were planted directly inside the OSR after making beds filled with 100 g of vermiculite associated
with 2 g of hydrogel and 20 g of NPK 20:20:20 fertilizer powder. Images from the cultivation up to its
installation are available in Appendix A (Figure A3).

This study also investigated the adoption of erosion control products commercially available in the
Brazilian market. Three rolled erosion control products (RECPs) were adopted. The first one (RECP-01)
is a coconut fiber blanket (mass per unit area 450 g/m2) composed of a high flexible, UV-stabilized,
and non-degradable three-dimensional polypropylene woven matrix, coupled with high resistance
metallic hexagonal reinforcement mesh (installed in isolation in EU1-S02). The second RECP (RECP-02)
is a two-dimensional erosion control blanket consisting of coconut fibers (mass per unit area 400 g/m2)
interlaced and incorporated in photodegradable polypropylene nets (installed in EU1-S05 and EU2-S08
in combination with OSR and in isolation in EU2-S11). Finally, the third RECP (RECP-03) is a straw
erosion control blanket consisting of vegetable fibers (agricultural straw; mass per unit area 600 g/m2)
interlaced and incorporated in photodegradable polypropylene nets and a third UV-resistant net in the
upper face (installed in isolation in EU2-S09 and combined with OSRs in EU2-S10).

An organic sediment retainer (OSR) manufactured using dehydrated vegetable fibers was
combined with manual seeding in EU1-S06, EU1-S11, and EU2-S12 and further combined with cellulose
mulch in EU1-S10. The experimental sections EU1-S05, EU1-S08, and EU2-S10 received a combination
of OSR and rolled erosion control products (RECP). Additionally, a geocellular containment system
(GCS) was adopted in sections EU1-S07 and EU2-S05. The GCSs are geobags (manufactured with
a geosynthetic mesh of high-density polyethylene (HDPE) combined with an organic geotextile of
coconut fiber) filled with herbaceous straw, organic matter, seeds, and fertilizers.

2.3. Monitoring the Experimental Units

Monitoring of the experimental unit sections started in December 2016 after completing the
bioengineering techniques’ implantation works. The monitoring occurred periodically, with 15-day
interval visits in all units (i.e., EU1-S01 to EU1-S11 and EU2-S01 to EU2-S12) for the first 90 days after
the implantation, followed by monthly visits up to 27 months after the works were finished. In this
period, the sections were visited and detailed inspections were carried out using high-quality images
taken from the front view of each section. During the visits, preventive and corrective actions were
used to take care of leaf-cutting ants, leaf chlorosis, and fence conditions.

Furthermore, local qualitative analyses were conducted with evaluation cards (presented in
Appendix B) to register integrity, anchoring, soil stability, germination, phytosanitary aspects,
pests’ occurrence, nutritional status, and other general aspects of the vegetation and/or bioengineering
techniques in the experimental units’ sections. Due to the existence of diagnostic (observer) bias in the
set of characteristics evaluated, these results require a detailed analysis that may include the (observer)
bias error and are not in the scope of this study. These qualitative results are aimed to be made available
in future publications.
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2.4. Vegetative Cover Index Determination

The evolution of vegetative cover for each bioengineering technique adopted was evaluated by
means of the vegetative cover index, calculated through a computer code in the MATLAB software
(2015). The images captured (on a smartphone with wide-angle lens) during the experimental units’
monitoring period (27 months; e.g., Figure 4a) were treated and analyzed with a MATLAB script
(or algorithm) developed using the method proposed by Woebbecke et al. [44]. This semi-quantitative
analysis is proposed as an effective approach to assess the vegetation performance under climatological
changes (dry and wet spell cycles).

Prior to its analysis, all images were treated by trimming out the regions outside the analyzed
section area (Figure 4b). The MATLAB algorithm splits the image into three color bands (red, green,
and blue—RGB scale). The value of each pixel was used to determine the normalized ratio of each
color in the band by dividing it by 255, which is the maximum value for each color, as shown in the
following Equations (1)–(3):

R* = R/255 (1)

G* = G/255 (2)

B* = B/255 (3)

where R*, G*, and B* are the normalized ratio of red, green, and blue colors, respectively, and R, G,
and B are the color value of each pixel, which ranges from 0 to 255, respectively.

The normalized colors were used to calculate the ratio of each color, r, g, and b, with respect to all
three colors in the pixel, as shown in the Equations below (4)–(6):

r = R*/(R* + G* + B*) (4)

g = G*/(R* + G* + B*) (5)

b = B*/(R* + G* + B*) (6)

Finally, the excess green (ExG) value is calculated for each pixel using the Woebbecke et al. [45]
excess green Equation (7):

ExG = 2g − r − b (7)

The ExG value for each pixel was compared to a minimum threshold value that was determined
for each image. Thus, if the pixel’s ExG value is greater than this threshold value, the pixel is set
to represent vegetative covered areas (that means a vegetation pixel). The vegetative cover index is
determined for each image by the ratio between the number of green pixels and the total number of
pixels in the treated image (white pixels are not considered). In addition, the vegetation pixels were
superimposed in the treated image for a visual comparison (Figure 4c).

Figure 4. Image analysis processes: (a) original image; (b) treated image submitted to the computer
algorithm; and (c) comparison between the vegetation pixels provided by the computer algorithm and
the treated image.
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The vegetative cover index analysis was performed for all images taken while monitoring the
experimental units (total of 601) for all sections, and bioengineering techniques were applied. The results
were plotted in function of the time after the implanting the bioengineering works to evaluate the
evolution of this parameter during the investigated period. In this study, vegetative cover index values
higher than 70% are considered to represent a satisfactory superficial slope cover condition [45], in
other words, to ensure the protection/control against erosion of the slope superficial soil.

2.5. Climatological Data

To compare the evolution of the vegetative cover index with the regional seasons, climatological
data was obtained from the closest working weather station, 31 km from the experimental units.
The precipitation data (in mm), obtained with a rain gauge, are summarized in Figure 5 for the
inspection period adopted herein. In summary, the local climatological condition is comprised of a
rainy (wet) period during the spring and summer seasons and a dry period during the autumn and
winter seasons.

Figure 5. Total rainfall and number of rainy days obtained in a weather station located 31 km distant
from the experimental units’ location.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 6 shows the vegetative cover index evolution for the bioengineering techniques installed in
isolation at the experimental units. The vegetative cover index evolutions can be divided into five
different groups. The first one exhibits vegetative cover index values lower than 40% (non-satisfactory
values) during the whole period investigated. The index experienced small increases during the wet
periods and remained or decreased during the dry ones. The manual seeding (IBT-1; EU1-S08 and
EU2-S07), live stakes (IBT-2; EU2-S01), and live organic sediment retainer (L-OSRs; IBT-3; EU2-S06)
techniques comprise this group (Figure 6a). The second group presented satisfactory vegetative cover
index values (higher than 70%) 25 days after it was implemented and small reductions at the end of
the wet periods (especially the third period). Two techniques installed in the first experimental unit
compose this group: live rolled erosion control products (L-RECPs; IBT-4; EU1-S01) and rolled erosion
control product (RECP-01; IBT-5; EU1-S02).

The third group identified in Figure 6 comprises L-RECPs installed at the second experimental
unit (IBT-4; EU2-S02 and EU2-S03) and the geocellular containment system (GCS) installed in EU1-S07.
Similar to the second group, this group exhibited satisfactory vegetative cover index values very
soon (25 days after its implementation). However, there was a significant reduction in the index
values during the first dry period (softer reduction for the GCS-EU1-S07) followed by an increase
in the following two periods, and a small reduction in the index values at the third wet period.
RECPs installed in the second experimental unit (RECP-2 in EU2-S09 and RECP-03 in EU2-S11) are
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considered the fourth group and showed a high variation in the vegetative cover index values during
the period investigated (increases in the wet periods and sharp decreases in the dry ones). A particular
case in Figure 6 (the fifth group) is the GCS installed at EU2-S05 that started a significant increase in
the vegetative cover index values at the middle of the first dry period and maintained a value close to
60% until the end of the investigated period.

 

Figure 6. Vegetative cover index evolution for different in-isolation bioengineering techniques:
(a) manual seeding (IBT-1; EU1-S08 and EU2-S07), live stakes (IBT-2; EU2-S01), and live organic
sediment retainers (L-OSRs; IBT-3; EU2-S06); (b) live rolled erosion control products (L-RECPs; IBT-4;
EU1-S01, EU2-S02, and EU2-S03); (c) rolled erosion control products (RECPs; IBT-5; EU1-S02, EU2-S09,
and EU2-S110); and (d) geocellular containment system (GCSs; IBT-6; EU1-S07 and EU2-S05).

The results presented in Figure 6a indicate that the adoption of the in-isolation manual seeding
technique (IBT-1) can be insufficient to prevent and control slope superficial soil erosion. Considering
the vegetation establishment, difficulties can be observed since the first wet period, and it proves to be
highly influenced by the changes in the climatological condition (especially during the dry periods).
In addition, widespread laminar erosion and small grooves were reported in EU1-S08 at the end of the
inspection period, proving the inefficiency of this technique.

Adopting live stakes in an isolated condition (IBT-2; EU2-S01) presented minimal effectiveness for
the soil conditions and vegetation species used in this study. Three main factors impair its application:
the values of the vegetative cover index for IBT-2 were slightly higher than the ones obtained with IBT-1
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(Figure 6a), the time consumed for the cultivation of the stakes, and the costs involved in the processes.
Similarly, adopting live organic sediment retainers (L-OSRs) in isolation conditions (IBT-3; EU2-S06)
proves to be inefficient. In fact, this technique (IBT-3) provided values of vegetative cover index smaller
than the ones obtained with IBT-1 (Figure 6a).

Live rolled erosion control products (L-RECPs) installed in isolation (IBT-4; EU1-S01, EU2-S02
and EU2-S03) proved to be an attractive technique to prevent slope superficial erosion. However,
for the sections of the second experimental unit (EU-2), sharp drops (dry periods or beginning of the
wet periods) and sensitive reductions (especially during wet periods) characterize the evolution of
vegetative cover index for this technique (Figure 6b).

Changes in the vegetation phytosanitary aspects (chlorosis and phytopathogen conditions) explain
the sharp drops observed. The predecessor dry period could change the phytosanitary aspects of
the vegetation, leading to an intensive decay of its green colors (becoming faded). Considering the
computer code adopted in this study, when the treated image (containing faded vegetation) is subjected
to the RGB scale, a decrease may occur in the pixel’s green value, culminating in its identification as
a pixel that does not represent vegetation, decreasing the vegetative cover index.

Considering the sensitive reductions, they can be attributed to the predominant vegetation
composition (type). Some vegetative species may not adapt to the soil and/or climatological conditions
(especially the non-native species), leading to changes in the vegetation phytosanitary aspects (initially)
and/or the vegetation death. Further studies are required to validate this assumption and identify
which species are unsuitable.

Three types of rolled erosion control products (RECPs) commercially available on the Brazilian
market were installed in isolated conditions (IBT-5). RECP-01 (EU1-S02) exhibited a quick establishment
of the vegetation—less than 30 days after it was implanted—and it has not been significantly influenced
by climate changes (Figure 6c). Similar results were reported by Álvarez-Mozos et al. [46]. RECP-02
(EU2-S11) and RECP-03 (EU2-S09) also presented a quick establishment of the vegetation, but sharp
drops and sensitive reductions in the vegetative cover index values are clear (Figure 6c).

Despite the similar behavior of the vegetative cover index evolution, RECP-02 exhibited a better
re-establishment of the vegetation in the third wet period. Thus, one must consider that RECPs
comprising coconut fibers could be more susceptible to vegetation development than the ones
comprising vegetable fiber (straw). It is worth mentioning that these conclusions are specific for
the conditions of soil and vegetation species used in this study. Furthermore, these products are
indicated for temporary slope protection, as high degrees of deterioration were evident at the end of
the inspection period—similar results were reported by Vishnudas [47].

Considering the last in-isolation technique investigated (IBT-6), the geocellular containment
system (GCS) installed in EU1-S07 and EU2-S05 exhibited similar vegetation evolutions (Figure 6d).
The non-satisfactory vegetative cover index values reported are associated with the difficulty of seeds’
germination and establishment. The geotextiles act as a barrier between the seeds and the soil [44,48]
and between the sunlight and soil, leading to low germination rates [49]. However, the IBT-6 technique
proved to avoid slope superficial erosion processes, as no erosive processes were reported during the
inspections performed in the investigated period.

One must be aware of the shortcomings of comparing the performance of the in-isolation
techniques in the experimental units one (EU-1) and two (EU-2). As shown by the results of the
manual seeding (IBT-1; Figure 6a), L-RECPs (IBT-4; Figure 6b), and GCS (IBT-6; Figure 6d) techniques,
differences in the vegetation development (and establishment) between sections installed in EU-1 and
EU-2 were noted (especially in the dry periods). Overall, these results show that the sections of the
second experimental unit (EU2) were more sensitive to climatological changes. In fact, because of the
experimental units’ different orientation (slope aspects stated in topic 2.1), the sections of EU2 face
sunlight exposure for a longer period compared to the sections of EU1. This difference hampers the
comparison between the results obtained with the RECPs’ isolated technique (IBT-5, Figure 6c). It is
not ideal to compare the results obtained with RECP-01 with RECP-02 and/or RECP-03, because they
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were installed under the different experimental units and a different type of RECPs was adopted in
each case.

Figure 7 shows the vegetative cover index evolution for the mixed bioengineering techniques
installed at the experimental units. The vegetative cover index evolutions can be divided into three
different groups. The first group exhibits vegetative cover index evolution similar to the first group of
the in-isolation bioengineering techniques: unsatisfactory vegetative cover index values throughout
the whole investigated period and increases during wet periods and maintenance or decrease of the
index values during the dry periods. The manual seeding and cellulose mulch (MBT-1; EU1-S09),
manual seeding and organic sediment retainers (OSRs; MBT-2; EU1-S06), and live stakes and live
organic sediment retainer (L-OSRs; MBT-4; EU2-S04) techniques comprise this group. Manual seeding
and ORSs (MBT-2; EU2-S12); live stakes, L-ORSs, and manual seeding (MBT-5; EU1-S04); and RECPs
and OSRs (MBT-6; EU2-S10) techniques set the second group. This group is characterized by vegetative
cover index values between 20 and 70%, sharp drops in the index values at the end of the dry periods,
and its increase during the wet ones.

Finally, the third group of mixed bioengineering techniques is characterized by a satisfactory
vegetative cover index 30 days after the techniques were implemented, followed by variations (increases
and decreases) in the index values for the whole period investigated (decreases occurred especially at
the end of the periods—regardless of wet or dry ones). Despite this variability, the sections of this
group exhibited a satisfactory vegetative cover index at the end of the investigation period. This group
is comprised by manual seeding and ORSs (MBT-2; EU1-S11); manual seeding, cellulose mulch and
OSRs (MBT-3; EU1-S10); live stakes, L-ORSs and manual seeding (MBT-5; EU1-S03); and rolled erosion
control products (RECPs) and OSRs (MBT-6; EU1-S05 and EU2-S08).

The results presented in Figure 7a revealed that adopting organic material (cellulose mulch)
attached with manual seeding (MBT-1) did not provide any improvement in the vegetation
establishment compared with the in-isolation manual seeding technique (IBT-1; Figure 6a). In addition,
widespread laminar erosion and small grooves were reported in the section (EU1-S09) at the end of
the inspection period. Thus, adding organic material attached to the manual seeding technique does
not seem to be an effective technique for the soil conditions studied in this paper. Further studies are
required to assess other types of organic material attached to the manual seeding technique.

In the case of the combined adoption of organic sediment retainers (OSRs) and manual seeding
technique (MBT-02), better establishment of the vegetation (Figure 7a) compared with IBT-1 (Figure 6a)
is evident. However, MBT-2 exhibited high variability in the vegetative cover index evolution between
the sections installed (EU1-S06, EU1-S11 and EU2-S12)—a notable difference occurs between EU1-S06
and EU1-S11, installed at the same experimental unit (EU1). Furthermore, this technique proved
to be vulnerable to climatologic changes (dry–wet cycles) for the particular vegetation species used.
Despite these issues, this mixed bioengineering technique prevented the occurrence of slope superficial
erosion, as no erosion process was encountered in the sections up to the end of the investigation period.
This evidence was expected, as the OSR decreases runoff on the slopes, retains humidity and nutrients
in the system, and promotes vegetation establishment [50].

Despite the variability encountered for the aforementioned technique (MBT-2), the OSRs provided
an excellent vegetation development when added to the manual seeding technique attached to organic
material—cellulose mulch (MBT-3, EU1-S10; Figure 7a). MBT-3 proves to be an effective technique as
slope superficial soil erosion protection.

The combination of live stakes (IBT-02) and L-OSRs (IBT-03) techniques (MBT-4; EU2-S04; Figure 7b)
did not provide an improvement in the vegetation development compared to its in-isolation techniques
(IBT-02 and IBT-03; Figure 6a). Despite the slight influence of the climatological condition in the
vegetative cover index values, difficulties in the vegetation establishment occurred even during the
wet period. Moreover, laminar erosion and grouting processes were reported during the inspections.

On the other hand, the combination of live stakes, live organic sediment retainers (L-OSRs),
and manual seeding (MBT-5; EU1-S03 and EU1-S04) exhibited an improvement of the vegetation
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establishment (Figure 7) compared to its applications in isolation conditions (IBT-1, IBT-2, and IBT-3;
Figure 6a). However, this technique exhibits an unexpected variability (MBT-5): vegetative cover
index evolution between sections EU1-S03 and EU1-S04 is very different. As both sections are located
side-by-side (Figure 2) and under identical climatological conditions, the difference in the vegetation
evolution may be caused due to intrinsic variability of the technique—more than one material can
contribute with its own variability.

 

Figure 7. Vegetative cover index evolution for different mixed bioengineering techniques: (a) manual
seeding and cellulose mulch (MBT-1; EU1-S09); manual seeding and organic sediment retainers
(OSRs; MBT-2; EU1-S06, EU1-S11 and EU2-S12); and manual seeding, cellulose mulch and OSRs
(MBT-3, EU1-S10); (b) live stakes and live organic sediment retainers (L-OSRs; MBT-4; EU2-S04) and
live stakes, L-OSRs and manual seeding (MBT-5; EU1-S03 and EU1-S04); and (c) rolled erosion control
products (RECPs; MBT-6; EU1-S05, EU2-S08, and EU2-S10).

Finally, the last mixed bioengineering technique (MBT-6) evaluated comprised the combination
of RECPs and OSRs (Figure 7c). RECP-2 installed with OSRs (EU1-S05 and EU2-S08) exhibited
better vegetation establishment, compared to RECP-3 installed with OSRs, during the whole period
investigated (EU2-S10). Once again, the RECPs comprised by coconut fibers proves to be more
susceptible for vegetation development than the ones comprised of vegetable fiber (straw) for similar
conditions (soil and vegetation species used), as considered in this study.
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Differences between the vegetative cover index evolution between the same technique installed in
both experimental unit sections were also evident in MBT-3 and MBT-6 (with RECP-2). These differences
are related to the experimental units’ different orientation (stated in topic 2.1) as previously discussed.

Despite the benefits of using geosynthetics (polymeric based materials) in geotechnical works,
one must be aware of the long-term environmental impacts caused by using these materials. The small
particles resulting from the geosynthetic degradation (micro plastic) may enter the environment,
resulting in soil pollution and spoiling the fauna [48,51–53].

4. Conclusions

In this study, different types of bioengineering techniques were evaluated, in isolation and in
combined conditions, as systems to prevent/control superficial erosion processes in the slopes of Paraíba
do Sul-MG (Brazil). High-quality images taken from periodical visits conducted over the course of
27 months were submitted to a computer code to assess the percentage of vegetation developed in
the slopes’ superficial soil through time. Based on the results obtained in this study, the following
conclusions can be drawn:

• Despite the similar characteristics of the soil of the two selected experimental units, the effectiveness
of the same technique applied to both (EU1 and EU2) seems to be influenced by the differences in
their climatological conditions. As the experimental units are only 1.2 km apart, differences in their
climatological conditions can hardly be attributed to differences in rainfall events. Thus, due to
the experimental units’ different orientation, experimental unit two (EU2) was exposed to
sunlight incidence for longer periods compared to experimental unit one (EU1). In this case,
EU2 experienced significant changes in the vegetation’s phytosanitary aspects, impairing the
vegetative cover index’s determination. This hypothesis is supported by the sharp drops in the
vegetative cover index for most techniques at the end or after the dry periods in the EU2.

• Among the six in-isolation bioengineering techniques evaluated in this study, adopting manual
seeding, live stakes, and live organic sediment retainers (L-OSRs) exhibited vegetative cover
index values smaller than 40%, with difficulties in vegetation establishment over the 27-month
investigated period (fluctuation in its values were also present). These techniques have not
proven to be effective to prevent/control slopes’ superficial erosion. Despite the high values of
vegetative cover index observed when geocellular containment systems (GCSs) were applied,
this technique exhibited fluctuation throughout the period investigated, which indicates vegetation
establishment deficiency.

• Live rolled erosion control products (L-RECPs) and a highly flexible, UV-stabilized,
and non-degradable three-dimensional matrix rolled erosion control product (RECP) investigated
in isolation conditions exhibited a high tendency for vegetation development. L-RECPs led to
a swift establishment of the vegetation. Adopting different types of RECPs available in the Brazilian
market has shown that RECPs comprised of coconut fibers were more susceptible for vegetation
development than the ones comprised of vegetable fiber (straw) for the specific soil conditions and
vegetation species used herein. However, one must consider that for these techniques (L-RECPs
and RECPs), the development of vegetation seems to be highly susceptible to harsh climatological
conditions (especially the dry periods).

• Incorporating organic material (cellulose mulch) to the manual seeding technique did not improve
the vegetation development. The inclusion of organic sediment retainers (OSR) to the manual
seeding technique exhibited an expressive variability on the vegetative cover index, with a high
influence of the dry periods in the vegetation establishment. However, the combination of manual
seeding, cellulose mulch, and organic sediment retainers (OSR) proved to be an excellent technique,
inducing a quick establishment of vegetation with satisfactory vegetative cover index and only
slight fluctuations during the period investigated. Live stakes combined with organic sediment
retainers (OSR) and the manual seeding technique exhibited high variability and non-satisfactory
vegetative cover index. OSRs combined with commercially available RECPs exhibited a significant
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variability and proved to be sensitive in locations with a harsh climatological condition (especially
the dry periods).

• The sharp drop and sensitive reductions in the vegetative cover index can be attributed to
different factors. The sharp drops, especially at the end or after the exposure to dry periods,
possibly occurred due to significant changes in the vegetation’s phytosanitary aspect, in other
words, an intensive decay on the vegetation’s green color. Regarding the sensitive reductions
in the vegetative cover index, especially in wet periods, they can be attributed to difficulties in
some vegetative species (possibly the non-native ones) to adapt to the soil and/or climatological
conditions of the area, resulting in a similar change in the vegetative phytosanitary aspects or
vegetation death. In both cases, the reductions experienced in the vegetative cover index derive
from the methodology adopted in this study, which did not include faded vegetation in the
vegetative cover index. It should be noted that this conservative procedure aims to neglect the
vegetation without adequate phytosanitary aspects, considering that they are not able to prevent
the surface erosion of the slopes.

Finally, the conclusions presented in this study are restricted to the specific site-conditions
investigated herein: the given slope, a sandy silt soil with low fertility and medium acidity in a tropical
climate, and for the specific selected vegetation species used in the treatments. Therefore, caution
should be exercised when using these conclusions for different site-conditions.
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Appendix A

  
(a) (b) 

Figure A1. Cont.
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(c) (d) 

Figure A1. Live stakes: (a) storage after transport in an air-conditioned environment, (b) root system
detail, (c) installation procedure in manually excavated cavities, and (d) substrate material application.

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure A2. Live rolled erosion control products (L-RECPs): (a) cultivation at greenhouses,
(b) coil-shaped collection, (c) transportation, and (d) installation of the elements in the experimental
units slopes.
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(a) (b) 

Figure A3. Organic sediment retainers associated with live elements (L-OSRs): (a) storage in the
experimental units; and (b) installation of the elements in manually excavated trenches.

Appendix B

Table A1. Checklist for the visual inspections performed during visits carried out during 27 months in
the experimental units’ sections area.

Inspection Check List of the Sections

Local: Simplício UHE Experimental Unit: “Number of the EU”

Section: “Number of the section” Bioengineering technique: “Name of the bioengineering technique”

Data: “Data of the inspection/visit” Time: “Time of the inspection/visit”

Climatological Condition: “Sunny,
cloudy, partially cloudy, rainy”

Data of the end of execution: “Data of the conclusion of the
bioengineering technique’s execution process in the section”

General aspects

Good (Satisfactory general aspects)
Medium (Non-satisfactory factors present which does not compromise
the integrity and treatment efficiency)
Poor (Presence of non-satisfactory factors that may impair the integrity
and treatment efficiency)

General aspects of the vegetation/structure

Structural integrity

Good (Absence of apparent damage)
Medium (Presence of less significant damage)
Poor (Presence of damage that impairs the integrity and
treatment efficiency)

Anchoring/Stapling

Great (Efficient stapling, absence of loose or uprooted staples)
Good (Efficient stapling, presence of loose or uprooted staples in a rate up
to 0.1 staples/m2)
Medium (Efficient stapling, presence of loose or uprooted staples in a rate
of 0.1–0.5 staples/m2)
Poor (Efficient stapling, presence of loose or uprooted staples in a rate
higher than 0.5 staples/m2)

Soil stability/Erosion

Good (general aspects of the section are satisfactory: without sediment
mobilization points)
Medium (section with the presence of sediment mobilization points);
Poor (presence of linear erosion)

Germination/Vegetation stakes
setting (%)

Good (Germination of 25% up to 1 month after cultivation or germination
of 50% for 1–3 months after cultivation or germination of 70% after
3 months of cultivation)
Medium (Germination of 15% up to 1 month after cultivation or
germination of 30% for 1–3 months after cultivation or germination of
50% after 3 months of cultivation)
Good (Germination less than 25% up to 1 month after cultivation or
germination less than 30% for 1–3 months after cultivation or germination
less than 50% after 3 months of cultivation)
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Table A1. Cont.

Predominant species Mix of 10 herbaceous species (attached)

Phytosanitary aspect

Good (Absence of phytopathogen)
Medium (Presence of chlorosis and phytopathogen up to 20% of the
total vegetation)
Poor (Presence of chlorosis and phytopathogen higher than 20% of the
total vegetation)

Pest occurrence Presence or absence of pests

Nutritional status
Good (Absence of chlorosis in vegetation)
Medium (Occurrence of chlorosis up to 20% in the total vegetation)
Poor (Occurrence of chlorosis higher than 20% in the total vegetation)

Fencing condition Good (Absence of fence breakage)
Poor (Presence of fence breakage)

Additional aspects Other aspects that must be highlighted

Photographic report

Photo 01 Photo 02

Photo 03 Photo 04
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